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CHAPTER! Trusteeship: Altruism vs Self-lnterest

"This is the story of American's second effort to reconcile conflicting4
American and Micronesian interests...But, today, the process differs
in one basic way. There is a new party participating in the decision-
making process--the Micronesians."

, CHAPTER II The U.S. Position
.i

"Their search was simple--just find what's right

To ensure a favorable plebiscite,
And see that the long-shelved Micro-nation
Would be American-owned by affiliation.'!

--The Solomon Report, 1963

_ cHAPTER III Self-Determination for Micronesia

"The United States feels that it must record its opposition
not to the principle of independence, to which no people
could be more consecrated than the people of the United
States, but to the thought that it could possibly be
achieved within any foreseeable future in this case."

o-- U.S. Ambassador Warren Austin,
before the U.N. Security Council, 1947

,,

CHAPTERIV Micronesia: How Strategic Is It?
"We fought for them,.we've got them, we should keep them. Tiley
are necessary to our safety.. I see no other course "

_,-Congressman F. Edward Hebert, 1945

"What right does a small number of people have to shape the destiny
of the world?"

--A high-ranking military officer, 1973

CHAPTERV "There are only 90,000 people out there. Who gives a damn?"

--Secretary of State and Assistant to
the President for National Security
Affairs, Henry A. Kissinger, as
quoted in Who Owns America? by
Walter Hickel, p. 191.

I_ "...And Micronesia would become the newest, the smallest, the

remotest non-white minority in the United States political fam-

ily--as permanent and as American, shall we say, as the #JnericanIndian."

I_ --Lazarus Salii, Senator from Palau,

Chairman of the Micronesian Status

Con_ission, 1970.



CHAPTERVI The Marianas Break Away

"I know that the United States is using some of us to divide
and make us fight among ourselves so they can rule us, but
we have to unite and be strong to fight for what is ours and
what we want."

--Roman Tmetuchl, Senator from
Palau, 1973

"We've been had."
--Andon Amaraich, Senator from

Truk,

"...After a quarter century of _lerican ad_linistration, our

people have co_le to know and appreciate the American system of
government. The concept of democracy has been very important
_nd significant to us...We desire a close political union with
the United States of America--a membership in tile United States

political family."

--Edward Pangelinan, Chairman ofofthe Micronesian Status Dele-

gation, 1972.

CHAPTERVII Implicati'ons for Guam and the Other U.S. Territories

"We do not intend to sitidly by while Micronesia negotiates it-
self a political status better than ours. Our status review is
underway and when they present theirs, we will move to ensure
that Guam is treated equally. Our long loyalty to the United
States entitles us to nothing less."

--Governor of Guam, 1973

"To accord these individuals a political status higher than that
now accorded Americans in the U.S. Virgin Islands or Guam...is
a grave trespass on the boundaries of the union which exists be-
tween territorial Americans and their counterparts in the 50
states."

--Guam Delegate Won Pat, 1974

"Whatever the needs--whether real or imagined--of the Pentagon in

. the western Pacific, the willingness of Washington to deal so gen-erously with non-citizens while denying their fellow Americans
equal treatment can only be viewed with suspicion and resentment
by the people of Guam."

--Guam Delegate Won Pat, 1974
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CHAPTERVIII Congress and Micronesia

"...give us the kind of title _o the new Territory of the Pacific
that we should have and which we have earned."

--Senator Mike Mansfield, 1946

"I don't object to si}ending money over there, but _.lhat I object
_o. is the hypocrisy _lhich this country has given in its relation-
ship to Micronesia, making these people expect something which
they can't have--independence."

--Senator Wayne Aspinall_ 1973

"How important is Micronesia to you?"

"It's at the very bottom of my list." [The island_ "are merely
specks in the Pacific."

--Interview vlith Seilator
Joseph P. Vigorito, 1973

0
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INTRODUCTION

The Micronesian Dilemma" Altruism Vs. Self-lnterest

Since the U.S. captured Micronesia from Japan in World War II, the terri-

tory has presented America with a dilemma: how to reconcile traditional Amer-

ican views in favor of self-government and self-determination and against ter-

• J°

mtorlal aggrandizement with the belief that American control is required to

defend the United States and to maintain international peace and security:

The problem was not resolved in 1947 when the United States reached agree-
i

ment with the U.N. Security Council to place the islands under the new U.N. trustee-

ship Isystem. Micronesia was designated a strategic trust which allowed the

U.S. to maintain almost absolute control while it worked tovJard self-determi-

nati6n. Stanley de Smith, in his book Microstates and Micronesia, suggests

0
thatdthe concept of strategic trusteeship appeared to be de facto annexation

J H

"papered over with the thinnest of disguises, •Indeed, American control and

administration of Micronesia went unquestioned in the late 40's and through-

out the 50's.

jHowever, it was inevitable that the conflict between U.S. strategic in-

terests and Micronesian Self-determination would have to be resolved eventually.

The United State_ could not fulfill its obligation to promote the economic,

social, educational, and political development of Micronesia without ultimately
d

havi,ng to reconcile the dilemma. First, given advances in communication, trans-

portiation, and improved education, the Micronesian dilemma would have to come to
J

a head even if the U.S. had done nothing in the area of political development.

TheU.S. could not teach the principles of American democracy at increasingly

O; 'higher levels of educationand yet escape the eventual question of why the same

democratic principles were not applied to Micronesia.
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Second, Micronesia no longer exists, if il ever did, in isolation of other

world-wide political developments. The world of 1947, when Micronesia became

a U.N. Trust Territory, had changed drastically by 1960. Instead of 50 nations

in the U.N., there were 99--and now there are 138 member nations. The new na-

tions isaw a duty and obligation to help the remaining dependent peoples achieve
!

I

self-determination. Colonialism, even in the form of trusteeship_was an out-

modedlconcept.

Finally, defense requirements of 1945 have changed. Of the major countries

in the Pacific, Japan was an ally in World War I, but by World War II, Japan
d

had b_come the enemy. In the postwar era, she is again an ally. China was a

friend in World War II and was considered an enemy in the 50's and 60's. Now

the trend is toward detente, and the establishment of working relations between

the two countries. A similar situation exists with the Soviet Union. The U.S.

0 and t_e Soviet Union fought on the same side during World War II, but became an-

tagoni!sts after the war. With the Soviets, too, there is now a move toward

detente.

The concept of strategic trusteeship developed in its embryonic form in

the p_riod of conventional warfare. But the atomic bomb, ironically first

dispatched from Micronesian soil, introduced a new era. Conventional warfare

was by no means eliminated and certainly remained preferable to weapons of mass

destruction_ However, conventiona'l warfare in the global sense of World War II

becam_ less likely. The likelihood that a Micronesia in unfriendly hands might
J

be used for World War ll-type warfare has been reduced greatly.

Today, although island bases such as Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean are

usefu ! , the primary means ef defense is not via isolated island locations, but

I •

subma_ine and land-launched missiles equipped with atomic warheads and supersonic_



long-range aircraft capable of delivering weapons of mass destruction. Even

the logistics needed for the conduct of conventional warfare have changed

drastically. Islands retain their importance and usefulness for weapons and

sOpply storage, but they are not essential. Aircraft can now transport huge

q_a_tities of men and material wherever they are needed in extremely short

•periods of time.

Thus, at the same time that dependent status is no longer acceptable to

either the international community or to the Micronesian people, the military

justification for making Micronesia a strategic trust is also questionable.

However, this is by no means a universal conclusion. Initially, U.S. Control
J

w'as aimed at denying the area to other powers. The U.S. had a network of

bases throughout East Asia, in Korea, Taiwan,'Okinawa, Japan, the Philippines,
I

and Thailand. As the military saw the need for less restrictive, more polit-

0 ilcally Secure, and less costly bases away from the Asian mainland, U.S. mili-

tary objectives in Micronesia changed from denial to active use. The military

_dvanced many of the old reasons and some new ones for continued American con-

.trol of Micronesia.

This is the story of America's second effort to reconcile conflicting

American and Micronesian interests. And, unlike the difficulties faced during

_he first attempt in 1947, these more recent problems are far more complex.

lllustrative of the range of questions involved are the following:

--What is the role of Micronesia in the U.S. defense
posture in the Far East?

--Will a permanent U.S. military and political presence
in Micronesia affect U.S.-USSR and U.S.-China relations?

--What is the role of the United .Nations in determining
Micronesia's future? Is there a continuing U.N. respons-

0_ ibi.lity and, so,
if what?



. --If parts of Micronesia split off and establish a perm-

anent relationshipwith the United States,what
are

the implicationsfor:

a) the economic,military,and politicalstatus for
the remainderof Micronesia?

b) the attitudeof U.N. members, particularly"third
world" members, toward fragmentation/secession?

c) the conceptof "self-determination"?

--What are the economic,politicaland strategicimplica-
.. tions of a rejection by Micronesia of any permanent assoc-

iation with the United States?

--What will be the nature of a permanent relationship between
the United States and Micronesia? What are the implica-
tilDns of a new status for other U.S. territories (Guam•I •

Vilrgln Islands• .American Samoa, Puerto Rico)?

--What are the implications of a new relationship for tradi-
tional U.S..policy in support of self-determination? Spe-
ci_Fically, is Micronesia America's Namibia (South West
Afl"ica)?

_'_ --What role will Japan play in Micronesia,and how will it
af_'ectU.S.-Japaneserelations?

--What constitutionaland/or internationallegal problems are
lil,elyto arise?

--What problenisface the Micronesianasa new American minor-
i_r and how can his rights be protected?

--What are the respectiveroles of the Congress,the Executive
(andwithin it the Departmentsof State, Interior,Defense,
and Justice) in determiningU.S. poli.cy?

--What is the role and attitudeof the public and of the media
in determininga new relationship?

Someof these same questions, of course, also arose when Micronesia

Was placed under U.N. Trusteeship. But today, the process of answering these

questions differs in one basic way. There is a new party participating in

the decision-makingprocess--theMicrones.ians Since 1967 Micronesian
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,°representatives have been studying the future politicalstatus alternatives

open to the Territory. Since 1969, the United States and the Micronesians

have engaged in formal negotiations on the Territory's future political status.

Participation in decisions regarding their own form of government is a new

.experience for Micronesians. They have known four foreign rulers: Spain,

Germany, Japan, and the United States, the latter two under the general oversight

of the League of Nations and the United Nations, respectively.
I

Spain maintained nominal control over Micronesia from the late 1600's. The

period was marked by numerous disputes with Germany and the United Kingdom

over trade. Spain was also faced with native resistance to efforts to impose
I

Christianity. According to one account, Spain was responsible for reducing

one poPulation group, the Chamorros, from 50,000 in the 17th century to 4,000

_• by the early 18th century.i

Germany seized the Marshalls from Spain in 1885. After, the United States

acquired Guam and the Philippines in 1898 following the Spanish-American War,

Germany purchased Spain's remaining holdings in Micronesia the following year. •
!

The German holdings make up Micronesia as it is presently known.

Japan took the islands from Germany at the outbreak of World War I, and

after the war administered the islands under a League of Nations Mandate.
!

It was Micronesia's first experience with an external ruler who did not claim

sovereignty and. who was to some degree accountable to the international commu-

nity for the way the islands were administered. It was however, minimal

accountability. It was not thought that Micronesia would ever be able to

standialone and J_pan was allowed to administer the islands as if they were an

integral part of Japan.
i

Japan developed the territory extensively, particularly in the production
!

of agricultural and fishery products. Large and flourishing,Japanese commu-

nities were built, complete w_th the necessary roads and other public works
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facilities By 1938 almost _o_I• , _u,o of Micronesia"s population was composed of

Japanese citizens, who were also the primary beneficiaries of Japanese develop-

men:•tprograms. It was from Micronesia that Japan launched its attack on Pearl

Harbor.

The United States captured the islands from Japan after bitter fighting

in World War II Since 1947, the United States has administered Micronesia,

exciluding Guam, Uinder the U.N. Trusteeship system. Of the II original trust

territories, onl Micronesia and New Guinea remain. Micronesia is the only

territory esignate a strategic trust. The designation allowed the United

States to exercise• virtually complete control over the territory. Unlike other

• .trust territorie , Micronesia is the responsibility of the U.N. Security Coun-

cil i where the United States can veto any action' it does not like. Similarly,

s "
i •

the United State has the right to close any or all of Micronesia for security

rea!sons. A challenge to U.S. actions in Micronesia has not arisen in the Secur-

ity Council. In fact, tile Council delegated to tile U.N. Trusteeship Council

the responsibility for supervising U.S. administration• However, the United
]

Staltes has used its authority to close parts of the territory and to conduct

!1 •
defiense-related ctivities there.

|

In brief, Aimerican administration of far-flung Micronesia can be divided

into the followi ig four periods*:

--the _eriod following capture of the islands from the
Japat'ese and continuing until signature of the
Trusteeship Agreement of 1947. The U.S. Navy set up
administration procedures as the islands were captured.

i
• For a det!•iled history of Naval Administration, see Dorothy Richards

three-volume work, U.S. Naval Administration of tile Trust Territory of the
Pac_ific Islands. E.J. k_A Reporter in Micronesia is useful, especially
for the period t_ 1965. Other works are referred to in the text.
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---the period from signature of the Trusteeshi/p Agreement until
the islands were placed under the civilian administration of the
Department of the Interior in 1951, except for most of the Marianas
which were shortly returned to the Navy and remained under .Navy ad-
ministration until 1961.

---the period from 1961 to 1969 when the Kennedy, and later the
Johnson, Administration began an accelerated education program;
established the Council and later the Congress of Micronesia;
introduced Peace Corps_ began capital improvement programs; and
drastically improved transportation.

---the period from 1969 to the present when the Nixon Administration
continued improvements in Micronesia and initiated negotiations
with Micronesian representatives on the island's future political

status.

The first two periods were ones in which the United States successfully

post@oned the dilemma inherent in the concept of, a strategic trust. The third

and fourth periods were ones in which the Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon and Ford
i

Administrations sought to put American military presence in Micronesia on a more

permanent -- and domestic -- footing. It is on the last two periods that this

s.tud_ concentrates.

The reason for the constant succession of foreign rulers in Micronesia

is s_en in a description of the territory. Micronesia consists of those

islanld chains in the Western Pacific, just above the equator: the Carolines,

i
the Marshalls, and the Marianas. The Territory has more than 2,000 islands,

fewer ! than lO0of which are inhabited, scattered across an ocean area rough iy

• the s!ize of the United States. Yet the total land area (700 square miles)

is on!ly about half the size of the state of Rhode Island. The total population

is l_ss thdn 120,000.

f



The terms "l.licronesia" and the "Trust. Territory of tile Pacific Islands"

are used interchangeably. Technically, however, "Micronesia" is an anthropo-

.logical term which means "tiny islands."* Thus, in an anthropological sense,

Guamand the Gilbert: Islands are a part of _licronesia. However, partially because

of the political maneuvering already described, neither Guamnor the Gilberts

are a part of the political entity now commonly called Micronesia.

For administrative purposes, Micronesia is divided into six districts:
i

Palau, Ponape, Truk, and Yap in the Carolines; the Marshalls; and the Marianas.
i

The' current administrative arrangement has not always been used. Originally,

JaPan divided the Territory into as few as three districts. In 1977 Kusaie,

now a part of Ponape, will become a separate district.
; f

The most highly populated district is Truk, with a population of 32,732
I

(28% of the total). Yap is the smallest area in terms of population with 7,536

(6%). Palau and the Marianas Districts are relatively the same size, with pop-
[

ulations of 13,025 and 13,381, respectively. (Appr.oximately 11% each.)

The Marshalls and Ponape also have similar figures of 24,248 and
i •

23_723, respectively.

Emigration is not substantial and usually it is for the purpose of joining

reiatives. Out of 185 emigrants in 1972, 175 moved from Saipan to Guamto join
q

their husband or wife. Internal migration is minimal too. In 1972, there were
I

oniy i6 cases of migration in the Trust Territory. Thirteen of those came to
: i

Truk from various districts to join relatives. The other three went from Truk
i

to', Pal au.

Although this migration from district to district is on a limited scale,

th'.e high population of the district centers shows great movement from the out-

_,_ lylingislands. The populationfigures silowa gross disproportionatedistribu-

tion betweenthe district centers and the outer islands. In the Marianas,10,745

*The term is not to be confused with Polynesia,which means '_manyislands,"or
Helanesia,which means "black islands."
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people live on Saipan,which is more than 80% of the total populationof that

district. A major portionof the remainingpercentagecan be found mainly on

Rota and Tinian and a few sparselypopulatedouter islands. The inhabitantsof

thelMarshallsare even more widely dispersed.
J

Although there are obvious indicationsof Spanish and Japanese influence,

most of the presentpopulationknows only the period of Trusteeshipand Ameri-

can!administration.Fifty-threeper cent of the total populationis school-

aged (under 19 years of age), and an even larger number (64%) are under 25.
I

Micronesiais also a growingpopulation. The averageannual growth rate from

1968 to 1972 was 4.5%, more than double the world averagefor the same period.

. TheIgrowth rate decreasedto.approximately3.5,%in 1973.

In addition to their island locations,the'people of Hicronesia have in

common such things as chieflyhierarchies,collectiveland tenure,extended

familiesand villageorganization. However,there are substantialdifferences
F

among the districts. Nine major languagesarespoken in the Territory,with manyI

dialecticalvariationsfrom island to island:.Palauan,Yapese, Chamorro,

Ulithi-Woleai,Trukese, Ponapean,Kusaien,Marshallese,and Kapingamarangi-Nikuoro.

Many of the older people speak Japanese. Since a decisionwas made in 1963 that
J

Englishwould be the languageof instructionin schools, Englishhas rapidly be-

come the common languagethroughoutthe islands.

Micronesia'slimitedland area, widespreadlocation,limitedpopulation,

and absenceof capitalhave been a major obstacle to economicdevelopment.

Economiesof scale are virtuallyimpossible;therefore,the costs of administra-

ti_onare substantial. A single high school might he'sufficientto service a

coi_munitywith a populationthe size of.Micronesia's. However,fifteen public.

high schools are presentlyoperated in Hicronesia. In addition,there are

twelve privatehigh schools.
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There seems to be general agreement that the United States has failed

dismally to develop Micronesia economically, Micronesia's economic potential

has been studied and re-studied. However, Micronesia's known natural resources

are'a limiting factor. Until recently, scrap metal from World War II was the

second major export, following behind ever-fluctuating trade in copra. Japanese
i

ecolnomic enterprises in agriculture and fisheries have not been tried under

Ame'rican administration, primarily because of the shortage of labor and because
!

Micronesians dislike deep-sea fishing. Commercial fishing remains a possible

major economic asset, but most studies look to tourism and rlicronesia's potential
I

for bases as its major immediate assets.

]jwolvement of U.S. Government Aqencies

' The Department of the Interior is primarily responsible for the administra-

ti!on of Micronesia. Through its Office of Territorial Affairs, Interior also
i

administers Guam, the Virgin• Islands, and American Samoa--all territories over

w_ich the United States claims sovereignty. Prior to its becoming a Common-
!

wealth, Puerto Rico was also administered by Interior.

A High Commissioner, appointed by the President and confirmed by the Sen-

ate, is the principal U.S. government official in Micronesia. The High Commis-

s!oner presides over a government which resembles the government of the United

i S,tates. That is, there are three branches: a bi-cameral territory-wide legis-

i l'ature called the Congress of Micronesia; a judiciary, Whose members are ap-

! pointed by and may be removed by the Secretary of the Interior; and the Execu-

i _ive branch, which consists of the High Commissioner, a cabinet, and an adminis-

trator for each district.

14D
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However, the analogy between the organization of tile U.S. government and

the Micronesian government is misleading. The High Commissioner is an exten-

sion of, and takes instructions from, the Department of the Interi.or, which

created the Congress of Micronesia and the Judiciary. Thus unlike the United1

Sta,tes where the branches are co-equal, the Executive branch in Micronesia has

final authority. The Congress of Micronesia may re-pass vetoed legislation,

butlthe legislation nevertheless does not become law if the High Commissioner's

veto is upheld by the Secretary of the Interior• Similarly, the Congress of Mi

M1cronesla controls only those funds raised in Micronesia ($5•7 million in 1973)
i " '

but !las only recommendatory powers regarding the funds appropriated by the
J

Uniited States for Micronesia ($59.4 million in 1973).

Since Micronesia is a strategic trust, the'U.S, is allowed certain prerOg-

atiives to use the area for defense purposes• Within the Department of Defense,

the_ services most interested in I,licronesia is tile i_avy, _Jhich at one time admin-

istered [,iicronesia, Guam, and American Samoa• Navy administered r,licronesia from

the time the islands were captured from Japan.until 1951 when Interior was made

responsible. In late 1951, Navy resumed responsibility for parts of the Northern

Marjianas and administered that portion until 1961• Navy still retains a major

influence over developments in nearby Guam. In addition to Navy, there is inter-

est in Micronesia in the Army, which is responsible for the Pacific Missile Range

faclllty on Kwajalein in the Marshall Islands. The Coast Guard has a number of
i

stations in Micronesia. Plans call for a joint Navy-Air Force base on the is-

land of Tinian in the Marianas, and the Marines have expressed an interest in

training facilities in Palau.

The United States does not claim sovereignty over Micronesia but administers

the territory under agreement with the United Nations Security Council. The

Department of State represents the United States in all contacts with the United

Nations. Within the DePartment of State,. the offices primarily responsible are
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the Bureaus of East Indian Affairs, International Organizations, the Legal

Adviser, and the United States Hission to the United i.la_ions. The United State

i's represented on the U.N. Trusteeship Council, which oversees trusteeship af-

fairs. The Department of State annually submits to the U.N. reports on Micro-

nesia, based on material furnished by the Department of the Interior.

Amongother U.S. government agencies with an interest in Micronesia are

the! Peace Corps, the Federal Aviation Agency, the Weather Bureau, and the U.S.

Postal Service.

0
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Much of pre-war Micronesia was destroyed in the fighting of World War

II. Much of what was not destroyed in the actual fighting was, for a
I

variety of not too understandable reasons, destroyed by American forces

after the islands were secured. Rapid U.S. demobilization resulted in

the labandonment and subsequent dismantlement of most of the facilities

built by the militaFy. Critics in the Sixties were to accuse the American

administrators of the late forties and the fifties of maintaining an

anthropological zoo. In the U.N. Trusteeship Agreement the U.S. obligatedi

itself to promote Micronesia's economic, social, educational and political

development. However, during the first thirteen years of U.S. trusteeship
i

little progress was made in any of these fields with the possible exception

of political development, i,licronesia was all but forgotten except for

quaint stories of island life. For the Micronesians some of the quaint

stoHes were about (.=vents of profoundly human impact. Amongother things

there were stories about the removal of Micronesians from their islands

so that atomic weapons could be tested.

One thing the Navy and early Interior administrators did accomplish

was progress in political development. The plan apparently was to develop

Mic_ronesian government at the comllunity level and later at a central or

territory-wide level. Later, Interior established a territory-wide advisory

couhcil and then a legislature with limited authority. But even here, American

administrators have been sharply criticised. The proliferation of governmental

uni_ts, one observer remarked, makes Micronesians easily the most over-governed
local

_ people in the world. More important,the emphasis/ongovernmentunits encour-

aged the continuationof isolated,expensivebut entirely dependentpopulation

groupings.
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•Initially,l'licronesiadid not benefit very much from United Nations Trust-
P

eeship Councilsupervisionof l_nericanadministration. Most U.N. attentionwas

devoted to the larger,more populousterritoriesof Africa and Asia. Visits by

U.N, Missions were brief formalities. In 1960, however, colonialism,even that

internationallysanctionedunder the trusteeshipsystem, came under sharp cri-' I

ticism. Newly independentcountriesused the availableU.N. forum to press for
F

an end to governmentby foreigncountries. At the 1960 U.N. session,where

Soviet Premier Khruschevbanged his shoe and Fidel Castro pluckedchickens at

a New York hotel, the,GeneralAssembly declared:

"Immediatesteps Shall be taken in trust and non-self-governingterri-
. tories or all other territorieswhich have not yet attained independ-

ence, to transfer all powers to the peoples of those territories,
without any conditionsor reservations,in accordancewith their
freely expressedwill and desire,without any distinctionas to race,
creed or colour, in order to enable them to enjoy conipletefreedom
and independence."

Shortly after the U.N. Colonialism Declaration, the U.N. Trusteeship Coun-
ci , which by then had only Nauru, New Guinea and Micronesia under its juris-

diction, devoted detailed attention to Micronesia for the first time. A U.N.

Mission visited Micronesia in 1961, and since that time similar missions have

visilted the territory at three-year intervals.

The 1961 Visiting Mission was sharply critical of American administration

of Micronesia in almost every area: poor transportation; failure to settle
i

war 'damage claims; failure to adequately compensate for land taken for military

purp'oses; poor working conditions at the American missile range in the Marshalls;

inadequate economic development; inadequate education programs; and almost non-

exisltent medical care.

The 1961 Visiting Mission was particularly critical of the "political con-

sequ'ences" of the continuing division of the administration of the territory

0 Ibetween Navy and Interior. Saipan, under Navy administration,said the Visiting
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Mission was benefitinu from "financial discrimination" aL _Jle expense of the

remainder of Micronesia. In addition, the Visiting Mission felt that the eco-

nomic advantages awlilable to Saipan as a result of larger expenditures by the

military encouraged separatism. The Visiting Mission called on the United

States to "take the heat out" of the Marianas separatist movement, and included

in its report material which indicated that U.S. Naval administrators had en-

couraged the Saipanese to break away from the rest of Micronesia and "re-interate'

with Guam.

Sharp .criticism of separatism in the Marianas was consistent with prevail-

ing political sentiment in the United Nations. In its 1960 Declaration on Col-

oni.alism, the U.N. General Assembly had staunchly declared that "any attempt

aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territor-

ial integrity of a country is incompatible with the purposes and principles of

the Charterof the United Nations."

Over the Sixties,other criticismof U.S. administrationof Micronesiaap-

peared in such journals as the New Yorker,the Saturday EveningPost, and the

HonoluluStar Bulletin. Micronesia,which Robert Trumbull had called Paradise

in Trust, was referredto as America'sParadiseLost, "Our Bungled Trust,"the

"Rust Territory" (the term could have referredto either the corrugatedsteel
J

buildingswhich were used for schools,homes, and public buildingsor to rusting
p

rellcs of World WarII), "Buritis in Paradise,""The ForgottenIslands,""show-

case of neglect,"and "trust betrayed."

Accordingto one former AssistantSecretaryof State, the report of the

196"IVisiting Missionand attendantpublicitystunned the new KennedyAdminis-
I

tra;tion--allthe more so because neitherthe VisitingMission nor the Trustee-

0_ ship Council,which endorsedthe Mission Report,were dominatedby anti-American

countriesor by the newly independentcountries. Kennedy also realized that

colonialism,even as sanctionedin the form Of internationaltrusteeship,was
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f rapidly coming to aclose. The tim6 _;,'ould soo'n come when Pressures would build

up in Micronesia and in the United Nations for self-determination. In his ad-

dress to the General Assembly on Septembe:_25, 1961, PreSident Kennedy expressed

thelposition of the United States on colonialism.

Within the limits of our responsibility in such
matters, my country intends to be a participant and not
merely an observer, in the peaceful, expeditious move-
ment of nations from the status of colonies to the part-
nership oi; equals. That continuing tide of self-deter-
mination, which runs so strong, has our sympathy and our
support.

But colonialism, in its harshest form, is not only
the exploitation of new nations by old, of dark skins by
light, or the subjugation of the poor by the rich. My
nation was once a colony, and we know what colonialism
means: the exploitatien and subjugation of the weak by
the powerful, of the many by the few, of the governed who
have given no consent to be governed, whatever their cont-
inent, their class, or their color.

And that is why there is no ignoring the fact that thetide of self-determination hasnot reached the Communist
empire where a population far larger than that officially
termed "dependent" lives under governments installed by
foreign troops instead of free institutions--under a system
which knows only one party and one belief--which suppresses
free debate and free elections and free newspapers and free
books and free trade unions--and which build a wall to keep
truth a stranger and its own citizens prisoners. Let us de-
bate colonialism in full--and apply the principle of free
choice and the practice of free plebiscites in every corner
of the globe.

The digression into criticism of communismaside, Kennedy's statement to the

Gen'eral Assembly sealed the U.S position in all subsequent debate on colonialism.!

As a result of the criticism and of new sensitivity about colonialism, a

serlies of new programs was begun in Micronesia. The programs took on increased

imp.ortance when Kennedy himself became particularly incensed over the number of

peqple crippled by the rapid spread of polio in the Marshall Islands at a time

whe'n vaccines were readily available. The administration of the territory was

moved from Guam, and, for the first time, to Micronesia itself. The territory

was united under a single Civilfan administration when Saipan, Tinian and Pagan
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were returned to the jurisdiction of the Interior Dep.arLment. An accelerated

education program was begun; English became the language of instruction; and

large numbers of American teachers were employed. The Administration set

State-side standards for health. U.S. appropriations for Micronesia, which
i

hadlaveraged $I million annually between 1947 and 1952 and $5 million between

1947 and 1963, were raised to $15 million.in 1963.

When the 1964 Visiting Mission made its report, the entire tone was dif-

ferent. The Mission noted "a great change" in U.S. policy. • There was still

extensive criticism., particularly of the absence of economic development and

of the failure to settle war •damageclaims against the U.S. and Japan..However,, i

the,Mission said it had observed the "first fruits" of the new policy, which

would transform Micronesia in ways which could not be fully foreseen. The

Mission noted marked improvements in education, medical care, transportation,

O and! political deveiopment.

As had been the case in 1961, the Mission spoke out firmly against frag-

menitation. So did the Assistant Secretary of the Interior who met with the
I

Mission. "We do not," he said, "favor fragmentation of the Trust Territory."l

The'Mission noted the firm U.S. statement on the question of territorial unity
I

and saw a reflection of the policy in Micronesia. There were, the Mission
i

fou'nd, encouraging signs that •"a nation of Micronesia--a Micronesian 'self,'

as "distinct-from a collection of island communities--is emerging from what hasI

been in reality no more than a hapllazard grouping of islands •and peoples which

an laccident of history brought under the administration of a single Power as

trulstee. '' TheMission expressed its belief that the creation of a Micronesian

self was essential if self-determination was to be meaningful. The alternative,

O,, it lsaid, would be fragnlentation--the "self-determination of a multitude of

separate islands ()r d.istricts."



D The 1964 Visitinc__iissionfound U.S..ofFicial_w_!ue abe_t the future

politicalstatusof Micronesia,but affirmingthat the U.S. did not "itself

contemplat_integration." All that could be said at the present stage, the

_lissionrecalledbeing informedby U.S. officials,"was that the range of op-
d
i

tipns would start with independenceand cover all other possibilities--possi-

biiitieswhich were changing as the territorydeveloped." Actually,American

officialswere not being candid with the VisitingMission. The full range of

. optionsmight theoreticallyhave been available,but American policy was se-
L

cretly•aimedat a single option--somekind of permanentassociationwith the

United States. The only thing left unclearwas how that objectivewould beI

achieved.

The policy was set forth by NationalSecurityAction Memorandum145,

is'suedby PresidentKennedyon April 18, 1962, two years before discussions

wiithtlle1964 visitingFIission.NSAM 145 establishedan inter-agencyTask
i

Fo'rceconsistingof representativesof the Departmentsof Interior,Defense,

StJate,and Health, Educationand Welfare,to oversee policy developmentand im-
)

pl_mentationfor Micronesia. John A. Carver,AssistantSecretaryof the Interior

fo!rPublic Land Management (1961 to 1964), later Under Secretaryof the Interior
r

(I_964to 1966), chaired the group. Harlan Cleveland,AssistantSecretaryof

stiatefor InternationalOrganizationAffairs, representedState.
i

NSAr4243 of May 9, 1963, establisheda survey mission headed by Harvard

• i

Economlcs Professorand later AssistantSecretaryof State for EconomicAffairs,

AnthonyN. Solomon, to visit Micronesiaand report on economic,social,educa-

tilonaland politicaldevelopments. The group was to "make recommendationslead-

ing to the formulationof programsand policies for an acceleratedrate of de-
J

D• ve]opmentso that the peoplemay make an informedand free choice as to their
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r future, in accordance with U.S. responsibilities under the TFusteeship Agreement."

D The Solomon group visited Micronesia in the summer of 1963. Its three-volume

report was submitted late that summer. At first the report was unclassified in

thosle parts (Vols. II and II) which discussed Social, educational and economic

developments, but the entire contents were promptly classified at-the insistence

of _he Department of State. State officials ostensibly did not wish criticism

cont'ained in the report to be used against the United States at the U.N. More

impolrtantly, they did not wish to make public secret political policy objectives

which were referred to throughout Volumes II and III.

The economic and social volumes of the Solomon Report have since been de-
t

classified after the excision of controversial political information by the De-

partment of State and of some embarrassing administrative information by the

Department of tae Interior. However, the NSAMsand Volume I on political devel-
I

opm_nt remain classified.

An indication of American policy and of the content of still classified

Volume I can be found in documents released by. the Young Micronesian published

by Micronesian students it the University of Hawaii in 1971. The students re-

printed the entire introduction and summary of the Solomon Report. (See appen-

dix, pp. .). Publication of the summary and the introduction of the Solomon

Report disclosed for' the first time the official rationale and description of

U.S_ policy objectives in Micronesia:

"For a variety of reasons, in the almost twenty years
of U.S. control, physical facilities have further deterior-
ated in ma.nyareas, the economy has remained relatively
dormant and in many ways retrogressed, while progress toward
social development has been slow. The people remain largely
illiterate and inadequately prepared to participate in poli-
tical, commercial and other activities of more than a rudi-
mentary character. The great majority depend largely upon

D subsistence agriculture--fruit and nut-gathering--and fishing. LAs a result, criticism of the trusteeship has been growing in
U.N. and the U.S. press--and, in certain ways, among Micronesians.
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2. Despite a lack of serious concern for tile area
until quite recently Micronesia is said to be essential-t_
the U.S. for security reasons. Wecannot give the area up,
yet time is running out for the U.S. in the sense that we
will soon be the only nation left administering a trust
territory. The time could come, and shortly, when the pres-
sures in the U.N. for a settlement of the status of Micro-
nesia could become more tI:an embarrassing.

"In recognition of the problem, the President, on
April 18, 1962, approved NSAMNo. 145, which set forth as
U.S. policy the movement of Micronesia into a permanent re-
lationship with the U.S. within our political framework. In
keeping with that goal, the Memorandumcalled for accelerated
development Of the area to bring its political, economic, and
social standards into line with an eventual permanent associa-
tion."

In order to implement this policy, Solomon thought three key steps were
i '"

necessary:
i

a) preparation and timing of a "favorable" plebiscite;

b) the type and cost of capital improvement and operating programs

needed "to insure" a favorable vote; and

c) improved coordination, especially between Washington and the Trust
Territory Government to insure that the necessary political strategy
and development program could be implemented "with reasonable effi-
ciency and effectiveness."P

r The Report recommended an "integrated master plan for action" which by
J

fiscal year 1968 would achieve three objectives:

"a) Winning the plebiscite and making Micronesia a United States terri-
tory under circumstances which will: (I) satisfy somewhat conflict-
ing interests of the Micronesians, the U.N., and the U.S. along
lines satisfactory to the Congress; (2) be appropriate to the pres-
ent political and other capabilities of the Micronesians, and (3)
provide sufficient flexibility in government structure to accommo-
date to whatever measure of local self-government the Congress
might grant to Micronesia in later years.

b) Achieving rapidly the minimum but satisfactory social standards in
education, public health, etc.

c) Raising cash incomes through the development of the current, largely
crop-gathering subsistence econon_."

0"
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There were, said the report, "[inique ele1_ients" in the delicate problem

of Micronesia and the attainment o•I U.S. objectives that urgently required the

agreement of the President and the Congres_ as to the guidelines for U.S. ac-

tion. These elements were:

--Tile U.S. was "moving counter to the anti-colonial movement
and was "breaching its own policy since i,Jorld War I of not
acquiring new territorial possessions."

--Of all eleven U.N. trust territories, Micronesia would be
the only trusteeship which did not terminate in independ-
ence or merger with a contiguous country but affiliated
with the administering power.

--If termination as the U.S. proposed was vetoed, the U.S.
"might have to decide to proceed with a series of actions
that would make the trusteeship a dead issue, at least from
the Micronesian viewpoint."

--Micronesia would, for the foreseeable future, have to be ••
subsidized.

0 "--While a subsidy could be justified as a "strategic rental,"
it would amount to $300 annually per Micronesian and could be
reduced only with long-range planning.

--None of the objectives could be realized without "a modern
and more efficient concept of overseas territorial adminis-
tration than was evident in the prevailing approach of the
quasi-colonial bureaucracy in the (present) Trust Territory
Government."

Among other things,•the Mission recommendedthat a plebiscitehave a

cholicebetween independenceand "permanentaffiliation"with the U.S. The

Mis:sionthoughtan independenceoptionwas safe since it detected "littlede-

si_e" for independence,and, in any event, its recommendedprograms,if suc-

cessful,would disposeMicronesianstoward the United States.

Few details are given in the summaryof the nature of a post-plebiscite
J

government,although these are said to be discussedin detail in Volume I of

the that the nature of "self-government"report. It is clear, however,

troubled the Solomon.group. The report speaks oF the "many,prongeddilemma"

of satisfyingU.N. demands and the expectationsof increasinglysophisticated
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Micronesians for "self-guvernment or illdepeltdence." "On Cl_eocher hand," the

report states, "consfderation must be given to the need for continued adequate
P

"control by the U.S. and the traditional attitudes of the Congress toward the

organization of territorial government," as well as the clear limitations on
d

the_abilityof Micrc,nesiansto govern themselves.

In the final analysis,the report recommendedthe "appearance"of self-

governmentthrough an elected legislatureand Micronesianchief executive.

TheFU.S.would retain "adequatecontrol" throughcontinuationof an appointed

U.S, High Commissioner(similarto then U.S. administrationin Okinawa). The

powersof the High Commissionercould range from:

"a) The minimum of being able to withhold all or any part
of tileU.S. funds going to the Micronesiangovernment
and the authorityto declaremartial law and assume
all legislativeand executivepowers when the security

, of the U.S. so requires; to

b) the maximumadditional power of vetoing all laws, con-
firming the Chief Executive's appointments of key de-
partment directors and dismissing the Chief Executive
and dissolving the legislature at any time."

On the whole, the Solomon recommendations were an effort to reconcile

altpruism and U.S. self-interest. However, in the aftermath of the turbulent

Six',ties, only the self-interest aspects stand out. The Young Micronesian

deslcribed the Solomon recommendations as "a ruthless five-year plan to system-
i.

atiically Americanize Micronesia into a permanent associa.tion in clear and con-

sci!ous defiance of its trusteeship obligations." The Palau newspaper Tia Belau

and the American organization, Friends of Micronesia (started by returned Peace
i

Corps volunteers), described the Solomon Report as "America's ruthless blueprint

fort the assimilation of Micronesia."

e,
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In 1971, the Micronitor (now called the Mi:cronesia l!!d_e_pende![t), a weekly

newspaper published in the Marshall Islands, carried the following poem by edi-

tor Joe Murphy, a former Peace Corps volunteer, which was also critical of the

Solomon Report and of U.S. policy.

A POEM

Dedicated to the Wonderful and Inspiring Men
Who Comprised The Solomon Mission

July-August 1963

On the 18th of April in '62
With a fresh wind blowing, and skies of blue
The Pres approved memoone-forty-five
And the Solomon Committee sprang alive.

Eight summers ago--in '63
Nine men came out from the Land of the Free

, To the sunny trust isles, facts to find--
As well as assess the islanders' mind.

Their search was simple--just find what's right
To ensure a favorable plebiscite,
And see that the long-shelved Micro-nation
Would be American-owned by affiliation.

\

Yes, out they came, these nine great guys
To serve as thePresident's personal eyes
And determine which way the natives would go
When the status winds began to blow.

The objectives were stated as a, b, and c
And were geared to do everything rapidly.
Their outline proclaimed that the Trust Islands' fate
Could be sealed.and delivered by late '68.

In motif their work was 'American Colonial'
But knowing this bothered them not one i-on-ial.
For these were old men who remembered the WAR
And knew that the islands had long been a whore
To Spaniards and Germans and Nippons and such
--'Protectors' who screwed without paying much.

Their final plan was really quite simple,
And resembled the act of picking a pimple

After starting a TT-wide Congress as head
• They fill it with loads of Commonwealth bread,

And When it gets soft and ready to flow,
They'pump in some plebiscite fever and bloW.
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The name of the game ;,_as 'Follo;.,, tl_e Leader'
And tile Solomon crew s'.,lore notl_inc! _.,a_, l_,-ater..
They also suggested that leaders be caught .
By leadership grants and to Washington brought.

And even commented that kids in school
Could be curriculated toward American rule,
Adding that scholarships in gay profusion

" Could win the voters through confusion.

To top this off, they said PCV's
Will teach "The West" for chicken feed
And a dash of Social Security, please,
(To replace the function of coconut trees)
Will guarantee, without a doubt,
That Micronesians won't get out.

The Solomon Report was submitted to the President on October 9, 1963, and

was._followed by NSAM268, which apparently directed that the inter-agency group

proceed with the implementation of the report's recommendations. One official

recalls that in a covering memorandumattached to NSAM268, an unnamed White

0 House official passed along President Kennedy's request that he be notified by

Novbmber 31, 1963, of the date for a plebiscite in Micronesia.

Kennedy died on November 22, 1963, and it is idle to speculate what policy
P

he :would have followed with regard to Micronesia's future status. One former

Staite Department official recalls asking about the plebiscite date shortly after

Kennedy's death and being told that there was a new President! In any event,

the inter-agency group disappeared, although there were numerous efforts tore-
i

vive or re-establish an inter-agency body on Nicronesian questions. Pressure
I

fro.m the White House decreased notably as New Frontier activists left government

and as Vietnam viecl for and quickly won the attention of White House staffers.

Interior once again had almost sole responsibility for the islands.

Though classified, the Solomon Report was immediately controversial within

the government. Interior officials looked upon many of the reconmlendations as
"_ ."mischievous" and maintain that all the "appropriate and feasible" recommendations
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_lere implemented. Although tile report spoke of the importance of satisfying
l

Congress, there was little effort to bring Congress in On the report. It was

never formally given to Congress, but was apparently passed to House Interior
J

Committee staffers surreptitiously.I

Interior and Defense on the one side, and State and the United States

M_s_ion to the U.N. on the other side, spent the next five years arguing essenL

tiaily three questions:

I) Must independence be included on a plebiscite? State said yes, for

political and legal reasons. State staunchly maintained that it was responsi-
I

ble!for interpreting the legal requirements of the Trusteeship Agreement.

Interior said no, arguing tlla.t eith___e_self-government o! independence had to be

offered, not both. Interior argued that self-government was the only status con-

sistent with Article 6 of the Trusteeship Agreement, which states that the new

sta!tus should be "appropriate to the particular circumstances of the territory

and its peoples and the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned."

_ Defense straddled the fence, but essentially agreed with Interior on the grounds

that, inclusion of independence risked loss of a strategically important territory.

Th_ issue remained basically unresolved even in the Nixon administration.
l

2) Must the territory be fully self-governing? Again, State said yes and

In£erior disagreed. State argued that self-government meant just that and cited

U.N. guidelines on when a territory was no longer self-governing. Interior, on

th_ other hand, argued that Micronesia was not ready for complete self-government

and that Congress was not willing to grant Micronesia a larger measure of autonomy

thin currently being enjoyed by the more advanced U.S. territories of Guamand

the Virgin Islands. As one former Interior official put it, for State, Puerto

Rico's status was a minimum condition; for Interior, American Samoa's status and
' maybe Guam's were the maximumto be offered Micronesia.

r-----
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3) Must aself-governing r1icronesia be al_,_.led to unil,_erally end a

status of association with the United States? SLate said yes. Interior and

Defense disagreed. State cited U.N. resolutions which provided that a terri-

"tory which opted for a staLus short of independence, or of full integration

with _nother state, must have the right to unilaterally alter its status if it

later wished to do so.. In State's view, a properly developed U.S.-Micronesian

relationship based on friendship and interdependence ran little risk of an
I

abrupt or unilateral change. On the other hand, both Interior and Defense ar-
t

gued that an opt-out provision was unacceptable for strategic .reasons and for
I

thepprecedent it would provide for other U.S. territories. Congress, it was

argued, had not even given such a privilege to Puerto Rico.
J

• _ Ruth Van Cleve, Director of Interior's Office of Territories from 1964 to

1969 and before that for ten years Interior's Assistant bolicitor for Terri-
I

e adknowledges sharp differences within the Executive Branch in her book,tor,ies,

Th__eeOffice of Territorial Affairs. She writes:

In connection with this question of the Trust Territory's
- future,.tileinteresteddepartmentsof the executive

branch--principallyState, Defense,and Interior--had
(and have) particularand primaryconcernsthat necessar-
ily differ: the postureof the United States vis-a-vis
the rest of the world, and particularlythe UnitedNations;
the securityinterestsof the United States;•and good gov-
ernment for and the well-beingof the FIicronesianpeople.
In th_ 1960s these concernsproved impossibleto reconcile
within tileexecutivebranch itself,•eventhough during this
•period there was substantialevidence that the Micronesians
would then have welcomed close and permanentpoliticalassoc-
iation with the United States...TerritorialsCatus, similar
to that of Guam, seemed to be what the Micronesiansthen
wanted. But while close and permanentassociationbetween
the United States and the Trust Territorywas regardedas
acceptable to the U.S. Congress,that status would almost
surely have encounteredextreme hostility.atthe United Na-
tions. Any political status for the Trust Territory that
would be easily acceptable at the United Nationswould,.on

_mL p the other"hand, then have encounteredextremehostilityin

I the U.S. Congress.I
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Van Cleve obscures and over-simplifies the diff_:relRces l)et_veen the three

agencies, particularly ylhen she implies that only Ini:erior vies interested in

"good government for and the well-being of the Micronesian people."* It would

"be more accurate to state that on territorial affairs, Interior was concerned I

with its posture vis-a-vis Congress just as State was concerned with world

opinion and U.S. legal obligations. Interior, correctly, thought Congress, as

then organized, would reject any status which might meet the prevailing U.N.

cri_teria for self-government.

In the circumstances, the Administration had two alternatives. One alter-

native was to reach a single Executive Branch policy decision and press for

Congressional approval. However, Micronesia competed poorly with Vietnam
J

and even most Interior programs. There was not enough sustained, high-level

attention available to raise involved statu_ issues to the Presidential level

Q for resolution.
It was Interior which proposed the time-tested alternative device for re-

solving--or shelving--resolution of a sticky problem: a Presidential Commission.

- Interior's idea was to create a commission by act of Congress. The Commission

would involve representatives of the Micronesians, the Congress, and interested

government agencies. The participation of Congressmen would involve and partially

obligate Congress in the implementation of the con_nission's recommendations.

However, even the proposal for a commission ran into bureaucratic differences.
l

It was difficult to reach agreement on the legislative proposal because each

agency sought to advance its position on Micronesia's future status by includ-

ing that position in the Commission's terms of reference. A bill was finally

*Mrs. Van Cleve is not alone in making this characterization. Similar views
-_ were expressedin interviewswith other Interiorofficialsand with some mem-

' bers of Congress.
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sent to Congress i.n 1967 after what Ruth Van.:Cleve describes as "a legislative

clearance process that involved more Cabinet-level visitations and importunings

th_n any piece of legislation in the Office of Territories' history."

In the final analysis, the draft legislation used the exact but unclear

language of the Trusteeship Agreement ("self-government or independence") and

le!ft to the proposed Commission the determination of the meaning of "self-
J

go,vernment" and of whether both "self-government" and "independence" must ap-

pelar on a plebiscite. State had the responsibility for explaining the language

in_open session at the Senate Subcommittee on Interior and Insular Affairs.

In a bureaucratic compromise, under Secretary of State Nicholas Katzenbach's
I •

e_planatlon also used the inexact language of the Trusteeship Agreement. Left

to executive sessions and informal lobbying was the continuation of the State/
I

Interior disagreement on theamount of autonomy which had to be offered in

o_der to fulfill U.S. trusteeship obligations in Micronesia.

In his testimony, Katzenbach, saw considerable damage in not holding a
I

plebiscite in Micronesia by June 30, 1972. The timing, he said, avoidedI

two dangers: delay could create serious disappointments and cause grave diffi-

culties at a later time; on the other hand, a premature plebiscite would not

ailow time to permit the education necessary if Micronesians were to make a

meaningful choice, norallow time to prepare for implementation of the alterna-
q

t_ve .chosen.

" Katzenbach'stestimonywas particularlyprophetic. The acceleratededuca-

tlionprogram (includingthe universitytrainingof Micronesiansin political

i .
sclence,sociology*),the addition of large numbersof Peace Corps volunteers,
I

a:ndthe creation of the first territory-widelegislature,had set in motion a

*'One former TT education official suggests that the Micronesians should have
.been studying agriculture, marine biology, nursing and medicine--subjects
which are development related.
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process which could r_.ot be reversed but would'underscore tile need to resolve

Micronesia's status• In the final analysis, delay jeopardized attainment of

American policy objectives. But delay also had its impact on the Micronesians,

for the more they became dependent on U.S. money, the more difficult it would

be :for them to consider going it alone as an independent country.

As will be seen in Chapter Seven, only the Senate passed a bill creating

a Commission; the House took no action.

r
Nixon Administration

The new Nixon Administration was almost immediately seized with the Micro-
i.

nesia question when it took office in 1969. Secretary of the Interior Hickel

recalls in WhoOwns America that within less than a month, his staff called to
i

his attention information that the U.S. was likely to be sharply criticized
J

0 du_ing tile next session of the U.N. General Assembly for "mishandling" Micro-

nesia. Another version of the Nixon Administration's initial interest in

Milcronesia's future status has the question arising in the context of the so-

cailled Nixon Doctrine, first enunciated on Guam. However, it is clear from

theSolomon Report, among others, that the effort to resolve Micronesia's status

predates the Nixon Administration. Secondly, as will be seen in a discussion

of the strategic importance of Micronesia, general plans for military facilitiesi

in Micronesia grew out of perceived contingency needs which also predate the

N!xon Administration. Finally, specific military base plans grew out of the
i •

necesslty to specify military needs if progress was to be made in negotiations

with the Micronesians. There were no specific plans to use Micronesia as partI

of America's efforts to help Asian nations defend themselves.

There is evidence that the Nixon Administration's attention was also drawn

• to Micronesia as an outgrowth of the already existing bureaucratic struggle

between the Department of State and the Department of theInterior. The Nixon
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Administration hadre-established ancl central"ized the role of the,r.lational

Security Council in determining and coordinating foreign policy questions.

RiChard Sneider, an FSOwho had been involved in the Micronesian questions as

a result of having handled Micronesian war damage claims discussions with the
I

Japanese, joined the NSC staff to handle East Asian questions. State Depart-

merit official s drafted and informally sent to Sneider the suggestion and lang-i

uage for a directive which would once again formally place Micronesia under
J

inter-agency scrutiny. The appropriate directivewas issued by the Assistant
J

to, the President for National Security Affairs at the direction of the President.

Th@directive called for a new study of the Micronesian question by an inter-
I

agency group headed by Interior, but reporting to the newNSC Under Secretaries
I

Committee, chaired first by Under Secretary of State Eliot Richardson and later

by' Under Secretary of State . The Under Secretaries

B Coh_mitteeincludedthe head of the Joint Chiefs,the DepUty Secretaryof Defen_e,

a ,representativeof the CIA, the Assistantto the Presidentfor National Secur-

ity Affairs, and, for purposesof the Micronesiastudy, the Under Secretaryof

thle•Interior.Thus, State succeededin-oneof its long-heldaims, which was

once again to focus high-level,inter-agencyattentionon Micronesia. Ironic-

ally, State would subsequentlylose on most of the policy issues.

The Under SecretariesCommitteewas one way of getting priority for Micro-

nesian programs. Appropriationsincreasedfrom $39 million in 1969 to $59.8

million in 1971. Defenseprovided civic action teams for badly needed road and
i

sanitaryconstructionprojects. Greater responsibilitywas given to the Congress

of Micronesia. Micronesianswere rapidlymoved into governmentalpositions,
i

and by 1973, Micronesiansserved as administratorsof all areas except Yap.

(That positionwas held by an American from Guam.) The Trust TerritoryGovern-

ment also decentrali.zedmany of its activities.
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However, as carried out, "Micronesation" and decentralizatien of the govern-

ment had distinct disadvantages for Micronesian unity. The new Micronesian

government officials were largely placed in their homedistricts on the substan-

tially justifiable grounds that Palauans should govern Palau, Yapese should govern

Yap, etc. Amongother things, substantial travel and housing savings resulted

from home assignments. Similarly, decentralization of government is normally a

desirable objective. However, in Micronesia, homeassignments and decentraliza- ..

tion tended to reinforce parochialism and factors of disunity. Micronesia needed
Q

more inter-district activities, such as a territory-wide junior college and a

Vocational school, which it got, and regular rotation of Micronesian officials

throughout the districts, which it did not get. For political and economic reasons,

Micronesia needs a deliberate scattering of specialized functions among the dis-

tricts. (For example, in the age of jet transportation, there is no reason why

the relatively sophisticated laboratory facilities at the Truk Hospital need to

belduplicated in other districts.) Failure to follow these courses sufficiently
J

worked directly against the Administration's announced policy of a unified
i

Micronesia.

The Under Secretaries Committee also took definite policy decisions on the

islsues which, between 1963 and 1969, had been contended between the Departments

of I Interior, State, and Defense. Ruth Van Cleve writes of the new movement

that the "inter-departmental warfare"-seemed to have ceased. "The Foreign

Service," she said, "has swept the State Department officers to new posts, and
r

th'eir key Interior adversaries are also elsewhere. Harmony has returned."
i

Van Cleve's view is only partially correct. It implies that bureaucratic

.l
dl:fferences between the agencies were largely personal rather than substantive,

a conclusion which the facts do not support.' The new administration did use new

D pe'rsonnel, many of whom were entirely unfamiliar with Micronesia and with the

fundamental questions at issue. More important, as will be seen from a discus-

sion of initial proposals to the Micronesians, the new Nixon Administration
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" largely restored "harmor_y" by adopting the Int6rior and _efense Department

positions. This was to prove a costly error. Not until theAdministration was

willing to entertain Micronesian proposals along the lines of those advocated

by the Department of State was there to be progress in negotiations with the

Micronesians. Even then, "harmony" resulted from overruling the long-held
J

State Department view on such issues as fragmentation, the inclusion of inde-

pendence on a plebiscite, and the definition of "self-government."

Bureaucratic In-fighting

Bureaucratic fighting between and among State, Interior,and Defense,

p_rticularly the Navy was not limited to the question of Micronesia's

f_ture status. Rather, sometimes unseemly battles within the bureaucracy

hive characterized the United States administration of Micronesia from
i

the beginning. On the whole, this dissention has worked to the detriment

O" ,
of both Micronesian and U.S. interests. State and Interior bitterly opposed

Defense in 1945 over the issue of annexation of Mi.cronesia. It was only

- through the "strategic trust" compromise that the issue was "resolved,"

ii_ reality, postponed. Interior and State also were critical of the idea

o_ military administration of civilian populations and fought hard against
q

the formal assignment of Micronesia to Navy in 1947. There were even

proposels for administration by State. Navy got the assignment.

Navy's initial victory was not to last long. President Truman was

committed to civilian administration, and in 1950 and 1951, respectively,

he transferred Guamand American Samoa from _lavy to Interior. Effective

July I, 1951, he did the same for Micronesia. However, part of the

transfer of Micronesia did not last long. Navy pulled an end-run and

._ succeeded in the breaking-off of part of the Marianas. Ruth Van Cleve
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provided the followingaccount of Navy's victory:

Sometime between June 29, 1951, when President Truman signed
the order transferring all of the Trust Territory to Interior,
and November I0, 1952, there was perpetrated, in the hyperbolic
language of former Director of the Office of Territories James
P. Davis, 'the worst end run in the history of the United States

Government.' It is alleged that the Navy, smarting under its
loss of jurisdiction in Guam, Samoa, and the Trust Territory,
importuned President Trumanprivately, specifically through
the persuasive Admiral Arthur W. Radford, to transfer back to
the Navy the northern Marianas islands of Saipan and Tinian.
Following whatever prompting, President Truman did on November
I0, 1952, transfer Saipan and Tinian back to the Navy, and the
interested Interior officials first learned of it when they
read the executive order the next day in the Federal Register.

Some of the bureaucratic maneuvering had a direct adverse effect on

Mi_ronesia. Though Navy was helpful in emergencies even after Interior

B took over in 1951, Micronesia as a whole no longer had access to Navy'si

colnsiderable manpower and logistics capability, particularly vital trans-

pdrtation. But these advantages continued to be available to Saipan and

Tilnian. At the same time the initial Navy effort to regrab a portion of

Micronesia left Interior responsible for some islands north of Saipan

ih the Marianas which were not easily accessible. That situation existed

for approximately eight months,from late 1952 to mid-1953.
also

An insight into Interior-State Department bickering is/found in the

Van Cleve book. At one point Van Cleve writes that State and InteriorI.

T_rritor_al personnel "got along swimmingly" through the years. However,

the whole of Van Cleve's discussion of Interior-State relations seems to

imply--and she'later states--what most officials candidly admit: relations
I

between State and Interior on Micronesia were poor throughout most of the

S!ixties. Van C1eve writes:

Faced with-U:N, criticism of the United States' territorial
and Trust Territory administration during the mid-1960's, the State

Department not surprisingly decided that it could do Interior's job
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better than Interior was doing i_. And Interior, although accustomed
to receiving advice from a wide variety of sources, found itself
growing testier and testier with each new State Department incursion
into its area of responsibility. So as criticism from U.N.
sources of U.S. administration increased, so did disharmony
between kew State and Interior personnel.

Viewed from the Office of Territories standpoint, it appeared
that State Department employees were bouncing all over the
executive branch inspiring agencies to do things to make U.S.
territorial administration look better, but always leaving tile
message tht Interior must be the last to know. The amount of

' energy and imagination employed by some of State's people was
phenomenal, as was their lack of candor. Inevitably the State-
inspired plans, generally in the form of another agency's project
to do something 'for' a territory or the Trust Territory, would
surface. Sometimes they would surface through the good offices
of a friend in the other agency, who would ring up to tell
Interior what was going on; sometimes they surfaced because the
other agency, having not quite got the word, would telephone

_ the Office of Territories for information that agency needed

0_ to plan a helpful project. Whenever the project did emerge,Interior needed to run fa_t to catch up. The most sensational
effort was one conducted for several months during 1966, when
a highly place State Department official sought 'unofficially'
to cause the transfer of administration of all of the
Trust Territory from Interior to State--with never a word to Interior
He failed, as befits one employing improper means.

. Van Cleve accuratelycites the differentfunctionsand interestsof

the two agenciesbut also implies that State was nosy, indecisive,cunning,

and acted with an air of superiority. On the other hand, State Department
J

officialsfound Interior,provincial,staid, bureaucratic,and most of all
i

* We can find no verification of such an effort. There were State
I "

D,epartment efforts to make an individual in the White House responsible
or policy and an effort to have the High Commissioner replaced by a
eace Corps official Van Cleve is correct, however, about the bad blood
I , • . • ° ,

w.hlch, apparently, does not disappear wlth tlme. John A. Carver, Jr.,
who, as Assistant Secretary (1961-64) and later Under Secretary of the
l'nterior (1964-66) was the highest official at Interior who usually dealt
_ith Nicronesia, devoted one of his three paragraphs in the introduction

()f the Van Cleve book to bureaucratic hassles: "Other participants may not_gree with her. One cannot imagine the Department of State people or the
Peace Corps 'Establishment" concurring in her assessment of their activities,
in certain respects Some key figures over several national administrations
will look in vain for their names, and some will not have the perception
to be grateful."
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afraid of Congress to the point of being unwilling to recommend to Congress

poliicies Interior thought correct but knewwere strongly opposed in the

Congress. Secretary of the Interior Udall, said one fornler high official

of.the Department ef State, was progressive and in the spirit of the

"n_w frontier" on most matters, but not on Micronesia. The official

speculated that Udall simply never got deeply involved in Micronesia or

had concluded that it was not worth spending his capital in the Congress.

Peace Corps

The Peace Corps, which began operations in Micronesia in 1966, was

also caught in inter-agency crossfire. Originally, it had been concluded

that Micronesia was not sufficiently foreign for inclusion in Peace Corps

programs However, an energetic Peace Corps official, encouraged by

St_ate Department officials, particularly by Ambassador Arthur Goldberg and the
d

U.S. Representative on the U.N. Trusteeship Council, Ambassador Eugenie

Andersop, and by Micronesians, pushed hard for a Peace Corps program not

o_ly in Micronesia but in other Pacific islands as well. The Micronesia

Peace Corps program was massive--for the Peace Corps and for Micronesia.

At one point there was almost one Peace Corpsman for every I00 Micronesians.

They worked as teachers, in co_nunitydevelopment and as business and legal

a_visers. Tliey were young, idealistic, and enthusiastic. They spoke the
• I

language and lived closer to the people than any foreigners had done

p_eviously. It was inevitable tht they would become critical of American
i

o,fficials in Micronesia and of Interior.

' The most serious problem occurred, •not with •Interior although it

welcomed the result, but with Defense over Peace Corps lawyers. Peace

Corps lawyers began to teach Micronesians about their rights and to encourage
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challenges to previously unchallenged practices regarding land. The Pentagon

saw such challenges as dangerous political agitation which might adversely

affect the political status desired by the United States. More immediately,
J

tile Micronesians were discovering ways to protect their land. The result

was a decision by the Nixon administration to phase out tile Peace legal

program. The problem was to arise again however, when OEOlawyers also

took on administration practices. This time the High Commissioner dis-

approved of a legal program, only to be overruled.

Differences between agencies in Washington were matched by differences

be'tweenWashington and American officials in Micronesia. Someof the
I

latter are Cot.scientious and probably made the most of the niggardly

0-_ resources with which they worked. However, most American officials in
Micronesia came under sharp criticism_ especially in tile Solomon Report,

as incompetent. Many were holdovers from Navy or former IntericIr Department
I

of_ficials who, per se,had had to leave Alaska, Hawaii and even Indian
I

administration. In "exile" in Micronesia they were away from and insensitive

to new international political pressures. They were also protected by

their civil servic.e status. They were vulnerable to the charge of per-

petuating their positions rather than fulfilling developmental obligations

which would have resulted in their replacement by Micronesians. In any event,

Igng before Micronesiansassumed posts of DistrictAdministrators,a number
r

of Hicronesianswere said to be more capable than the ?mlericanadministrators.

FrictionbetweenWashingtonand the High Commissionerhas taken some

bizarre turns. At one point, low level White House officials in the

0_ Kennedy Administration decided to fire High Commissioner M.W. Goding, who
affectionately

was sometimes referred to/as "In Goding we trust." Word reached Goding,
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who had his Senate p.,1;.m ask l're_ident Kennedy aboiJ_ his status. With no knowl-
• l

edge of Goding, Kenne,_l resp_mded favorably and Goding s position was thus secure.

Told later what he ha_ "Jone, Konnedy told his staffers, "That'll teach you
II

s.o.b.'s to let me knc_,,what is gcing on.

History repeated _tself in the second term of the Nixon Administration.

Interior officials had "]ecided to replace High Commissioner Edward Johnston.

Two reasons were advan,.ed. First, Jonston, who was looked upon favorably by

the Micronesians, had :.erved si._ years in an isolated area and had "developed

problems" which made it difficult for him to handle some situations wisely and

wi£hout bias. Second, ,Johnston was a political appointee and could not be expec-

ted to have some of the professlonal sensitivity necessary during status negotia-

tions. The idea was t_J appoint a senior Foreign Service Officer who would be

more sensitive--and would carry _)ut instructions with fewer questions. A list

was prepared of several FSOs of /\m_assadorial rank and at least one was interviewed.

As in the Goding case, Jolm,;l:on became aware of his planned ouster and through
I

the office of Senator Fong (R. ll_lwaii) had the plan killed.

It is with the abdve backgv_,jnd of poor administration and bureaucratic in-

fig_hting at all levels that the ll.S. and Micronesians began negotiations of

future status. Later we shall ,ll_.cuss the negotiations in detail First, how-

ever, it is necessary to examino the international legal and political factors

inv_olved in changing Micronesia". status and the strategic rationale on which

the U.S. policy is based.
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"____ Some International, Legal, and Political Factors

Following American occupation of the islands and before the final defeat

of Japan, a debate took place within the United States government as to what the

U_s.relationship with Micronesia should be after the war. It was clear from

the Cairo Declaration of 1943 between Churchill, Roosevelt., and Chiang Kai-shek
i

that Japan would lose the islands; but it was unclear who would inherit them.

Convinced by the lessons of the war that American control of the area was es-

sential to national security, military officials argued that in light of tile

s'ubstantial losses in terms of American lives and material in securing the islands,

the United States was entitled to exercise territorial rights over Micronesia.

On the other hand, cognizant of statements in the Atlantic Charter thatthe Allies sought "no aggrandizement, territorial or otherwise," and in the

Cairo Declaration that the Allies "covetno gain for themselves and have no

thought of territorial expansion," the Department of State opposed an-

nexation. State Depar_nent officials were also concerned that annexation

miqht provide a precedent to support the Soviet Union's allegations

of its national security "needs." State favored putting the islands under a

trusteeship with international supervision. International trusteeship arrange-

ments, however, were unacceptable to the military, even after provisions limit-

ling the United Nations supervision to non-security interests were added to an

iearly draft outlining the trusteeship system.

The resulting compromise was a proposal to set up two categories of trust-

_eeships, one category to incorporate what had been the original plan for trust-

_ .eeship, and a second c_teqor.v, "strategic trusts," to comply with the United-

_"_ States military demands. Micronesia was placed in thi_ secnnH category.



The Trusteeship AgreeF_ent

The United States administers Micronesia under an agreement approved by

the United Nations Security Council on April 2, 1947, and by President Truman

on July 18, 1947. Prior to TrumaT:.'s action, each house of the United States

Colngress approved the Agreement without significant debate after military

officials expressed their satisfaction that the Agreement had sufficient

safeguards to maintain United States control, and thus to protect U.S.

strategic interests.

Under the Agreement, Micronesia as a whole is a strategic area (Article I),

and the United States is given full powers of administration, legislation, and

jurisdiction as well as the authority to apply United States laws to the

Territory (Article 3). A provision that the Territory could be administered

_ "as an integral part of the United States" was deleted at Soviet suggestion,

b,ut the deletion did not lessen United States authority.

In accordance with the United Nations Charter provisions that trust

_erritories should play their part in maintaining international peaces the

Trusteeship Agreement explicitly allows the United States to:

a) establish naval, military and air bases and erect fortifications
in the territory;

.... _ b) station and employ armed forces in the territory; and

c)make use of volunteer forces, facilties and assistance
from the trust territory in carrying out obligations to
the Security Council, and for local defense and internal order

(Article 5).

While the Trusteeship Agreement gives the United States broad authority,

exercise of that authority must be consistent with specific obligations

(Article 6) assumed by the United States. These were:
"to foster the development of such political institutions as are
suited to the trust territory and shall promote the development
of the inhabitants of the trust territory toward Self-government or
independence, as may be appropriate to the particular circumstances



- of the trust territory and its peoples and the freely expressed

_ wishes of the peoples concerned..."

"to promote the social advancement of the inhabitants..."; and

"to promote the educational advancement of the inhabitants..."

A "most favored nations" clause stated that the United States would

accord to nationals of each United Nations member and to their companies and

associations, treatment in Mi'cronesia "no less favorable" than that given
I

nationals and companies of any other United Nations member except the United

States (Article 8 ). Until 1974, the United States used this provision

tO limit investment in Micronesia to United States investors. This was used

m_stly to prevent Japanese economic control before the future political
P

status of Microneisa could be determined. However, there is ample evidence

that considerable Japanese commercial activities took place behind Micro-
J

n'esian "fronts."

®-, Micronesia could be joined into a customs, fiscal, or administrative

union or federation with one or more United States-owned territories (e.g.,

Guam), or could use commonservices with such territories so long as these

_ere not inconsistent with the basic objectives of the Trusteeship System,

or with the Agreement (Article 9). Despite this provision and the proximity

of Guam, Micronesia has always been administered separately.

The United States was obligated to provide information to the United

Nations on political, economic, social, and educational developments in

Micronesia and to receive periodic visiting missions, but the United States

could determine when these obligations could not be met because part or all of

!the territory had been closed for security reasons. (Article 13). Thus,

,for example, the United States closed much of the Territory for security reasons

0_ Even the American military maintains control over'prior to 1960. today,

movements into and out of Kwajalein where the United States has test facili-

ties for its PacificMissile Range.
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Tilere are several significant distinctions betweeti strategic and ordinary

trusteeshi p arrangements. First, strategic trust territories are supervised

by the United Nations •Security Council instead of the Trusteeship Council,

allthough the Council could call upon the Trusteeship Council for assistance in

su'pervision. This, Of course, enables the United States to retain a large de-

gree of control over the islands, since it can exercise its veto in the Secur-

ity Council on•any matters it deems not in the i,nterest of national security

o_ international peace. Over Soviet objections, the Security Council in 1949

decided to delegate responsibility for United Nations supervision, except for

s@curity matters, to the Trusteeship Council. The Security Council itself

has considered Micronesia only once since approval of the Trusteeship Agree-

ment--regarding use of the islands by the United States for nuclear testing--

and reports of the Trusteeship Council to the Security Council have beer_ per-

0 functory.

Second, under the strategictrust concept, the United States as adminis-

tering authorityhas the right, for security reasons,to close any or all of

the Trust Territoryto United Nations inspectionor supervision;and, again

for securityreasons,enjoys preferentialtreatmentfor economic development

of the territory.

Micronesiais the only territoryever placed in the strategictrust cate-

gory. The trusteeshipsystem, includingstrategictrusts,was never meant to be

permanent.A basic objectiveof the system as set out in the United Nations

Charter,and in the TrusteeshipAgreementfor Micronesia,is to promote the

progressive development of the territory towards "self-government or independ-

ence." This is in sharp contrast with the League of Nations Mandate System

where Micronesia, as a "C" mandate, was not expected to attain either self-

0_% governmentor independence.
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"Of the eleven original trust territories, nine are no longer trust

territories. The tenth territory, New G_]ine_, presently _mder Australian

administration, will obtain independence in union with Papua in 1975,

le'aving the United States,as the last administrator under the trusteeship

System. In response to this situation, tb continuing anti-colonial pressure

in the United Nations, and to demands for a new status from the Micronesians

themselves, the United States and Micronesia started negotiations in 1969

•towards termination of the Trusteeship Agreement by an act of self-determina-

tion on the part of the Micronesians. These negotiations, however, involve

more than merely determining the wishes of the Microneisans as to their

future status. Inevitably, they involve reconciiing •those wishes with United

States security interests in the territory.

Many complex domestic and internatienal legal and political questions

a're raised in the course of the U.S.-Micronesian neqotiations on Micronesia's
future political status. Primary amonq tilese are:

I) What is "self-determination", whether a right or principle, as
it applies to Micronesia? That is, what is the proper meaning
of the clause in Article 6, paragraph I, of the Trusteeship
Agreement that the U.S. is obligated to promote development
"toward self-government or independence, as may be appropriate _
to the particular circumstances of the trust territory and its
peop]es and the freely expressed wishes of the peoples
concerned?"

2) Whoor what in Micronesia has a legitimate claim to exercise • the
right to self-determination?

3) What procedures and processes must the United States follow
in terminating the Trusteeship Agreement and insuring that a
proper act of self-determination has taken place? In this
process, what are the rights and obligations of the United States,
the United Nations, the elected representatives of Micronesia
and the peoples of Micronesia?

®.
Micronesia: Self-determination and Alternative Choices

There are two principal documents which govern determination of future

political status: The United Nations Charter and the Trusteeship



Agreement. In tim Charter, self-determination is referred to explicitly in

__ Articles 1 and 55 and implicitly in Article 76, which speaks in terms of

"self-government or independence." The Trusteeship Agreement,

Article 6, paragraph I, provides, in part, that, in accordance

With its obligations under Article 76 (b) of the Charter, the administrating

authority "shall promote the development of the inhabitants of the trust

{erritory toward self-government or independence as may be appropriate to
i

the particular circumstances of the trust territory and its peoples and

the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned. '_

Nowhere in the Charter or in the Trusteeship Agreement is there a
of

definition of "self-determination", or/"self-government or independence."
i
Secondary materials such as preliminary drafts of the Charter and the

Trusteeship Agreement debates at the San Francisco Conference and in the
I

Security Council, and General Assembly resolutions provide some basis for

_'_ interpretation of these terms and therefore for standards by which the

negotiations on Micronesia's future status can be measured.

In the earliest drafts, the trusteeship system was considerably

Ibroader in scope than the system which finallymaterialized. American

iplanners intended that all dependent areas would be placed under the

itrusteeship system with the "status of full independence" as the goal.

_This plan was scrapped because of Great Britain's strong objections, both

to putting all its empire under international supervision and to the goal

of independence. Two separate systems were set up within the Charter to
dependent areas not placed under trusteeship, so-call,

deal with dependent areas, one fo#non-self-governing territories,and the

other, with more detailed requirements, for trust territories. Independence

was not explicitly included in the list of objectives for non-self-governing

territories, despite efforts on the part of China and the Soviet Union to

have it included. The objective with respect to non-self-governing terri-
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_. tories is simply to "develop self-government,." though the United States ar-
: l

gued at the San Francisco Conference that the concept of self-government in-

clu'ded independence as one of its forms. The administrator of a non-self-

governing territory had fulfilled its obligations under the U.N. Charter once
i
L

se!f-government was attained. The latter, of course, was consistent with the

French view of political prospects for French colonies and with Churchill's
I

view that he did not become llis ['lajesty's Prime Minister to preside over the

liquidation of the British Empire.

On the other hand, the objectives for trust territories includes

"independence." This was the compromise reached w,ithin the committee working
P

on the drafts at the San Francisco Conference: independence could be left

out of the draft on non-self-governing territories, but must be included as a

goal for trust territories. Thus, the inclusion of independence as a stated

go'al for trust territories but not for non-self-governing territories arguably

permits an inference that the obligations of administrators of trust territor-
p

ies did not necessarily cease with the attainment of "self-government," but

c6ntinued until independence if that were appropriate to the circumstances of

the particular territory and if the people so desired.

Whatever may have been the view in 1945 about the ul'timate political

status of dependent peoples, subsequent practice has shown a very definite

trend toward independence not only for trust territories but for non-self-

gioverning terri.tories as well. With the exception of l'lamibia in southern

Aifrica where race is a deterrent factor, no territory of significant size

will remain dependent.after 1975. This reflects, in large part, strong pres-

sure for independence from a majority of U.No members, most of whom were not
F

mmllbers of the U.N. when the major Western countries were delineating fine

Qk
differences :between trust and non-self-governing



territories. Nine of the eleven original trust territories have already

achieved independence, or joined With other newly independent states. T_ust-

eeship for the tenth territory, Hew Guinea, is also expected to end with in-

dependence.

Resolutions of the U.N. General Assembly

In fact, it soon became clear that the U.N. must develop criteria

for deciding when a territorywas no longer non-self-governing or when

and how to terminate trusteeship status. Three resolutions of the U.N.

G_eneral Assembly contain recommendations regarding the ultimate status

_f dependent peoples. These are Resolutions 742, 1541, and 1514.
i

General Assembly Resolution 742 (passed November 27, 1953). Addressed

_o non-self-governing territories, the resolution reasserts the need to

make decisions on the basis of particular circumstances and the wishes of
ir

the people concerned. The resolution held that the manner in which
I

a territory could become fully self-governing was "primarily" through the

attainment'of independence, although it stated that self-government could

also be achieved by association or integration with another state or group

ofstates if done freely and on the basis of absolute equality. However,
!

Resolution 742 was passed, it should be noted, prior to the surge of African

independence and the admission of African states to the United Nations.

General Assembly Resolution 1541 (passed December 21, 1960). Resolution

1541 is a more precise restat'ement of Resolution 742 and specifically states

iprinciples which should be used in determining when states should cease

,submitting information because a territory is no longer non-self-governing.

A territory is described as having reached "a full measure of self-government"

by:

l a) Emergenceas a sovereignindependentState (PrincipleVl).
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::_ b) Free Association with an independent Statel Here free association

is defined as "the result of.a free and voluntary choice...thro,&gh informed

and democratic processes." The association should respect the individual_ty

and the cultural characteristics of the territory and its peoples and re-

_ain for the people of the associated state "the freedom to modify the
p

status of that territory through the expression of their will by democratic

means and through consitutional processes." Finally, the. people have the
i

_ight to determine their internal constitution without outside interference.

(Principle VII).

c) Integration with an independent State is to take place on the basis

Of "complete equality between the peoples of erstwhile Non-Self-Governing
i

Territoryand those of the independent country with which it is integrated.

The peoples of both territories should have equal status and rights of

citizenship and equal guarantees of fundamental rights and freedoms without
any distinction or discrimination; both should have equal rights and oppor-

%unities for representation and effective participation at all levels in

the executive, legislative and judicial organs of g9vernment. '' (Principle VIII),

In addition, the integrating territory should have attained "an

!advanced stage of self-government with free political institutions, so that

,its peoples would have the capacity to make a responsible choice through

iinformed and democratic processes." The resolution states that the United

PNation_ could, "when it deems necessary," supervise a plebiscite on integra-

tion. The addition of this provision and the provision that people have

the right to change their minds if free association were selected would

seem to indicate considerable effort by the United Nations to insure that

a decision to opt for a status short of independence must be carefully

scrutinized by the international community.
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The three.categories of Resolution 742 and 1541 are frequent:ly put in

terms of U.S. experience with territories now or once under U.S. control.

::1_".'.; The Philippines attained independence; Hawaii and Alaska attained integration
'L":_"

as states; and Puerto Rico is frequently cited as an example of free association.
f

In fact, the U.N. General Assembly specifically exempted the U.S. from

further reporting on Puerto Rico on the grounds of the new "free association."
I ,

Th!s was, however, prior to either of the resolutions discussed above which

define free association and at a time of American dominance in the U.N.* It
I i

is unclear what position the U.N. would take today if it decided to reconsider
i

.Pjuerito Rico's status. U.S. law does not explicitly acknowledge a Puerto

_ica'n right to unilaterally alter its status, i.e. to "opt out",and the U.S.
p

Congress is able unilaterally to extend U.S. laws to Puerto Rico. U.S. law,

for!example, specifically states that Puerto Rico is a "territory of the

Oni_ed States." These provisions make Puerto Rico fall short of the "free

association" status defined in U.N. resolutions.

_ At one point,in 1953, President Eisenhower,partiall.y to help gain U.N.
i

recoqnition of Puerto Rico's new status, authorized Henry Cabot Lodqei

LO inform the U.N. that Eisenhower would recommend that Congress grant

Puerto Rico independence if the people wished. Eisenhower's pledge, of
J

course, is not binding on his successors any more than on the Congress

which, under the U.S. Constitution is solely responsible for U.S.

!territories. However, in the final analysis, neither U.S. laws nor U.N.

•_resplutions but practicality will determine Puerto Rico's status. Puerto

JRico is likely to remain associated with the United States so long as

'Pue_rto Ricans and Americans are able to developa status sufficiently flexible

that it meets with the approval of the overwhel.ming majority of Puerto Rico's

ipopulation.

*Even in 1953, tile U.N. vote was far from overwhelming: 26 "for" with 16
"against" and 18 abstentions.
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While the attitude of today's U.N. toward the U.S.-Puerto Rico

relationship is in doubt, no doubt exists about the U.N.'s attitude towards
r.

:..,i-.f the association between the Cook Islands and New Zealand or between the

West Indies Associated States (WIAS) and Britain. The Cooks and the WIAS

have delegated broad responsibility for defense and foreign affairs but

I

exercise complete control over internal affairs. Moreover, each has the

riight to unilaterally declare its independence. These relationships were

specifically endorsed by the General Assembly.

General Assembl_ Resolution 1514 (passed December 14, 1960). Clearly

_eflecting the influence of newly independent, particularly African, states,
i

Resolution 1514 is specifically made applicable to all dependent territories,

to trust as well as non-self-governing territories. The emphasis is on

'ithe right to complete independence" as the ultimate political status.
,

There is no mention of either integration or free association. In its most

quoted paragraph the resolution declares:

Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and Non-Self-Governing
Territories or all other territories which have not yet attained
independence, to' transfer all powers .to the peoples of those
territories, without any conditions or reservations, in accordance
with their f_eely expressed will and desire, without any distinc-
tions as to race, creed or colour, in order to enable them to
enjoy complete independence and freedom.

;While the equation of self-determination with independence was implicit in

!Resolution 1514, later U.N. resolutions seem to make the equation explicit,

ifrequently speaking of the right to "self-determination and independence."
i

None of the resolutions discussed above is mandatory sincethe General

rAssembly can only recommend. And as noted, two of the resolutions did not

address trust territories. However, the United States (which for various

reasons abstained on Resolutions 1541 .and 1514) has recognized the essential

i_ applicability of the resolutions to Micronesia. In fact, American repre-

_-_ sentatives in the Trusteeship Council have repeatedly insisted on keeping
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open.a full range of options on Micronesia's future. Thus, in Trusteeship

Council recommendatons, the United States has always insisted on reference

_-, to Resolution 1541 as offering a full range of choice. Similarly, the
. _ _._

United States has consistently opposed reference to Resolution 1514 on the

grounds that it would appear to restrict Micronesian choice to independence.

Actually, the U.S. reluctance to think of Micronesia in terms of

independence or under the control of a country other than the United States
I '

has always been an important element of U.S. policy. When the United

States submitted the first draft of the Trusteeship Agreement for Micronesia
h

to the Security Council on February 26, 1947, the objectives listed included

only the obligation to promote development "toward self-government"; they
P

did not include "independence." The exclusion of "independence" was a

glaring omission, especially in light of the decision almost two years

earlier to include independence among the objectives for trust territories.

O
Therefore, the Soviet Union moved to add to the Agreement the phrase, "self-

government or independence as may be appropriate to the particular cir-

cumstances of the trust territory and its people and the fully expressed

Wishes of the peoples concerned," language patterned on Article 76 of the

_Charter. The U.S. accepted the addition of "independence," but in a state-
mandated

,ment remarkably similar to the League philosophy that inhabitants of some_

,territories could not expect independence, the U.S. Representative stated:

the United States feels that it must record its opposition,
not to the principle of independence, to which no people
could be more consecrated than the people of the United
States, but to the thought that it could possibly be
achieved within any foreseeable future in this case.

The question of independence as a possible future status for Micronesia

was to arise several times in the U.S.-Micronesian negotiations. One

•question which arose was whether U.S. strategic interests per se limited
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the theoretical alternatives available to Micronesia. In 1973, when the

j" Micronesians suggested discussion of independence, the IJ.S. refused to

_._ discuss independence and implied that independence could not take place

because of the strategic nature of Microneisa. The U.S. Representative

stated:

I should say again, however, that the circumstances which led
to the Trust Territory's designation as a strategic'trust will
continue to exist whatever your future status might be. I
cannot imagine, for instance, that my Government would agree
to termination of the trusteeship on terms which would in any
Way threaten the stability in the area and which in the oainion
of the United States endanger international peace and security.

The1973 Visiting Mlssion reacted sharply to the refusal of the

Ini.ted States to discuss independence except under prior conditions and

to the implication that whatever Micronesia's status the U.S. had a legiti-

mate security interest by virtue of the original designation of Micronesia

as a strategic trust. The following exerpts from the 1973 Visiting Mission0 ,
Report are relevant:

In our opinion, it is imDlicit in the Charter and in the
Trusteeship System that the goal is eventual independence unless
agreement is reached on some other status acceptable to the people
of the Territories concerned through an act of self-determination.
Micronesia is no exception t_ this rule. That being so, if one
of the parties concerned wishes to discuss the question of inde-
pendence as one possible option, the other should be prepared to
join in such a discussion. What either party sees as the conditions
which should or miflht apply in an independence situation would
natural_y emerqe from these discussions. There should be no
insistence bv one on getting an explanation of how the other
party sees those conditions, before agreeing in principle to
discuss the option.

Whatever solution is finally adopted, it is important that
the basic issues, including the question of which lands, if
any, will be retained by the United States as military retention
lands, shouldbe settled before the Trusteeship Agreement comes
to an end. It may be leqitimate to say, as the United States
representatives did at Barbers Point, that "the circumstances
which led to the Trust Territory's designation as a strategic

O,_ trust will continue to exist whatever its future statusmight be." But this is so only in the sense that, because
of its geographical location, Micronesia may continue to be
of substantial interest to the United States and Other Powers.

Naturally, when the Trusteeship Agreement comes to an end,
the idea of a strategic zone in the sense used in the Charter
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vanishes at the same time. The fact that Micronesia was
"-- designated a strategic zone under the Trusteesh]u Agreement

does not, in our view, in any sense derogate from the basic
objectives of the Trusteeship System.

In legal terms those opposed to independence as an option argue that

t;he United States is under no obligation to offer both "self-government"

_nd "independence", only to offer one or the other. A still classified
r

Interior Department paper suggested that the emphasis on or was especially
I "

relevant since even the phrase "self-government or independence" is further

qualified by "as may be appropriate to the particular circumstances of the

trust territory and the freely expressed wishes of the people concerned."

this dispute first arose in 1963 when the Solomon Mission recommended
I

that, whatever the legal requirement, a credible plebiscite must include
I .....

the independence option.*

". The U.S. position was not resolved until the eve of the November, 1973,

negotiations between the U.S. and the Joint Status Committee of the Congress
r

Of Micronesia. President Nixon approved inclusion of the independence option

fin a plebiscite for Micronesia.** In so doing, the President came down on the side o_

'the Department of State, tile United States Mission to the United Nations,

'and some lower level Pentagon and Interior officials who have consistently

!argued that whether the inclusion of an independence option is legally
i
irequired is irrelevant; the independence option is a pra.ctical political

necessity.

From the above discussion, it is possible to conclude that, although

,the world community has indicated a preference for independence, it has not

.held that independence is the sole legitimate

*The Commission'sview coincidedwith the conclusionin Microstates
and Micronesiaby StanleyDe Smith.

**It should be noted that U.S. military land requirementswere already
assuredby separatenegotiationswith the Mariana Islands.
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expression of an exercise of self-determination by a non-self-governing or

trust territory. Such a conclusion would seem especially warranted with re-

spect to the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

At the same time in the Micronesian negotiations, the U.S. accepted a
d

definition of self-determination as "the process by which a people determine

their own sovereign status." Under this approach, either self-government or
P •

independence would be possible results of self-determination. The choice se-

lecpted would seem to depend on the wishes of the people concerned, i.e. the

peolples of Micronesia. If this analysis is correct, it would appear the U.S.

is inot justified in refusing to discuss independence with the Micronesian ne-

• got'iators.Actually,the U.S. has taken both sides of the issue: on the one

hand, it says that the Micronesianshave a free choice;on the other, it implies

and acts as if free choice does not includeindependence•becauseof strategic

Q factorsor becauseof a belief that Micronesiansare not capableof assuming
I

the responsibilitiesof independence.

There is, of course,a case to be made against independencefor Micronesia.

In_consideringthe feasibi,lity•ofindependencefor Micronesia,one must keep in

mi'ndtileenvironmentand surroundingcircumstances. The islandsare widely
I

dispersed; inter-islandtransportationis extremelydifficult;and, indeed in
l

aJvery real sense:,Micronesiais not yet a country,only what one Micronesian

writer has called "a potential"country." The lack of a common language,cul-

ture,or history for all of Micronesiamakes development,and even more basic-

aily, communications,very diffi.cult.Finally,except for its strategicloca-

tlion, Micronesia is without known and reliable economic resources.

It is therefore highly possible that upon termination of the Trusteeship

Agreement, Micronesianself-governmentas opposed to independenceis preferable.
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Despite a clear preference for independence, U.N. members, eveu some of the

most avid proponents of independence, suggest that a stat_ short of independence

is best for Micronesia, particularly if that. is their free choice. There

• se<med to be an emphasis, however, on complete self-government.

Self-government was not defined in either the drafting of the Charter

orithe Trusteeship Agreement. However, standards have been set forth in

General Assembly resolutions, specifically Resolution 1541 and, by incor-

poration, Resoiution 742, which state the alternatives to independence to

be_free association or integration with an independent state.
J

Mi_ronesia: Self-Determination and the Problem of Fragmentation

In addition to determining the substantive content of self-determination

as_it applies to Micronesia, there is the question of what "people" in

Micronesia may have a legitimate claim to exercise self-determination. This

is_sue arises in the Micronesian context because the United States engaged in
i'

two separate sets of negotiations: one set of negotiations with representa-

tives of the Northern Mariana Islands,• and the other with representati#es of
i

the Congress of Micronesia who, however, still included representatives of
l

the Mariana Islands. For reasons discussed on pp. , the Mariana Islands

_s6ught not only a separate status, but a different status: the Marianas

pi-_efer to come""permanently" under American sovereignty as a United States •
I ,

territory, as opposed to an inclusionwith other Micronesians in a "free associated

state" with the critical right to "opt out."

Critics argue that separate negotiations are contrary to the accepted

world community definition of the "peoples" entitled to exercise the right to

s'elf-determination and violate United Nations principles against fragmentation.

The goal of the U.N. has been to preserve whenever possible the boundaries of0.
states or territories, even when they have been arbitrarily drawn by

colonial powers and cut across tribal and ethnic lines. In its Declaration on
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_. Colonialism (Res. 1514.) in 1960, the U.N.General Assembly sl;!ecifically stated:

"Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of
the national unity and the territorial integrity of a
country is incompatible with the purposes and principles
of the Charter of the United Hations."

0
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The reactions to separatist movements in ['.lamibia, Kenya,

Ethiopia, and Nigeria are evidence that the majority of U.N. member States

defines "peoples" in a strict sense--limiting it to the inhabitants of an

already existing state or territory. In fact, much to the discomfort of

the United States, the 1973 U.N. Visiting Mission specifically refermed to
I

N_mibia:

The United Nations has consistentlyopposed in principlethe
fragmentationof dependentTerritorieson tribal or regional
lines. This is exemplifiedby the case of Namibia. On all
other Trust Territoriesit has recommendedthat the Admini-
steringAuthorityshould emphasizethe unity of the country
to overcome racial or regionalcleavages. In the two instances
when Trust Territorieswere divided,this was done only after
a territorialreferendumhad taken place.

R. Higgjns, in his work The Developmentof InternationalLaw Through

the PoliticalOraans of the United Nations,argues that "self-determination

refers to the right of the majoritywithin a generallyaccepted political

unit to the exerciseof power." Rupert Emerson,in Self-Determination

Revisitedin the Era of Decolonization,argues that "since there are no

_ationalandobjective criteria by which a-'people'in the large and

abstractcan be identified,it (fragmentation)introducesan incalculably

iexplosiveand disruptiveelementwhich is incompatiblewith the maintenance

:ofa stable and organizedsociety." Thus the Drincipleagainst fragmentation,

_asevidencedby the narrow definitionof "peoples,"provides,said Emerson,

"a fixed principlefor the orderly successionfrom colonialismto a system

,of independentstates."

on the other hand, this definitionof "peoples"is not universally

accepted,and some would define the term in a sociologicalsense as appli-
r

cable to a tribe or group of people ethnicallybound together. They note

_ that the term "peoples"is nowheredefined in the U.N. Charter and contend

that the sociologicaldefinitionis more compatiblewith basic human riqhts
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/

•: concepts. Not surprisingly, this laLter definition is favored bv the negotiators

from the Mariana Islands, and now by the Unfted States. Both argue that, if

{he United Nations were to reject separate negotiations between the United

States and the Mariana Islands, it would violate the right of the people of '

_he Marianas to self-determination.

The Marianas do have a precedent of sorts to support their contention

in the case of the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement for the British

Cameroons. The British Cameroonswas divided into two parts for purposes
i

Of administration. The Northern Cameroonwas administeredas an integral

part of Nigeria,then a non-self-governingterritory. The SouthernCameroon,

although also administeredas a part of Nigeria,enjoyed greaterautonomy

as a region with its own politicalorgans. Upon terminationof the trust,

the two parts were permanentlyseparatedbased on a finding of a 1961U.N.

Visiting Mission that there was "a profounddifferencebetweenthem both

_in the administrative systems and political loyalties which were partly

due to a distinct ethnicaland historicaldevelopment." The northern sector

ibecameDart of Nigeria,and the South achieved independenceand became the

Republicof Cameroon.

However, the precedentof the Cameroonsis not entirely apposite

for the Marianas. First, the divisionof the Cameroonswas made pursuant
\

to the recommendationsof a U.N. VisitingMission Report. No such recom-

mendationsexist in the case of the Marianasand Micronesia. In fact, U.N.

_VisitingMissions to Micronesiahave spoken stronglyagainst separationin every

report since 1961.The 1973 VisitingMission noted that separatenegotiationswere in

an advanced stage and perhaps the clock could not be turned back. But as

alreadynoted, there is no doubt that the 1973 Visiting Missiondid not

0,_ accept separate negotiationswith enthusiasm. Second, in the case of the

•Cameroons,the part which split off, the Northern Cameroon,united with an
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adjoining territory to form a newly independent country, and indeed had

been administered as an integral part of that territory prior [o ,Jnification.

This is not the case with the Mariana Islands. The Marianas have not been

administered by the United States as an integral part of Guam fnr example- nor

are they presently seeking unification with Guam upon termination of the Trustee-

ship Agreement. Third, the two sections of the British Cameroons were never admini-

stered as one entity, while the Marianas were administered gince Germanv cnnsnli-

dated the territory as an integral part of Micronesia. excegt for the brief period
separately.

when, for security reasons, the Northern Marianas, except Rota, w_re administered /

Moreover, separate negotiations between the Marianas and the United

States may have r_mifications which transcend the borders of Micronesia.

Specifically, they could serve as precedent for other attempts at frag-

mentation. For instance, Australia's sharp criticism Of the separate

negotiations in the 1973 sessions of the Trusteeship Council's consideration

_ Of Micronesia was attributed by American officials to Australia's concern

'that the Marianas might serve as precedent for an attempt by Bougainville

'to separate from Papua - New Guinea. At least one motivating factor

is similar: Bougainville, like the Mariana Islands, is the more economically

ideveloped and has the greatest foreseeable economic potential. American
r

.officials say that Australian opposition was based on the personal views

.of the Australian Representative and did not represent the official views

.of the Australian government. Australia ceased its open opposition to

"separate negotiations only after the United States made informal repre-
by tile U.S.

sentations (called informal discussionsl)to the Australian Embassy in

Washington and the Embassy in turn suggested a changed position to Canberra,

South Africa has for some time used a.rquments similar to those used

._,_ by and the U.S. to support its policies of fragmentation in
the Marianas

Namibia. Ironically, South Africa's primary interest in Namibia may also
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be for defense purposes. Namibia serves as an important buffer against

hostile black countries to the North. The American rejoir_der is that South

Africa is forcing this arranqement upon the Namibians, while the people of

the Marianas have voluntarily expressed their desire for separate negotiations.

But there too the American response is not unlike the South African position.

Few accept South Africa's case but that country also argues that the sepa-

rate "nations" being established in Namibia are at the freely expressed

request of tribal groups.

The truth is that the American justification for fraqmentation in

Micronesia is no different from that offered on other fragmentation questions.

A case can always be made by some group for separation and the issue becomes

whether fragmentation is politically and sometimes militarily feasible. The

State Department, concernea with the effect of the separate negotiations

and ultimately the separate status as precedent for South Africa is
particularly sensitive to the issue and reacted sharply and negatively to

ithe U.N. Visiting Mission's comparison with Namibia.

Within Micronesia, ramifications of the separate negotiations are also

rbeing felt. There is the obvious question of the effect on the remainder

of the TerritOry if the area most developed and with the greatest economical
i

,potential were allowed to separate. As in Katanga or Biafra or Bougainville,

can the interests of one group be allowed to jeopardize the interests of

_the whole? The U.S. Representative, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt,addressed the

question before the U.N. General Assembly on No_ember 18, 1952, when she

said:

Does self-determination mean the right of secession? Does self-
determination constitute a right of fragmentation or a justifica-
tion of fragmentation of nations? Does self-determination mean the
night of people to sever association with another power regardless

0_-_ of the economic effect upon both parties, regardless of the
effect

upon the internal stability and their external security, regardless
of the effect upon their neighbors or the international community?
Obviously not.
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The U.S._, while rejectin_j further requests for separate negotiations,
i

has had substantial difficulty justifying separate negotiaCions v,ith one dis-

trict, but not with others. In 1973, the principal Micronesian negotiator, Lazarus

salii, accurately predicted that other districts would seek separate

negotiations with the United States. Proliferation of fragmentation was

also the concern of the 1973 Visiting Mission:

No purely ethnic argument can be seriously advanced in support
of separation. Of course, the Chamorros are not identical with
the inhabitants of the Marshall Islands; nor are the latter the
same as the residents of Yap or Ponape. Acceptance of the
Mariana Islands argument would mean acceptance of the frag-
mentation of the territory.

Given distances, sparse population and scarce resources, it can

be argued that a Micronesia composed of six districts, even under a loose

confederation, would be a more viable economic and political entity.

Procedures for Termination of the Trusteeship Agreement

A significant aspect of the U.N. Trusteeship System is the paucity,

one might even say the absence, of provisions regarding the timing of or

procedures for termination of trusteeship. At the San Francisco Confer-
i

ence, none of the proposals submitted by the organizing countries con-

rained provisions on termination, although earlier American Charter drafts

had specified that the full U.N. membership would in each case "determine

the terms and conditions under which thetrusteeship shall be altered or

terminated." The Egyptian delegate urged the addition of an article on

termination of trusteeships, which would have given the General Assembly

the power to terminate a trusteeship and "declare the territory to be fit

for independence." This provision was not adopted,howeyer , in the face

_ _of arguments that termination by decree of the Assembly, without the consent
of the administering authorities, would becontrary to the voluntary
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basis of the trusteeship system.
in the Charter

In place of the Egyptian proposal one finds/only the w,gu_st of re-, .... , -

ferences to termination of trusteeships. Article 78

provides that trusteeshipcannot apply to territories which have become

members of the United Nations, and Article 79 states that the terms of
L

trusteeship, "including any alteration or amendment," shall be agreed upon

by the states dire:ctly concerned and approved by either the General Assembly

or the Security Council. Similarly, under Article 83, the Security Council
I

exercises the functions of the United Nations with respect to strategic

I iI
areas, including the approval of the terms of the trusteeship agreements

and of their alteration or amendment," and Article 85 provides that the

G_neral Assembly, with the assistance of the Trusteeship Council, shall

have the same functions concerning non-strategic areas. Nowhere in the

Ciharter, however, does.one find a specific provision for termination of
t!rusteeship over any territory.

A primary reason advanced at San Francisco for not including a

Specific provision in the Charter for termination of trusteeships was that

such provisions could be written into the individual trusteeship agreements.I

In practice only the Trusteeship Agreement for Somaliland and the Trustee-

_hip Agreement for Micronesia contained provisions with direct references

to termination, And only Article 24 of the Trusteeship Agreement for
i

Somaliland_ which provided that the Agreement would cease to be in force
i

ten years after its approval by the General Assembly, specified the process

and the timing of termination. In contrast, Article 15 of the Trusteeship
P

Agreement for Micronesia provides simply that the terms shall not be

_'altered, amended or terminated" without the consent of the United States.

_'_ There was no provision pertaining to the processes or timing of termination.
T
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At the same time, under Article 76 (b) of the ChaY_;el', and Article

6 of the Trusteeship Agreement, the United States is req,ir",_r_.l, in the words

of Article 6 of the Agreement, to "promote the development of the inhabi-

tants of the trust territory toward self-government or independence, as may

be £ppropriate to the particular circumstances of the trust territory and

.i%s peoples and the freely expressed wished of the people concerned."

Abcordingly, perhaps the first question which should be considered is what

procedures should be followed in order to best determine the "wishes of the

_'eople concerned?" Most of the trust territories achieved independence

a'fter the people expressed their wishes in a plebiscite conducted under U.N.
i

auspices. A plebiscite is usually considered the most acceptable method

Of politically determining the wishes of the people. In Resolution 1541,
I

the U.N. General Assembly suggested that in those cases where inhabitants

of non-self-governing territories were selecting integration with another
state, "the United Nations could, when it deems necessary, supervise these

processes." But Resolution 1541 was not addressed to trust territories and

is in any case recommendatory only; the inclusion of the supervision

clause was one of the reasons given for the U,S. abstention, on Resolution

_1541. There isno legal requirement for a plebiscite or for the conduct of

a plebiscite-under U.N. auspices or observation.

Both Micronesia and the Marianas Islands are presently planning to

!hold plebiscites. The question is whether the people.will be given a

meaningful choice. That is, will the plebiscite be valid as an expression

" of the wishes of the people if it contains only the alternatives of

accepting or rejecting the package presented them by the negotiators?

Must independence be included as an altern'a£ive choice in either or both

Q
-{,% plebiscites? Must Micronesia as a whole be given the opportunity of
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approving or disapproving the separate status oF the F1arianas?

A choice of simply rejecting a negotiated package or retaining the

status quo would seem to be against the interests of both the United States

and the Micronesians. United States interests would not be served by

retention of the now politically outmoded trusteeship status. U.S. officials

h_ve already seen that delays in settling Micronesia's status have only

resulted in an increased political and economic price tag.. That price

can only be expected to grow with increased Micronesian political sophis-

tication. Moreover, to exclude a choice of options would be inconsistant

.w_th numerous U.S. statements about the right of people to make a free and

informed choice. It is also inconsistent with U.S. support for the

essential provisions of UN Resolutions 1541 and 742. The latter states
r

t_hat one factor bY which self-government is measured is the "freedom of
r

_._ choosing on the basis of the right of self-determination of peoples between
several possiblities, including independence."

A more crucial issue, is whether the whole of Micronesia need approve a

separate status for the Marianas. Negotiations with the Marianas do not

have the approval of the congress of Micronesia. In the spring of
F

!973, the Congress of Micronesia announced that its Joint Committee on Future

Status was the sole official negotiating body. The issue arises whether the

U.S. is entitled to Continue negotiations affecting part of the territory

in the face of the express disapproval of representatives of the. majority

of the people of the territory and as to whether an option for a wholly

united Micronesia (including the Mariana Islands) must be included in

.either or both plebiscites, or even whether two separate plebiscites should

O(,.x_ be held.
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"The arguments of those who support separ,]l;e !,larianas negotiations against

" the claims of the Congress of Micronesia are along lines previously discussed,

j_.e_, that peoples concerned" in Article 76 of the Charter and in Article 6 of

the Trusteeship Agreement means people in the ethnic or sociological sense

and that the Case of the British Cameroons, where two separate plebiscites

were held with U.N. approval, is precedent for this interpretation. On

the. other hand, those who support the position of the Congress of Micro-

nesia argue that the definition of "peoples" means only the already-estab-

lished political entity involved, and contend that separate negotiations

c'annot be held without the express approval of the original political

entity, or at least that an option of a united Micronesia is an indis-
i

p,ensible element of a valid act of self-determination. It can be argued

{hat the British Cameroonscase is the exception to the rule, rather than

.. the rule itself. Both sides in the Cameroons favored separation. More

If importantly, the Cameroons had always been administered separately. As
_Iready noted except for a brief period, Micronesia was a single administra-
I

ti[ve and political entity in the mandate and the trusteeship system.

in the final analysis, tile issue is political rather than legal. In

it:he light of international sentiment against fragmentation, of the position

'of the Congress of Micronesia, the U.S. has not wavered from its decision

,to negotiate with the IIarianas. At one point, the U.S. was even prepared to

take the drastic step of rewriting the Interior Secretarial order creating

the Micronesian legislature to exclude the Marianas and thus eliminate the legal

_basis for objections by the Micronesian Congress. Such an action, however, would

undoubtedly have resulted in a storm of protest, albeit of little effect,

froln Micronesia.

0

• " I ' I
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An important procedural issue is the role, if any, oF the U.N. in

terminating the Trusteeship Agreement. Specifically, should the IInited Nations

be involved in the negotiations? Should the plebiscite(s) be supervised

•by the United Nations? And_most important, must the United States get the

approval of the Security Council in terminating the Trusteeship Agreement?

There are no requirements in the Charter, the Trusteeship Agreement

or general customary international law that the United Nations participate

in negotiations on termination of trusteeship. In practice, however, the

U.N. has participated in the process, directly or indirectly, through

visitinQ missions. cons,ltatinn_ and si!n_rvisinn of Dlehiscite_. Snme
p

U.N. members have suggested that the United States has not given sufficient

attention to U.N. suggestions with respect to Micronesia, thus downgradingp

I

U.N. participation.

_j_, Although not legally required, politically, U.N. supervision of
plebiscites in trust territories seems highly advisable where, as here, the

results of the plebiscite are likely to be unpopular with many members

of the United Nations. Present U.S. plans do call for U.N. observation

bu.t not supervision or conduct of plebiscites in Micronesia.

Perhaps the most important procedural question facing the U.S. is

whlether approv_l of the Security Council is necessary in order to terminate

the Trusteeship Agreement. There is ample evidence to indicate that Security
r

Council approval is desirable or even indispensable for political purposes.

T_e Counsel for the Joint Committee on Future Status of the Congress of
I

Micronesia has suggested that the United States is not legally required to
i

seek Security Council approval of termination. A measure of support for

this view may be found _n the terms of the Charter and of the Trusteeship

0_ Agreement and in the of the Article 83(1)negotiating history Agreement.
f

of theCharter, in referring to the functions of the Security Council concerning
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strategic areas, specifies only that Security Cou_cil al_proval is required

for the alteration or amendment of the Trusteeship Agreement. No reference

is made to the ne!:essity of Council approval for termination of the Agreement.

Article 15 of the Trusteeship Agreement requires the consent of the United

States, as administering authority, to any alteration, amendment or termina-

t;ion of the Agreement, but makes no reference to the SeCurity Council. More-

Over, in the Security Council debates on this provision the United States

a_bsolutely refused to consider a proposed Soviet amendment making the altera-

tion, amendment, or discontinuation of the Agreement's terms subject to the

decision of the Security Council, rather than the administerinq authority

and even threatened to withdraw the proposed Agreement if such an amendment

were adopted.

However, a close reading of the drafting history of Article 15 !eads one

to question the correctness of the view that Security Council approval is

p

not required for termination. Although it rejected the Soviet amendment, the
I

United States in response submitted a text Which would have provided that the

_erms of the agreement "shall not be altered, amended, or terminated except

by agreement of the administering authority and the Security Council." This

was unacceptable to the Soviet Union, and it was accordingly withdrawn.

Nonetheless, it reflects an understanding on the part of the United States

that the approval of the Security Council would be required for termination

of Trusteeship Agreement. Moreover, at the same meeting of the Council, the

_United States representative said that "The United States wishes to record

its view that the draft trusteeship agreement is in the nature of a bilateral

contract between the United States on the one hand and the Security Council

on the other." As a bilateral contract, he added, the Trusteeship Agreement
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could not be amended or terminated without the approval (_f the Security Council
,.

A further argument which may be advanced in support of a Ul_ited States

obligation to obtain Security Council approval for termination is that the .

terms "alteration and amendment", found in both Article 83 and Article 85

oflthe Charter, are expansive enough to encompass termination of a trusteeship

agreement as well. In U.N. practice, all nine administering authorities of

territories formerly under trusteeship sought and received U.N. approval of
P • •

termlnatlon Of the Trusteeship Agreement. While Article 85 related only

to, non-strategic trusts, its language on alteration or amendment of

T_usteeship Agreeements is identical to that found in Article 83 with
l

respect to strategic trusts.

On balance then, the language of the Charter, procedures followed

n the termination of other trusteeships, and explicit recognition
by the United States of a U.N. role in the termination process

supports a conclusion .that the United States has a legal duty to obtain

Security Council approval for termination of the Trusteeship Agreement• The

ppsition of American officials on the matter, however, seems to be that the

extent of the U.S. obligation is only to submit the question of termination
p

tlo the Security Council and does no___t_tinclude any requirement to secure the
r

Council's approval of termination of the Trusteeship• Accordinq

to this vlew, even if the Security Council should fail to approve a U.S.

proposal, the United States, having discharged its obligation by submission of

the proposal to the Council, would be free to carry out termination

despite the Council's lack of approval.

It has been suggested that, if it appears that the Security Council

O_ might reject the U.S. proposal for termination, the United States might
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attemptto avoid a confrontation in the Security Council, either t)y gaining

the approval of the Trusteeship Council •(where -there is no veto and the

United States is assured of majority approval) and forwarding that result to

the Security Council, or by merely informing• the Security Council of the

rest!Its of an act of self-determination and stating that accordingly the

UNited States considers the Agreement terminated. The United States could

tfien veto any resolution which affirmed continuation of the Trusteeship

Agreement. This procedure would presumably avoid a situation where a

veto would block any•affirmative action by the Security Council approving.

•termination. But it is doubtful that the procedure•is politically

feasible or legally correct.

The need for Security Council approval for alteration or termination

.o_ the Trusteeship Agreement would also seem to indicate that whatever

decisions are made on the holding of separate acts of self-determination the

_resent Trusteeship Agreement will apply to the whole of Micronesia until the

Agreement is terminated for all of Micronesia. Even if the Mariana Islands,

for example, were to opt for a separate relationship with the United States, the

Trusteeship Agreementwould continue to apply to the Mariana Islands as well

as to those portions of Micronesia which had not reached a decisinn. The United

States could .administer the Mariana Islands separately, if it wished, but

%till under trusteeship. Any effort to exclude the Mariana Island from

provisions Under the Trusteeship Agreement would require an alteration

bf the Trusteeship Agreement and Security Council approval. In recogni-

'tion of this and because to do otherwise would be of questionable political

Wisdom, the United States has decided not to seek Security Council

approval of any action until al__l_lof Micronesia has made a decision on status.
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Atany rate, the United States _xpects. to avoid such problems by gain-

ing the approval of the Security Council of any plan it may submit for

termination. [o this end, U.S.officials are relying on a continuing detente

with the Soviet Union and on a continuationof the mild temperament so far

displayed by the Peoples Republic of China in the U.N. to minimize objections

t 9 a continued American presence in the Islands. Some officials calculate ..

that the severe tensions between the Peoples Republic of China and the Soviet
p

Union will lead those powers to conclude that it is more in their interest

to have the LlnitedStates occupy this strategic area rather than either of

them or the Japanese.

The possible reaction and role of the United Nations turned out to be

secondary in negotiations on terminating Micronesia's trusteeship status.

The U.S., of course, continued to report annually to the U.N. Trusteeship

Council, but these reports were just that--reports, and were not a means of
seeking or accepting U.N. advice. The State Department itself down-graded

U.N. interests in Micronesian affairs. The Bureau of International Organization

'Affairs (I0), which had been primarily responsible for State's policy on Micro-

nesia, was relieved of its task and the Bureau of East Asian affairs made re-

sponsible. The reason given was that Micronesia was a.regional matter and that

the move would take advantage of the experience of John Dorrance, the State

Department officer who had been assigned to Micronesia to work on status questions

add who was now assigned to the East Asian Bureau. However, that was only a cover,

especially since Dorrance had once been in I0 and State Department officers are

routinely assigned to the bureau which needs their expertise. The real reason

for the shift was a sharp personality clash between the chief U.S. negotiator

O Haydn Williams and a Deputy Assistant Secretary in I0. I0 personnel learned of
the move when told by the Under Secretary of state that it had been ordered.
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Whether intended or not, the result was to "decrease emphasis in State on

the U.N. aspects of Micronesia's status and to treat the question as a bilateral

political matter. The trend was increased once negotiations began with the Mar-

ianas. After the first two rounds, State Department personnel dropped off the

U.S, negotiating team on the grounds that the Marianas were negotiating a domes-

tic relationship. State again became involved in the Marianas question only to

work Out provisions for U.N. observation of the plebiscite. Even then, State

Department involvement was late. For the Marianas Covenant was signed in mid-

February 1975 and the U.N. Trusteeship Council, which does not normally meet

unt_l May, was asked to observe a plebiscite in mid-June, presumably with little

oppbrtunity to assess again the place of the Marianas in the self-determination

of Micronesia as a whole. °

Even at the ceremony where tile Marianas Covenant was signed, the role of

the U..I. Was downplayed to observation of the plebiscite. When the U.S. Repre-

sentative outlined the ten steps remaining before the "final chapter" of the

Marianas Commonwealth was written, there was no mention of the need for U.N.

Security Council to agree to termination of the Trusteeship Agreement. On the

cor_trary, the tenth step, "Proclamation by the President of the United States

that the Trusteeship has been terminated...," leaves the implication that the

United States may indeed look upon termination as a unilateral act. The impli-

cation is similar to that contained in the Solomon Report. Then, as now, the

implication that the U.S. might act unilaterally brought" strong objections from

the State Department, particularly the United States Mission to the United Nations.

Actually, the omission of further reference to the United Nations was quite

deiliberate. The Marianas representatives have sought to de-emphasize the U.N.,

largely because of fear that the U.r_. might derail the Commonwealth as a

result of its opposition to fragmentation. But the Marianas view coincided with

the personal views of the Chief U.S. negotiator who, according to several sources,

has "this thing" about the U.N.



MICRONF.SIA: i40W STRATEGIC IS IT?

Ask most young Americans the location of the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands, now commonly called

Micronesia, and the majority probably could not respond

with greater accuracy than "somewhere in the Pacific." Nor

are they likely to be any more informed about the important

historical ev.ents which took place in. Micronesia. Unless,

of _course, they are avid readers of the National Geographic!

Or are among the 1,700 young Americans who, since 1966, have

served with the Peace Corps in Micronesia.0,
Not so with the thousands of American men who fought and died

died in .Micronesia and surrounding waters in World _Jar II.

Mention Kwajaleim, Ulithi, Saipan, and Peleliu and you are

likely to waken the memories of millions of Americans who

by newsreel, radio and newspaper followed the advance of

American forces across the Pacific toward Japan after that

country launched a surprise attack against Pearl Harbor from

Kwajalein,. one of the eastern-most atolls in what were

• II

then referre•d to as "the islands of mystery.

Between February I, 1942 and. the fall of 1944, American

forces struggled for control of Micronesia. Some of the

island fortresses erected by Japan in violation of its

O._ obligations under the League of Nations Mandate were attacked

directly; others were by-passed, leaving their Japanese
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defenders helpless, cut off from food and new supplies, and,

more importantly, in no position to assist Japanese forces

elsewhere. Before the Micronesia campaign was over, American

forces had engaged in some of the costliest battle_ Of the

war. The battle at Peleliu lasted ten weeks and left with 1,864 dead

and 6,459 wounded. The battle for Kwajalein was briefer and

less costly -- still, 372 died and 1,582 were Wounded. Tinian

cost 389 dead and 1,816 wounded; Eniwetok, 195 dead and 521

wounded. All told, 6,288 Americans died and 22,810 were

wounded in Micronesia. Japanese casualties were, of course,

even heavier. And there were the Micronesians, innocent

victims who little understood why a battle was being fought

thousand, or 10 % of a Micronesianin their islands. Five

population [estimatedat 50,000]_died.

Micronesia's capture and neutralization did not end its

role in the war. Ulithi, which in the National Geoqraphic is

noteworthy largely for the cultural oddity of bare-breasted

women riding Honda motorbikes, became an important naval base

at which the force was assembled for the eventual invasion of

Okinawa. Peleliu, Angaur, Sampan and Tinian became important

naval and air bases.

By far the most important air and naval bases were those

on Saipan and Tinian. On Saipan the military built two large

airfields, Kobler and Isley, both capable of handling B-29's,

as well as facilities for servicing naval and air forces.
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Tinian became the world's largest airfield; even by modern

standards it was formidable. Tinian's North Field had fGur parallel

runways each 8,500 feet long. West Field had two

8,500-foot runways and a 6,000 foot runway. In addition, therewere

were smaller runways, some as long as 4,700 feet. By way of

contrast, runway requirements for today's C5A and B-52 are

8,800 feet and I0,000 feet, respectively.

To support the armada of B-29's and personnel stationed

at Tinian, 34 miles of new roads were constructed (including

°a dual-laned highway named "Broadway"), and 35

miles previously built by the Japanese were radically improved.

In addition, a huge breakwater was

built at the harbor to accommodate scores of ships laden

withsupplies, bombs, and other ammunition. Almost 200,000

men were stationed on Tinian alone.

The hustle and bustle that was Tinian base is no more.

Fewer than 1,000 Micronesians live where thousands of soldiers

once worked feverishly. The only significant structures re-
are the building which served as headquarters for General Curtis Le May and

maining from the war/ a bombed and shelled building used

by the Japanese for communications but used today as a

place to•slaughter the cattle which graze among Tinian's

deserted runways and roads.

From a military point of view, Tinian was built to last.

Thirty years later, Tinian's runways can clearly be seen from

the air and are in remarkable condition, although the jungle
threatens from all sides and some tangen-tangen trees have

managed to take root in the coral. Even today Tinian probably
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has more miles of paved roads than the other islands of

Micronesia combined. Tinian stands as mute testimony that
as a military stroHghold

those who built it/anticipated the island's heavy use in a

prolonged assault on Japan itself. Tinian's builders obviously

did not know or if they knew, did not place much faith in the

bomb which on August 6, 1945, was loaded on a Tinian-based

B-29, the Enola Gay, and a few hours later rained terror over

Hiroshima. Tinian's builders probably would not have believed

that on August 10, 1945, one day after the flight of another

Tinian-based B-29, Japan would sue for peace and World War II

would come to an end.

The War was over. Micronesia, which had been a dependent

of Japan under the League of Nations, became a dependent of

theUnited States under the United Nations. As discussed else-

where, the American military lost its long-running and bitter

bureaucratic battle to have hard-won Micronesia placed under

• American soverignty and had to settle for a unique form of

international trusteeship, the so-called "strategic trust."

The United States was given virtually unlimited use of '-

Micronesia for military purposes. Supervision of Micronesia

.was placed in the United Nations Security Council where the

United States, through use of its veto, could prevent any

action or proposal regarding Micronesia to which the United

States did not agree.

._ But the. military was to gain still another measure ofdistant island locations or their
control over Micronesia. Largely because of their/original

use as coaling stations, American•Samoa and Guam had been
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administered by the Navy. As the islands of Hicronesia were

secured, Navy took over administration and continued to do so
between the end of tile

AWar and the signing of the Trusteeship Agreement. On July
T

18, 1947, President Truman formally decided to make the Navy

responsible for the civil administration of Micronesia. The

Navy remained in charge until replaced in 1951 by the Department

of the Interior, which has been responsible ever since for all
were shortly returned to Navy

of Micronesia except for some of the Marianas which4remained

under military control until 1962. The precise reason for the

continuation of military rule in the Marianas was not announced

at the time or since. But it is now known that the island of

Saipan was used as a $28 million CIA base for• training Chinese

nationalists who still believed Chiang Kai-shek's forces would re-

capture the mainland and, reportedly, later for training Vietnam

advisors. Even today, although official confirmation for

what one observer called "this absurd enterprise," can be
J

found in thePentagon Papers (Lansdale to Taylor memo.), the

CIA's Saipan operation was originally one of the items which

the U.S. Government sought to censor through court order

from the book CIA and the Cult of Intelligence, by Victor

Marchetti, a former CIA employee and John Mark, a former State

Department employee.

For Micronesians, t.heestablishment and subsequent

abandonment of the CIA facilities was to have far-reaching

effects. First, the existence of the clandestine facility

meant restricting entry into the Marianas area, except Rota,
for "security reasons." Restricting entry into the Marianas,
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in effect, meant closing Micronesia, for th_allariarJaswere.

Micronesia's port of entry, its most immediate link to the

outside. In the circumstances, any efforts at developmeilt

there or elsewhere were hamstrung. The CIA's departure had

even larger effects. The Trust Territory Government,

which had previously been based outside of Micronesia in

Hawaiiand later on Guam, looked upon the newly abandoned

facilities as a cheap, in .fact free, and ready-made location

for "interim" headquarters and a response, albeit not ideal,

toUnited _lations' recommendations that the headquarters be

moved to Micronesia proper.

But the windfall had a number

_I_ of unfortunate effects for Micronesia_ most of which could

have.and should have been foreseen. First, a more centrally

located capital -- Truk was the planned site -- would have

been a major force for unity. A central location would have

meant shorter lines of communication, more frequent travel to

the. capital by residents of the districts and the advantages of

education and development in the heart of Micronesia. How-

ever, the locat.ion of the capital in an area geographically

close to the American territory of Guam with its military-

inflated economy and the concentration of still more of the

advantages of development in Saipan increased the tendency

of the people of the Marianas to wish to reintegrate with

their fellow Chamorros on Guam and to think of themselves

0_ as better than other Micronesians. "Better off" would be a

more accurate description. For except for the nearly
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r.. abandoned roads on Tinian, Saipan has MicrlDwiesie s best roads,

O schools, communications, shipping, commerce and transportation.

And its people, even more than in the rest of Micronesia,

learned that the best jobs, those held by Americans, were

white collar, or at least government jobs, whoseavailability

at headquarters was plentiful. In such circumstances agri-

gulture was de-emphasized and an artificial and expensive

economic structure was substituted.

The unexpectedly sudden defeat of Japan and the rapid

demobilization of American forces had an immediate effect on

Micronesia. Japan's military fortifications and Japan's war

machinery lay in ruins. Japan's fleet, bottled up in the

•picturesque Truk lagoon, lay on the lagoon floor -- waiting

t
• 25 years virtually ignored until in the 1970's when with

the introduction of jettransportation to the territory, the

sunken fleet became anattraction for touring scuba divers.

Few military buildingssurvived, among them fortress-like

communications buildings at Truk, Palau and Tinian which,

though obviously heavily bombed, are today used as a high

school, an airport check-in terminal, and slaughtering house,

respectively.

Japanese civilian structures were also devasted and today

a-few buildings, Japanese lanterns (particularly on Koror in

Palau), retaining walls, and hospital and prison ruins at

Saipan bear mute testimony to the thriving cities of Japanese

Mlcronesia. Many of these structures fell before the islands

C_
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_" were secured, many were needlessly de:_troyed by _mericanbut

forces after securing the islands. One old Micronesian hand

who served in the naval government tells of deliberate orders

by a well-intentioned U.S. military officer to destroy

buildings in Palau simply because they were Japanese built.

"We're going to tear this stuff down and show the Micronesians

what the Americans can build," the officer is quoted as saying,

The officer may indeed have thought that the U.S. would insti-

tute a massive rehabilitation program but the opposite was to

be true. The Japanese era economy lay in ruins. Micronesia

became what some have called an "anthropological zoo." In the

rush to demobilize, even the mighty base at Tinian was dis-

mantled. Scrap metal, the debris of war, became Micronesia's

second most important export.

The military was extremely useful .for emergency evacua-

tion and other such chores. In fact, later civilian adminis-

trators were to sorely miss the transportation and communica-

tions facilities which the military had at its disposal. But

the military's was essentially a caretaker operation. In

the 40's and 50's, Micronesia was no longer important to the

military except to deny the area to other powers, to conduct

weapons tests, and to hold for distant contingency purposes.

These objectives were achieved without the erection of a

single base and without the stationing of either naval

vessels or armed personnel, except Coat Guard personnel sta-

tioned at Loran stations, and the few personnel assigned to
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testing facilities. There were not even enough CoastGuard to

catch more than a few of the Korean, Okinawan, and Japanese

fishing vessels which frequently intruded within Micronesian

territorial waters.

Nuclear Testinq: Bikini and Eniwetok

Ironically, the device which ended Micronesia's role in

the war was later to return Micronesia to the world's headlines

Bikini and Eniwetok atolls became important U.S. atomic bomb

test sites, necessitating the relocation in 1946 of 166 people

from Bikini and in 1947 of 146 from Eniwetok. Some of the

people ware relocated several times as each location proved

to be undesirable. The people of Bikini lagoon first moved

to Rongerik, then to a Kwajalein camp and finally to the

island of Kili -- from 36 islands with 2.3 square miles and

a tranquil lagoon to a single island with less than one half

square mile of land and no lagoon. Non-islanders may not

appreciate the difference but for Micronesian fishermen the

new location meant an unaccustomed struggle with the pounding

waves of the Pacific in order toget the fish which were an

essential part of their diet.

Twenty-seven years later, atmospheric nuclear testing

having been banned by the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of 1963,

Micronesia is no longer the site of atomic testing and the

people of Bikini are preparing to return to their homes. They

are doing so with the support of the Departments of Interior,
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State and the AEC which together argued strongly against

Defense Department plans to retain the atoll for some un-

specified future use. The Bikini peoplewill return to an

island with new homes and new plantings of coconut trees, but

with clear evidence that their island and their lives have

been permanently affected.

In 1972_, it was announced that Eniwetok would also be

returned to its former residents -- at the end of 1973, the

announcement said. As it turned out, Defense had further plans

for Eniwetok., According to newspaper reports, in April, 1972,

the U.S. Air Force initiated a series of TNT explosions

designed to simulate the effect of hydrogen bomb explosions

on land that would leave craters of up to 50 feet deep and

300 feet around. Government sources blandly described the

tests as aiding in the effort to better understand the geology

of nuclear craters and •coral atolls. No mention was made of

the permanent damage which would result. Micronesia was saved

from further damage when a Federal District judge, for

environmental reasons, issued a temporary and then permanent

•

injunction against the planned tests. However, the judge s

order was too late for Aumon Atoll where, the test director

admitted, an excavation six feet deep covering nineteen acres

was left in Micronesia's scarcest resource: land.

ReloCation because of destruction wasn't the only un-

desirable effect of post World War II military operations.
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In a 1954 hydrogen bomb test, 86 Micronesians on Rongelap were

caught in a storm of radioactive fallout after a sudden

wind blew clouds in their direction. The people of Rongelap

|lave since received $10,494 each in compensation from the

U.S. Government-- considerably less than the $I00,000 given

each of the 23 Japanese fishermen caught in the same incident.

In addition, the Rongelapese have received constant and

excellent health care from U.S. scientists.

Kwajalein Atoll

Kwajalein Atoll, also in the Marshalls, was to again

feel the far reaching effect of military operations, this

time under the guise of a "civilian" contractor. While the0
rest of Micronesia was struggling on a budget of less than

$I0 million, a large part of which was used to cover the.

salaries and comforts of American administrators, the Pentagon

decided in 1947 to construct what eventually became a billion

dollar missile test facility on Kwajalein Atoll. From the

Vandenbur9 Air Force Base in California, missiles are fired

5,000 miles across the Pacific to impact or be "intercepted"

by Spartan and Sprint missiles in and over Kwajalein, the

world's largest atoll. Kwajalein is an important facility,

as attested by the presence of Soviet "fishing" vessels on

test days. "We know when a test has been called off and it's

safe to go fishing," said one Micronesian official. "All we

0_ have to do is watch the Soviet ships. They get their word
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from their 'fishing boats' off California even before

Kwajalein."

; For Micronesians, Kwajalein brought mixed blessings. At

least 148 islanders were forced to relocate to nearby Ebeye.

Seventeen years later, the military "leased" the island for

99 years• at the rate of $!0 per year. Micronesians soured

on the deal after they saw what was done to the island and

became more knowledgeable about the monetary valuation of

their land. A renegotiation of the lease in 1970 resulted

in payments of $420,000 per year, with possible further

renegotiation later. It is a standard joke among American

military that they have already purchased the land several

times.

There are usually fewer than 20 or 30 U.S. military personnel.

stationed on Kwajalein. The facility, which is run by a

civilian contractor, has about 5,000 other American employees,

including dependents. For the American contract employees,

all the amenities for American expatriates are present,

including air conditioned housing, movies, a golf course

and shopping and laundering facilities. But Kwajalein also

has all the attributes of a military base, with the usual

resulting tensions. Kwajalein is off limits to Micronesians

outside working hours. Micronesians are ferried in and out

to perform unskilled labor. They are searched each way and

0_ it is said that the unfortunate Micronesian who misses the

last ferry is locked up for the night. The Micronesians may
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stare at but. not use the golf course or self-service laundry.

Except for one day of the year, the day they receive their

annual bonus, Micronesians are prevented from shopping in

Kwajalein's well stocked PX. Even though the stores on Ebeye

suffer serious shortages as a result of poor cargo ship service

to Ebeye, Defense officials argue, with some accuracy, that •

Micronesian merchants would complain if Micronesians were

accorded regular access to the .PX.

The U.S.. military has replaced the shanties initially

built on Ebeye. Miraculously, there has been no new major

disease such as polio which left 196 crippled and II dead when it

spread from Ebeye to the rest of the Marshalls in 1963.. How-

ever, all agree that Ebeye is an overcrowded and disgusting

slum right in the middle of "paradise." Lamented one American

official: "The stench is so bad you can hardly walk the street."

Micronesians are lured to Ebeye by the possibility of

high wages and so far, steady employment. At the behest of

Patsy Mink, Congress extended Federal minimum wage legislation

to Kwajalein, mostly to help the large number of Hawaiian

laborers. The number of Micronesians employed on Kwajalein

has not continued to grow but the number of people per Ebeye

househoId grows steadily as more and more Micronesians

abandon outer island life and head for Ebeye. Problems of

overcrowding, pollution, juvenile delinquency -- all the

problems of decayed urban America -- multiply at an astounding

,,_ rate.
These problems and the restrictions on Micronesians seem
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i" to be fully recognizedat district aildTrust TeFri.to,lyhead-
early

quarters. A significant exception in/1974 was the Trust

Territory Government liasionrepresentativefor Ebeye, a long time

American employee who livPd and worked amid the comforts of

Kwajalein and who all sources agreed had overstayed his time.

" he said "And there is"Things are going very well here,

none •of the friction and resentmenl; of restrictions to which

United.rlations Visiting Missions have referred." Only minutes

before, a highly regarded Micronesian, being trained for the

liaison position, and who, as a result, has become the only

Micronesian who lives on Kwajalein, had painted a starkly

opposite picture. Early in 1975, the Micronesian "trainee"

was still waiting to assume his post.

Micronesians have also benefitted from the Kwajalein

insta•llation. Taxes on all salaries go into the Trust Terri-

• tory coffer. As in the Marianas, the irony is that the presence

of an income producing facility in economically poor Micro-

nesia also has a detrimental effect. The people in the.

Marshall Islands, the island chain and political dis-

trict in which Kwajalein is located, believe that a larger

share of revenues generated at Kwajalein should be kept by

the Marshall Islands District and not sent to the general

treasury at Saipan -- a kind of revenue sharing. Unless

this is done, the Marshallese, who also produce more than

50 per cent of Micronesia's major export, copra, have threatened

"_ to withdraw from Micronesia. Their threat remains even though
f
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a level of revenue sharing was approved by the Congress of

Micronesia in 1974. But an economy based on the Kwajalein

Missile Range may prove to be short-ranged, or, at best,

uncertain. Although Kwajalein is designated by the-U.S.

as one of the areas which would remain under U.S. control in

self-governing. Micronesia, there are rumors that successful

SALT talks would seriously affect the scope of activities

at Kwajalein and therefore Micronesian employment opportunities.

Such rumors are, however, denied by the military who state

that a SALT agreement would not prohibit research and develop-

ment.

CURRENT U.S. THINKING: From Denial to Usage

The administration of John F. Kennedy saw the end of

the caretaker philosophy followed by the U.S. in Micronesia

between 1945 and 1961. According to one former Assistant

Secretary of State, the Kennedy Administration was stung by

newspaper and United Nations reports of the tragic conditions

in Micronesia. Kennedy also realized that colonialism, even

as sanctioned in the form of international trusteeship, was

r,apidly coming to a close. Nauru, New Guinea, and Micro-I

nesia were the only trusteeships remaining. The time would

Soon come when pressures would build up in Micronesia and

in the United Nations for self-determination. In his address

to the General Assembly on Septenlber 25, 1961, President

0
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Kennedy expressed the position of the United States on

colonialism.

Within the limits of our responsibi-
lity in such matters, my country intends
to be a participant and not merely an ob-
server, inthe pc_aceful, expeditious move-
ment of nations from the status of colo-
nies to the partnership of equals. That
continuing tide of self-determination,
which runs so strong, has our sympathy
and our support.

But colonialism, in its harshest
form is not only the exploitation of
new nations by old, of dark skins by
light, or the subjugation of the poor
by the rich. My nation was once a
colony, and we know what colonialism
means; the exploitation and subjugation
of the Weak by the powerful, of the many
by the few, of the governed who have
given no consent to be governed what-
ever their continent, their class, or

r_ their color.

And that is why there is no ignoring
the fact that the tide of self-determi-
nation has not reached the Communist em-
pire. where a population far larger than
that officially termed "dependent" lives
under governments installed by foreign
troops instead of free institutions --
under a system which knows only one
party and one belief -- which suppresses
free debate, and free elections, and
free newspapers and free books and free
trade unions -- and which build a wall
to keep trutha stranger and its own
citizens prisoners. Let us debate
colonialism in full -- and apply the
principle of free choice and the prac-
tice of free plebiscites in every cor-
ner of the globe.

aside,
The digression into criticism of communism/ Kennedy's

statement to the General Assembly sealed the U.S. position

in all subsequent debate on colonialism
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Realizing that a decision on the status of Mic_onesia

was imminent, President Kennedy issued National Security

Action Memorandum (NSAM) 145, April 18, 1962. This direc-

tive, which is still classified, led to the formation of

an interagency task force and later to a special survey group

chaired by Harvard economist Anthony Solomon. As summarized

in the preface to the Solomon Report, NSAM 145 "set forth as

U.S. policy the movement of Micronesia into a permanent re-

lationship with the U.S. within our political framework. In

keeping with that goal, the memorandum called for accelerated. ,.

development of the area to bring its political, economic and

social standards into line with an eventual permanent ass_cia-

tion."

Although the findings of the Solomon Report still

remain classified, a disclosed summary of that report

expressed the dilemma of the United States in adhering to its

advocacy of "free choice" and protecting U.S. interests. The

report stated that "despite a lack of serious concern for the

area until quite recently, Micronesia is said to be essential

to the U.S. for security reasons. We cannot give up the

area, yet time is running out for the U.S. in the sense that

we will soon be the only nation left administering a trust

territory. The time could come, and shortly, when the pres-

sures in the U.N. for a settlement of the status of Micro-

nesia could become more than embarrassing." Thus, consistent

_0_ with Micronesia's designation as a strategic trust, the
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decision to resolve Micronesia's status was made essentially

on strategic grounds. The United States believed its stra-

tegic interests could only be protected by a permanent

association and permanent association would only be possible

after substantial economic, political and social development.

Interestingly, throughout the Kennedy and Johnson adminis-

trations, no concrete military plans were developed for

Micronesia. Policy was formulated to assist in the transition

of the Trust Territory from an international status to a

territory under the United States sovereignty.

Beginning in the late 1960_s, shifting power relation-

ships in East Asia caused the United States to reassess its

approach to a Changing Asia. The most important aspect of
0

the present focus on Asia was set forth in the so-called

Nixon Doctrine in July, 1969. As summarized in a repor t

of the Secretary of State, Nixon_sgated:

The United States will keep all its
treaty commitments. We shall provide
a shield if a nuclear power threatens
the freedom of a nation allied with us
or of a nation whose survivial we con-
sider vital to our security and the
security of the region as a whole. In
cases involving other types of aggres-
sion we shall furnish military and
economic assistance when requested and
as appropriate. But we shall look to
the nation directly threatened to
assume the primary responsibility of
providing the manpower for its defence.

The Ni×on approach does not declare U.S. military withdrawal

0_ from Asia. It does provide a rationale for reducing United
States military installations in Vietnam, Thailand, Korea,

Japan and the Philipineso Nixon made no blention
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of Micronesia, nor was the Nixon Doctrine drafted

to ", it" the Trust Territory. But the military quickly

cite the President's statement as justification for activa-

tion of then vague contingency plans for Micronesia. In the

mind' of some Department of Defense officials, U.S. troop

redd tion in Asia makes Micronesia more strategically impor-

tant to United States security.

Micronesia also fit well into the philosophy, first

app 'ent in the early 60's, that U.S. military bases would

be Dved to island areas if, as seemed likely, increasing

nat onalism made the continued presence of bases untenable

in ome countries. Planning for a base at Diego Garcia iri
in 1963

the Indian Ocean started/on just such an hypothesis. The

the ry was that isolated islands with small populations and

eve smaller resources would be less subject to adverse

pol tical movements. Similarly, when it first appeared that

U.S bases and unfettered operations in Okinawa might be

impiriled by the reversion of Okinawa to Japan, and, at the
I

samq time nationalist sentiment rose in the Philippines, po-

ten ial Micronesian bases took on a more concrete form in

striltegic planning.

Initially, the U.S. military sought maximum flexibility

in ts planning for Micronesia. It refused to indicate

sp ific land areas it might use and insisted on an unlimited

rig'ht to eminent domain even in the face of known and stead-

, _ fast opposition in Micronesia. Not until it was clear that

no )rogress Qn status couldbe made without a clear indi-
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. ca'tion on military land did the Depa.rtments of State and the

Interior prevail upon Defense to submit its land requirements

to an inter-agency body of the National Security Council. By

this time, however, the military had been reassured that bases

!_n Okinawa were not immediately imperiled.

STATED MILITARY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 1970's

An analysis of U.S. efforts to acquire additional

military facilities in Micronesia will be discussed in a

Chapter devoted entirely to the status negotiations. However,

it is necessary at this point to discuss the initial specifically

stated requirements Of _he U.So military in assessing the

strategic importance of Micrones'a. The qualification initial

is important because U.S. essential military needs proved to

be flexible in a downward direction.

In the Draft Compact of Free Association, the United

States and Micronesia (excluding the Marianas) agree that

i the United States should hold "full responsibility for, and

authority over all matters which relate to defense in Micro-

nesia." .This responsibility entails the defense of Micronesia

and "the right to prevent third parties from using the

territory of Micronesia for military purposes." It further

entails the "use of United States military bases which are

established in Micronesia for the security of the United

States, and to support its reponsibilities for the maintenance

of international peace and security." The parties also agree

that the "United States may conduct all activities and operations
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on the lands and waters in the territory of Micronesia in the

exercise of this responsibility and authority." The last

_eneral agreement between the United States and Micronesia

gives the U.S. the option to request the use of the Trust

Territory areas to satisfy future defense requirements.

Annexed to the Draft Compact of Free Association is

an outline of specific defense needs in Micronesia. The

United States wished to maintain "continuing rights to

occasional or emergency use of all harbors, waters and air-

fields throughout Micronesia," as well as "continuing rights

to use existing Coast Guard facilities."

In the Marshall Islands, the United States specifically

asked for "continuing rights for the use of lands and waters

. associated with, and currently controlled as part of the

Kwajalein Missile Range, the land portion of which encompasses

approximately 1,320 acres." In the Bikini Atoll, the

United States sought "continuing rights for use of 1.91

acres of'Ourukaen and Eniman islets, and the use of the pier,

airfield and boat landing on Eneu Island." Finally, upon

the return of Eniwetok Atoll to the Micronesians, the United

States sought to retain use rights there.

In stating its options in the Palau Islands, the United

States sought "access and anchorage rights in Malakal harbor

and adjacent waters, together.with the rights to acquire 40
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acres for use within the Malakal harbor area which is com-

!posed of submerged land to be filled, and adjacent fast land."

The United States asked for rights for "the joint use of

ian airfield capable of supporting military jet aircraft

(the proposed airfield at Garreru Island reef, or Babelthuap

airfield -- Airai site), the right to improve that airfield

to meet military requirements and specifications, and the

right to develop an exclusive use area for aircraft parking,
I

maintenance and operational support facilities." On the

island of Babelthuap, the United States wished to reserve

the "ri•ght to acquire 2,000 acres for exclusive use, along

with the right for non-exclusive use of an adjacent area

encompassing 30,000 acres, for intermittent ground force

maneuvers."

In the second round of negotiations with the Mariana

Islands, the Uni.ted States Representative, Ambassador Haydn

Williams, outlined defense needs in the Marianas and the

method by which the United States hoped to fulfill those

needs. Originally, the United States wanted to purchase

facilities on three islands of the Marianas chain, all of

which are located in the proximity of Guam: Farallon de

Medinilla, Saipan, and Tinian.

• The United States requested the use of Farallon de

Medinilla for target range purposes. The island was

then being used by the Department of Defense as a bombing

0_ range. The island is uninhabited and the United States said
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that it would be used only for air-to-ground and ship-to- /D
ground target practice.

On the island .of Saipan, United States military interests

centered on the use of so-called military retention land which

the U.S. acquired after World War II. The United States now

claims 4,996 acres of the island's total acreage of approximately

30,000. Kobler Field, which serves as Saipan's commercial

airport, is in retention land. The military said it

required the retention of Isley Field for military purposes,

although civilian activities would be allowed. The United

States would• relinquish rights to 4,100 acres of retention

land, retaining almost 900 acres. Five hundred acres around

Isley Field were required for reasons the United States

D_ considered "not hypothetical but contingent." "It will be

needed immediately," said the U.S..Representative, "if we

are to move out of,:some other location or if another location l

could handle a new requirement." The planned use of this

area was for "aircraft maintenance and repair facilities as

well as limited logistical lsupport." Near the.village of

Tanapag, the United States would release some of the 320

acres of retention land presently used for commercial

development, provided thatthe area was used for hafbor-

:o_iented purposes.

With reqard to Tinian, the U.S. presented a detailed seven°
l

i_tage plan for the construction nf a has_. Details of the plan,

D_ including the estimated costs of each Phase and ,Itim_t_ manpnwer
requirements, are found in the following table.
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P_

As then planned, construction of the base would cost $144.6 million, plus

an estimated $13.5 million for relocation of San Jose Village. Ultimately, tile

base rwould have 930 Air Force and Navy personnel, supported by 2,370 others. Up
i

to 1,000 persons would be involved in four of the seven-stage development.

!The Department of Defense wished to purchase the entire island of Tinian,

but use only two-thirds, or 18,500 acres. Plans called for a new airfield on

Tinian. san Jose harbor was sought by Defense on the grounds that
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'31"

• ,°

"it is the only site reasonably suited to harber de\_elopment."

Joint use of the harbor would be allowed 90% of the time. The

village would have to be relocated for reasons of safety.

Areas within a "safety zone" of the harbor would be allowed

the people of" Tinian for agricultural and recreational pur-

poses. Warehouses would be built; the church would be permitted to

continue its function; and the citizens would be employed at

the dock. Finally, the Defense Department would control

development of the civilian community on the remaining one-

third of the island "in order to prevent undesirable conditions

and consequences which could possibly result from the

presence of a major military base." The planning of the

civilian community would be a "joint military/civilian

effort."

Military requests for lands and waters in the Trust
were

Territory / more than a casual list prepared by the

Department of Defense. Each request had been carefully

tailored to reinforce strategic justification for continued

United States occupation and, in the initial request,

each branch of the U.S. military saw to it that it got

some of the pie.

DEFENSE JUSTIFICATIONS FOR MICRONESIA

A seasoned Pentagon official sat at his oak desk, '

drummed his fingers and spoke about the United States military

0_ role in the Pacific for the 1970's and beyond. He responded

to specific _uestions with regard to strategic theory -- What
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does the military define as our first line of defense?

How far back are we prepared to retreat? "I have no idea,"

he replied. "I wish we could be certain."

He talked at length about the sweeping political changes

in Asia, the shifting power relationships. He expressed

concern over United States troop reductions and withdrawal

from U.S. military bases stretching from Indochina to Japan.

Throughout the conversation, he seemed troubled that despite

American presence in the Pacific, there is no longer any hard

and fast line of defense as defined by accepted military

strategic theory.

This encounter with the Defense official became a

typical example in subsequent interviews of an ever present

concern of the military -- the fear of uncertainty.

Coping with uncertainty is neither a superficial nor

an unrealistic concern of the Department of Defense. One

has only to view recent history to find the roots of

The military had been unprepared to deal with the

Japanese in World War II. The war had brought intense

devastation which had led to traumatic repercussions within

the Defense Department.

The concern for U.S. military preparedness in the face of

Uncertainty has fostered the development of two important strategic

concepts: first, the idea that the United States should retain possession
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of the Pacific Islands; and second, that the United States

should remain the most resilient and formidable• military power

in the world.

In 1945, it was the sense of Congress that the United

States should retain permanent control of the Pacific

Islands, entrusting them to the military in defense of

United States security. Agreeing with military officials,

Congress felt that giving up the islands would be an irres-

ponsible breach of national security that could, lead to

another war. In 1945, Congressman F. Edward Hebert (D-La.)

who would later become the powerful head of.the House Armed

Services Committee. expressed the views of Defense officials

0_ and Congress when he said, "We fought for them, we've got

them, we should keep them. They are necessary to our safety.

! see no other course."

There was also a feeling among the military that reten-

tion of the Pacific Islands was realistic and practical

considering the military investment expended in their capture.

CongreBs shared the feeling that no one had the right to

give away land which had been bought and paid for with

American lives.

The passing of time does not seem to have altered the

conviction of the military and some Congressmen that the

Pacific Islands must be kept. As noted below, many Pentagon

officials and Congressmen today echo the sentiment expressed

by Hebert in 1945.
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The second military concept resulting from the fear

of uncertainty has been more readily apparent to the casual
i

observer in recent years -- that the United States should

:_emain a first-rate power with superior strategic capability.

Many Department of Defense and military officials are

increasingly concerned that the United States will become a

second-rate power. Defense officials fear that the United

States has been lulled into complacency by suchthings as

detente and theSALT agreements, leading to widespread troop

reduction in foreign bases. They fear that the public remains

dangerously uninformed about the realities of growing Soviet

superiority in all phases of nuciear strategic capability and

particularly naval power. "Soviet naval buildup," defense

experts say, "is a major element in the shifting balance of

military power." As a 1970 Blue Ribbon Defense Panel, appointed

by the President and the Secretary of Defense put it in their

report:

The road to peace has never been through
• appeasement, unilateral disarmament or

negotiation from weakness. The entire
recorded history of mankind is precisely
to the contrary. Among the great nations,
only the strong survive. Weakness of the
U.S. -- of its military capability and its
will -- could be the gravest threat to the
peace of the world.

The reality of uncertainty and the emphasis on superiority

coupled with a propensity to never willingly give up anything

all lay behind the long and sometimes shifting list of strategic

justifications for United States military presense in Micronesia

denial, fallback, forward defense, dispersal; spillover,
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unforeseen resources, storage, research and development,

training and practice. Some academic and military scholars

have combined these justifications into a mid-Pacific strategy,

arguing that economic and political realities are such that

the U.So should, consciously pull its defense lines back to

Micronesia.

DENIAL

In the _ate 1960's and the early 1970's, a number of..

Micronesian studies by military officers at war

colleges throughout the United States werepublished. Many

of these officers had access to classified information and were

ableto interview key military strategists. Without exception,

these studies have indicated that the major immediate stra-

tegic justification for retaining Micronesia is to den_'the

use of the Trust Territory to a third power, and perhaps

secondarily, to prevent denial to the United States. Indeed,

except for testing, denial has been the major U.S. strategic

objectiv_ in Micronesia.

Theoretically, denial does not require military

occupation. Since World War II the United-States has relied

on the legal sanction of the United Nations and the Trusteeship

Agreement to insure its military presence in Micronesia. Would

an end to the legal sanction of the United _ations necessarily

mean that the denial objective isno longer obtainable? Are
there alternatives to United States military presence

which still adhere to the principle of denial?
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o

The Micronesians have favored U_lite(] States military

presence in the Trust Territory for the peace it has brought

to the islands and the belief that continued United States

protection is necessary. They have also maintained that

American military potential is probably Micronesia's greatest

economic asset. For these reasons, the Micronesians have

iindicated a willingness to continue to accommodate the United
i

States military provided they receive adequate compensation--

compensation which they believe has been lacking in past years.

Assuming that the United States would find it in its best

interest to offer adequate compensation to the Micronesians,

!the possibility would exist for continuing denial to othersi

and potential access for the United States.

In the event of the termination of the Trusteeship

Agreement, the alternative in keeping with denial would be
,.

the neutralization or demilitarization of the region by

iinternational agreement, even by a unilateral declaration along
I
i

!the lines of the Monroe Doctrine. Few military officials

place much faith in neutralization, fearing infiltration by

less scrupulous Communist powers. Such concern, however,

seems unjustified to other defense experts. One high Pentagon

_official ventured the view that "neither the Soviets nor the

Chinese have an interest in Micronesia; and even if an interest

were present, the threat of U.S. power would serve as a strong

deterent." This would seem to be .an accurate eva]uation judging

O_ mild Soviet and Chinese reaction thus far to thefrom the
F

ongoing negotiations with the Micronesians, and the U.S.

proposals for military facilities in the islands.

q
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On the contrary both the Soviets and the Chinese may look upon

,clear American interest in Micronesia as protection against
i

the aggressive intentions of each other.

The military fears neutralization for another reason --

it would require foregoing access to lands they consider

_essential to United States security even though Micronesia

is currently unused except for testing. While it is true

that neutralization would prevent third power access, it

would also prevent U.S. military access -- a bleak prospect in

the minds of military strategists.

FALLBACK (Conti ngency).

0"_ Some Defense Department officials agree that while military

bases in Micronesia are not immediately essential to United

States securi1_y, they would become essential if bases in Okinawa,

Japan and the Philippines and other East Asian points were no

longer available. The assumption is made, probably correctly,

that United States use of Taiwan has been or will be sacrificed

for improved U.S. - Chinese relations. Further, while •outright

expulsion of the United • States from Asian bases miqht not

occur, restrictions on the use of nuclear weapons and offensive

operations might necessitate fallback to the Trust Territory.

In Japan and on Okinawa, for example, the ability of the United

States to launch combat missions and to use nuclear weapons

0-,
Y
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has been restricted severely and migh.t remain so short of an

attack on Korea or Japan itself. In addition, the United

States can no longer store weaponsused in chemical and

biologicalwarfare there.

Contingency planning, based on the unknown, attempts to

prepare for every eventuality. Defense experts have repeatedly
i

asserted that the Department of Defense must prepare for the

• worst contingency. "Contingency planning is fully 50% of our

justification for Micronesia," said one military official at

'CINCPAC, "but we have to be careful in advancing it becausei

contingency arguments don't get .appropriations:"

Sprinkle(] liberally among Pentagon comments about the

possible loss of U.S. bases in Japan, Okinawa, and the Philippines

fare doubts about the political situation in each location.

iThere is concern about Japanese "leftists." Okinawa is a "hotbed

.of leftist sentiment," said one U.S. official, and you never

know when this sentiment will "strike the right chord." There

have been similar references made by the military with regard

to the Philippines: The political situation in the Philippines

is described as "tenuous;" the Philippine government is

said to be becoming "belligerent" in dealing with the United

States military: and clark Field is described as becoming a

"no-man's land for Americans."

While fallback and denial are the main justifications for

the United States military in Micronesia, Defense officials have

supplied various other rationales for U.S. military expansion

in the islands.
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FORWARDDEFENSE

Some expeFts see the need for a forward position in

M,icronesia to defend Hawaii against Asian attack. They contend

that if Hawaii and Wake Island remains for the United States

the first line of defense, the enemy will easily reach the

U.S. mainland. On the other hand, if Micronesia were not

militarily accessible, the distance between the nearest United
I

S_tates military forces and Asia would be much extended. The

military could not quickly reach Asia from Hawaii or the West

Coast of the United States. If the Department of Defense makes

its forward line of defense in Hawaii rather than Micronesia,

one officer predicts a problem of _credibility with our allies.

"How much can the United States reassure its allies or deteri

'"if we are not closer to Asia 7"its enemies," he asked,

According to Defense, a forward base in Micronesia wpuld

be equipped and fully operational to withstand an enemy assault

which might threaten Hawaii or our allies. "Days are vital in

rconventional warfare," said one General, "and the islands

(Micronesi.a) would provide ship and aircraft refueling and re-

supply that is necessary to maintain forward defense."

The Defense Department considers Micronesia an important

forward defense position for another reason not generally stated

,by the military. There are strong feelings within the Depart-

ment of Defense about the possibility of another island-hopping

World War ll-type conflict and the need to meet the enemy as

far away from the United States as possible. "We have to re-
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-- member that the center of the United States is somewhere in

the Pacific, not in Kansas," said one United States military

officer.

Admiral John McCain, former Commander-in-Chief, Pacific

_and former head of the U.S. military mission at the United

Nations, strongly advocated Micronesia's retention on a forward
! ..

,defense rationale:

"...one of the points I continually stressed was
to do something with the Trust Territories (sic);
because if the Trust Territories are not kept under
the immediate control of the United States, the
next fall-back position is Honolulu, and that's
a long way back. The Trust Territories, if properly
used, will put the United States in a position
not too remote from advanced bases in the
Philippines and other forward bases."

Similarly, Hanson Baldwin, former New York Times military

writer and a man with close Pentagon connections, advances the

case for Micronesia in a 1970' book, Strategy for Tomorrow.

Baldwin, who covered the war in the islands, argues that if the

United States is to maintain any forward position in the West

Pacific, "retention of these Trust Territory islands--indeed,

their outright ownership by the UoS.--is essential." (p. 279)

Stating that political conditions make continued use of U.S.

bases in Japan and Okinawa "tenuous at best," Baldwin concludes

that formalization and perpetuation of U. S. sovereignty in

the Trust Territory is one of the"strategic imperatives" we

face in the Pacific unless the U.S. is prepared to witnaraw its

defense line to Hawaii.
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DISPERSAL
l

Dispersion is cited as a major means of defending oneself

:in conventional and nonconventional warfare: and Micronesia

with its 2,000 islands is the perfect place to disperse forces.

"At a time when communications are vital, as they would be

Iduring warfare," s_id one officer, "several communications

installations would be advantageous."

Others concur on the necessity of dispersal in the nuclear

age. With an extensive nuclear capability in the hands of

potentially hostile powers, it is necessary to have many bases

iSo that the enemy cannot destroy military installations in a

single blow. According to one defense expert, many bases

would facilitate an effective counter attackupon an enemy

attempting to achieve a quick victery by surprise attack.

SPILLOVER

While massive facilities already exist on U.S. - owned

Guam, the military argues that Guam is too far away from Asia

and not adequate to handle future military needs. Brigadier

General Hanket, Director of the Far East Division, Joint Chiefs

of Staff, stated that Guam was "oversaturated" with Air Force

and Navy personnel and "that facilities there have been developed
J

to the maximum. In the event it became necessary for the

military to move its installations from other Asian bases,

:Tinian in the Mariana Islands would aid in absorbing the spillover

Other Defense officials believe that future expansion of

Guam is limited by the islanders' desire for economic develop-A

Q_ ment. Presently, a great deal of land and many of the better
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roads remain off limits to the Guamanians. Although Guamanians

are ambivalent, it iscommonly held that transferring some
i

military facilities to Tinian would be an economic asset to

Guam. Guamanians could then concentrate on building an

economic structure based on tourism or some other

industry.

UNFORESEEN RESOURCES

On November 7, 1973, the New YorkTimes reported that

Indonesia has the potential to double her present daily oil

_product_on of 1.3 million barrels in the next few years.

iAccording to the article, 40% of total production has been

:going to foreign oil companies, almost all of them United

States companies. The article quoted the head of Indonesia's

state owned oil enterprise, Pertamina, as saying, "I ask you

(the U.S.)... to think of Indonesia, in your interest as well

as ours, not merely with respect to petroleum but regarding

business investments and opportunities of every kind."

Oil interests have already begun to look into storage

and transfer possibilities at a protective, circular reef

north of Babelthuap in the Palau Islands which not only has

no inhabitants, but also has no islands. The spot would

seemingly be ideal for storage of oil from the Middle East

or South Asia and distribution to Japan or the United States.

Also, in the mid 60's a Texas oil entrepreneur, Fred Fox,

0 became interested in Micronesia partially because of his war-
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time service the.re but also because he spe,culated that oil

could be found in the islands.

•Today there is:an increasing demand for tin and rubber

f;'om the Western Pacific area. Australia and Indonesia are

!sources of raw materials for the U.S. The military has noted

recent worldwide interest in Indonesia because of oil, raw

material, minerals, and its strategic location by the Malacca

'Straits. Areas around Indonesia are considered politically

unstable by the Defense Department. Therefore, they contend,

United States military presence in .the waters surrounding

!
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Indonesia will help to Stabilize the situation and pr'otect

United States interests.

Most defense •experts agree that the Pacific basin is vital

to world commerce, and tha_ the United States should strengthen

its position in the Western Pacific. A recent Defense justifi-

cation for remaining in the Trust Territory is to maintain con-

trol over ocean resources in the three million square miles

covered by Micronesia. "If sea farming were developed,

Micronesia would be the biggest pastureland in the world,"

rsaid one Deputy Assistant Secretary for Defense. "Because no

II II

lone knows, said another Defense official, the worth of re-

:sources to be found in Micronesia, its strategic importanc_

O cannot be defined...The area will possibly be extremely im-
portant to the United States and therefore we ought to keep

a strategic, position in Micronesia to maintain the flexibility

_we might need."

STORAGE

The military considers the Western Pacific a potential

storage area for material and fuel. Land is scarce on Guam

and Japan, and there is. said to be no room for large storage
• o

areas. .Defense officials believe that Micronesia is better

suited for•storage. The military maintains that storage

depots in Micronesia would act as refueling stations for trans-

ports en route to Asian ports from the United States. The

use of the islands as supply depots would rule out the need to

store large amounts of. fuel in ports like Korea.

g . ,
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Assuming the Seventh Fleet will remain in the area, there

is a need, according to the military, for repair facilities

for United States ships requiring regular maintenance. The

repair facilities on Guam are only adequate for minor repairs

on small ships. Furthermore, the Navy has been cutting back

on the number of ship tenders which supply the Fleet, making

it "necessary that bases be available in the Western Pacific

which are readily accessible and well-stocked with supplies."

In addition, Micronesian land under American sovereignty

provides storage space for nuclear Weapons or even chemical

land biological weapons, neither of which can be stored in such

places as Japan and Okinawa.
J

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The missile testing range on the eastern edge of Micronesia

iis considered essential by the Department of Defense. THe

Kwajalein lagoon is said to be ideal for missile

research because it is easy to recover missile projectiles

which fall into surrounding waters. The Pentagon has stated

that Kwaj_lein will be needed indefinitely. According to

Pentagon officials, there will be no reduction in the research

and development facility as a result of theSALT agreements.

They argue that Kwajalein is important to the military because

there are no better alternatives.

The military considers Kwajalein a "must"
the

for the United States due to the expense of equipment already
0,
! there. The facilities are seen as "unique" and "extremely

difficult to duplicate."
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TRAIIIING AiID PRACTICE

Finally, the Department of Defense is making plans to put a

Marine training facility and maneuvers area on the island of Babelthuap.

According to officials, the United States is running out of readily

_accessible training areas in the Far East. In addition to Babelthuap,

Tinian has been suggested as a multipurpose facility for Marine maneuvers,

communications and tracking stations, and long-range reConnaisance activites.

In 1974 and 1975, the military began actual small scale training maneuvers

on Tinian. Training, however, seems to have been an incidental objective

for the exercises more clearly served to show the islanders that trainingwas

not necessarily injurious and when accompanied by improvement programs was

advantageous. Secondly, training established an ongoing program which would

constitute a deprivation for the military if discontinued.

Ar!ALYSI S• AND CONCLUSIONS

Despite the array of justification discussed above, there is strong

evidence that Micronesia is not essential to United States for four reasons:

First, the United States military continues to maintain stable relationships

with the Asian countries which allow U.S. bases. Second., sophistication of

weapons systems, aircraft and ships deny the need for new facilities in the

Trust Territory. Third, tile U.S. need to deny the area to others and even to

prevent denial to the United States can be met by means other than a permanent

relationship. Fourth, such uses as training and practice, storage and research

and development are clearly available elsewhere or could be available in

Micronesia given economic and political realities. Finally, it is suggested

that the negotiating tactics of the United States indicate that the Uniteddlh

'qII_ States itself has vastly overstated the strategic importance for
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Micronesia. In fact, C.[NCPAC officiaIs a_It_de to onl,y one

classified use of Micronesia, presumably storage of nuclear

weapons.

The military has stated that Micronesia would be essential

to U.S. security in the event our bases, particularly in

Japan and the Philippines, became unavailable. However, State

Department and the American Embassy officials in Japan say

there is no evidence that American bases in Japan are in danger

of forced withdrawal or would be unduly restricted. On the

Contrary, the reversion of Okinawa and relinquishment of some

of the excess American facilities in Japan and Okinawa have

reduced political pressure, as has the end of the Vietnam war.

The problems come from other U.S. actions, said a U.S. official,

:obviously referring to problems created over textiles, trade

relations, and unilateral actions on China.

Former Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs,

U. Alexis Johnson, has Said that restrictions placed on the

military in Japan have not severely hampered United States

military operationsthere. In his testimony before a Senate

Committee, Johnson stated that restrictions had not been

imposed to keep American aircraft or naval vessels from stopping

at U.So bases in Japan whether en route to or returning from combat

operations. Johnson might also have added that U.S. bases in

Okinawa, for better or for worse, are an integral part of

Okinawa's economy.

O,
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Moreover, U.S. officials believe Japan v.,il.l remain a close

ally of the United States for "a long time to come." They

refer to public statements of Japanese officials concerning the

ro]e of the united States military in Japan which includes

preserving the peace and security in the Far East. Whereas U.S.

bases in Japan have experienced troop reduction, the Japanese

hope for the continued presence of United States carriers and

tactical power.

Furthermore, recent Defense Department plans for American

bases in Japan do not indicate that the military is overly

!concerned about its tenure. Plans are underway to modernize

and enlarge American petroleum terminals at Sasebo; and in

O October 1973, the President declared Yokosuka Naval Base to

be the homeport of the aircraft carrier, Midway. As a result,

about 1,000 families have been moved from the United States to

Japan.

On the other hand there is reason to believe that mili-

tary consideration of •Micronesia has caused some alarm in Japan.

Thus the U. S. military has stressed the limitations of Micronesia

so as not to undermine Japanese confidence in American protection,

or give anti--U.S, groups in Japan, Okinawa, and the Philippines

the impression that those facilities are no longer essential

and that active political pressure would force the U.S. to with-

draw. Indeed, Robert S. Ingersoll, then Ambassador to Japan

and now Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian Affairs, is

o.,
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reliably reported to have been Sufficientlj< concerned that he

made a special effort to disCuss the implications of Micronesian

facilities for Japan and Okinawa with Pentagon officials.

Ambassador Ingersoll's concern was well placed. According to

a Japanese Foreign Office official, perplexed Japanese military

officials have already raised serious questions about American

intentions in Micronesia and their implications for Japan.

According to officials, there is a favorable attitude

toward the United States in the Philippines. Members of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff have described military presence in the

Philippines as an "ongoing proposition." The United States

has two major military facilities there: Clark Air Base and

Subic Naval Base. The facilities on both bases are extensive
and as a result, the U.S. economic impact in the Philippines

has been tremendous. State Department officials replyin 9 to

comments by the military that the Filipino government is

becoming more belligerent toward the military have said that

"any anti-military noises on the part of the Marcos government

are merel_ part of a bargaining strategy." Furthermore,

bargaining is a necessary function of all governments trying

to protect their own interests and should not be misinterpreted

by others as "bad omens" for future relationships among nations.

United States overseas bases in the Pacific extend beyond

Japan and the Philippines. The United States has bases in

Okinawa, Thailand, Taiwan, South Korea, Guam, New Zealand and

0.
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Australia. It would appear unlikely that t.he United States

would engage in activity which would result in a simultaneous

expulsion of the mil_itary from these bases. It would appear

highly unlikely that the United States would engage in any

activity which would be restricted by all these countries and

iby Guam at the same time or be even a substantial portion

'of them. If this did occur, it would be a prima facie case

for a thorough re-evaluation of policy. Indeed, the inability

of the United States to enjoy the full support of its allies

or to conduct military operations without restriction was

a necessary sobering influence on United States policy in Vietnam.

Even so, partial losses could be absorbed by other facilities

if th.e United States was forced to withdraw from some of its

bases. When asked the effect if the United States "gave up a

lot of...facilities in Japan, the Philippines and elsewhere in

Asia, Admiral B. A. Clarey, Commander in Chief, Pacific Fleet,

responded, "In the unlikely event that we gave up bases in one

area, we would simply concentrate in other areas...We would use

Subic Bay.in the Philippines more if we gave up bases in

Japan...We have a lot of capa.city at Subic. Or we could

,,
come back to Guam.

More important, except for possible forward defense of

the United States itself, there is no need for bases in the

area if the countries to be protected are so hostile or un-

concerned that they expel American. bases without re-entry

rights. In the interview referred to above (April 1972),

Admiral Clarey thought it "unlikely in the foreseeable future"
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that the U.S. would lose bases in Japan, Okinawa, and the

Philippines. Such a situation would "represent a major

political change out there, which would affect more than just

the Fleet. It would affect the whole American posture in

the area."
officials

While military/have emphasized the contingency nature of

Micronesia, they have also prudently stated that the "modest"

facilities proposed in Micronesia would not, could not, re-

place the extensive U.S. naval and air facilities at other

East Asian locations. Among other things, Micronesia does

not have the developed economy or the large pool of skilled

and unskilled labor necessary to repair and service modern

military equipment. The military facilities initially proposed

on Tinian, for example, would require large numbers of con-

struction workers. The proposed joint navy-air force base

on Tinian would require imported labor during construction and

after construction. There are only 779 people--423 male and

356 female as of June 30, 1972, excluding commuters from

Saipan--on Tinian. Micronesia, said one official, is a

"poor man's fallback," to be relied on as a last ditch

attempt to retain a foothold in East Asia. Deputy Secretary

of Defense William P. Clements told a September 16, 1973

Tokyo press conference the need for the Tinian base complex is

in the "out years," meaning 15-20 years from now.

o.
i
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Undoubtedly, tile ultimate advantage of a FlicY'onesi_ especially

under American sovereignty is the element of controI. The feeling is

that once "enticed" the U.S. military can do almost what it wishes.

But this may not be true. Micronesians have already expressed concern over

unrestrained military activity,and public interest lawyers h_ve already

'successfully blocked snme military activities in r_licronesia.

Perhaps Senator Stuart Symington, ranking Democratic

member of the Senate Armed Services Committee and former

Secretary of the Air Force, expressed the appropriate skeptical

view of fallback policy when he said,

l.do not. think we have to have so many islands in
.the Pacific to back up Korea. The Phiiippines back

them up, Okinawa backs them up, Taiwan backs them
up, Japan backs them up, the Polaris sub backs them
up. How many places do you have to back them up
before you break your own back? (U.S. Sec Agreement

Hearings Subcomm, 1970)

There are, of course, no current plans to concentrate

U.S. Asian military might in Micronesia but that is the im-

plication of planning bases on the total loss of current bases

in East Asia. Such planning has an air of unreality and foolish-

ness. It conjures up the image of the United States as a male-

volent giant sitting off the coast of Asia wai.ting to come

to the aid of countries unconcerned about their own defense.

Indeed, there is a psychological argument for continued

U.S. presence. If the United States wishes to follow a policy

of active military, economic, and political involvement in

Asia - which it apparently wishes - it undoubtably is help-

ful to have actual military forces in being in the region
,_ rather than having United States forces based on Hawaii or

....,, on the U.S. main.land. But this does not mean that the United
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States should build up -its forces in Micronesia. Rather,

psychological pres.ence argues instead for keeping present United

States bases in East Asia.

Japan, for instance, Could not be expected to feel more

secure knowing that American forces and nuclear protection are

to be removed from the Japanese defense perimeter and relocated

l,O00 miles south in Micronesia. Some Asian experts have even

suggested that both China and the Soviet Union would prefer

that United States forces remain in the area as a deterrent

against precipitant actions by one of the Communist giants

against the other; or against other countries in.the area;

or Soviet efforts to upset the delicate balance in the area

by getting a foothold.

0" There are massive facilities available on U.S.-owned Guam..

However, it is argued that Guam is too far away from Asia

and not sufficient to handle future military needs. During

the Vietnam war "Guam almost tipped into the Pacific from the

weight of B-52's at Anderson Air Force Base," stated one

military officer. Economic development pressure on Guam limits

the possibility of future expansionthere, said another military

official. We need additional space for dispersal,-said another.

The arguments against further use of Guam are particularly

ironic. Guam was not so far as to prevent the.use of Guam-

based B-52's in Vietnam. While it is certainly true that it

and less costdyis more convenient/for the S. to have big bombers as close

as possible to targets, it does.not mean that they must be
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at the closest point. For example, if U.S. miIitary'authori-

ties decided that the United States must maintain a bomber

force capable of hitting targets in China and Siberia, such

forces could be maintained on Guam or as far back as Hawaii,

!Alaska, or even the west coast of the United States.

The same situation applies to U.S. ballistic missile subs,

six of which are now homeported at Apra Harbor on Guam, and

rU.S. anti-submarine (ABW) land-based aircraft. On station

time for U.S. ballistic missile subs would be shortened if

there we.re no room on Guam. On the other hand, the U.S. has

mobile sub tenders, and will be introducing into the fleet

in 1978 the Trident sub which will carry a missile of greatly

0_ increased range, increasing the optimum-maximum distance be-
tween a sub and its target. The need for forward submarine

bases would be lessened.

Similarly, the range of our ASW land-based planes -

which are a major part of the U.S. effort to keep the sea-

lanes open to commerce - can be extended by the process of inL

flight refueling, as theRussians do over the Atlantic Ocean.

Again, this obviates the need for having a string of island

air bases all across the Pacific Ocean. In addition, the U.S.

Navy is now spending large sums of money to procure several

squadrons of sea-based ASW aircraft which do not need land

bases. The U.S. has a fleet of 15 aircraft carriers on which

these planes can be stationed. The Soviet Union has only one

0_ aircraft carrier.
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As to overcrowding and saturation of currer_L military

facilities on Guam, a number of observers expressed strong

doubts. They cite the relocation of B-52's to bases On the

mcinland after' the conclusion of U.S. participation in the

Vietnam war. Fu.rther, military plans already call for a

:new generation of bomber, the B-l, which will probably re-

:quire only half as many planes as are required with B-52's.

In .addition, nuclear-capable fighter bombers on U.S. air-

craft carriers can reach many targets in China, as can F-4's

based in the Philippines and Taiwan. Finally, argued one

former Pentagon analyst, the bomber is no longer the main

force in the U.S. strategic arsenal and is of less stra-

_k_ tegic value against China, for example, because of that

country's "thick" ground-to-air as well as air-to-air bomber

defense system. The United States is much more dependen_ on

the other two parts of the U.S. nuclear triad, ICEM's and

submarine-launched missiles, to protect its national interests.

Nor is Micronesia essential for the U.S. role as a great

• naval power in t.he Pacific. Since World War II the United

States has built a sizable carrier-based navy in the Pacific.

These ate bei'ng modernized, and funds are committed to build

37 new DD-963 destroyers that have a range of approximately

6,000 miles at cruising speeds. In addition the United States

has committed funds to a fourth nuclear-powered aircraft

carrier and to 28 new 688-class nuclear-powered hunter/killer

D_ submarines. These nuclear-powered ships have virtually an
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unlimited range of operations. With }lawaii in the East

Pacific and Japan, Okinawa, Australia, New Zealand, and the

Philippines in the West Pacific, Micronesia takes on the

appearance of an outmoded stage coach stop that is bypassed

by modern trains.

Several Guamanian lawmakers have found military pro-

testations about "saturation" and.economic development

pressures on Guam unappealing and "hy_critical." Over

33% of the..total land of Guam. is presently controlled by

the military and 25% of that land is unused. They argue

that the military was long responsible for Guam's economic
tile military

stagnatio_ and even today/actively opposes or delays major

projects which might assist the economy.

There remains, with rega.rd to Guam, the dispersal argu-

ment either to prevent damage from a single attack or to

provide alternate weather locations. Obviously, the military

planners do not rate dispersion as the first priority in
?

current military plans for Micronesia. Dispersal arguments

are undermined by geography. Tinian, where plans call for

a large joint naval and air facility is within sight (five

minutes by plane.) of Saipan and only 100 miles from Guam.

The weather in both areas is likely to be the same. In

short, a major facility on Tiniangrossly ignores the rules

of dispersal.

The Department of Defense has maintained that Micronesia

is essential to U.S. security by providing logistical support
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in contingency planning and forward deFense strategy.

At a time when the Department Of Defense debates "limited

nuclear warfare" as opposed to "unlimited nuclear warfare,"

t_Iking about the conventional means of military buildup seem

iabsurd. Nev,ertheless, Defense continues to plan in accordance

with conventional methods knowing that the ultimate use of

iUnited States nuclear capability would mean total annihilation.

:But even in a conventional sense, sophistication of aircraft

and ships denies the need for new facilities in Micronesia.

Some members of Congress have publicly stated their

scepticism about the need for the United States to retain all

current fixed bases or to establi._h new ones. Senator Fulbright

• "if we
noting the "great change in weapons systems " stated,
are going to have an ABM and missiles, why do we have to have

Clark Air Force Base?" Senator Symington further stated_

"l...believe many developments possibly first, the Polaris

sub, have eliminated mudl of the necessity for bases."

CHANGING MILITARY NEEDS

Finally, changing statements of U.S. military needs
• °

and constantly changing negotiating strategw cast doubt on

the jUdgment that Micronesia is essential to either U.S.

military needs or to the maintenance of international peace

and security.

The effect of U.S. military assessments on its negotia-

ting position will be discussed elsewhere. At this point

it is sufficient to note that the U.S. negotiating strategy
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itself casts doubt on the U.S. evaluation of Micron e_ia's

strategic importance. It certainly has been a changing

evaluation of military needs. At first, the U.S. insisted on

a virtually unlimited right to eminent domain and "permanent"

!control of Micronesia. All Of Micronesia was strategically

important and the military did not wish or was unable to

designatespecific requirements. Consistent with this view,

high ranking military officials swooped down on Micronesia

wi,th vague but seemingly sweeping plans for military facili-

, ties. A Marine Corps Commandant probably created everlasting

concerns in Palau as a result of his insensitive remarks about

U. S. land needs. This was later changed to designation of specific m_litary

land needs and acceptance, in principle, of Micronesia's

right to "opt, out," _ndicating that the United States saw a

time when Micronesia as a whole might not be strategically

important. The latter provision came about only after the

Marianas had broken away from the other islands and appeared

agreeable to providing land if it became a "permanent" part

of the United States. "Who cares about the rest of Micro-

nesia as long as the United States has the right to build

bases in the Marianas?" said a Deputy Assistant Secretary of

Defense.

There is strong evidence of bickering between State

and Defense Department experts about U.S. military needs in

Micronesia and about the political position the U.S. should

0_-_ take in light of those needs. From the time of the recommen-
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dation of the Solomon group in 1963 until overruled. By

President Nixon in the fall of 1973, the Defense Department

has maintained that Micronesia is of such strategic importance

that the option of independence should not be included on a

.plebiscite. "What right," demanded one high ranking military.

officer," does a small number of people have to shape the

destiny of the world?" Interior initially, but reportedly

not later, accepted the Defense view. On the other hand,

the State Department has argued that the credibility of the

United States would be sufficiently on the line that the

political importance of including an independence option

outweighed the risks of its selection. Inany event,

State Department officials argue that Micronesians are un-

likely to select independence.

Similarly, when the strateqic importance of Micronesia

was reviewed in the summer of 1973 .Defense presented a

laundry list of reasons for Micronesia's strateqic importance.

DnCSeeth_no_pclassified eDefense analysis by. Defense, Appendixth Stat Deparzment ZOOK the posltionher hand, e

that access to Micronesia should be retained only if the

financial and political, costs proved reasonable. "Micronesia

is insurance against the unknown. "You. don't give away an

asset for nothing," said one official.

The State Department official referred to above con-

cluded that if there was great •resistance, for example, in

Palau, the IJ.S, was "buying trouble," And indeed Palau is
A_

:l an example of sharp differences between State and Defense
I
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and perhaps even within Defense .• Palauan leaders have gone

on record as strongly opposed to U.S. military operations in

Palau. Actually, Palauan leaders say they're not opposed to

a U.S. military presence in Palau if their public lands are

first returned and if the United States negotiates with

Palauans for specific land use.

•Originally, said one source, there was no real require-

ment for facilities in Palau. Palau had been ".tacked on."

iAt first Navy had written to the Deputy Under Secretary of State

U. Alexis Johnson to emphasize the Navy view of Palau's

importance. J'ohnson responded, rather Unenthusiastically,

that Palau might be too expensive politically but that.the

United States would make its best efforts. Navy then per-
suaded Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff to shift ground

and to claim that Palau was "equally important." A Defense

Department letter to the Deputy Secretary of State is said to

describe Palau as "essential, an irreducible minimum." But

the State Department again was described as less than enthusi-

astic. Deputy Under Secretary Porter, who had replaced Alexis

Johnson, responded that Defense could not unilaterally change

U.S. policy. The majority view continued that the U.S. "would

go for Palau only if it was not too expensive." ArQuments over

Palau should, not be allowed to delay an agreement on Micronesia,

lest the "seeds of erosion" destroy everything.

!
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Even with regard to Tinian the U.S. pOsition has cllanged drastically.

In mid-1973, the Defense Department said it wanted to begi n to build and

Complete within seven years a full-scale base on the island. However, on

December 5, 1974, the U.S. announced a change in plans. While reiterating

the Ifecessity of defensive requirements on Tinian, the U.S. changed from

a.full-scale base to one of more limited base size and use. The short-

range usage of Tinian would be to support ground, sea and air training

!exercises, although there would be some rehabilitation of the harbor

• and upgrading of the airfield. Obly in long-range planning Tinian needed

ammunition storage and forward logistics.

POLITICAL AND ECONOMICCOSTS

,_ While Micronesia is not essential to U.S. security, it would be
useful to U.S.security, provided it could be secured at reasonable

political and economic cost. International political cost might pro_e

high if the United States insists upon building new bases in Micronesia.
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Although the Soviets have expressedlitL1e .interest in

Micronesia, they have not discounted the potential use of

other mid-South Pacific islands. Eugene Mihaly, former
in a Foreign Affairs article

advisor to the Congress of Micronesia, arguedAthat "supply

and maintenance points in the mid and South Pacific have

the same attraction to the Soviet Union that Diego Garcia

has to the United States in the Indian Ocean." "Given the number
"it would be

'of small and impoverished Pacific island states," said Mihaly,.A

:a Biatter of time before one or another state finds a Soviet

'base arrangement irresistible." The prospect of United

iStates and Soviet fleets encountering one another in such

close proximity presents political ambiguities of a delicate

nature. The negotiations between the Soviets and the Americans

O have reached a crucial stage in an attempt to forge detente

between the two powers. The ultimate geal of detente is .to

limit the arms race; but military buildup in the Pacific by

the Soviets and the United States would surely lead to a

naval arms race between the two countries. Competition of

this nature would have a negative impact on the stability of.

the Pacific area and on the chances for permanent detente.

There is another question to be •answered with regard to the

political cost .to America in obtaining Micronesia. If the

Micronesians and the United States are unable to come to terms,

what effect will it have on the image of the United States

throughout the world?

The Defense Department considers Micronesia politically
inexpensive. They foresee no strong Micronesian opposition to
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determining status within U.S. strategic constraints. And

it is true that even at times of exasperation with the U.S.,

Micronesian leaders admit that they have little recourse
of because of

either because/economic necessity or/the combination of U.S.

power and world disinterest. But there is no such thing as

a "secure" place for the United States military in the

world's political forum. The United States was given the

_mandate of the Trust Territory by the United Nations.

Throughout the years, the U.S. has asserted itself time and

again as champion of "free choice" in government among all

people, and an adversary of colonialism. The time has come

when the people of the Trust Territory are claiming the

right to self-determination. It would be a political lia-
r bility if the United States were portrayed as a nation which

attempted to satisfy its own military needs at the expense of

Micronesia's thrust toward self-determination.

Economic cost in building new facilities in Micronesia

are also likely to be a significant factor. The cost of

building a new base on Tinian was orginally estimated at 144.5

million dollars. While building facilities on Tinian seems

an economic liability, its comparative estimated cost to the

Defense Department's 90 billion do!lar buodget seems insignifi-

cant. However, military cost estimates are usually one-third

the true cost for building a base; and the military works with

a 3% inflation figure during a time when the national figure

0 fluctuates between 11% and 15%, and the Micronesian inflation
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figure rises to i4.3%.

On the basis of this analysis of the strategic.

importance of the Trust Territory, the following conclusions

• !

can be made: First, it is highly doubtful that Micronesia s

strategic importance in 1974 and beyond will exceed denial

to other powers, in which case new military facilities are

not needed. Moreover, U.S. military negotiations have revealed

a grudging retreat from an exaggerated- estimate of Micronesia's

strategic value.

Second, insistence Upon iron clad guarantees for military

facilities of doubtful value has caused political tension

between the Micronesians and the United States. The cost to

United States relations with other United Nations members may

_x also be high.

Finally, the construction of major facilities in Micro-

nesia is highly questionable at a time when the United States

is reducing military bases at home and abroad. It would be

better to engage in a political relationship with the Micro-

nesians founded on mutual trust and cooperation -- a mutual

security pact which would accompli.sh the goals of Micronesia

and the United States, or an international agreement such as

neutralization which would declare the Trust Territory a

demilitarized zone.

The debate within the U.S. Government about Micronesia's

strategic importance has remained within the Executive branch

O/_'x and has mostly involved Defense and State. Interior Depart-
ment officials have tended to accept with little question
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Defense arguments about Micronesia's stl_ategic impo_'Lance

and about military operations in the area. Defense, they

believe, is responsible for military assessments and Interior's

role is mostly limited to administration, except for those

occasions as in Ebeye when insensitive relocation created

overwhelming problems in housing, sanitation and health.

That is not the case once they are out of office. Three of

the Interior Department officials most intimately connected

with Micronesia during the Kennedy-Johnson years, and a

former Assistant Secretary of the Interior under Nix,n, as

well as William R. Nor_ood, High Commissioner of Micronesia

from 1966 to 1969, all now question the strategic importance

of Micronesia and past military operations in the area.

A decision on Micronesia's strategic importance and

future use by the United States also involves the U.S.

Congress. As will beseen,few congressmen or senators

focused on the Micronesia question even at an advanced stage

In planning. No formal Congressional consideration has been

given by Congress to _licronesia's strategic importance since

the mid-forties None ot the relatively Small amount

of money spent initially for planning future military bases

was specifically authorized and appropriated.

Rather, the money spent came from general

planning funds or from re-programmed Air Force and Navy funds.

This is not to say that there was no Congressional atten-
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tion devoted to military plans and.their effect on MicFenesia's

political status.. Members of the Interior and Insular Affairs

subcommittees which handle Micronesia were somewhat familiar with

plans, but took no formal action. Tilere is some evidence that the

ranking members of the Armed Services Committee were consulted,

although F. Edward Hebert, then Chairman of the House Armed Serv-

ices Committee, said as late as September 23, 1974, that while

some "upstarts" on his committee might have been consulted, lie. had

no_t been. But there is little evidence that members of the Foreign

Reilations Committees were consulted. A fuller analysis of Congres-

sional views Will be discussed later.

The failure of the Administration to adequately place plans

for military facilities in the context of economic priorities and

0
to anticipate the reactions of the Office of Management and the

Buldget or the Congressional Appropriations. Committees was clearly

a mistake. For when it came time to actually approve funds, the

Administration was willing to ask for only $I million for studies.
For
Aits part, the Congress had already approved the 1974 report of

the House Appropriations Committee that there was no justification

for building bases in Micronesia so long as numerous other facili-

ties were available in the Far East.



THE NEGOTIATIONS

In 1963, it was thought that the objective of makinq Micronesia

a permanent part of the United States could be accomplished

rather easily, and at acceptable international political

costs. Micronesians were not particularly politically

conscious. Even those who were politically conscious were

favorably disposed toward the U.S., partiallY out of grati-

tude for American economic and educational assistance and

partially because of the new feeling of political freedom

which United States administration had introduced. In fact,

0_ American policy makers believed that Micronesians would

overvJhelmingly select association with the United States

in any plebiscite, a judgment shared by most observers,

among them E.J. Kahn in his sensitive book, A Reporter in

Micronesia.

American policy, then, was to strike while the iron was

hot, hold a plebiscite at the earliest possible date, and

to insure a favorable and credible plebiscite, take rapid

economic, educational, and political measures which would

promote the attainment of policy objectives. Almost the

opposite tool: place. Educational and political development

moved ahead, but Micronesia's economic plight remained the

L_ same, for in one.sense economic development was intimately
, connected with Micronesia's political status. On that the
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U.S. vacillated. In turn, educational and political develop-

ment made impossible the attainment of initial U.S. _olitical

objectives. Micronesia's political elite might have been

satisfied with a status equivalent to or even lower than other

U.S. territories in 1963 b_:t Micronesian expectations steadily

increased.

In 1967, only two years after the founding of the terri-

torial legislature, Micronesian leaders deemed the question

of future political status "the imperative primary issue"

and expressed the desire for".., an early opportunity to

determine the ultimate constitutional and political status

of Micronesia." U.So leaders had decided that Micronesians

should be allowed to express their right of self-determina_ion.

The 1963 Solomon Committee had recommended an act of self-

determination by 1967 or 1968, and if possible as early as

1966. But President Kennedy's death signaled a pause in

White House pressure for a resolution of status. The

activists on the White House staff, who had provided the

force needed to move the bureaucracy began to drift away

from Washington or to devote full-time to the expanding

war in Southeast Asia. The bureaucracy renewed its internal

battles. The political movement in Micronesia which resulted

from accelerated political and educational programs did not

wait for the bureaucracy to resolve its differences.

The Micronesians Prepare

By August 1966, one year after the Congress of Micronesia,
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the leaders of the new legislature, increasingly aware of

the opportunities open to them and prodded by the Unlted

Nations, decidedto make their first move toward self-

determination. The Congress of Micronesia petitioned

President Lyndon Johnson tn establish a commission Which

would consult with the Micronesian people, so that Micro-•

_nesians could freely express •their views and political alter-

inatives could be determined. But, as already indicated,

lwhile Interior and State bickered over the mandate of such

a Commission a year passed before Johnson in August 1967

submitted a joint resolution to the U.S. Congress recommending

a status commission, to be composed of eight members of

Congress and eight public members (including Micronesians)

0 and a chairman selected by the President. The resolution

called for a plebiscite by June 30, 1972! Two and a half

years have passed since Johnson's proposed plebiscite, and

nine years have passed since Kennedy asked to be informed of

a definite date.

As already noted the Commission's legislation proposed

by Johnson was approved by the Senate Interior Committee

in May 1968 and later by •the full Senate. The Commission,

however, never got off the drawing boards. The action by

the Senate was already outdated. A month before Senate

Interior Committee action, a committee of Micronesian legis-

lators rejected the idea of Micronesian representation on a

U.S.organized and directed status commission. Micronesians

were willing to cooperate with the U.S. commission, to
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testify_ and to exchange information but did not wish member-

ship. More important, action on U.S. territorial policy had

become the virtual prerogative of the House and,within the

House, of Wayne Aspinall, Chairman of the House Committee

on Interior and Insular Affairs. The bill never got a hearing

in the House. Aspinall, for reasons discussed below, adamently

opposed the legislation.

_The Micronesian Neqotiators

The Congress of Micronesia decided not to sit back and

passively watch further delay in the resolution of Micronesia's

status. Three weeks before President Johnson submitted his

commission proposal to the U.S. Congress, on August 8, 1967,

the Micronesian legislature established its own Commission

to undertake four major tasks:

(a) to recommend procedures and courses of political
education in Micronesia;

(b) to study the range of political status alternatives
open to Micronesians;

(c) to recommend ways ofdetermining Micronesian views on
their future political status; and

(d) to undertake a comparative study of self-determination
in Puerto Rico, Western Samoa, the Cook Islands and
other territories.

The Micronesian Political Status Commision consisted of

a representative of each of the territory's six districts and

at its initial meeting elected as its chairman Senator Lazarus

_O Salii of Palau, a young political science graduate from the
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University of Hawaii. Betweeh its organizational meeting in
. _.

November 1967 and the submission of its interim report June

26, 1968, the Political Status Commission held three sessions,

each lasting a week_

iThe Interim Report

The Commission's first interim report was issued in

July, 1968. Because of time only a cursory look was given

to the problem of political education but the Commission noted

that it would be neither sensible nor responsible to require

self-determination without first providing avenues for

Micronesians to learn all of the issues and be in a position

e to make a responsible decision. No attention was devoted to
means of determining views of Micronesian citizens on their

future political •status. The report reflected a moderate and

cautious approach to the status question. The Commission's

interim report speaks of having examined nine possible

political status alternatives ranging from those theoretically

possible to those which were practical. Practicality won out

and some theoretical alternatives were dismissed even though

the Commission "fully realized that many of the theoretical

alternatives; should have been considered to provide an aca-

demic base .... " In essence, the question before the Micronesians

then as now were:

-- What is the geographic scope of the area or areas

whose status is to be determined? Is it the single political
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en_ity which since •1920 formed the League of.Nations mandate

i and since 1947 the U.N. Trust Territory? Or is it two or more

geographic areas whose only previously unifying force (aside

from isolated island location, poverty, sparce population,

and weakness) had been mutual dependence on an external

:power?

-- Of the several political status alternatives avail•able

which was preferable?

In one sense the questions of what political entity and
are

what status/separate and distinct. Their separate treatment

would greatly facilitate discussion. However, a completely

separate discussion is artificial because separatism has been

a recurring themethroughout status discussions, and because

one o.f the reasons for separatism is an inability of all areas
to agree on a desirable status. Thus, both geographical and

political aspects of the status question will be discussed to-

gether. However, the details of the Marianas negotiations

will be discussed separately.

One aspect of the question "Which politi-cal entity?"

was resolved rather quickly and has received little formal

consideration since: Micronesia could theoretically "expand"

-- that is, join forces with other political units in the

Pacific. But besides Japan, the most logical areas were

islands which guarded their own new status jealously.

Moreover, with the possible exception of Guam and phosphate-

rich Nauru, other Pacific islands .faced economic problems

or,
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similar tothose of Micronesia and would have brought additional

j .i' language and cultural and physical-problems as well. The

possibility of union with Guam was set aside for later

in-depth exploration and is discussed separately. Japan was not even

me_Lioned initially, and was. later dismissed, a strong indication of Micronesian ant

pathy toward Japan as a result of Japanese administration.
important

Perhaps equally/was a strong suspicion that Japan desired

to reap maximum commercial benefits from Micronesia without

taking on the economic and political burdens which accompany

close association.

With regard to separatism, the Commission decided to

leave its final position to a later date but it reached

these tentative conclusions:

(a) a divided territory would bring no greater political, economic or social advantages than a unified
v territory;

(b) as a practical matter, further, enquiry into division
was effectively "concluded" since both the U.S.
and the U.N. had expressly stated on numerous occa-
sions that "fragmentation" of the territory was
"out of the question"as a public policy;

(c) a budding sense of nationalism was growing among
younger Micronesians; and

(d) Micronesia's size and the possibility of economic
specialization would enable each district to
"complement" each other.

The Commission wrote of four broad categories of political

alternatives open to Micronesia:

-- independence;
-- a "free associated state" or protectorate status;



-- integration with a sovereign nation in the form of
a "commonwealth",* unincorporated territory, or

incorporated territory;
-- remaining as a trust territory

Although it was stressed that observations were "preliminary

and tentative," the advantages and disadvantages of each

status were briefly discussed with no conclusions or recommen-

dations except that a substantial amount of research remained

to be done.

The major portion of the interim reports was devoted to

an analysis of the methods by which selected territories had

achieved"self-government"-- Puerto Rico, Western Samoa, the

Cook Islands, the Philippines, and Guam. In its comparative

but, in the Commission's own word, "superficial" analysis

of the five territories, the Commission reached two principle

conclusions: first, while self-sufficiency is a "prerequisite

for a healthy, progressive government, " none of the terri-

tories examined was self-sufficient prior to attaining its

newstatus nor had the new status necessarily resulted in

self-sufficiency. Second, "a metropolitan nation which

is apathetic to the political status question can be aroused

to take an interest by agitation for change from within the

territory, but that other factors seem to have affected

the same kind of arousal in the United States with regard

to Micronesia." This conclusion reflects an!opinion that the

United States was concerned and had taken measures regarding

status. But in the Commission's views what apparently "aroused"

0_=_ placed Puerto Rico in this categor_ but
* The repo_/incorrectly stated that _uerto Rico has "the

option to sever their ties withthe United States at any
time and become independent." (Interim Repo[t, p. 23)
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the United States was not humanitarian concern for .the Micro-
....

nesian people, but "an increased awareness of the United States'

strategic needs in the Pacific and an increased level of pressure

from the Trusteeship Council of the United Nations."

Report of the Future Political Status Commission

One year later, in July 1969, the Commission submitted

its second and final report to the Congress of Micronesia,

immediately more hard-hitting than the Interim Report and

noticeably more outspoken. The Commission had clearly ac-

quired a sense of direction and was more definitive in its

observations and recommendations. It called for "a govern-
f ment of Micronesians by Micronesians and for Micronesians,"

and spoke of future status as the "imperative primary issue."

Openly critical of theUnited States, the Commission wrote of

the "frustration", of the "sad irony...of life on islands

strewn with unexploded bombs and other debris of the Second

World War," of the lack of a clearly defined objective on

the part of the U.S., and of the pace followed by the United

States in taking effective action to bring Micronesians toward

"self-government or independence." Also noted was the failure

of the U.S. to replace Americans with Micronesians in senior

positions as rapidly as possible and an ineffective economic

development program which "lacked the sense of urgency."

O
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_ However, the Commission was quick to admit that both politically

and economically "the United Stateshad not been lacking in

good will," and as the Report progresses, an increasingly

m_derate tone is apparent as the Micronesian Commission en-

visions "not an end but a redefinition renewal, and improve-?

ment" of Micronesia's relationship with the United States.

"We believe that we have acquainted ourselves with every

alternative we might possibly face, that we have studied and

contemplated every reasonable political arrangement for Micro-

nesia" was the confident expression in the Report's statement

of intent Although recognizing that "Independence... is the

political status most in accord w_!th the intent of the

_, Trusteeship Agreement," the Commission based their conclusion

f on "two inescapable realities" -- the need for Micronesian

self-government and long-standing American strategic interest

in the area -- and therefore recommended:

that the Trust Territory be constituted as a self-governing
state and that this Micronesian state -- internally self-
governing and with Micronesian control of all its branches
including the executive -- negotiate entry into free associa.
tion.with the United States.

The Commission defined "self-government" as "direct and

unconstrained involvement of the Micronesian people in the

foundation of their government and, specificall.y in the

preparation, adoption, and subsequent amendment of the basic

documents of government..."

In a statement reminiscent of'the eloquence of the America's

Delclaration of Independence or Africa's Lusaka Manifesto, the
._'.
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Micronesians explained the rationale for their recommendation:

We choose a free state because the continuation of a
-_ quasi-colonial status would prove degrading to Micronesia

and unworthy of America. Difficulties and problems will
surely arise, but the administering authority in these islands
must become an authority administered by Micronesians. At
the same time, we choose an associated state because we recog-
nize the historically unique partnership between Mfcronesia
and theUnited States. In recommending free association with
the United States, we seek not an end but a re-definition, re-
newal and improvement of this partnership.

Whatever our particular evaluations of the American
administration in Micronesia may be, we feel that one con-
tribution has been indelible, one achievement almost unquali-
fied: the idea of democratic, representative, constitutional
government. Our recommendation of a free associated state
is indissolubly linked to our desire for such a democratic,
representative,constitutional government. We endorse this
system-- which was brought to us by America and which we
have come to know as an essentially American system.

Yet our partnership with the United States and our
endorsement of the American democratic system must be joined
by our wish to live as Micronesians, to maintain our Micro-

nesian identity, to create a Micronesian state. Such a state,
we believe, would be a credit to America and to ourselves.
As a self-governing state in. free association with the United
States, our past twenty years of partnership would be raised
to a new level in a compact, not between guardian and ward,
but between more nearly equal friends.

But even as a self-governing entity the Commission recog-

nized Micronesia would continue to need support from the United

States:

for representation and protection in international
affairs, for material and human assistance in the affairs
of government, both in times of crisis and in day-to-day

operations. As a self-governing state, Micronesia's
needs will be as great or greater than as a territory.
We do not underestimate the problems we will face.
We do not wish for any lessening of American concern for
Micronesia or of American presence in Micronesia.

From the beginning, however, the Commission expressed the

view that Micronesia also had something to contribute to a

-0
r
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new U.S.-Micronesia relationsKip of an associated free state.

How, then, will America benefit by entering in.to associa-
tion with Micronesia? How can Micronesia hope to reward
continued American contributions to its development? We
would point out -- without the _lightest suggestion of self-
righteousness -- that there was an element of trust, of
moral obligation, involved when the United States undertook
responsibility for these islands, and that such as Obligation,
which was begun when these islands were in ruins, should not
be ended when they are reaching for political maturity.

Yet there is one item of material value which Micro-
nesians can offer the United States -- an item which is most
precious in Micronesia and to Micronesians: the use of their
land. Micronesians recognize that their islands are of
strategic value, that the United States • may require the use
of some areas forpurposes of military training and defense.
We have seen the strategic value of these islands, have seen
them conquered in .historic battles, have seen them used for
nuclear experiments and missile testing. Our experience
with the military has not always been encouraging. But as a
self-governing state in free association with the United
States, we would accept the necessity of such military needs
and we would feel confident that we could enter into respon-
sible negotiations with the military, endeavoring to meet

American requirements while protecting our own interests.Relinquishing use of land, accepting the presence of large
numbers of military personnel, accepting the risk of treat-
ment as a target area by a hostile power in war are not con-
ditions to be lightly undertaken. But as a self-governing
state we would be far more prepared to face these prospects
than as a Trust Territory.

The Commission recognized that achievement of its desired

status necessitated long and complex negotiations with the

United States and that the United States might be called upon

to• mak.e "unprecedented provisions and accomodations." But
the group believed tJzat

as the Marianas group would later argue,/the United States

had dealt "flexibly and imaginatively" in its previous

territorial policies. The United States had "shown a willing-

ness to evaluate each territory as a separate case -- and

_ Micronesia surely is that."
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The Commission looked forward tO successful negotia-

tions but left no doubt about their alternative course"

It is the second alternative mentioned in the Trustee-
ship Agreement, an alternative which might bring eco-
nomic hardship and administrative difficulties. That
alternative is independence. Independence is not the
alternative we nowrecommend, but if it should prove
impossible to renew our partnership with the United
States as an associated free state, the Political
Status Commission feels that independence would be the
only road left open to us.

In the times to come,we will look to the United States
for friendship and aid; but, whatever our relationship
with the United States, whether as an independent nation
or an associated free state, we must also look to
Micronesians, look to ourselves. We maintain that the
basic ownership of these islands rests with Micronesians
and so does the basic responsibility for governing them.

But the principle Micronesian recommendation as the f_rst

step in achieving a new status was not to be met. The Commission

_I_ recommended that the U.S. Congress pass enabling legislation

along the lines of similar legislation used for Puerto Rico.

Such legislation, the Commission thought would indicate

Congress' endorsement of the movement toward self-government

in Micronesia and would be a "basic test" of future U.S.

policy. If so, the United States flunked the test. Not only

did the Congress not pass enabling legislation but, as indi-

cated below, even President Johnson's study commission failed

passage. U S.-Micronesian negotiations would begin without

any indication of the formal views of the U.S. Congress.

Thus, any agreement reached in negotiations with the Execu-

tive Branch of the American government would risk repudia-

. . ... - .

" " • -. t " ." " ,
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tion by the Congress.

Actually, it was Mot a period of inaction on the part

of the United States Government. The new Nixon administra-

tion did not bother to exhume Johnson's proposal for a

joint U.S.-Micronesian status commission but, as noted else-

where, the U.S. started pulling together a position under the

aegis of the Undersecretaries Committee of the National

Security Council, then headed by Eliot Richardson at the

Department of State. Knowing that a report of the Micro-

nesian group was forthcoming, Secretary of the Interior

Walter Hickel, in the dramatic public relations manner of the

new administration, had made a special trip to Micronesia

in May, 1969 aboard a Presidential plane and encouraged the

_ Micronesians to prepare for negotiations. In Hickel'sown words, he exhorted them to "dream big dreams." "You will

help develop the legislation," Hickel continued, "which will

end the trusteeship and build a lasting political partnership

With us." Hickel's speech left the Micronesians ecstatic.

Hickel recalls that he pledged immediate steps to improve the

Micronesian judicial system, ease tariff barriers and travel

restrictions, gear up for major educational and health pro-

grams and invite new investment capital to the islands."

"For years," he continued, "you have had little voice in your

government. This is wrong. Only when the people lead

their government can that government be great and the people

Prosper.
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The Negotiations Begin

From the Micronesian Political Status Delegation's point

of view, they were finally on the road to a future political

status of free association or independence. After two years

of careful study they felt well-prepared to meet the U.S.

Delegation at. the first round of talks held in Washington in

October 1969. But it was apparent the U.S..Delegation was

not equally prepared. As indicatedearlier, the change of

administrations in Washington had brought sweeping changes

in personnel not simply at politically sensitive policy-making

levels but also at middle and lower management levels • With-

in months every official in Interior's Office of Territories

was changed, some precipitously and unceremoniously. The

_" civi, l servant Director of the Office of Territories was replaced

by the 73-year old widow of a former Congressman from Hawaii.

(She "never did figure out what the score was," said.one of

her former superiors at Interior.) A.t State and Defense, normal assignme_It
rotation had taken a similar toll. Staff from the Seventh Floor(the locatlon oT
State's senior officers),particu]arly :those assiqned to the NSCUnder-Secretaries
Committee, assumed responsibility from lower-level officials.

Harrison Loesch, the Assistant Secretary of the Interior

for Land Management who was appointed to bargain with the

Micronesians, believes now as he did then that the U.S. had

made no effort to resolve Micronesia's status prior to the

new administration; he believes now,as he apparently did then,

that consideration for a future status came only with the

urging of the Micronesians. A similar lack of knowledge, not

0.
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to mention appreciation, is seen in Secretary Hickel's back-

ward look at how Micronesia came to his attention. In Who Owns

America, Hickel writes:

The story behind my trip started in the middle of
February, less than a month after I became Secretary of the
Interior. My staff brought to my attention a report that
the United States was likely to be seriously criticized
during the next session of the United Nations General Assembly
for mishandling its responsibilities in the Trust Territory.
I directed that all available information be summarized for a

presentation to me. The information on the Trust Territory
indicated that we had been lax in caring for the needs of the
people of the Territory. The report showed desperate needs
for better education and health facilities and most important
for some mechanism allowing the voice of the Micronesians

themselves to be heard in the decision-making that affected
them.

I assigned a number of my staff members the responsibility
of preparing recommendations we might make to Congress for
improving conditions for the Micronesians. I also dispatched

members of my staff to 'Saipan and throughout the Territory to
meet with its leaders to get their assessments of some of their
more basic problems.

t, As the matter developed, I became more and more convinced
that there was a need for me to visit Micronesia personally
and determine first-hand what could be done to help these people

The President agreed.

Thus, the U.S. side was without a corporate memory and

worse, inclined, without even knowing why, to denigrate the

accomplishments of the previous administration. A member of

Congress visiting Saipan in 1969 when the new Secretary of

Interior addressed the Micronesians reflected, "I was aghast

at the Secretary's speech... Hickel made promises he couldn't

possibly keep... It was a premature speech. The Nixon adminis-

tration had just begun... It seems every new administration

starts out believing that theycan correct the errors and

inabilities of past administrations but they proceed to talk
themselves into the same problems.
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_ of negotiations with the Hicronesians,
The first round/ held in'Washington in October, 1969,

.°

D was a funny round, former Assistant Secretary Loesch'recalls

-- "We had no position." The purpose, Loesch said, was to

"explore Micronesians' feelings without any proposals of

what we would do." The Micronesians are said to have been

outraged that the U.S. spent more time entertaining them

than in substantive discussions. Yet, two months earlier

(August 10,1969) High Commissioner Edward Johnston had

addressed the Congress of Micronesia in his first State

of the Territory address: "We (the U.S.) are prepared and

anxious (my emphasis), from this moment forth, to discuss

with this Congress... the exact nature which this partner-

ship should take." The United States was anxious to secur_

permanence of the relationship, but apparently not anxious
to discuss or negotiate, and certainly not prepared.

But the first round would not be the only round where the

U.S. came unprepared. Throughout the status negotiations, the

U S. Side Complained about receiving last minute approval of

negotiating instructions "from the airplane" of Nixon's chief

iforeign policy adviser. The sixth round broke down because

the U.S. Delegation said it did not know what the Micronesians

meant _y independence, even though the Micronesian Delegation

had always had the mandate to negotiate free association or

independence and the Congress of Micronesia had publicly

reaffirmed the independence aspect. Actually, U.S. instructions

were not to discuss independence. And six days before the
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sev-enth round of negotiations were to begin the U.S. Delegation

still had no final negotiating instructions because President

Nixon had not yet approved negotiating instructions. Signifi-

cantly, the United States would not be so ill-prepared at the

time of the Marianas request for separate negotiations. The

U.S. was able to grant the request on the day it was made!

If the purpose of the first round from the U.S. point

of view was to explore Micronesian feelings, the Micronesian

Delegation let them be known. In addition to two published

reports on their status desires, they had developed eleven

topics for discussion and presented them to the United States.

I) Micronesians wished to draft and adopt their own
constitution;

2) Micronesians wished assurance that no confiscation of
land and no military bases would be established in

the islands without full consultation and consent of
the Government of Micronesia and fair compensation;
that land currently held, controlled or possessed by
the United States under lease o_ other arrangements
would be renegotiated;

3) The United States, subject to certain exemptions,
limitations, and conditions, would conduct Micro- •
nesia's external affairs and provide protection from
outside aggression and consult with Micronesia
before entering into international obligations with
respect to Micronesia;

4) Micronesia would agree not to allow any other country
to enter into Micronesia for military purposes;

5) The United States would agree to an'early settlement
of Micronesia's postwar damage claims;

6) The United States would remove all barriers to the
free movement of Micronesians into the United States;

7) The United States would agree tu remove all barriers
to the free movement of goods frown Micronesia into the
United States;

0-
8) The United States would fully consult with the Govern-

ment of Micronesia in matters of shipping, civil avia-

tion and communication;
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9) That Micronesians would have access to the United States

_0 Ninth Circuit Court and the United States SupremeCourt;

I0) That Micronesia would continue to have access to banking
facilities in the United States, to the use of United
States currency and postal Services; and

11) The United States would guarantee financialaid to
Micronesia.

The U.S. Delegation agreed in principle with the eleven

points with two outstanding exceptions: land control, one

of the most important issues throughout the negotiations, due

to its scarcity; and whether a future relationship should

be permanent or in the form of a revocable compact.

These major differences would lead the Political Status

Delegation to reportafter the next round of negotiations:

"...the difference between current United States and

Micronesian positions is profound. From the beginning,, it has been clear that the United States and Micronesian
-Delegations have very different notions of what would
constitute true self-government in Micronesia and what
would be a sound future partnership between Micronesia
and the United States."

The Questions of Self-Government, Permanence and the Common-
Wealth Proposal

The "very different notions of what would constitue

true self-government in Micronesia" basically narrowed down

to two questions: first, whether the Micronesians should be

able unilaterally to terminate the arrangement if later they

should decide to become independent, and second, the degree

of control the Micronesians would exercise over internal

_ developments. ,
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Thus, the negotiations brought out in public the debate

which had raged in the bureaucracy. The Micronesians, essentially

took the "position which had been advocated by the Department

of State. On the other hand, the negotiating posture adopted

by the United States was that advocated by the Depertments of

Defense.and of the In.terior.

As already noted, the State Department believed that

international legal and political considerations dictated (a)

complete Micronesian control over internal affairs while the

U.S. exercised delegated responsibility for foreign affairs

and defense; (b) an opportunity for Micronesians to uni-

laterally alter the relationship should they later decide to

do so; and (c) to make the association credible, an oppor-

tunity for the Micronesians to select between independence and

free association. In State's view a properly cultivated

.bond of friendship and dependence prior to a plebiscite would

survive the risk Df having independence included as an option

and that this same rel.ationship would ensure that a Microneisa

freely associated with the United States would not later wish

to "opt-out". On the other hand, Defense believed that U.S.

:strategic interests were too great to risk independence on

,a plebiscite or free association with an opt-out provision or

a level of autonomy which might restrict military operations

in Micronesia. And Interior believed that as a practical

political matter the U.S. Congress would not approve either

independence or free association, or the level of autonomy

0 desired by the Micronesians, particularly in light of

Defense views. In fact, failure to reconcile these two I
l
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positions largely accounted for lack of progress on the status

issue in the Johnson administration.

Perhaps in light of disagreement on means of achieving
to a__]_ear

their objective and because of a wish/noT_-t-o predetermine

Micronesia's future, the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations

spoke in public only of a commitment to "self-determination",

that is that the Micronesians themselves would have an oppor-

tunity to decide their status and that no options had been

precluded. The Nixon administration went public in expressing

•-_ its goal for a more lasting relationship with Micronesia.

Hickel had been quite specific during his visit to Micronesia.

And in his State of the Territory address of August 1969,

_._ High Commissioner Edward Johnston bluntly stated U.S. hopes

O for a future relationship with Micronesia:

Let me make it abundantly clear to this honorable body
today (and I am sure I speak for President Nixon,
Secretary Hickel, and many othersthroughout America)
the United States is proud to be associated with Micro.-
nesia and we definitely desire to enter into a lasting
and permanent partnership.•

. !! -- .-..........c.',...L..,. -.._ .-.._.,........." .... • , _ ..... ...... ._-..,. .-,.._-._ _:_
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0' "It's apparent Hashington has decided ,.'hat it wants.

I'm afraid that everything is. part of a timetable already

set," one Micronesian Senate leader commented.

The second round of talks was to be nela in wasning_on from

May 4-8, 1970, but in January Assistant Secretary Loesch

.met with the Micronesian delegation, in Saipan during the

•sPecial session of the Congress of Micronesia. Informally,

Micronesia got its first look at what the U.S. would call

the "commonwealth" proposal under which Washington would

gain permanent control and sovereignty over Micronesia and

the U.S.., after some preliminary procedural hurdles,would

be free to do what it. wished in Micronesia, including acquire

land under eminent domain.

The final proposal had been drawn u.p by an Interagency

Group following a meeting at the Office of Secretary of
are said to have

State William Rogers. Those who attended /included Henry

Kissinger, President Nixon's Assistant for National

Security Affairs, Secretary of State William P. Rogers,

Secretary of the Interior Walter Hickel, High Commissioner

Edward Johnston, and Assistant Secretary of the Interior

Harrison Loesch. It was at that meeting that Kissinger

sided with the Defense argument that Micronesia could not

have a degree of self-government which included control of

their land -- and, of course, other minimum Micronesian

demands such as the right to unilaterally alter the relation-
ship were obviously out.
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As Hickel recounts the meeting, he "might have gone

along with almost anything less than the argument for

eminent domain -- such as negotiated purchase or lease of

land. We had established military bases in Turkey and Spain

without right of eminent domain. What right did we have to

invoke eminent domain on the Micronesians?" Hickel's account

of Kissinger's response is readily quoted by Micronesians:

"There are only 90,000 people out there. Who gives a damn?"*

The U.S. Commonwealth proposal, in the form of draft

legislation, was informally presented by Loesch, who, in

his own words, knew he was "dead as a duck." Loesch had

taken the proposal to the home of Micronesian Status

Q Chairman, Lazarus Salii, put on the table,Commission it
!

and apologized, "This is what I was sent out with. Don't

blame me." The reaction Loesch expected was the one he go't.

The draft bill was "almost totally objectionable" to the

Micronesians. Though labeled "commonwealth," apparently to

make the status sound similar to Puerto Rico, whose status the

Micronesia_s had generally spoken of approvingly, Micronesia

would have become an unincorporated territory of the United

States like Guam or the Virgin Islands. The .Micronesian

Delegation felt the "commonwealth" offer directly clashed

with the Trusteeship Agreement, with the mandate of the

Congress of Micronesia and with the basic premises upon which

the Micronesians had opened discussions in Washington.

O_ Maintaining that the internal self-government of Micronesia

*Who Owns America? p. 191.
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Q should be "reserved solely to the people of Micronesia"

and that they were totally opposed to any U.S. legislation

providing for the internal government of Micronesia, the

Micronesian negotiators flatly rejected the proposal as a

" camouflaged offer to outright territorial status."

Even the manner in which the U.S. presented the commonwealth

proposal was inconsistent with Hickel's promise that

Micronesians would assist in developing legislation on

thei_ future. Instead, the U.S. was saying, "this is what

you ought to do." The usually mild-mannered Salii reacted

sharply:

" .The U.S. offers us a new name" This Trust
Territory would become a Commonwealth. But the United
States would control our future. Micronesia would
become a permanent part of the United States'
political family -- that is the phrase they use --
but eminent domain would remain eminent domain; veto
would remain veto; Kwajalein would remain American and
Ebeye would be Micronesia. And Micronesia would become
the newest_ the smallest, the remotest non-white
minority in the United States political family -- as
permanent and as American, shall we say, as the American
Indian,,

During the four months between the January meeting

in Saipan and the status talks to be held in May, the

Interagency Group further developed the commonwealth

proposal, "a disaster" according to Loesch.

In preparation for the May, 1970, negotiations, the

Micronesians had prepared a list of four basic principles

which would guide their effort to negotiate free association

O_ with the Uni,ted .States:
a) Sovereignty in Micronesia. resides in the people of

Micronesia and their duly-constituted government;
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b) The people of Micronesia possess the right of

self-determination and may therefore choose in-

dependence or self,government in free association

with any nation or organization of nations;

c) The people of Micronesia have the right to adopt

their own constitution and to amend, change or

revoke any constitution or governmental plan at

any time; and

d) Free association should be in the form of a

revocable compact, terminable unilaterally by

either party.

As formally explained by the U.S. Delegation, the
"commonwealth" proposals had the following essential

provisions:

I. Structure of Government: Micronesia would become
a "Commonwealth _' of the United States -- a "part"
of the U.S.; in "permanent" association with the
•U.S. -- a relationship neither as close as a
"state" nor one implying future evolution as in the
case with an "unincorporated" territory. Some powers
would be reserved to Micronesia; others shared
with the U.S. Government and a "few" others reserved
"primarily" to .the Federal Government.

2..Structure of Government: As with all "other political
subdivisions of the United States," these would have

to be (a) a republican form of government; (b)
a bill of rights and (c) three separate branches

of government.

3. Powers of the Commonwealth: Micronesia would be
able to control-economic development, education
(so long as it remained free and equal), and pass

all local legislation. Powers on local matters
would be extensive "within the limits of Micronesia's
dependence on financial support from the Federal
govern-ment. "
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_' 4. Shared Powers"

A. Legislative. Legislation passed by the U.S.
Congress would take precedence over local legislation.
Micronesia would have a non-voting delegate in the
U.S. House of Representatives.

B. Judiciary. The Federal District Court for
Micronesia would be established with the possibility
of appeals through this court to the U.S. Supreme
Court.

C. Taxes generated in Micronesia would be
matched by the U.S. and could be locally controlled.
The U.S. Congress would be authorized to appropriate
additional funds for specific purposes.

D. Land and Property Control. The U.S. retained
the right of emTnent domain but with extensive

• protectiveprocedures "unique to the Commonwealth,
with no other political subdivision of the U.S.
being accorded the same extent of review and
consultation, in particular, the right of review
by the legislature."

Areas Reserved to the Federal Government
A. Foreign Affairs. Reserved to the Federal

Government except where "consistent with national
policy." Areas of possible "commonwealth" activities
include cultural, commercial contacts and tourism.
Where policy was directly involved, Micronesian
views would be welcomed and would receive sympathetic
attention.

B. Defense. The U.S. would have total responsibility

C. Citizenship, Travel and Trade. Micronesians
would become U.S. "nationals" but could become
citizens by "simple application" to the Federal
Court. Micronesians would have free access to the
U.S, and the same would be true of Micronesian goods.

The clash between the Micronesian principles and the

U.S. offer was obvious and to be expected given the earlier

informal exchange. In the Micronesian view the differences

were "profound." Specifically, while finding much to commend

the "commonwealth" proposal, the Micronesians, as expected,

rejected the proposal because they would not be able to

. °
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control their lands, laws or future status. What could not

be expected was the low level in wh.ich the United States

viewed Micronesian preparation and knowledge. The U.S.

quibbled over the definition of "free association" although

in the United Nations the U.S. had itself been a leading

exponent of "free association" as an alternative to in-

dependence for small territories. In fact, in Trusteeship

Council reports on repeated occasions the U.S. had inserted

references to U.N. General Assembly Resolution 1541 whcih

was the basis of the Micronesia definition of "free

association." Moreover, internal U.S. working papers cite

Puerto Rico as an example of the use of "free association"

within the U.S. territorial system. Yet, according to

O.
the Micronesian report the U.S. Representative even stated

that the U.S. was not obligated to offe_ "free association"

since the term was not used in the Trusteeship Agreement.

Neither, retorted the Micronesians, was the term "commonwealth."

Nor was the U.So any more forthcoming on independence

as a possible status. The Micronesians asked what,in view

of the strategic interest of the United States, was the

_U.S. attitude toward independence for Micronesia. The question

was particularly relevant for the United States had earlier

stated that strategic considerations which led to the

strategic trust arrangement in 1947 were essentially the same

as in 1947. The implication was that the scope of choice

available to Micronesia was limited.
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' In a long, rambling and bureaucratic statement,

the U.S. Representative avoided any response to the implications

of U.S. Strategic interests for independence. Micronesia,

he said, was not ready for independence, would not be "for

some time to come," and the U.S. was not prepared to

undertake specific programs nor to adopt a specific time-

table by which time Micronesia would be ready for independence.

:In what can only be described as a hypocritical statement,

and incidentally an indication of American thinking on

possibly dividing the Territory, the U.S. Representative

said:

"The United States would, in fact, be derelict to its
obligations under the Trusteeship Agreement if it

were to prejudge the outcome of that act of self-determination by the people of Micronesia as a
whole." (emphasis ours)

This, of course, coming from a government whose own

policy at the time excluded any choice other than electing

to become a part of the U.S. and whose policy was to never

embrace independence as an option.

Clearly, the Executive Branch wanted a territorial

status. This view was mirrored by Congress as well. The

course of the first two rounds and the U.S. commonwealth

proposal had naturally been influenced by Wayne Aspinall,

a "hardliner on possible future political relationships --

he was on a colony or territory kick at the time," recalled

Loesch. But the Micronesians' outright rejection of the U.S.

0
_ proposal complicated matters because the basic American
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assumption --that the Micronesians"would accept any status

"offered" by Washington and in fact that they wished to

become a part of the American political family -- had been

shot down. Because their perception had been shatter.ed, U.S.

officials began to gain an awareness of the real problems to

be confronted in the negotiations

There were bureaucratic problems as well. Loesch

essentially had a free hand in representing Interior's

position to tile Interagency Group, but other representatives

from the various agencies were often not able to speak for

.their own dePartments. In Loesch's opinion, the NSC

representative was a "dumbhead, a junior." At one point it

took nine months just to get the Undersecretaries Committee

_to meet. Once a position paper developed by the group was

completely rejected by the Undersecretaries Committee

as "too loose." On another occasion, after Secretary Hickel

had himself been unceremoniously dismissed, Acting Secretary

of the Interior Fred Russell at the last minute presented

_a. completely new and unstaffed proposal to the National

:Security Council Undersecretaries Committee.

E_en today, considerable friction remains among those

offices responsible for Micronesia's administration. The

Interior Department's Office of Territorial Affairs harbors

resentment toward the Trust Territory Government. There is

also a feeling in the U.S. negotiating delegation that Trust

Territory employees, because of a desire to hold onto their

•jobs, are hindering the talks and Interior's Micronesianization

program.

l
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Indeed, the delay in reaching an early agreement is

partially the result of this inaction and confusion on the

part of the U.S. Government, as well as bureaucratic infighting

between the Departments of State, Interior, and Defense,

iagencies who all have input in the decision-making process,

but whose concern for their own particular position seems

to outweigh a general concern for the best interests of

the Micronesians. Harrison Loesch admitted that during his

tenure the main problem regarding self-determination for the

infighting,
Trust Territory was bureaucratic/inertla and laziness.

The irony is that by putting the status question off,

Washington officialsthought they were securely holding

onto Micronesia. But this was not the case. Micronesian

O leaders had been influenced by western ideals and intellectually

moved farther and farther away from the likes of the "common-

wealth" proposal. Micronesian expectations, wrote a former

Director of the Office of Territories, had escalated.

Some government officials have charged that "hothead

advisers," Peace Corps Volunteers, and U.S. lawyers

"which we paid" went to Micronesia and told the islanders

how to deal with the United States. Now many lament the

inaction of the U.S. Government believing the Micronesians

might earlier have accepted a proposal for a permanent

relationship. One Interior official believes that in 1960

it would have been easy to negotiate any package with

the MiGronesians. One Army general feels the wise move
would have been to hold a referendum ten years ago --
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then we would have won "hands down" and Micronesia

would have become a part of the United States. The U.S.

hope for a "permanent and lasting" relationship with

Micronesia backfired and U.S. officials were not prepared

to dealwith this.

New Measures by the U.S Government: Appointment of an
Ambassador and the Establishment of the Office of Micronesian

Status Negotiations

Not until 16 months later did U.S.-Micronesian talks

resume. The political situation in Micronesia had greatly

deteriorated. The Mariana Island representatives began to look

upon commonwealth as their long sought closer association

with the United States and regretted its rejection.

found for with the otherThey more cause disagreement

districts of Micronesia when the CQngress of Micronesia

passed territory-wide tax legislation and stipulated that

the funds collected would go into a general fund for use

throughout Micronesia. In essence, the economically better

off Marianas were to help pay for programs in poorer areas

of Micronesia. Arson resulted in the destruction of the
v

buildings of the Congress of Micronesia and the partial

burning of the home of the High Commissioner. Finally, in

February, 1971, the Marianas District Legislature voted to

secede from Micronesia "by force of arms if necessary" in

order to join the United States "with or without the approval

of the United Nations."

In an effort to improve knowledge of local political

developments, and to obtain information filtered through
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neither the Trust Territory Government nor through the

Department of the Interior, the position of Status .L_aison

Officer was created. John Dorrance, a Foreign Service Officer

and a specialist in Pacific islands affairs at the American

Embassy in Australia, was appointed to the new post of political

adviser to the High Commissioner in Saipan. Later, Dorrance

would continue to handle Micronesian affairs from the

State Department's Australia, New Zealand and Pacific

Islands Affairs desk, after his replacement by Mary

Vance Trent, another Foreign Service Officer.

.on June 24, 1971, President Nixon, in the words of his

announcement, "demonstrated his continuing interest in the

political status deliberations" by appointing Haydn Williai_s

as his Personal Representative With the rank of Ambassador

to conduct negotiations onthe future political status

of the Trust Territory with the Congress of Micronesia

and other Micronesian leaders. Negotiations were taken

out of Interior's hands and put into Williams' by establish-

ment of an Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations. This

further removed Interior from responsibility for status.

The State Department had long sought such a change as a

means of elevating policy above bureaucratic infighting.

However, according to a former Director of the Office of

Territories, the Departments of State, Interior, and Defense

were "simply astonished" at this move, for they had no

prior warning. Williams himself is reported to have ex-

pressed surprise athis appointment.
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Williams' background is a combination of the militaryI
and diplomacy, and some contend the CIA. He was a member of

the faculty and Assistant Dean of the Fletcher School of

International Law and Diplomacy, where he earned his MA

and PhD; Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for NSC

Affairs and Plans, then for International Security Affairs;

and President of the Asia Foundation, a position he still

holds todayThe Asia Foundation, located in San Francisco,

was created in the 1950's to provide "proper training and

education" for "promising" foreign leaders. Newspaper

• articles in the New York Times and Ramparts alleging that

the Asia Foundation was receiving major backing from the

ClA led to extensive suspicions, particularly among young

Micronesians and returned Peace Corps Volunteers, of Williams

true motives. There is no evidence that such suspicions

were justified.

Various government officials have described Williams

II lI lI I1 Sas "cold, secretive, ensitive to protocol," "aloof,"

"basically non-communicative," and as having a very big ego.

At one point, a State Department official, concerned about

what hecalled Williams' "attitude of exploitation,"

expressed the hope that Williams could be replaced.

According to the Friends of Micronesia Newsletter, the

Micronesian negotiating team has nicknamed him "crocodile,"

-- one who grins but bites.

The fact is that neither Williams nor his office enjoya warm relationship with the Micronesian or even the Marianas

_. negotiators. Micronesians resent Williams' constant and
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formal use of his title, The President's Personal Representative,

speculating, correctly, that Williams never discussed

Micronesia with President Nixon or even Henry Kissinger.

In a Micronesian Reporter article, P.F. Kluge gave

a bleak account of the proceedings of the 4th Round in

Koror, Palau, the second round for Williams:

"The meetings, it soon developed, were rigid
confrontations, in which one side would read a
prepared position paper at the other. The other side
would acknowledge receipt of the paper -- some-
times with thanks, sometimes without -- and we
would all return to our rooms and prepare for the
next meeting.

It was a stiff, formal routine, a world of lawbook
phrases, measured politeness, and Xerox machines
working overtime, and it changed very little as
n_gotiations proceeded...Whether the United States
Delegation ever got close to Micronesia, whether

it ever developed some special feeling for theislands, I cannot say."

Even Williams' assistants believe that the office

should "loosen up." They complained that after negotiation rounds

had ended and some Americans would have liked to relax withthe

Micronesians_ Williams assigned extra tasks which could easily

have been done on return to Washington. Former neqotiator

Loesch, though cautious not to interfere with Williams,

feels that the Micronesians probably find Williams "cold

and secretive," and that such a relationship adversely

affects the negotiations. Williams, he says, "thought it

was terrible to take a drink with the guys." Loesch himself

tried to develop personal relationships with Micronesians

and joked, "I often wished I had taken them up on some of theirdrunken offers."
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Williams' deputy, James M. Wilson, a foreign service

officer, has even less rapport with Micronesians and at

one point he engaged in a public dispute with Felipe Q.

Atalig, representative of Tinian in the Congress of Micronesia.

(l'Jilsonis quoted as having told Atalig: "Perhaps our

'difficulty is one of communication and a need to be more

sensitive to each other's sensibilities.")One official from

the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations admitted that

Wilson is highly opinionated, the most difficult man to work

with in the office, and that he is despised by.the Micronesians

The negotiations appear to be between hostile countries

rather than close associates. Oneexample of strained

relations was the high-handed and dictatorial manner in

which the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations

handled initial Micronesian efforts in the area of political

education. The program was prepared by Carl Heine, a

highly respected Micronesian government official.

It was approved by the High Commissioner and by Mary Vance

Trent, the State Department's Liaison Officer in Saipan and

sent to Washington, ostensibly for information purposes. The

program was hurriedly and summarily stopped by Williams'

office. Williams maintains that the original program

was qualitatively inadequate; the Micronesians contend that

the extensive changes demanded by the U.S. slanted the

educational program toward the political status desired by

the U.S. In any event only after one of the frequent Hawaiisummit meetings was agreement reached on the development
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of a political education program and'Micronesian legislators

still express resentment that the U.S. through the Trust

Territory Government, controls political• education.

Still another point of conflict was the development

o-f Micronesia's own "Watergate," or at least the so-called

"executive privilege" aspect. The Congress of Micronesia

charged three Trust Territory Government employees with

contempt when they provided information regarding land to

American negotiators, but refused to provide similar in-

formation to the Congress of Micronesia.

Finally, to further complicate the feeling of mistrust

between the Micronesians and the United States, there is

someconcern that former Peace Corps Volunteers who served

in Micronesia, and who should be sympathetic to Micronesia's
I

side, have "sold out" and taken positions in Washington.

Three former volunteers worked in the Office of Territories

and one worked in the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations

Micronesians and former volunteers now working for the

Congress of Micronesia are skeptical, of the concern of

government employed former volunteers for the Micronesian

people. The aura of suspicion has affected administrators

as well as negotiators to the extent that volunteers

believe that to be pro-Micronesia is to be anti-American.

The Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations was

established by a classified National Security Council

memorandum on July 28, 1971, to support and represent
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Ambassador Williams. It is an inter-agency group located in the Department
Interior and

of Interior but separate from/the Office of Territories. The overriding role

of Defense is evident. Officials assigned to the office include an office

director who is a Navy captain, an Army colonel who is next in line, two legal

advisors, and one public affairs or'ficer. The changeover in personnel is
were

great. In the short time span of three years, there/tv1ooffice directors,both

Navy men. Wilson succeededArthur Hummel,;whowas reassignedto the State

Department. There is an informalunderstandingthat the top two positions

are occupied by military men because,as one official put it, of the "substan-

tial interestof the Departmentof Defense." "Let's face it," he said, "if it

' weren't for that Defense interest,the negotiationswould have been over long

ago."
Despite suspicionsand personalityproblems,

/.thenew measures by the ExecutiveBranch did produce results.

The Office of MicronesianStatus Negotiationsprovideda center for information

and viewpoints. I,licronesianproposalswere given more considerationand study

when one office could devote full time to the negotiations. The next round of

of negotiationswould reflect this.
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i_ewAppraoch

_pPrior to the second unsuccessful round of talks, _h_ Congress of Micro-

nesia, hoping to make its position clear, had endorsed four basic principles and

legal rights as tile essential premises of future negotiations. For the Hicro-

nes1_ns, these were to be the minimum, non-negotiable requirements for a fu-

ture relationship with tile United States.

The United States, on the other hand, had never clearly listed defined

objectives to be reached through negotiation.

The major change in renewed negotiations, held at Hana, Hawaii in October

1971, with the Micronesians, was in the U.S. approach. This time it was ap-

parent that the U.S. had carefully studied the Micronesian position. In

Wiilliams' ownwords, "Rather than presenting a U.S. blueprint for the future

political status of Micronesia, tile U.S. sought to concentrate on those is-

B sues of greatest importance to them (the Micronesians) and their future."

It had taken the U.S. two full years to get around to discussing with the

Micronesians the three key issues which the U.S. hid itself privately identi-

fi•ed as early as 1964 and which the Micronesians made explicit at the first

and second rounds of negotiations. These were: control of laws, control
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of land and controlof future status. Two other issueswouldremain

lurkingin the background: financeand Micronesianunity. In his

opening statementWilliams correctlystated the first two Micronesian

concerns. Curiously however, in his report to the Presidentthe

importantissue of controlof future statuswould be rephrasedtc_read

"Full protectionfor their own values,traditionsand cultural heritage,"

therebyobscuringa crucial issue.

The U.S. also made explicit its three basic interestsagainst

which allyagreementwould be tested:

(a) The U.S. generalconcern for the long term welfare of

the "peoples"of Micronesia; •

(b') The U.S. general legal and moral obligationsunder

the TrusteeshipAgreement;

0 (c) The U.S. "larger Pacific role and other commitments

•with respect to the peace and stability of the Pacific

Ocean area."

The vague and elast'ic nature of U.S. interests was to prove a major

stumbling block. Among other things, the question was raised anew as to

the implications of U.So strategic interests on the range of options

available to Micronesia. When asked at the second round, the U.S. had

refused to answer the question. But there was an implied answer, at

least, in the three basic U.S. interests: UoS. strategic interests required

a continued U.S. presence in Micronesia.

1
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Summaryof U.S. - Micronesian Negotiations

Before undertaking an issue by issue analysis of U S.-Micronesian

negotiations as they evolved over the next round, covering the

next years, it is useful to present brief descriptions of the

major developments at each round.

Round III - Hana, Maui, Hawaii, October 4 - 12, 1971

Thiswas the first round of the renewed negotiations and the first

. round in which Williams participated. The round was highly successful

providinga new atmosphereand a new approachto the negotiations,i.e.,

a discussionof issues as opposed to a specificplan. So successful

* a Marshallese and Trust Territorywere the disscussions that Carl Heine,

Goyernment official said that it would be difficult for either side to

back away from the "spirit of Hana" or to introduce new proposals.

Compact

The United States agreed with Micronesian suggestion that future
I

relation_vould be governed by a Compact of Association. The Micronesians

would draft, adopt and amend their own Constitution; and enact, amend or

repeal their own legislation. The U.S. would have no authority to

either amend the Constitution or enact legislation. Although it was

agreed in principle that foreign affairs and defense would be left

to the U.S., differences emerged on the extent of U.S. control.
i

Land

The U.S. would not exercise eminent domain. All land would be

returned to Micronesian control after the Micronesians agreed to

specific but limitedU.S. military land needs which would be specified

*Heine would become"thefirst Micronesianauthor when the Universityof

Hawaii press publishedhis book Micronesiaat the Crossroads.
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in the Compact. In addition,the Micronesians would be asked to agree to

procedures whereby the U.S. would have temporary access to land in the

event of an emergency. The U.S. would pay fuil and fair compensation.

The Micronesians welcomed U.S. statements but insisted that present

U.S. land holdings would terminate at the conclusion of the Trusteeship

Agreement, that leases be negotiated and that any U.S. land holdings would
p

end with the termination of the Compact. In addition, the Micronesians

required consent for the storage of some types of weapons and a set

termination time for emergency use of land.

Laws

Micronesian_ would have full authority in all internal affairs with

the U.S. controlling foreign affairs and defense. The powers necessary

for the U.S. to fulfill its responsibilities for foreign affairs and defense

0 would bespelled out in the Compact.

Future U.S. Programs and Services

Micronesiansmight wish to avail themselvesofnumerous U.S. Goverhment

p_ogramsin health, education,publicworks, etc., and of such services

as the Postal service,banking and currency,etc. These were Micronesian

decisionsand the Compactwould outlineproceduresfor Micronesianuse

of such programs.

FinancialAffairs and Economic Developmen_

The scope of u.s. assistancedependedon the "form-substanceand con-
I

tinuity" of a future relationship. Micronesianswould be responsible

for determiningtheir own economicdevelopmentpriorities. The Micronesians

thoughtdetaileddiscussionprematurebut said some assuranceof the level

of financeswas necessary.

O_ Termination

This was a major point of disagreement. The U.S. proposed that amend-
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ment or termination after an agreed number of years be subject to

mutual consent. The Hicronesians insisted on the right of either

party to unilaterally revoke the compact.

Round IV - Koror, Palau, April 2 - 13, 1972
was reached

Bot.hsides found the talks "highlyuseful." Basic agreement^ona number

of issues includingMicronesia'sright to unilaterallyterminatethe agree-
separatelywith the Hariana Islands.

ment. Outside the formal talks, the U.S. announced its decision to negotiate/
r
i

Compact

Agreementwas reachedthat a Compactof Free Associationwould govern

" the relationshipwith Micronesiacompletelyresponsiblefor internalaffairs.

The U.S. would be responsiblefor defense and foreignaffairs but each

would consulton internationalmatters affectingthe interest of the other.

Miicronesians could join appropriate regional organizations and enter

contracts not involving intergovernmental obligations. There continued

to be sharp differences over the extent of U.S. authority in both defense

and foreign affairs.

Laws

The parties reaffirmed agreements reached at Hana concerning

Micronesia's right to write, adopt, and amend its own Constitution and
i

legislation. U.S. laws would apply only to the extent mutually agreed.

Lind
F

Any land needed by the U.S. would be negotiatedin the compact. Any

additional land acquisitionwould be subjectto Micronesianlaws. The U.S.

wlouldpermanentlyrelinquishthe power of eminentdomain at the time the

compact took effect. U.S. options and leases of land would continue for
!

a pre-determined period and not terminate automatically with termination
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,11

of the Compact. A mutual security pace agreed to prior to signing the

Compact would continue in the event of termination.

Termination

The parties agreed that either side would be able to terminate the

Compact after an agreed period and after due notice. Agreement was not reached

on the precise period necessary before termination was possible. The U.S.

proposed 15 years, the Micronesians 5years.

Disagreements

The area of sharpest difference was over

the amount of U.S. financial assistance. The Micronesians proposed

$I00,000,000 annually. However, the U.S. decision to negotiate separately

with the Marianas was made known at Koror and would lead to additional

differences.

0
Round V -Washington, D.C., August to , 1972

Tentative agreement was reached on the Preamble and three titles -

Internal Affairs, Foreign Affairs, and Defense - of a Draft Compact of
I .

Free Association. Still to be negotiated were provisions on finance, trade

and commerce, immigration and travel. The Micronesians suggested that the

next talks focus on the U.S. response to Micronesian proposals on the level

of U.S. financial assistance as well as on transitional arrangements. The

U!.S. agreed. Both sides agreed that the language was "tentative and premini-

nary," pending final agreement on the Compact as a whole.

Major provisions of the Draft Compact include:

Internal Affairs

-- Micronesians have the right to adopt their own constitution,

0_ which can be changed or amendedat any time so long as it isconsistent with the Draft Compact

-- The Government of Micronesia shall have full responsibility for
and authority over internal• affairs

-- In the event the Compact is terminated, the people of Micronesia
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"in the exercise of their right of self-determination" may
- freely choose their own politica|status

Foreign Affairs

-- lhe Government oF the United States would have full respon-
sibility for and authority over all matters which related to
the foreign affairs of Micronesia.

-- The U.S. would avoid to the greatest extent possible any inter-
ference in Micronesia's internal affairs pursuant to its
foreign affairs authority.

Defense

-- The Government of the United States would have full respon-
sibility for and authority over all matters which related to
defense in Micronesia.

-- The Government of the U.S would have the exclusive right to
establish, maintain and use military areas and facilities
in Micronesia

-- If the U S. Government required additional land, requests would
be made of the Government of Micronesia to satisfy

0 _ " these requirements.

In Annex B, the U.S. also listed its land requirements:

I) Marshall Islands

a) Within the Kwajalein Atoll, continuing rights for the use of
those lands and waters associated with and currently controlled
as part of the Kwajalein Missile Range, the land portion of
which encompasses approximately 1,320 acres.

b) In the Bikini Atoll, continuing rights for use of 1.91 acres of
Ourukaen and Eniman Islets, and to use the pier, airfield, and
boat landing on Eneu Island.

c) In the Eniwetok Atoll, retention of such use rights as may be
negotiated upon return of the atoll.

2) Palau Islands

a) Access and anchorage rights in Malakal harbor and adjacent waters,
together with rights to acquire 40 acres for use within the Malakal
harbor area, composed of submerged land to be filled and adjacent
fast land.

0
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o

b) Rights for the joint Use of an airfield capable of supportinq
military jet aircraft (the prupos6d airfield at Garreru Island
reef, or Babelthuap airfield/1_irai site), the right to improve
that airfield to meet military requirements and specifications,
and the right to developan exclusive use area for aircraft
parking, maintenance and operational facilities.

c) On the island of Babelthuap the right to acquire 2,000 acres
for exclusive use, along with the right for non-exclusive use of
an adjacent area encompassing 30,000 acres, for intermittent
ground force training and maneuvers.

3) Continuing rights to occasional or emergency use of all harbors,
waters and airfields throughout Micronesia.

4) Continuing rights to use of existing Coast Guard facilities.

RoUnd VI - BarbersPoint, Oahu, Hawaii,September28 - October6, 1972

Thetalks broke down over the issue of independence.
after Round V

In their report to the Congressof Micronesiathe Micronesian
had A

nagotiators/recommended approval of the agreed portions of the Draft
I1icronesian

Compactand asked the/Congressfor additionalguidelines. The Draft Compact

had met with sharp criticism,partiallybecauseon the basis of the parts

completed,it looked as if the Micronesianswere giving a great deal
ilicronesian

and getting little. The/Congress had passed a resolutionrenewingthe
their

mandate of / .-negotiatorsto negotiatea status of Free Association

but added the directivethat independencealso be negotiatedat thesame time,

The United States began the negotiationsby asking for a clarification

o'fthe Micronesianposition,particularlywith regard to previouslyagreed

principles and the tentativelyagreed but still incompTeteDraft Compact.

In responsethe Micronesiansindicateda desire to continuediscussionof

remaining portions of the Draft Compact. However, they noted that there

were new instructions to negotiate independence as a result of opposition

•to provisionsof the Draft Compactand.growingsentimentfor independence.
The Congress had decided that a plebiscitemust includea choice and inde-
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penden_e was an alternative which had considerable and growing support.

The United States said it was unprepared to discuss independence, nor was

it prepared to discuss financial assistance or termination procedures until it

had considered "the new framework" in which negotiations were proceeding. The

United States implied that independence was out of the question because of

Micronesia's strategic importance. The Micronesians pointedly reminded the

United States that they were negotiating for six districts and did not accept

separate U.S. negotiations with the Marianas.

RoUndVII - Washington, D.C., November 14-21, 1973.

More than a year passed between the sixth and seventh rounds. In addition

toidisagreement on negotiations on independence, three other issues had accounted

for delay: u.s. negotiations with the Marianas; disputes over the return of

land, and a dispute over the content of the political education program.

Prior to the meeting, agreement was reached on a political education pro-

gram. The U.S. announced a new land policy just prior to the meetings. But the

negotiations broke down over the amount of U.S. financial assistance, a'nd one of

the reasons for the difference was Micronesian insistence on negotiating for six

diistricts (i.e., including the Marianas) and the U.S. insistence that only five

di!stricts were under discussion.

Subsequent Meetings - 1974 to Present.

After the breakdown of the seventh round, the U.S. and Micronesia began to
' [

e_nphaslze informal private discussions between the leaders of the Micronesians

and the two or three representatives of the U.S.

Some progress, was made. Agreement was reached on a financial package of

$690 million over 15 years, provided the United States completed a $146 million

capital improvement program prior to termination of the Trusteeship Agreement in

1981.
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In llovember 1974, the land issue which had earlier caused a one-year

delay in negotiations led to another abrupt break in informal negotiations.

The Congress of Micronesia had twice passed and the High Commissioner had twice

vetoed land legislation on the grounds that it did not conform _o tile eight con-

ditions set down by the United States at the Seventh Round. Among other things,

the U.S wanted land returned directly to the Districts and not to the Congress

of Micronesia. In addition, the U.S. wished individual owners to agree in ad-
of

vance to "accommodate" U.S. land requirements. Neither/these conditions nor

others were acceptable to the Congress. Told at Honolulu that the U.S. intended

to resolve the matter by Executive Order, the Micronesians walked out of the

meeting.

In early 197!5, the Micronesians indicated by letter to the U.S. Represent-

ative that they were prepared to resume negotiations. At the same time, legis-

lation which would have precluded further negotiations was introduced and later

withdrawn.

L
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Issues in the Nego.tiations

Controlover Future Status

AmbassadorWilliamswould later list Micronesia'sdesire.tocontrol

•its own future status as a desire for "full protectionfor their own

values,traditionsand cultural heritage." But the U.S. was never under

any illusionsabout what the Micronesianswanted -- the right to unilater-

ally declare its independence-- or about what the U.S. perceivedto be the

implicationof thai:right. The U.S. believedthat Micronesia'sability

tounilaterally terminateits associationwith the U.S. would endanger the

third "basic"U.S. interest.inMicronesia: "the U.S. larger Pacific role

and its commitmentswith respect to the maintenanceof peace and security

.. in the Pacific area." Certainlythe objectivesof the military would be

endangeredby "free association_ -- a status which would not bring the much

sought guaranteeof long-termsecurity in Micronesia. Under this arrange-

ment the U.S. military would be just as vulnerableas in Jaoan, the Philippines,

or any place where the U.S. did not have sovereignty.
I

At the renewedtalks held at Hana, the Micronesiansforcefully

reviewed their position. "Free association"offered an "acceptablecompromise"

b_tweenthe desiresof the Micronesianpeople and the "exigenciesof the

situations"in which Micronesiaand the United States found themselves,

said LazarusSalii. Free associationwould afford MicroneSiaa status with
I

most of the characteristicsof.full independenceand a statuswhich could•

be translatedinto independenceif and when the Micronesianschose, but it

would also "offer the United States optimalprotectionof any interestsit

may have in our islands,whatever they may be." In sum, said Salii:

We are here to secure independencefor our people. We are willing
to discuss arrangmentswherein that independencehas minor limita-
tions placed upon it -- limitationsas containedin the Free

0_ Associationproposal. We are not interestedin discussingmorelimiting arrangements.
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Salii's opening remarks were explicit and in the afternoon he would

describe control of future status and control of laws as "primary" with

the former taking precedence, while land and funding were "subordinate."

• But the U.S. would discuss_land first and not get around to control of

future status for two days, by which time the Micronesians had sent a

pointed and formal reminder of their opening remarks:

October 6, 1971

Ambassador Williams:

We would like to remind you that the Micronesian delegation is

not authorized by the Congress of Micronesia to compromise or

negotiate the right of either side unilaterally to terminate any

future association or compact arrived at between Micronesia and

the United States. Our question then is: Is the United States

Delegation authorized to negotiate on this basis, or are you
required by your mandate from your government to insist upon

termination only by mutual consent? If you areprepared to

accept the principle of unilateral termination, we can discuss

procedures which will assure an orderly termination should this

take place.

(Signed) Lazarus Salii

Williams would later respond that he did not wish to be evasive

albout the scope of his instructions. But the U.S. was'not prepared to

accept unilateral termination and the U.S. strategy was to present sufficient

concessions in other areas to keep the talks going. Williams proposed a

procedure whereby after a period of years each side would promptly consider

O p,_ and negotiate in good faith those changes, including termination, desired bythe other. But it added up to mutual consent. And Williams, obviously aware
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that his response fell far short of Micronesian demands twice virtually

pleaded with Micronesians to recognize that negotiations involved give

and take and that Micronesians ought to accommodate U.S. interests as the U.S.

had tried to accommodate Micronesia's interests on land and control of

laws. Perhaps, Williams later suggested, the Congress of Micronesia

might change its insistence on unilateral termination in light of U.S.

concessions in other areas.

Unilateral termination remained in Salii's words, "the single most

important area" of basic disagreement. The Micronesians maintained that

U.S. security interests could be protected and that the Micronesians were

willing to work out termination procedures which would " prevent hasty

termination based on less than the most compelling reasons." The U.S.

left Hana impressed with Micronesian determination on the termination

question. But the military may have also left with a renewed belief in
t_e importance of termination by mutual consent. For the Micronesians

aiso proposed (and withdrew at the next round of talks) that all leases

for military land terminate with the termination of the relationship.

At the third round, the Micronesians had suggested that the next

talks center on the issue of termination. Thus, termination was a key

question when the fourth round of negotiations was held at Koror, Palau.

The initial U.S. statement seemed to indicate no change in the U.S.

position. Williams reaffirmed the virtures of the U.S. position on

_ermination by mutual consent but he added that the U.S. did not intend

that the Micronesian people "should be forced to remain locked forever in

a relationship that is detrimental to their best interests and

one that remains in effect against their freely expressed will."
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But it was the Micronesians who'took the initiative on the issue.

The Congress of Micronesia, said Salii, had authorized his side to "attempt

to arrive at a tentative agreement which in its judgment is best suited to

the needs, interests and aspirations of the people of Micronesia." Unilateral

termination remained one of the governing principles "deemed essential" to

preserve Micronesia's "sovereign rights" and to permit changes in a

relationship if the interests Of either party required. But, Salii con-

tinued, the Micronesians recognized "the importance to the United States

oflbeing able to plan on a long range and continuing basis." The Micro-

nesians recognized "the importance of a stable relationship and the

American concern for its ability to carry out its responsibilities for

the maintenance of peace and security in the Pacific area." Salii then

proposed four termination features which he said would preserve the

O "essential principle of unilateral action but, at the same time, accom-
modate the security and planning concerns of the United States an__d

Micronesia" (emphasis ours). These were:

a) An initial period of five years during which the Compact
couldnot be terminated except by mutual consent;

b) After the initial five years the Compact could be unilaterally
terminated by either party on one year's notice given prior

to January I; _

c) Notice of termination by Micronesia could be given only after
a vote of the Congress of Micronesia and subsequent approval

by a majority of Micronesian voters;

d) Immediately on notice of termination the parties would "nego-
tiate in good faith" a security agreement providing for terms
and conditions under which the U.S. might continue to maintain
previously agreed military bases.

The United States_responsefor thefirst tim_il1_ic_tedacceptance

of the principleof unilateraltermination-- but a_::er15 years instead

of five as the Micronesians_.hadproposedafter a r_orecomplicated,

f

b,
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difficult procedure than that proposed by the Micronesians. For example, the

U.S. stipulated approval by 2/3 of each house of the Congress of Micronesia

and by two-thirds of the electorate. And, for the first time, the U.S.

• formally suggested fragmentation. Procedures should be written in the

Compact, suggested Williams, to accommodate other arrangements since

"There may exist or arise sentiment amongyour people for allowing in-

dividual districts the option of Association with the United States despite

a Micronesia-wide vote for a change of status." Moreover the U.S. added

the proviso that such a termination arrangement was possible only if basic

U.S. interests in foreign affairs and defense were agreed to.

No agreement could be reached on procedures of termination at Korror but

a_reement had been reached on the principal of unilateral termination. And

t_e Micronesian desire for free association was an established fact -- or so

it was thought.

Independence had always been the Micronesians' alternative in case

free association was not possible. Independence was a growing force

in Micronesia, particularly in Truk and Palau, and among Micronesian

situdents at the University of Hawaii and of Guam. In addition, when the

Congress of Micronesia met a Ponape in 1972 it had before it only the

partially completed Draft Compact drafted at the fifth round. It was

a compact in which Micronesia's concessions were explicit but which did

not include, for example, U.S. financial commitments to Micronesia. Thus,

the draft compact: was vulnerabl.e to attack, particularly from indepen-

dence advocates. In its special session in Ponape during the summer of 1972,

the Congress of Micronesia adopted a resolution authorizing and directing

the Micronesian delegation to conduct negotiations with the United States

regarding the establishment of an indePendent nation, while continuing

negotiations toward free association. For, in their final report prior to
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negotiations the Micronesians had said that Free Association was their

second choice and independence their first. Free Association, however,
Congress

had been thought to be the most practical alternative. Some therefore thouqht new/

of Microneisa directives were not different from previous instructions,
they

although / emphasized independence a little more.

At the Sixth R)und Salii explained that the Congress of Micronesia

did not like the way the talks were moving. There was, he said, an "important

and growing sentiment" in Micronesia for independence, on its own merits.
mandate,

Although free association was still the / the Micronesian Delegation

was bound to negotiate for independence so that an alternative choice

wo!uld be before the people of Micronesia in a plebiscite.

U.S. officials feel there were other reasons for this new approach.

According to this view Salii, finding himself in trouble in his home

district after the Eifth Round of talks, wanted to show that there had

_(_ been significant accomplishments in the negotiations and that he could

handle the Americans. Thus, Salii had introduced the incomplete and tenta

tive Draft Compact for. approval by the Congress of Micronesia which wisely

refused to ratify an incomplete document. Salii would later comment about

the Ponape directive that "...it wasn't really clear in our own minds how

we were going to handle free association and independence at the same time."

U_S. officials claim that Salii came to the Sixth round under pressure to

hardline the United States and that Senators Nakayama and Amaraich, previously

two of the most ardent supporters of independence, would not talk about in-

dependence.

The U.S. did not take the Ponape directive seriously -- they pictured

the new approach as more of a personal move by Salii than a serious demand

O bythe Congress of Micronesia, and also felt the Micronesians, wishing to
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' ::"

stretch for negotiating room, used the'"threat" of independence as a bargaining

tool.

Perhaps in an effort to assert more authority,

the "threat" of independence would be used again.. Shortly before the 7th

round, one member of the Micronensian negotiating team commented, "If the

U.S. fails (to meet Micronesian demands) then we opt for independence..."

At Barbers Point the U.S. Delegation claimed that it did not know

what the Micronesians meant by independence and had no instructions on how

to handle the issue. The fact is the U_S. delegation was specifically

instructed to avoid a discussion of independence. In addition, in a not tOO

ve_iled threat (which would later lead to U.N. chastisement) the U.S. let the

Micronesians knowthat U.S. strategic requirements would not countenance

independence. Thus the talks broke off indefinitely. They did not resume

until a year later' and even then, it was so clear that the level of U.S.
6"_, financial assistance was directly tied to termination that financial assistance

was the focus.
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Land

Land and its acquisition had long been a major point of friction

between the Micronesians and the United States administrators. The inhabitants

• claim that substantial quantities of land was either confiscated by the Japa-

nese or acquired at unreasonably low rates by the Japanese and the United

States. Almost every U.N. Visiting Mission has urged the United States to

take steps to settle long-standing land disputes. Given the scarcity of

, their land, the role of land in Micronesian culture, past experience with

foreign land acquisition and the uncertain and unlimited nature of future

military needs, it was not surprising that Micronesians summarily rejected

eminent domain provisions of the "commonwealth" proposal of 1969.

Two kinds of land havebeen the subject of dispute:

I. Public lands -- land owned or maintained by the Japanese as

government or public land; land formerly owned by Japanese individuals,

agencies, and corporations_and land acquired by the Trust Territory Govern-

ment for public purposes. Theoretically, the land is being held for use

by Micronesians who would also decide on the manner of its disposition.

Public land amounts to 60% of total land in Micronesia and is distributed

as follows: Yap, 3%; Marshalls, 13%; Truk, 17%; Ponape, 66%; Palau, 68%;

and the Marian, s, 90%. According to the U.S., the largest percentages are

found in areas withthe largest islands, "primarily because these larger

island areaswere acquired and used by the Japanese for agricultural and

industrial purposes."

2. Retention land -- land reserved or used by the U.S. Government.

The amount of retention currently totals 3.8 % of the total land in Micro-

nesia. But the figure has been larger. A total of 21,141 acres had been

0_ t!urned over to the Trust Territory Government including all military re-

tention land held in Yap, Palau, and Truk. But defense still controls
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more land than any U.S. agency:

a) 3,831 acres under Use and OccupancyAgreements in Kwajalein,
Eniwetok,and Bikini atolls:

b) 8,882 acres on Tinian and 4,943 acres on Saipan for a total of
13,825 acress in the Marianas.

An additional 519 acres is in use by the Coast Guard (500 acres),

the Post Office (6 acres) and the NationalWeather Service (13 acres).

As part of its new approachat the third round of negotiations

(Hana),the United States backed off its insistenceduring the first two

rounds that the U.S. ultimatelyhave an unrestrictedright to eminent domain.

For the first time, the U.S. outlineda formulawhereby specificallystated

U.S.military land requirementswould be agreed on prior to a change in

status. Any future U.S. needs would be in accordanceWith Micronesian

laws and "mutualyagreed on procedures" In addition,the Micronesians

would agree to negotiate in good faith for emergencyand temporary land use.
0

The United State, said Williams,had "gone to considerablelength"to

keep its military land requirementsat a minimum.

There were no military land requirementsin Yap, Ponape or Truk. In

other districtsthe U.S. outlinedthe followingrequirement:

-- Marshalls: No additionalland was needed in the Harshalls in
addition to existingmissilerange faciltiesat Kwajalein. These
facilitieswere describedas "importantand integral"to military
research. And while consolidatedtests might lead to smaller
land needs, there was "no prospect"that the need for missile
testingwould disappearor even diminishin the near future.

-- Marianas: The U.S. had definiterequirementS,primarilyon
Tinian where the U.S. wished the "flexibility"to rehabilitate
some existing airstripsand to build supportingStructuresand
"other facilities." By "consolidating"future actvitiesmainly
on Tinian, the U.S. would be in a positionto releasea "signi-
ficant portion"of the 4,000 acres it held on Saipan. In
addition,the U.S. thoughtit "essential"to have use of Farallon
de Medinilla Island,for which a Use and OccupancyAgreementwas then
being negotiatedwith the Trust TerritoryGovernment.A

_ Palau: There was no immediateneed for land in Palau but the U.S.
wlshe_dfour options:

a) 40 acres of submergedand adjacent land to establisha "very
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small naval support facility at Malakal Harbor," configured
to support naval ships calling at ?alau periodically;

b) an unspecified amount of land on Babelthaup to. build structures
and store material;

c) the right to hold "intermittent" training exercises ashore
for ground units. If used, exercises would be for "only
a few limited periods every year" and property owners would be
fully compensated for property use and damage.

d) the right to build or to jointly use a civilian airport to
support operations under the options.

Inireturn for its land needs, the U.S. promised fair and adequate compen-

sation and reminded the Micronesians that some other benefits would accrue

such as harbor dredging and improved road, port, and communications

facilities.

Thus on land, the United States also made a major change at Hana.

Lands would be under full Micronesiancontroland their major fear, un-

known military acqusition, was eliminated. Even by Micronesian standards the
U_S. requests did not appear large. A major consultant to the Micronesians

recalls that the Micronesians were indeed surprised at U.S. modesty an_

and may also have been disappointed since modest land needs would surely

meanmore modest financial support.

It appeared that the only question remaining was determination of

specific U.S..land needs within the general areas outlined by the U.S.

But land would remain a central.question as it remains a central aspect of

Micronesian culture.

Micronesian control of land having been agreed in principle at Liana,

the subject was not extensively discussed at the Fifth Round. But parti-

cularly in the Fifth Round, sharp differences began to develop over the methods

Of returning land to Micronesian control and to the potential presence of

0_ the military. The Palau legislaureindicatedthat the military was not welcome.
1
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Still others, including the Speaker of the Palau legislature and a

prominent chief from Babelthaup, took the position that discussion of

possible military use of land should take place only after land had been

returned to the people of Palau, implying that the U.S. was withholdir_g

land in order to blackmail Micronesians into agreement. "It's not that

wedon't like or distrust the Americans," the Speaker told an inter-

viewer. "Americans are good people -- after you learn how to deal with

them. And we now know the rules of the game." In any event, in late

1972, the Palau legislature demanded the return of pulic land to the

chiefs of Palau to hold in trust and made the return a precondition to

resumption of the talks (which had been stalled on the question of independence).

The Palau position became the Micronesian position and it was only

after the U.S. indicated agreement on disposition of land that the abortive

0_ Seventh Round of negotiations took place at Washington, D.C. in
And, as if to reinforce its views, a delegation of elected and tradtional

i

leaders were on hand to hear the U.S. statement of land policy.

At the outset, Lthe U.S. announced that public land would be turned

over to each district prior to termination of the Trusteeship Agreement

after passage of implementing legislation. However, the U.S. insisted on

a number of "safeguards." Clearly the most important was the U.S.

requirement that title to public land which had been requested by the U.S.

for military purposes would not bechanged until a commitment had been

made to meet U.S. land needs. The Micronesians objected to leases as pre-
I

conditions for the return of public land, noting that the Micronesians

were already committed in principle to meet U.S, defense requirements.

In a formal statement the Palauan group indicated that it would not accept

D_ pre-conditions and confirmed that any negotiations would be with the Palau

legislature and not individual Palauans. However, the Palauans reiterated their

Intention on behalf of the legislature to bargain with the U.S. in good faith.
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The new U.S. position on land was sufficiently responsive to lead to re-

newed negotiations--only to have the new negotiations promptly break down over

finances. But the land question was far from resolved. The U.S., through the

Trlust Territory Government, asked the Congress of Micronesia to pass legislation

implementing tile new land policy. Twice in 1974 the Congress of Micronesia
al I of

passed land legislation but without/the "safeguards" contained in the U.S. pol-

icy announcement,and twice the High Commissioner vetoed the legislation. Among

oi_her things, the Congress of Micronesia insisted:

--that public: lands be returned to the Congress of Micronesia and
then to the Districts;

•- --that the right of eminent domain rest with_heDistrictsand not
the centralgovernment;

--that agreementto meet military land needs not be a pre-condition
for the return of land; and

--that land questions previously "settled" but controversial be sub-
ject to review.

lh eacll instance, the U.So was opposed largely because these provisions would

endanger or at least make more difficult the attainment of U.S. land objectives,

not only in the five districts but in the Marianas as well.

As in other instances, the U.So had the authority to make its will law by

Executive Order. At a meeting in Honolulu in November 1974, representatives

of the Interior Department met to "consult" with Micronesian representatives

on U.S. land actions. But it was what America's allies have come to call "con-

sultation American-style." The U.S. informed the Micronesians of the intention

to issue an Executive Order implementing land transfers along the lines of the

i'Iovember 1973 U.S. policy announcement. The Micronesians promptly walked out, _

and negotiations were again at an impasse and again on the item of central im-

0_ portance to and theirMicronesians Culture--land.
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_. Control of Laws, Defense anti Foreign Affairs

Control of their own internal affairs had been one of the principal Microucsian

objections to the so-called commonwealth proposal which the Micronesians had re-

jected summarily. For, unlike the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or even the

Commonwealth which th.e U.S. would later work out with the Marianas, the initial

U.S. Go mmonwealth proposal retained for the U.S. large measures of control over

Micronesian internal atfairs. Even the basic law governing Micronesia would have

been passed by the U.S. Congress in the form of an organic act. In political terms,
i

the Micronesian commonwealth would have had less autonomy than Guam and the

Virgin Islands.

At Hana, the U.S. reversed its position. Ambassador Williams said that the

Micronesians would be able to write, adopt and amend their own Constitution and

write, ad opt and amend legislation governing bdicronesian internal affairs. The

Constitution would be consistent with the basic understandings and terms of compact

between the United States and Micronesia. These would be provision for the pro-

tecti:on of fundamental human rights. However, the U.S. recognized that circum-

stances in Micronesia might dictate some provisions and procedures which might

differ from what might be done in the U.S. For example, the Micronesians might

wish provisions to protect their land from purchase by other than Micronesian

citizens. Finally, the compact would specifically state those areas where responsi-

bility was delegated to the U.S. The U.S. would have no other responsibility except

by mutual consent.

Now the U. S. recalled that the Micronesians themselves had suggested in 1970

% that the U.S. handle foreign affairs and defense and that "it would be therefore ne-

cessary for the United States to retain sufficient powers" in those areas to enable

the U.S. to fulfill its responsibilities. Indeed, the U.S. acknowledged that it looked
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with favor on the allocation of auth_J: i ty contained in t.!le agreement between the

United Kingdom and tile West Indies Associated States of 1967, although U.S.

negotiators had feigned ignorance in 1970". The U.S. suggested that there were U. S.

services in health, education, public works and postal and currency which Micro-

nesia might wish to request and which would require agreement as to rules and regu-

lations. For example, he said, if U.S. postal services were used, U.S. postal laws

and regulations would be applicable in Micronesia.

The Micronesians were delighted with the new U.S. proposals that Micronesians

would,govern their internal affairs. Howeverl they asked for clarification of the U.S.

suggestion that some U.S. laws would be applicable. They recognized the rationale

for the application of Ameri=an laws where U.S. responsibility or services were made

available but suggested th_.t zu.ch U. S, authority must derive from Micronesian laws
which were parallel or identical to American laws. Otherwise, riley envisioned practical

problems as when American law enforcement personnel sought to make arrests in

Micronesia or if a Micronesian were tried in American courts in the U. S.

In its response, the U, S. acknowledged potential conflicts but suggested ttmt the

best approach was for each side tO decide which services and then to work out pro-

cedures to resolve potential conflicts.

There was no detailed discussion of the issue of control of laws at the 4th through

I

7th sessions. But at the 4th round, Salii suggested in a summary of agreements in

principle that U.S. laws would be applicable only if specified in the compact or as

otherwise agreed in connection with specific U.S. services and programs.

0
"_ * Great Britain Was to have responsibility for "any matter which in the opinion of

Her Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom is a matter relating to defense. "
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Defense and Foreign Affairs

The Micronesian response noted that the United States had not spelled out its

approach to foreign affairs and defense or of the powers the U.S. would require in

Micronesia to fulfill foreign affairs and defense responsibilities. The Micronesians,

however had their own views: Micronesia had to have a "determinative voice" in

defense and foreign affairs, without which it could not be truly sovereign.

(1) They expected to agree before any international legal obligation was reached

in.their name or made applicable to Micronesia

(2) The U.S. would, seek-concurrence before taking "steps which would have a

direct impact on Micronesia's interests. "

(3) Micronesia would reserve the right to reach agreements on its own behalf

with nations other than the U. S. , and with international institutions in matters of

O
economic, cultural, educational, social and scientific character. In particular,

Micronesia would reserve the power to:

•(a) negotiate and conclude trade agreements;

(b) seek economic assistance from other co untries and from international

ins titu tions;

(c) seek technical assistance and employ nationals from other countries

andfrom international institutions; and

(d) apply for membership in U.N. specialized agencies or similar inter-

national organizations.

'(4) A Micronesian would be attached to U.S. embassies which handled a high

volume of Micronesian business.

e. ,
(5) Micronesia could establish its own tariff schedules and other mechanisms to

control imports. Among other things, they thought it necessary for balance of
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_ payments reasons for the U.S. to accept restrictions on entry of U.S. goods but allow

unrestrained entrance of Micronesian goods into the U.S.

(6) They wished free entry to the U.S. and the right to seek employment but

thought their small size: should allow them to restrict Americans in Micronesia on a

most Tfavored -nations basis.

(7) The Micronesians wished prior consent before storage or dangerous materials.

In response, the U.S. pointed out that there was already legislation pending which

would give Micronesians a preferred status in the U.S. The U.S. believed that the

Micronesians might be_:ter restrict immigration and tourism indirectly (e. g. tourist

facilities, rates, etc.) rather than by direct restrictions on American citizens. Similarly.

legislation was pending to allow the free entry of Micronesian goods into the U.S. The

U.S. would expect reciprocity; however, there were ways such as excise and sales

0,
tax which the Micronesians could use to hold down imports provided such taxes did not

discr iminate as to country of origin.

Although there was an effort to emphasize areas of agreement, there is little

quesltion that the U.S. was concerned by the detailed Micronesian views of U. S. res-

ponsibility in foreign affairs and defense, especially when added to Micronesian

insistence on the right to unilaterally declare their independence. "We would be less

than forthright, " said Williams, "if we did not State clearly that there remain some

fundamental differences or at a minimum, misunderstandings between us which mustr

be resolved prior to your change in status. These differences do effect our legitimate

interests, our responsibilities, and our obligations. " He continued:

" The fundamental divergence is this: You have descrihed and proposed a

O relationship which wouId be so loose and tenuous, and the protection of U. S.
% interests so circunascribed and qualified, as to raise serious doubts as to

whether my Government could be responsive. I am not spcakiug simple of

my present negotiating auth ority but, more fundamentally, of feelings in
both the Executive and Legislative Branches of my Government as measured

by my consultations and their reactions prior to our coming to Hana, Maui.
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:: These feelings also reflect the considc.'cation of the views, attitudes, and "F

interests of other Pacific nations with r,,.:sl)ect to. the need foc political

and econonlic stability in the Pacific Ocean area. We know that you too
share and have a vital stake in this matter. "

The U.S. did not see tlie compact as a trea..':y but a "binding compact with

legal definition of.its own and recognized as such by both parties and by the world

community. " It would be an "agreement between tWO parties and between two peoples

concerning the respectJ.ve power and responsibilities of each within, and only within,

those areas covered by the agreement. The basic division of powers and respon-

sibilities would flow from the force of the voluntary and freely expressed agreement

of each party to the compact, rather than being assigned from one party to another. "

" The U.S. did not envision approval of the compact only by the U.S. Senate, as in

the Case of treaties, but submission to both Houses in view of the financial implications

_". of any agreement and the fact that appropriations measures must originate in the U.S.

0
House of Representatives.

The U.S. particularly had difficulty with Micronesian requests that they -maintain

what the U.S. called a "veto" in foreign affairs and with their request for prior consent

on the storage of dangerous weapons. The U.S. envisioned close and continuous con-

sultations but said the Micronesian proposals would "substantially vitiate" the authority

of the U.S. in the two areas which the Micronesians had all along proposed would be left

tothe United States. The U.S. said that advance revelation of dangerous materiai move-

ment and storage was "counter to the strategic and tactical interests of the military"

but suggested that Micronesian apprehensions could be allayed by looking at the limited

nature of U.S. land needs.

The questions of defense and roreig_ affairs were discussed again at Koror. Againi
the U.S. reiterated that.it desired perogatives in defense along the lines of the West

Indies Act, ie. while the U.S. would "consult" on matters directly related to Micro-
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_. nesia, it required full and final authority in defense and ill foreign affairs. As tile U.S.

saw it, such authority was needed to carry-out its threefold reslx)nsil)ility" defense of

Micronesia; denial; and useof Micronesian waters and soil to support U.S. military

obligations in the Pacific. The U.S. saw significant value in a Status of Forces Agree-

ment aimed at eliminating military/civilian conflict.

The Micronesian response was again agreeable in principle to delegating authority

for defense to the U.S. But they rejected sweeping authority such as contained in the

West iIndies Act and several times sought standards and criteria to insure that there

would not be any "unduly expansive interpretations as to defense matters. " They wished

prior: consent , for example, if the U.S. changed use of a facility from missile testing

to storage of chemical and biological weapons. On the other hand, they would not

object and sought no control over whether military facilities were used for a specific

B
• policy objective. As Salii put it:

" . we recognize that the Government of Micronesia would retain no veto

power as to the situations and circumstances under which the United States

might elect to utilize these military facilities. The determination of when

and under what circumstances will require use of these bases will reside
within the exclusive control of the United States Government• "

:The U.S. just as repeatedly stated that it could not accept the severe limitations

which the Micronesians seemed to be placing on defense and which the U.S. saw as

hampering its fulfillment of its three basic defense responsibilities. The U.S. was

willing to consult, on.possible changes in use of Micronesian bases and to insure that

defe}lse activities did not adversely affect Micronesia's environment. However, it ob-

jected to any requirement that Micronesian approval would be necessary if the use of

a facility was changed (e.g. missile testing to chemical weapons storage. )

In the final analysis_ in addition to agreements already reached the two sides com-

promised on the issue of dm nged use of bases• The U.S. undertook to consult and

seek Micronesian consent to any military uses which differed significantly from the use
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specifiedin leases.

AtKoror, the U.S. sought to spell out il:_ desired role in foreign affairs. The U.S.

desired "full authority, " by which it meant that the U.S. w,)uld be "responsible for

Micronesia's foreigm relations and that the U.S. would represent Micronesia in all

official government-to-government relationships and in international organizations and con-

ventions which required official government representation and participation. " Micro-

nesia's policies and positions in "areas touching upon foreign affairs would have to

I:e consistent with or at least not in conflict with American foreign policy. " In the

event of a dispute, the U.S. wished it clear as to the "primacy of overall U.S. foreign

policy considerations. " For example, the U.S. would not wish Micronesian control of

their ovm tar iffs to include preferential trade arrangements while the U.S. was pro-

moting non-discriminatory world trade within the GATT framework.

O
On the other hand, the U.S. did not envision Micronesian isolation from the world

community. The U.S. would wish to "delegate" to Micronesia the actual exercise of

foreign affairs in many areas of closest concern to Micronesia. The U.S. would en-

courage and assist Micronesian contact with foreign countries in commercial, cultural,

technical and educational areas. Micronesia would be free to seek technical and eco-

nomic assistance from regional and international organizations and to directly parti-

cipate as members or associate members in appropriate regional and other international

organizations (e. g., ECAFE) of special interest to Micronesia. Arrangements could

be made for consultations on matters of particular interest to Micronesia and in

certain "limited key areas of major and special importance, " (e. g. airline routes in

Micronesia) prior Micronesian consent mille be rc}luired. But the U.S. made clear

e,
that in the final analysis, any Micronesian participation in foreign affairs must be

within the "broad concept of plenary United States responsibility for foreign affairs."
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The Microncsians responded that they looLed at foreign affairs rcspons!bilities

in three categories:

(a) That related to the U.S. "larger role in world affairs. " "Ihey were prepared

to recommend that the U.S. be "invested" with auzhority to act on Micronesia's behalf.

(b) That related to trade and economics and to Micronesia's relations with re-

gional associations and international organizations on commercial, technical, cultural

and educational matters. The Micronesians wished to retain authority to conduct

their own affairs. For exampl e, they saw no reason why they should not be free to

enter into direct agreements with foreign countries on the free reciprocal entry of

goodsand people.

(c) That related to representational and protective services. They proposed to

utilize U.S. services.

O_ In general, the Micronesians made a distinction bet-ween externa! affairs which

revolved security matters and areas involving their economic, educational and cul-

tural development. They were willing to delegate the former but not the latter. As

Salii put it:

"It is essential that the Compact and the new relationship which it brings into

existence recognize the fundamental sovereignty of the State of Micronesia.
:Intrinsic to the concept of sovereignty is the authority of a country over both

=its internal affairs and its foreign relations. Recognizing the securit T inter-
ests of the United States, which are not identical with those of Micronesia,

the Micronesian Delegation is prepared to recommend to the Congress of

Micronesia that full authority be delegated to the United States for the conduct
of the external relations of Micronesia which bear significantly on international

sect_:ity matters. On the other hand, the Government of Micronesia must re-
serve to itself the atttllorit?¢ to negotiate and consumlnate arrangements that

relate to matters of trade, economics, foreign iuvestlnent and cultural affairs

that are not directly relevant to security and defense mattees. "

The U.S. found the Micronesian division of authority "directly counter" to the

U.S. need for "full authority. " The Micronesian proposal was unacceptable be-

cause it contained "a corollary giving Micronesia the right to decide what agreements
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bear on U.S. interests and which ones affect only Iocalmatler's." The U.S. saw,

for example, the possibility of political penetration as the result of trade missions,

of policy conflicts on items such as free trade and, in general, of numerous disputes

as to authority.

The U.S. suggested that since both sides were in general agreement that Micro-

nesian international activities would have to be consistent with U.S. foreign policy

and security interests, their differences really related to the questions of formal and

official inter-governmental relations. The Micronesians in turn agreed to leave

government-to-government agreements to the U.S. , provided such agreements were

initiated at the request of Micronesia and were concluded with Micronesian participa-

tion alxd consent. The Ivlicronesian Government would be free to negotiate and sign

contracts which do not i.nvolve direct intergovernmental obligations and responsi-

tt
bilities. .(These could even include agreements with government-owned banks. ) Micro-

nesiai would also participate in appropriate regional and international organizations.

Both the defense and foreign affairs provisions were subsequently included in the

Draft Compact written at the 5th Round at Washington. Neither provision was to receive

much.direct discussion at later rounds, although there was extended discussion of

a mutual defense pact which would come into effect on termination of the compact. In-

directly, both defense and foreign affairs remained at issue, not so much as to their

provision but as to whether the U.S. should play such a [arge role and, particularly,

N'we access to land use if the U.S. financial offer were not correspondir|gly generous.

®
%
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Finance ..

It appeared at the Third Round (Hana) that the r,licronesians and U.S. ne-

gotiators were in agreement on the role of finance in the negotiations.

Lazarus Salii labelled future funding as subordinate to the issues of control

of future status and control of la;is. Williams agreed that any "future rela-

tionship should not; be dictated by financial considerations," and later added

that financial questions were subordinate to oti_er questions to be decided.

However, the real U.S. position was sandwiched between its statements of seem-

ing agreement with the Micronesians. In Williams words, "the form, substance

and continuity of a future association will have a direct bearing in the long

term on our financial relationship."

At Hana the U.S. was diplomatic and elliptical in presenting its view

that the permanence of the relationship would have a direct bearing on the

amount of U.S. financing. At the Fourth Round tile U.S. was more direct. Re-

calling his earlier remarks at Hana about form, substance and continuity,

Williams added:

"...under a close association there is a greater like-
lihood that the United States Congress and tile Ameri-
carl taxpayer will be willing to accept the responsi-
bility of long-term and abiding commitments to the
people of Hicronesia. It stands to reason, conversely,
that the more tenuous the relationship, the more diffi-
cult it will be to assure continuing and adequate bud-
getary support and the availability of federal programs
and services."

Unofficially, U.S. officials were more blunt. One member of the U.S.

negotiating team accused the I.licronesians of wanting to limit their relation-

ship with the U.S. to "an office where Micronesians can pick up the check."

A' Micronesia which could unilaterlly change the relationship could not expect,

tlhe official remarked, to get the same financial support it would have gotten

under a "commonwealth" status.i
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"2

But the U.S. was not alone in canlouflaging its real position on finan-

cial matters. The Micronesians seethed to de-emphasize financial _onsidera-

tions, particularly the tie between finances and the nature of the relation-

ship. In fact, the Micronesian position was the exact opposite of the U.S.,

a fact which was to become clear when the talks broke down at the Seventh

Round in November 1973. For the U.S., financial levels depended on the nature

of the political relationship; for the Nicronesians, the nature of the politi-

cal relationship depended oll the level of U.S. financial support.

The two sides also disagreed on the conceptual approach of how to calcu-

late U.S financial payments after trusteeship. The U.S. would calculate on

tlie basis of how much Micronesia would "need" for support and development,

the nature of future financial policies and institutions, and the possible

. continuation of current U.S. programs and services. For example, at the Third

Round, although other aspects of finance were addressed, the U.S. sought to

! define the existing magnitude of U.S. assistance, possibly in an effort to

1 lower Micronesian expectations. The existing annual level of U.S. support was

Cited as the only tangible indicator of the amount of support which the U.S.

Congress might approve in the future. Estimated U.S. expenditures were said

to exceed $75 miilion, broken down as follows: $60 million annual appropria-

tion; $7.4 million from such U.S. programs as OEO, HEW,Peace Corps, etc.;

$1.8 million by the Post Office; $I million by the Coast Guard; plus expendi-

tures by the Department of Defense on excess material, ship loans, and Civic

Action Teams. The $75 million appears to be slightly inflated, for the U.S.

apparently included approximately $2.5 million earned by Micronesian employees

at Kwajalein and approxinlately $2 million realized from sales and income taxes

at Kwajalein.
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: .... On the other hand, at the Fourth Round, as. in their first interim report

years earlier, tile f.liCronesians looked upon their "strategic location" as

their only natural resource, and the U.S. was being asked to pay for the pur-

chase of that commodity as well as meet moral financial obligations arising

out _f trusteeship. Their position was similar to the "strategic rental"

concept of the Solomon Report of ten years earlier. The Micronesians proposed

that financing be divided into four basic areas:

--continuing economic support to be provided Nicronesia during its
transition from trusteeship to "economic independence";

--compensation on an annual basis for the agreement by Micronesia
to deny the use of its land and waters to military forces of any
nation other than the United States;

--annual paymentfor the continuingright to use specifiedland and
waters for U.S. military bases and operations,and

--paymentfor specific rentalsfor miiitary use of land and terri-
torialwaters, and options on specific land and territorialwaters.

f
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The Micronesians suggested that the U.S. provide $50 million annual]y

'for ti_e first category, economic support, and another $50 million annually

for the three categories of compensation for military privileges, plus

an unspecified amount of transitional assistance. Tile Hicronesian request

was substantial, but as Senator Daniel Inoyue had pointed out earlier, the

Micronesians were aware that the U.S. was then paying Spain as much as

$]00 million annually for base rental.

The l_|icronesian request for a guaranteed $1 billion, over ten years and

adjusted in the event of inflation and devaluation, was significant]y higher

than earlier U.S. Suggestions of about $75 million annually for an unspecified

period. However, having itself broached the financial question, the U.S.

was unwilling to discuss specific figures, preferring to hold out until the

l licronesians were more specific about the nature of the new relationship.

But it was clear that a ci_asm separated U.S. and I1icronesian views on the

amount of U.S. financial support. "I would be doing you a disfavor," said

Williams in a statement inserted into the record; "if I were to leave this

(financial) issue without stating candidly that our views on the future

level and categories of U.S. support are far apart."
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How far apart the two sides were v#ould remain unclear for another year

and a half when the talks at the Seventh Round, themselves the f ir'st formal

talks since the talks broke off after the Sixth Round, also immediately broke

down over the question of finances. This time it was the Micronesians who

would link finance and the nature nf the association.

During informal talks at Washington, the U.S. for the first time suggested

an annual payment of $40 to $43 million, in addition to services of the FAA,

the Post Office, and the Weather Bureau. (The two sides were unable to agree

on the value of the U.S. proposal--S40-41 million, said the Micronesians;

$43 million, said the U.S.) The figure was significantly below the $I00 mil-

lion plus figure advanced by the [,licronesians at Koror and well below the $75

million budget for all of Micronesia, which the U.S. originally suggested was

a "tangible indicator" of the amount the U.S. Congress might support. "It

has been and remains our position," said Salii, "that we cannot usefully dis-

cuss the remaining details of the proposed Compact of Free Association until

it becomes clear that there is a substantial likelihood that we can reach

aglreement on the question of financial support."

The U.S. proposal "for the six districts" was+ unacceptable, said Salii,

and the U.S. had been unwilling to improve its offer despite a Micronesian

offer to reduce their request by $20 million and to accept a "significant

diminution" in federal programs. The "wide gap" and "apparently unyielding"

U'S. stance, said Salii, made it impossible to proceed with discussions about

a Compact unless it was on the basis of "a significant curtailment" of the

degree of authority to be delegated to the United States in the areas of for-

eign affairs and defense.

Buried in Salii's statement was the third major difference between the

0"_ two sides on financial questions. The U.S. proposal was for a five district

Micronesi+a, the Marl'aria Island, District already engaged in' advanced negotiations
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- with the U.S. for a so-calledcommonwealthstat'us. On the other hand, the

Micronesianscontinuedto negotiatefor six districts,never having accepted

the l,larianasnegotiationsas legal.

The U.S. did not budge in its response to a virtualultimatum. The U.S.

proposal,Williamsstated,was based on U.S. estimatesof Micronesia'sfuture

needs, estimateswhich were made even after the U.S. became aware of concept-

ual differences. U.S. estimateswere based on:

--Micronesia'sdesire to work toward economic self-sufficiency;

--gradualeconomic developmenttaking into accountthe need to
preserve[,1icronesiatraditionsand culture,

--less costly, simplerand decentralizedgovernment;

--reduceddependenceon expatriates;

--exclusionof the l:larianas.

In fact, .Williams argued, on the basis of these criteria the U.S. proposal of
$43 million, excluding payments for use of public land, was above U.S. projec-

tions of Micronesian needs and represented U.S. efforts to continue to.support

Micronesia at substantially the same level as during the closing years of the

Trusteeship. In addition, Williams concluded, new sources of income such as

additional taxes, bilateral and multilateral assistance and private funding

would become ayailable to a freely associated Micronesia.

The Washington finance negotiations ended abruptly and bitterly. As a

result, a series of informal and unofficial negotiation.s with limited partici-

pation on each side would replace the formal rounds of talks. U.S. and Micro-

nesian negotiators met quietly and briefly at Guam, Hawaii, and California. At

the same time, tile U.S. unilaterally took a number of measures to improve the

negotiating climate. The most important step took place in January 1974 when

' Secretary of the Interior Morton announced that tile United States would no

longer automatically exclude countries other than the United States from
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investing in Micronesia. instead, the initial decision on investment applica-

tions would be left to each District. Final approval viould .be left to the High

Commissioner, wIio was to base his approval "on the security of the area and

the general welfare and development of the Micronesian people." Thus, the U.S.

still maintained control over undesirable investment whether Japanese, Chinese

or Soviet. In addiLio-n, Morton asked the High Commissioner and his staff to

draw up a five-year program of capital improvements and to develop plans for

the!i r construction.

Both announcements had a potentially revolutionary effect on Micronesia's

future--they might have been highly praised in Micronesia, and it was:, in fact,

welcomed by some. But the foreign investment announcement was widely questioned,

and, in some instances, strongly denounced. Micronesian leaders objected to

such an important announcement without prior consultation, especially since the

Congress of l,licronesia was in session. Micronesia officials and businessmen

argued that rnachinery had not been established to implement the new policy.

Said Senator Edward Pangelinan, head of the Marianas negotiators: "I think

they've opened a Pandora's box and I don't know how we're going to control this

monster." Prominent businessmen in Truk and Palau suggested that Micronesians

did not have the technical knowledge to enable them to evaluate sophisticated

foreign busine'ss proposals or to compete with foreign businesses; others, par-

ticularly in Yap, feared an adverse cbltural impact from a heavy influx of

tourism. Finally, Micronesians particularly objected I:o the Madison Avenue na-

ture of the announcement: a filmed speech, hand-carried to Micronesia by an

Interior Department official, then hand-delivered to district headquarters by

the []irector of Public Affairs, and then shown and broadcast simultaneously

throughout _licronesia. With all that coordination, said one official, they
0.,

could have consulted us if they cared.
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Lost in the commotion was Horton's announcement on capital improvement.

Planned or not, the five-year capital improvement program provided a formula

for a resolution of the impasse over finances.

At meetings in Carmel, California, and later at Guam, it was agreed that

the effective date for termination of the Trusteeship Agreement would be de-

layed until 1981, that is, until after initiation and completion of a

$146million capital improvement project. Thus, the burden of finan.cing needed

capital improvement was made a part of the continuing U.S. Trusteeship obliga-

tions instead of a major and pressing problem of a new Hicronesian government.

BOth the Micronesians and the U.S. could present a respectable cost figure to

their respective constituencies. In addition, the two parties agreed to the

following financial provisions (in constant dollars) of a 15-year compact:

I. A U.S. grant to t,licronesia of $35 million annually for the first 5

first 5 years; $30 million annually for the second 5 years,and $25 million annually for the lOth through 15th year.
(Section 401)

2. A U.S. grant for capital improvement of $.12.5 million annu-
ally for the first 5 years; $II million annually for the
next 5 years, and $9.5 million annually for the next 5 years.
(Section 404a)

3. The U.S. will provide economic development loans amounting
to $5 million annually for 15 years, subject to the terms
of long-term, low-interest loan agreements. (Section 404b)

4. The U.S. _._ill provide services of the U.S. Postal Service,
the U.S. Weather Service, and the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration. No dollar figure is given, but the U.S. had pre-
viously estimated tile value of postal services to all of
Micronesia at $1.8 million. The Weather Service put its
services for 1975 at $2,161 and the FAA budget at
$144,495. I_o mention is made of the services of the
Coast Guard.
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-" In total, the U.S. agreed to provide, over. 15 years,a total of

$690 million, broker_ down as follows:

U.S. Grants

First 5 years $175 million
Second 5 years $150 "
Third 5 years $125 "

Capital Improvements

First 5 years $62.5 million
Second 5 years $55 "
Third 5 years $47.5 "

Development Loans $75 million



THE I._RIAI4ASBREAKAWAY

I .......

The fourth round of negotiations between U.S. and Micro-

nesian negotiators, held in the Palau Islands in April,

1912, marked the most progress in the status negotiations

to date..Broad agreement was reached in many areas after

a major concession by the United States: The U.S. finally

agreed in principle on the issue of termination .of the Compact,

whereby after a proposed number of years either party could

unilaterally terminate the arrangement upon compliance with

specified procedures. The Micronesians could therefore opt

for independence in the future.

However, for the Marianas district, which wanted to

strengthen ties with the U.S. rather than loosen them, the
O

right to "opt out" did not represent progress. For more than

ten years the Marianas had expressed the desire for a

"close and permanent affiliation with the U.S." through

referenda, resolutions adopted by the District Legislature,

petitions to the United Nations., endorsement o.f the 1970

"commonwealth" proposal, and by direct representation to the

U..S. Government. Given their small population, they had

pushed for a bi-cameral instead of a unicameral legislature

at the time of the formation of the Congress Of Micronesia.

However, they had already seen thatthis classic means of

protecting small units from the decisions of the majority

was insufficient for their purposes. Much opposed territory-

D, "wide tax legislation had already been enacted despite opposition

from the Marianas. There was every possibility that once they

were a part of a new Micronesia .unit they would be even more
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vulnerable to what they saw as unfair legislation passed

for the benefit of more populous districts. The Marianas

representatives on the Micronesian negotiating team had become

increasingly dissatisfied after the Micronesian Delegation

flatly rejected the "commonwealth" proposal. They were

particularly adverse to inclusion in a unit that could some

daY terminate its relationshipwith the United States.

Thus, it came as a surprise to no one when at the close

of the 4th Round representatives from the Marianas formally

requested to conduct separate negotiations with the Uhited

States. What was surprising was that the U.S. agreed to

separate negotiations. As noted, both the U.S. and the U.N.

had consistently spoken against separatist tendencies, not

only in Micronesia but also in Africa, Asia and the Caribbean.

Culture, geographic distance from other districts,

relatively greater economic development and aspirations, and

previous separate administration by the U.S. account for the

Marianas settlement. The inhabitants of these islands are

largely of Chamorro descent, although about 4,000 of the total

population of 12,500 are Carolineans.* Mariana islanders tend to

look down on other Micronesians--even on the Palauans, who

are said to look down on everyone. Their neighbor, Guam,

is geographically part of the Marianas but became an unin-

corporated territory of the United States in 1898. Guam's

relatively modest economic achievements have always loomed

,_ large to the people of the substantially less well-off
¢

Marianas District and have been attributed to Guam's close

association with the United States. The Marianas decided they

*An additional2,500 residentsof the Marianas are foreigners.
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wanted the same for themselves. As the Marianas Statement

of Position put it: "...the United States has brought to our

people the values which we cherish and the economic goals

which we desire."

But there was one major change in the long standing

Marianas drive for close association with the United States.

lhe idea of "re-integration" with Guam and anything other than

an autonomous arrangement with the U.S. were rejected, at

least for the immediate future and probably indefinitely.

One reason foF the rejection had been the rejection of the

Northern Marianas by Guam's voters in a 1969 referendum. But,

like budding nationalists elsewhere the leaders of the Marianas

did not welcome loss of their political identity in the

larger and already established political unit of Guam. They

saw themselves as Governors and senators, and concluded that

such positions would surely be held by Guamanians with "re-

integration." One American was half-seriously offered the

position of Attorney General --a position which presumably woulH

_ave been available because the leadina Marianas-born

attorney aspired to even higher office. Re-integration came

to be viewed as "political suicide" in the belief the Northern

Marianas would be "swallowed up" by better developed and more

educated Guam.

But there appear to have been other reasons for rejection

of "re-integration" with Guam. In the Marianas view, Guam's

status as an unicorporated territory was colonial. The Marianas'

protected position as a U.N. ward, the desire _f the

American military for facilities in the Marianas, and the

desire of the other Micronesian islands to "opt-out" put the
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Marianas in a unique bargaining position. At a February,

1974, meeting on Guam and Micronesian status at the University

of Guam, Edward Pangelinan, chairman of the Micronesian

Status Delegation, openly denounced the status of Guam and

even that of Puerto Rico as inadequate. The Marianas, he

said, wished to develop a new kind of relationship with the

United States.

The chance for the Marianas to take advantage of their

unique bargaining position, however, did not come until the

fourth round of negotiations between the U.S. and Micronesian

Delegations, which took place from April 2-13, 1972. On

April II, during an afternoon session, Haydn Williams

brought the subject of unilateral termination to the agenda

and he presented the long-held U.S. position on the subject:

The events of the past few months, have reinforced
the need both for continuity and security in the re-
lationship we are discussing. Important changes are
occurring, or are certain to occur, in the Pacific
and in our relations with countries in this region
of the world. In this swiftly changing atmosphere,
who can tell what U.S. security interests may be
in the years to come? What we cannot guarantee is
that today's assessment of our strategic interests
will hold good indefinitely...For this very reason,
we consider bilateral termination of our future
relationship an important benefit for you, as well
as us.

Nevertheless, Williams went on to somewhat begrudgingly

approve of the unilateral termination provision, a principle

the Micronesians have held fundamental to a future relation-

ship:

8,
V
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Despite the continuing firm belief of the United
States that the best interests of both sides would be
better protected by a procedure for termination by
mutual consent, the United States is nevertheless
agreeable to working out a unilateral termination
procedure, which would be written into the proposed
Compact of Association, provided our basic interests
in foreign affairs and defense have been agreed to.

The Request for Separate Negotiations

The next morning Marianas representatives on the Micro-

nesian delegation, Edward Pangelinan and Herman Guerrero,

presented to the UoS. Delegation a letter, dated April II,

and a Statement of Position. This was the first known formal

communication regarding separate negotiations:

With approval of the members of the Joint Committee
on Future Status on April II, 1972, we are transmitting
herewith a Statement of Position, Mariana Islands
District Representatives on the Joint Committee.

We would appreciate your response on the inquiry
, raised in the Statement of Position at your earliest

.convenience.

The inquiry was whether the U.S. would consider conducting

separate negotiat'ions with the Marianas. The Statement of

Position simply began, "The people of the Mariana Islands

District desire a close political relationship with the

United States of America."

The U.S. Representative was able to approve the request

the afternoon it was presented to him. Preliminary contact

with representatives of the Marianas had been extensive,

although the amount and timing remain unclear. What is clear

is that the State Department representative in Saipan, John

Dorrance, informally explored with Marianas representatives

the possibility of separate negotiations on numerous occasions,

and that the Deputy U.S. Representative, Arthu_ Hummel, ,_
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_. had himself explored the question during a visit to Saipan.

Micronesian Reaction to Separate Negotiations

According to several Micronesian Delegation sources,

the Micronesians never approved of separate negotiations or
• . . .-"

even the transmittal of a request,•as the letter from Pangelinan

and Guerrero indicates, and as U.S. Representatives were to

repeatedly assert, at least initially, in defense of separate

negotiations. The Marianas representatives had ind_ed

first taken their letter to the Micronesian Delegation and

had asked the Micronesian Delegation to present the • letter

to the U.S. Representative. The Micronesian group then had a

long debate over whether to (a) transmit the letter, (b)

approve the transmittal by the Marianas or (c)disapprove the

transmittal. The Micronesians declined to transmit the letter

to Williams, stated that they had no authority to approve or

disapprove of transmittal by Marianas, but added that the

•group also had no authority over Pangelinan and Guerrero

as individuals.

In fact, the Micronesians virtually ignored the separate

negotiations. The Micronesian Delegation Communique of the

4th Round stated.it was "pleased at the progress made in the

4th Round of talks" and no mention was made of the request

for separate•negotiations. No mention of separate negotiations

was made in Salii's statement of the afternoon session of

0 April 12, in Ambassador Williams' final statement of April

13 (which was inserted in the record but not read) or the•

Joint Communique of the 4th Round. The Marianas letter and



Statement of Position can be found in the U.S. version of

the official records of the 4th Round, but not in the

Congress of Micronesia's version.

Micronesian disapproval of separate negotiations

was to remain an underlying issue between the United States

and the Micronesian negotiators. The United States regarded

the issue as closed; the Micronesians looked upon it as at

blest postponed and, in any event, something which they could

do little about given the power of the United States.

Nevertheless the issue surfaced twice in the negotiations.

Senator Salii reiterated a request for materials concerning

U.S. land requirements in the Marianas•and pointed out:

As you are aware, the mandate received by this
Committee from the Congress of Micronesia requires
that our consideration and negotiations encompass
the entire present Trust Territory and not only
five out of the six districts. The unilateral action
of the United States in accepting separate negotiations
with the Marianas does not, obviously, relieve this
Committee from the obligations with which the Congress
has entrusted us

Again, in the 7th Round, the problem came up again when

finance was being discussed. The Micronesians, in their

report to the Congress of Micronesia, described the situation

thus:

One problem associated with the subject is the refusal
of the United States Delegation to accept the Joint
Committee's mandate to negotiate a future political
status agreement for all of Micronesia, so that each
district would have the opportunity to accept or
reject that agreement. The United States position,
in refusing to negotiate with respect to one district,
would prevent the residents of that district from
voting on the Compact. It is not the purpose of this
analysis to discuss this situation except insofar
as it relates to a further complication in the
computation of proposed support payments.
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The United States supplied figuresof support payments based

on five districts, while the Micronesians •based thei-r'figures

on six. The Micronesians, in order to compare the proposals,

increased the U.S. figures by 20% when discussing six districts

and decreased Micronesian figures by 16.7% when discussing

five districts.

By not openly debating the issue of the Marianas'

separation, the Micronesians have appeared to consent to

the Marianas' desires. Senator Lazarus Salii acknowledged

in an interview that the Micronesian negotiations "more or

less" gave the Marianas the go-ahead to discuss separate

negotiations when they did not specifically disapprove the

action of the Marianas representatives at Koror. On the

' "
other hand, Salii maintains that disapproval would not have

stopped a Marianas request for separate negotiations or

U.S. approval.

The Congress of Micronesia never endorsed separate negotiations.

The Congress passed a resolution in the spring of 1973 stating

that the Micronesian group was the sole authority in the

negotiations. Eighteen members of the Congress of Micronesia

voted for the resolution., eleven voted against, and twelve

abstained. Since in the Congress of Micronesia, abstentions

are counted as affirmative votes, the resolution passed

30-11. Ambassador Williams explained the vote's significance

to members of the U.S. House of Representatives territorial subcommittee in this way

This vote in both their Senate and their House was

split. The number of Congressmen and Senators who" voted "No" added to those who abstained, in both
cases Were in the majority against the resolution.
However', by the rules of the Congress o'f Micronesia,
those who abstained were put in the "Yes" column

so the resol'ution was passed.



• U.S. officials saw the _onQress of Micronesia _e_olution

as a bargaining chip, solely a negotiating matter. According

to one State Department official, the Congress of Micronesia,

fearing it would not get "as big a pot" without the Marianas,

was trying to use its approval or disapproval of separate

negotiations as a means of bargaining for a better position.

He added that by resisting separate negotiations, the Congress

of Micronesia hoped to achieve more concessions, but the

U.S. negotiations didn't feel "the slightest need to buy

off the Congress of Micronesia." The U.S. unofficially took

the position that the Congress of Micronesia would not be

allowed to exploit the issue and if they got too troublesom_

or started to raise legal problems, the Secretary of the

Interior's order creating the Congress of Micronesiaand stip-

ulating its composition and authority would simply be

rewritten.

Although U.S. officials are quick to explain the logic

of separate negotiations with the Marianas, this logic would

not extend to any of the other five districts. In fact,

Washington is gravely concerned about further fragmentation.

So concerned, according to one UoS. government official, that

in 1973 they considered ordering Palau District Administrator

Thomas Remengesau to veto legislation which would have

established another status group for Palau. Remengesau

vetoed the legislation on his own before Washington sent its

--_ instructions.

l--
One of themost potentially troublesome problems faced

by the U.S. was the proposed separation of the Marshall
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islands,a move seen by some governmentofficiclsas a bargainingtool in the

Marshalls'continuingfeud with the Congressof Micronesiaover revenue sharing.

InMarch, 1974, the Marshall IslandsDistrictLegislatureadopted a resolution

informingthe United Nations that it was unwillingto be a part of Micronesia

after the terminationof the TrusteeshipAgreementand that the Marshalls in-

tended to "commenceshortly"negotiationswith the United States. But the U.S.

expressed its view that the problemsof the Marshallswere internaland to be

worked out within the Congress of Micronesia. The U.S., said its Representative

to:the U.N. TrusteeshipCouncil,had not receiveda formal request from the

Marshalls. In an interview,AmbassadorWilliams dodged, taking a positionon

separatenegotiationswith the Marshalls,again arguing that no formal request

had been received from the Marshalls. However, other U.S. officials stated that

U.,S.policy was to reject the bid. Although some Americans refer to the Narshalls'

_ movementas "different" from the Marianas, the only difference appears to be the

longer history of the movement in the Marianas. Both appear to be motivated pri-

marily by economic factors and secondarily by a fear of being dominated by the

more populous (and less prosperous) islands.*

The task before the United States was to mount a convincing case against

further fragmentation, but is own actions with the Marianas had already set a

difficult precedent. The U.S. would receive neither land nor sovereignty but

only administrative headaches from further fragmentation. "Can you imaginethe

number of people who would have to be involved in Washington

*Still another potential case of fragmentation is the Polynesian island, of
Nukuoro in the Panape District, whose people told the 1964 U.N. Visiting

Mission that they also wished to separate if the Marianaswere allowed to do so.
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and the various offices that would have to be created merely

_ for administrative purposes? It would be a nightmare," mused

a State Department official. The same official maintained that

further separation would play a negative effect on what the

remaining territory could achieve, composed as it wGuld be

of the poorest, but most heavily populated and isolated

islands.

But certainly this argument can be used in the case of

the Marianas. What Micronesia could achieve without them is

considerably "tess, since the Marianas district is the most

advanced economically and has potential for the two most

attractive immediate resources in Micronesia: tourism and

military facilities. The separation could have grave implications

O for the other five because the situation coulddistricts,

arise where they are forced to a status less than desirable.

And in another sense, the fact that the Marianas create a

precedent for others to break away is not a desirable situation

for those concerned with nation building. Palau Senator

R_man Tmetuchl is quoted in the November 19, 1973, Micronitor

as saying: "I know that the United States is using some of us

to divide and make us fight among ourselves so they can rule

us but we have to unite and be strong to fight for what is

ours and what we want."

Many Micronesians genuinely concerned about the future

of the status negotiations and the future of Micronesia

_O as a country are worried and baffled by the separate negotiations
Although all Micronesians will admit to distinct cultural and

social differences, there is a b_lief among man-y that steps
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taken toward a. united Micronesia have succeeded" English

as a common language, the Congress of Micronesia, Air

Micronesia, the flag, and the educational system. Many

Micronesians, now suspicious of U.S. motives, ask why the

U.S. did not "keep its wora" regarding unity and sought

to split the islands to its disadvantage. •

This suspicion seems to be apparent now in all levels

of Micronesian society -- from high school students, to mayors,

to the Congress of Micronesia. When more than one year passed

between the sixth and seventh round of talks, one member

-• of the Micronesian negotiating team surmised that the U.S.

was deliberately delaying the talks-- now that Tinian was

secured there was no immediate need to conclude talks with

the rest of Micronesia. This assessment of U.S. motives was

very different from the earlier Micronesian judgement that

"the United States has not been lacking in goodwill."

Even if no one was •surprised that the Marianas requested

separate talks, it came as a surprise to many Micronesians

that the U.S. would grant them. Historically oppQsed to the

concept of fragmentation, Washington officials had emphasized

that they wanted Micronesian unity. While still a member of

the MicrOnesian negotiating team, Benjamin Manglona, a

member of the Marianas Political Status Commission, indirectly

approached several top officials at Washington parties. When

he explained to them that the negotiations were not accommodating

O the needs of the Marianas and that the Marianas wished to
explore the possibility of separate negotiations, the U.S.

,!

officials' reply was, we cannot entertain you at this time."
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A State Department legal advisor recal'led sitting in on- 3 or 4 meetings before the formal request and he•aring even

from those American agencies he would have expected to be

in favor of a split, presumably the military, that the

Marianas could not be separated. In fact, Manglona felt that

those in Saipan who advocated "re-integration" with Guam

or separation from the Trust Territory were looked down upon

by the Trust Territory Government. Given the long-held

U.S. position against separatism, then, former U.S. Congress-

man Nieman Craley, now a member of the High Commissioner's

Liaison with the Congress of Micronesia, remembers that the

Micronesians were "dumbfounded" when Pangelinan indicated

that the United States would negotiate separately. Andon

Amaraich, Senator from Truk, remarked "We've been had." John

_'_ Heine, then Staff Director for the Micronesians had the same

reaction.

U.S. officials give several reasons for granting separate

negotiations, ranging from the immediate -- the letter

received from the Marianas, the consent of the Micronesians

for the Marianas to negotiate separately (although they

have since backed away from ea'rlier statements citing Micro-

nesian consent), and the Mariana's unhappiness with the

Congress of Micronesia -- to the theoretical -- the argument

that there is no such thing as a "Micronesia" because

it is an artificial creation. Although criticized for not

e doing more to promote unity, U.S. officials contend there

was nothing they could do to stop separatist sentiment in

the Marianas and that had separate negotiations with the
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Marianas not been agreed to, the talks with the Micro_esians

would have been stalled. And Haydn Williams maintained in

his reply to the Marianas Position Statement that to seek

a common solution to the status question against the expressed

wishes of the Marianas population would be imposing upon them

a status which they have said is unacceptable and denying

them their right of self-determination. "It does not seem

that the American policy of seeking a common solution for the

entire Territory is any longer feasible or desirable,"

Williams said.

But as one State Department official put it most

appropriately, "we call it pragmatism." Separate negotiations

resulted primarily from U.S. military considerations. The

Marianas' desire and the possible adverse impact on other

Micronesians were secondary considerations. The U.S. always

preferred a "commonwealth status" to free association; and

free association to independence in the belief that the more

permanent the set-up, the better U.So military interests

would be protected. While nothing is really "permanent,"

the "commonwealth" arrangement would make the Marianas a

territocy over which the U.S. has sovereignty. A military

base on sovereign U.S. territory would present fewer

problems than a base where the U.S. does not have sovereignty --

such as the other Micronesian districts in free association

with the U.S. where the possibility existed that the relation-

ship would be terminated and the military unceremoniously

expelled. "The looser the relationship the Joint Committee

talked about, the more Defensebecame interested in something
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closer with the Marianas," recalled a State Department
legal advisor.

However, there is no evidence presently available

that the Marianas broke away at the explicit urging of the

Pentagon. StaLe and Defense Department officials maintain

there was no plan to negotiate separately with the Marianas

in case an agreement could not be reached with the Micronesians.

However, although there were no "plans" there had been con-

sideration of Marianas separation as an option, one former

official recalls that one of the first policy papers considered

by the new Nixon administration contained the option of

separate negotiations with the Marianas in light of their

longstanding desires and in light of the prime location of

the in terms of u.s. military needs. The fragmentation
islands

option had not been selected at the time for fear the U.S.

would be accused of following a "divide and rule" strategy.

But Clearly subsequent events, most notably the so-called

"'summer of discontent" when Marianas opposition to continued

unity became violent, made it possible for the U.S. to enter-

tain separate negotiations at an acceptable political cost.

The Micronesians may have unwittingly helped ease the

U.S. dilemma. Ambassador Williams recalls having been urged

by Salii to bite the bullet and lay the separatist issue to

rest by coming to Koror prepared to take a firm stand on

separation. Salii hoped and in the opinion of John Heine, fully

O expected, that tile U.S. would again reject separation and thus

strengthen Salii's hand within his Micronesian. delegation.

But the U.S. quickly calculated otherwise and according to
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Heine "took advantage of us." Ins.read of dashing Marianas

hopes and enabling the Micronesians to negotiate from a

unified and strengthened position, the U.S. accepted

separate negotiations.

Military needs in the area therefore came to affect not

only the substance of the talks, but their very procedure.

[here would now be two sets of negotiations instead of one.

But this move would also have a very large effect on the

bargaining positions of the U.S., the Joint Committee on

Future Status, and the Marianas Political Status Commission.

Paul Warnke, Attorney for the JCFS, at one time felt that

separate negotiations with the Marianas would have little

effect on the Micronesian negotiations. But Warnke seems

0 •
to have tried to keep the United States from confirming his

client's weakened condition. The breakaway of the Marianas

left the Micronesians in the least desirable bargaining

position. At least one staff member of the JCFS believes

the Micronesians were completely undercut by separate

negotiations with the Marianas. The Micronesians still had their

so-called strategic location, and it had Kwajalein (though in

time of S.A.L.T. no one knew how long}, but it no longer

had Tinian, the prime selling point.

However, two Marianas representatives continued to

negotiate with the Micronesians. In theory, at least,

the Marianas did not preclude the possibility that they might

once again unite with the rest of Micronesia. Marianas

representatives planned to attend the territory-wide

Constitutional Convention. The Chariman of the Marianas
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• Commission even admitted he personally had misgivings about separ-

ation from the rest of the islands. But unless• the situa'tion changes

drastically, a reunion with the other five districts appears highly

unlikely, given the detail and extent of U.S..-Marianas negotiations.

U.S. officials do not see this-as happening, and in fact sought to

accelerate negotiations with the Micronesians. Even administrative

problems in the l larianas were given priority.

Legal Efforts to Stop Separation

On the eve Of the signing of the Marianas Covenant, the Congress

of Micronesia made its first legal move to stop the Marianas separa-

tion. A Marianas representative (Jose P. Mafnas) in the Congress of

Micronesia, in a class action suit, asked the High Court of Micro-

nesia to temporarily and permanently restrain the rlarianas Commission,

0
legislature and Trust Territory Government from proceeding with sign-

ing the Covenant and the subsequent conduct of a plebiscite. The

suit was argued by Michael A. White, a staff attorney for the Con-

gre!ss of Micronesia, and reportedly paid for by the Congress of Mi-

cronesia. Mafnas argued that under Trust Territory law only the Con-

gress of Micronesia could authorize status negotiations and that the

Marianas District legislature had exceeded its authority since it

was limited to local matters.

The Marianas responded in a brief prepared in cooperation with

U.S. negotiators that the question was a political matter, that the

question was not a last-minute one and should have been raised earl-

ier, and that the Congress of Micronesia would, in effect, deny the

Mariianas their right of self-determination. As to legality, the
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_- Marianas suggested that the negotiations "had been conducted with t
the consent and at the direction of tile President of the United

States, who had final authority in l,licronesia, under U.S. law.

Finally, the Marianas suggested that the plaintiff(s) would suffer

no irreparable harm since many steps remained before the Covenant

would go into effect. Mr. Justice Burnett is appointed by and removable by
theiSecretary of the Interior.

At a hearing held just three hours before the scheduled sign-

ing of the Covenant, Trust Territory Chief Justice Harold Burnett

denied the temporary restraining order.

The Settin 9 for Negotiations

The setting for the negotiations between the U.S. Delegation

and the Marianas was much different than that of the opening round

of talks with the Micronesians in 1969. The status the Marianas

desired Was the one the U.S. also favored, so the Delegations were

able to proceed from that assumption. Already familiar with the

provisions of the "commonwealth" proposal, the Marianas and the U.S.

could work out, in their words, "the exact form and substance of

that relationship." Preliminary contact had been extensive, so the

U.S:. Delegation knew what to expect and was well prepared. Time

wou-ld not knov}ingly be wasted making proposals which would be re-

jecited. Since the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations had

beeln established in 1971, there was one central'office which could

carlefully study the Narianas position, and many of the bureaucratic

hassles apparent in the opening rounds with the Micronesians were

therefore avoided. In fact, the Department of State dropped out of

O_ the second, third and fourth rounds of U.S.-Narianas negotiations on
the grounds that no international issues were involved and, in any

event, State was short of personnel. The Marianas could also learn

from the mistakes of the Nicronesians. Talks with the U.S.
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_ Delegation have been much more informal, less stiff, and

0
less of an adversary relationship. One U.S, official'

could comment after the second round of talks with the

Marianas that more progress had resulted from three weeks

of negotiations with the Ma-rianas than three Years with the

Micronesians.

The•Marianas Political Status Commission also differed

from the early Micronesian political Status Delegation. The

representatives knew what they wanted and because they were

negotiating for one district instead of six, they could .....

easily reach agreement on issues. According to a Micronesian

staff member, Edward Pangelinan and Herman Guerrero who

became co-chairmen and a member respectively Qf the Mariana3

Commission, had been primarily concerned with protecting the

Marianas best interests while they served on the Micronesian

delegation instead of thinking on a territory-wide basis.

The 15 member Marianas Commission, drawn from both the public

and •private sectors and from all the •principal islands and

municipalities of the district, was described by Ambassador

Williams at the First Round as "broadly representative of

the people of the Marianas." Unlike the Micronesian delegation

where Chairman Lazarus Salii exerted strong authority, each

member of the Marianas Commission had equal power.

In the Marianas negotiations, the U.S. was in a good position

to pursue its own objectives of denial and use of land, for

unlike the JCFS, the Marianas Politi.cal Status Commission did

not present the U.S. with specific minimum requirements

for a future relationship though clearly they had some.
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U.S. Objectives were not threatened as they ha-d been by the

Micronesians' demand for a unilateral termination clause.

In fact, Senator Pangelinan did not state what his minimum

requirements were. At the first round of the Marianas

ne]otiations, Pangelinan stated that the desire for the close

relationship with the United States was "premised upon our

conviction that such stability will enhance our capacity to

develop our resources and to improve the economic well-being

of our citizens." But this goal would accommodate the objectives

of the U.S. -- the U.S. could pay for permanence.

The United States, therefore, approached the issue

of permanence with the Marianas with much the same vigor as

it had earlier with the Micronesia_Is. Ambassador Williams made

O it obvious from the start that permanence was the desired

goal. During the opening round of negotiations in Saipan,

Williams read to the Marianas Political Status Commission-a

ceremonial letter to him from Pr@sident Nixon in which Nixon

stated that the discussions should look toward "a close and

permanent association between the Islands and the United

States...The United States, as a Pacific nation, is deeply

concerned both for the stability of this vital area, and for

the security and well-being of the Marianas people. In this

spirit, we are looking forward to a continuing mutually

advantage.ous relationship with the Mariana Islands." The

prominence of "permanence" was probably a legitimate

assumption on the part of the United States, for in the April

18 letter to Ambassador Williams the Marianas leadership

noted that the desire of the people of the Marianas to
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become "a permanent part of the United States of America

is fundamental and has existed over a number of years."

But the formal mandate of the Marianas District

legislature instructed its delegation to negotiate a "close

association." The mandate does not mention permanent. Accordingly

the Marianas Commission has noticeably avoided use of the word,

except in their initial statement at the first session of

the negotiations. Since then, "secure", "enduring," and

"lasting" are words the Marianas use to describe the relation-

ship they seek. The Marianas' sensitivity to use of the term

:permanent is in partial recognition of the abstractly temporary

nature of any arrangement. It is also possible they may

seriouslybe thinking of later alteration, or they may be

using ambiguity as a bargaining tool. But Lazarus Salii

feels that even though individual members feel reservations,

the Marianas Commission is hooked on the term, for "at every

Occasion the Ambassador (Williams) wraps it around their

neck." The U.S. Delegation, however, at least after the opening

round of negotiations, also switched from using "permanent"

to those terms of the Marianas negotiators: "enduring

structure," "lasting political relationship," or merely

"political union" were found in joint communiques. Joint

press releases spoke of "lasting ties" and "close association."

Whatever the terminology of press releases and conlmuniques,

the key to the permanence of the relationship would appear

later astagreement took the form of legal language. Article I
I

of the Draft Covenant would desc•ribe the Maria nas as coming

under "the sovereignty" of the United States.
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Perhaps unknown to the U.S. was that the Mar ianas

negotiators were likely to drive a hard bargain and not likely

to rush into any new relationship. Edward Pangelinan described

himself as a politician out to get the best deal out of the

circumstances. Before the negotiations began in December,

!972, the Marianas hired several consultants: Howard P.

Willens, from the Washington law firm of Wilmer, Cutler,

Pickering; James R. Leonard, an economic consultant from

James R. Leonard Associates, Inc. of Washington and a parti-

cipant in the Robert Nathan economic study of Micronesia.

James E. White became Executive Director of the Commission's

staff. Joseph F. Screen, an expatriate businessman in Saipan

was also listed as a consultant but seems never, in fact,

0_ to have fulfilled that role.

Willens was to serve as counsel to review specific

questions with regard to political status and to make the

Marianas presence known to U.S. Congressional leaders and

members of the U.S. Executive Branch. He was in frequent

contact with the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations.

In Micronesian terms both Willens' and Leonard's firms are

paid handsomely for their work, although their fees are
i

undoubtedly small in U.S. terms. The Marianas Political

Status Commission devoted the largest part of its budget

to the services of these consultants. Its financial statement

as of July 30, 1973, listed nearly $50,000 in expenditures

0 to cover air fare and compensation for Leonard and Willens,
"_ from expenditures totalling nearly $92,000. Estimated

budget requirements from August,. 1973, to February, 1974,
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called for $50,000 for the servic.es ol _ Wilmer, Cutler,

Pickering, and $35,000 for those of Leonard.

i

The Negotiations

The talks between the U.S. and Marianas were, in the

words of joint communiques, largely characterized by "free,

frank, and searching exchanges" and"mutual trust and common

Objectives." Appearing frequently in the proceedings of

the negotiations and press releases were phrases which

described the negotiations as proceeding "efficiently and

harmoniously" and "marked by good will and uninterrupted

progress." Phrases such as these suggest that issues were

easily ironed out after initial agreement on principles, but

0-_ this was not the case. Joint communiques masked rather large

differences. For example, members of the Marianas group

opposed issuance of a joint communique at the close of the

December 1973 talks. According to sources on each side, there

was more disagreement than agreement, but U.S. negotiators

insisted on the issuance of a joint communique so it would

not appear.that the momentum of the negotiations had been

stalled. Similarly, the Marian.as group for some time

cooperated with the United States in omitting from the communique

the sharp differences which existed on U.S. land requests.

On one occasion, agreement was reached on a joint press

release on economic measures. However, in a separate statement

the Marianas publicly denounced the. position taken by

•_ the U.S. in the joint release.
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Although at the last round of negotiations the U.S. Repre-

sentative would state that the final agreement was openly arrived

at, this was hardly the case. Official reports contained largely

formal and ceremonial statements. The Marianas had indeed made

complete reports to their legislature after the second round, and

these included position papers exchanged by each side. However,

the U.S. strenuously objected to the release of such detailed in-

formation and threatened to cease exchanging position papers if

the Marianas made further complete reports. The U.S. position

prevailed •

I
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U.S.=Marianas negotiations were usually held in Saipan

for periods of two tO three weeks. Formal negotiations were"

preceded by extensive informal contacts between representatives

of each side or through working committees.

Tihe First Round

The first round was held in Saipan and lasted only two

days, December 13-14, 1972. It was generally a ceremonial

and exploratory session with the Marianas expressing their

desire to become part of the American political family and

the United States, flattered, recalling various ways this

desire had been communicated to the U.N., the U.S. Govern-

li!ent, and the Congress of Micronesia. "The coming of the

United States in Micronesia•ushered in a •new era for our people,"

said Pangelinan:
For the first time in four centuries we could enjoy
the fundamental human rights to which all men are
entitled...After a quarter century of American
administration, our people have come to know and

•appreciate the American system of government. The
concept of democracy has been very important and
significant to us...We desire a close political
union with the United States of America -- a

membership in the United States political family.

Williams reply would have surely brought tears to the eyes

of all patriotic Americans, as he spoke of•American ideals,

goals, and. love of country:

As an American and as the representative of the
President of the United States, I cannot help but be
moved by these words and tile eloquence and sincerity
of the statements of your leaders...with all of our
human imperfections, we cannot be less than enheartened
and grateful that the people of the Marianas would
have reached the conclusion,, voluntarily, to become

O a permanent part of the American family, that you have ichosen to place your faith in the ideals which continue
-to guide and motivate the American natipna as it
strives to perfect its own systems and to improve
the quality of life of. its citizens and people

everywhere.
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I am reminded of what Adlai Stevenson once said:

'When an American says that he loves his country,
he means not only that he loves the New England hills,
the prairies glistening in the sun, the wide and
rising plains, the great mountains and the sea.
He means that he loves an inner air, an inner light
in which freedom lives and in which a man can draw
the breath of self-respect.'

But not all was sweetness and light. Pangelinan's

identification of the issues ahead was itself an indication

of difficult negotiations. Essentially, the U.S -Marianas

negotiations involve three major-issues and one procedural,

though substantive issue.

The Major Issues:

I. The form of political association. Would the Marianas

have a "commonwealth", unincorporated or other territorial status

0-
and more importantly what does that term mean in terms of

sovereignty and the application of the U.S. Constitution and

laws, citizenship, political and human rights such as voting,

internal self-government and participation in foreign affairs.

Prangelinan himself noted that existing precedents might not be

sufficient to resolve the issue. It might, he said, be necessary

to develop a "totally new" political status for the Marianas.

We hope, said Pangelinan "that the United States will be flexible

and responsive to our desire to develop a political status

unique to the Marianas. After all, there was no established

• precedent for the Constitution of the U.S. in 1789."
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:: 2. Land. More than 90 percent of the land in the Marianas

was controlled by the U.S. Government through the Trus_ Terri-

tory Government or the U.S. military, either as public land

or military retention :land, respectively. The question has

long been a hotly debated issue throughout Micronesia with the

people maintaining that land, their scarcest and only asset,

had been wrongly taken by the Japanese and Americans and

should be returned. The Marianas agreed in principle to

provide land for U.S. military needs but precisely how much,

where, and on what terms would be a matter of dispute. As

"Land- its use sale and development isPangelinan put it, , ,

probably the most important and difficult problem we face

in the future." In addition, they wished to ensure that whatever

the political relationship with the United States, land could
0"-

not be purchased by other than Marianas descendents, i.e.,

land could not be alientated.

3. Financial and economic arrangements. In addition to

funds received through the lease or sale of land to the U.S.

military and to funds generated as a result of U.S. military

construction and operations, agreement needed to be reached on

the level of funds to be .provided by the U.S. for operation of
for

the Marianas government andAcapital improvement. Most important,

agreement had to be reached on the controls to bemaintained

On U.S. funds. For example, could agreement be reached on

specific lump sum appropriations so that the Marianas government

could not be controlled in internal matters through U.S.

0
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control of the pursestrings?/

4. Finally, there were the procedural questions of

transition. Legally, the Marianas could be administered separately

but only under the provisions of the Trusteeship Agreement. No

change in the Marianas political status could take place without

amending the Trusteeship Agreement, a step which the United

States believed to be politically infeasible since the approval

of the U.N. Security Council would be necessary. The Security

Council might oppose separate status for the Marianas, especially

if such a proposa? was presented prior to a resolution of the

status of the rest of Micronesia. Thus, politically it was

more desirable to administer the Marianas separately until agree-

ment was reached with the larger Micronesian group and the entire

0_ Trusteeship Agreement could be terminated at once. Clearly,
the Marianas - and perhaps the U.S. - wanted to implement the

provisions of the new status without waiting for a formal

and internationally approved change in status.

While each of the above issues would be dealt with

separately, no one was misled about their interrelationship.

As one American official put it in commenting on the relatively

low level of economic support offered the larger Micronesian

grouping, !'the closer the relationship, the more money." The

Marianas were to gain economically from the closeness of their

relationship with the U.S., just as the larger Micronesian

group was to pay for the right to "opt-out."
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Initial U.S. Responses

Williams' remarks following Pangel_nan's presentaLion touched on

future status, finance, and land. Guam, American Samoa, and the Virgin

Islands, he noted, all enjoyed certain basic rights, benefits, obligations,

and guarantees under the U.S. Constitution. Continuing assistance could

be given to the Marianas along the lines of federal grants to match locally

collected revenues; budgetary support could be made available until an
!

adequate tax base was developed; and there could be the full range of federal

programs and services available to all U.S. states and territories for public

workds, health and education, and housing.

Regarding land, the U.S. expected to transfer to the new government

of the Marianas all remaining public lands in the Marianas once the "minimal"

needs of the U.S. Government were met. Williams also noted the concern about

land al_enation under a new status, and although "any land safeguards must

take into consideration the United States Constitution" he pledged to work

to fiend ways to protect against land alientation or ownership of land by

persons who were not of Marianas descent. Military land requirements,

he sai'd, would take into account U.S. military needs as well as the basic

_interests of the Marianas people, as the U.S. hoped to achieve its objectives

w_th "maximum harmony and a minimum of trouble to the people." In order

to avoid disruption, the U.S. lhoped.to consolidate its military activities

on the island of Tinian, where a joint service Air Force, Navy Airfield/

Logistic Facility and rehabilitation of the harbor were planned. Limited

faci'lities, said Williams, such as maintenance, communications, and logistics

support facilities might be developed on Saipan at Isley Field and Tanapag

Harbor, but these would not constitute major requirements.
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But, in Williams' words, the first round of U.S._Marianas talks

was primarily organizational "to set forth basic procedures for the

conduct of talks, and to discuss a timetable for future meetings," and

as such, the United States did not offer concrete proposals.

i

The Nature of the Political Relationship

Following the organizational First Round, the Delegations could

proceed to discuss principles of the future relationship at the second round

of negotiations, held six months later, from May4-June 15, 1973 in

Saipan. According to the Joint Communique issued at the end of the

session, the 2 Delegations had reached agreement on the following:

-- The Marianas would become a "commonwealth" with sovereignty
vested in the U.S. Government. The Marianas Government would

0--_ exercise "a maximum amount of self-government consistent withrelevant portions of the United States Constitution and
federal law."

-- Fundamental provisions of the agreeement would be subject to
modification only by mutual consent.

-- The Marianas woUld have its own locally drafted and locally
approved constitution providing for a bill of rights, separation of
powers, and a popularly elected chief executive. The Constitution
would have to be consistent with relevant provisions of the United
States Constitution, legislation establishing the "commonwealth"
arrangement, and any other relevant federal legislation.

-- The U.S. would have complete authority in the fields of foreign
affairs and defense. The U.S. would support the membership of
the Mar!anas in regional or other international organizations
dealing with matters of concern to the Marianas, and the U.S.
Government would consider advice of the Marianas on international
matters directly affecting them.

-- The U.S. Delegation would support the Marianas request for a
non-voting delegate in the U.S. Congress.

The Marianas Political Status Commission concluded in their position
0",

paper of the Second Round that' after studying the alternatives "the

.,_:
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°

commonwealth status possessed by Puerto Rico is superior to the status

of an unincorporated territory," and "this political status affords the

most freedom to the people of the Marianas to determine their own destiny

within the American family." However, in addition to providing the

most freedom, an advantage to this arrangement is that the Marianas would

also be secure in the relationship. This is provided in the clause

that fundamental provisions of the agreement can only be modified by

Mutual consent. This would be the first occasion the U.S. has explicitly

agreed to this provision for a territory. According to a provision of

the Joint Communique at the third round:

It was agreed.that specified fundamental provisions of the
" Status Agreement, including certain provisions designed to assure

maximum self-government to the future Commonwealth of the Marianas
may not be amended or repealed except by mutual consent of the
parties. To this extent United States authority in the Marianas
would not be plenary. The Status Agreement would be drafted so

as to reflect clearly the intention of the United States and theMarianas Political Status Commission that this undertaking be en-
forceable in the federal courts. Specific recognition would also
be made of the fact that approval of the Status Agreement by the
people of the Marianas would constitute a sovereign act of self-
determination.

Howard Willens, attorney for the Marianas, saw thislanguage as, for

example, protecting the Marianas from U.S. legislation which "reintegrates"

the Marianas with Guam. The question of the constitutionality of the pro-

•visi'on arose[ Certainly it has been a long held position of the Interior

Department that the U.S. Constitution gives Congress the right to do. what-

ever it wished regarding territories. Interior held that one Congress

can approve mutual consent provisions but a later.Congress could legally,

if not politicaIly, alter the legislation.

It was precisely because of possible legal questions that the U.S.

.lh_ responded in its position paper at the secondround that the U.S.-Marianas
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relationship would be "territorial' as that term is used in the U.S.

Constitution." The U.S. saw this as an "essential component" of the arrange-
"territorial"

merit but never fully explained the meaning of the word A The term is not

befound in the Joint Communique so this major point apparently has been

avoided, perhaps because "territorial" in the sense of incorporated or.

unincorporated status was precisely what the Marianas did not want. How-

ever, the U.S. goes on to state in its position paper that "the Marianas

Would become a commonwealth with the right to write its own constitution

and would have the maximum possible control over its affairs subject, of

course, to the supremacy of the Federal Government."

Perhaps the U.S. used the term "territorial" to remind the Marianas

that they do fall into a certain category that has limitations on rights.

One official from the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations admitted

e"
that the U.5. Government has had great difficulty making the Marianas under-.

stand they must remain within the territorial structure and not seek

':_moreri'ghtsthan states.'"

A more precise statement of the political relationship between the

United States and the Northern Marianas would come in tentatively agreed

language of the Draft Covenant of December 19, 1974. In the first place,

what had earlier been referred to as an agreement was now called a "covenant,"

not a "compact" as being discussed in the U.S.-Micronesian negotiations or

as used with regard to Puerto Rico.

The Covenant is described as being entered into in order "to establish

a self-governing commonwealth" for the Northern Marianas within the

Anlericanpolitical system and to "deFine the future relationship" between

I the Northern Mariana Islands and United States. The Covenant is to

be "mutually binding" when approved by the.United States, the Marianas District
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Legislature and by the people.of the Northern Mariana Islands "in, a plebiscite,

constituting on their part a sovereign act of self-determination."

Among the provisions governing the political relationship are the

following:

l. Upon termination of the Trusteeship Agreement, the Marianas would
become the "Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, in
political union with and under the sovereignty" of the United
States.

2.The Covenant, the provisions of the Constitution, treaties and laws
of the United States applicable to the Marianas would be the supreme
lawof the islands.

3.The Marianas would govern their internal affairs in accordance
with a constitution of their own adoption.

4.The U.S. would have complete responsibility for defense and foreign
affairs.

5.The United States could enact legislation applicable to the Mari-

_._ anas in accordancewith U.S. constitutionalprocesses. Subject to aresevatior,was a clause that this could be done "so long as the
Northern Mariana Islandsis specificallynamed in any legislation
which could not also be made applicableto the states."

6.The fundamentalprovisionsof the Covenant (those regardingthe
politicalrelationship;the constitutionof the Marianas;citizen-
ship and nationality; the applicability of some provisions of the
U,S. Constitution, and protection of alienation of land could not

be changed except through mutual consent.

Nowhere in the Covenant is the "commonwealth of the Northern Marianas

Islands"spoken of as a "territory" of the United States. By reserving its

position on the "so long as " clause, the United States sought to leave
of

vague the extent4Congress' right to legislate for the Marianas in accordance

with Article IV, Section 3 of the Constitution. Just as strongly, the

Marianas sought to explicitly limit U.S. Congressional legislation to those

enactmentS applicable to all States and thus, to eliminate legislation
only

specificallyapplicableAtothe NorthernMarianas.
In a Sense, Puerto Rico .providessome precedentfor leavingvague the
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: question of possible future congressibnal legislation applicable tothe

Marianas. The intent of irrevocability without mutual consent is even

clearer in the Covenant than in Puerto Rico's "Compact." A covenant is an

agreement or contract between two parties and it could not be expected that

provisions regarding sovereignty would be valid and limitations on Congress

would be invalid, especially if Congress knowingly approved limitations on

_ts actions.

As James Dobbs points out in an article in the New York Law Forum

(XVlII, No. I, Suffer 19721, the Supreme Court has yet to accept a case

dealing directly with the question of Puerto Rico's constitutional status and

the concept of compact. However, he writes, lower federal courts, led by

theDistrict Court of Puerto Rico and the Uni±ed States Court of Appeals

for the First Circuit, have generally but not always accepted a special

B commonwealth status for Puerto Rico based upon an irrevocable compact
between Congress and _h_ people of Puerto Rico.

With regards to action by one Congress to bind or limit a succeeding

Congress by a legislative act, Dobbs conceded that this usually cannot be

done. However, he c_tes a Puerto Rican view that their compact is a "vested

right," such as exist with compacts under which territories become states,

homestead grants are made, war risk insurance is qranted, contracts and_bonds
are made, redeemable only in gold.
Of particular applicability, is Dobbs notation of a recent Supreme Court

decisionthat citizenship, (which the Marianas people would gain if they

wished) could not be divested without the voluntary consent of the

citizen.

There is some evidence that the Marianas were always willing in the

final analysis to leave the applicability of Article IV, Section 3 vague,
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relying on the willingness of the Congress to carry out the spirit of the

Covenant and not legislate on matters internal to the Marianas. But the

issue is ultimately of critical importance to the Marianas and their

Counsel has stated his intention to take the issue to court if and when

the need arises.

In two important areas regarding the political nature of the rela-

tionship, the Marianas _ requests "overstepped their bounds": consulta-

tion regarding foreign affairs matters and representation in the U.S.

Congress. In their position paper of the second round, the Marianas

maintained that the Compact should provide for the "fullest possible

consultation" regarding foreign matters affecting the Marianas. The

UoS. responded, "... consultation as a matter of right would be inapprop-

riate. No other _tate, Commonwealth or Territory has that right ... we

would welcome the advice of the Commonwealth Of the Marianas with respect

to any international agreement the U.S. might enter into in the future

which might affect the Marianas. However, we cannot agree to give the

Mariana Islands a veto over such agreements."

In the draft Covenant, the United States stuck to its original position

on consultation regarding foreign affairs matters. The U°S. agreed to give

"sympathetic consideration" to the Marianas Government views on "matters

directly" related to the Marianas and to provide opportunities for presentation

of Marianas _ views "to no less extent than such opportunities are provided

to any other territory or possession under comparable circumstances." In

addition the U.S. agreed to:

(a) assist and facilitate establishment of an office in the U.S.
and aborad to promote local tourism and economic or cultural

interests of the Marianas; and
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(b) allow the Marianas, on request, to participate in regional
and international organizations concerned with social, economic,
education, scientific, technical and cultural matters' "when similar
participation is authorized for any other United States territory
or possession under comparable circumstances."

The Marianas also sought a non-voting delegate in the U.S Congress

originally
and the U.S. Delegation_agreed to support their request. However, in

their positon paper, the Marianas Commission went even further by stating that

their long term aspiration in this area was to have a voting representative

in Congress "who will have all the rights and privileges of ether members

of the U.S. House of Representatives." The U.S. Government and the Trust

Territory Administration presented a dim view of a non--voting delegate,

however, and the U.S. position paper of the second round states, " ....

we are not overly optimistic that this can be arranged in the short run ...

t the U.S. Congress would be reluctant to do so because of the limited
Marianas polulation." One State Department official admitted it was

unrealistic to think only 15,000 people will get a special status.

So in the draft covenant of December 19,1974, the Marianas settled for a

"Resident Representative to the UnitedStates," who would be entitled to

official recognition by all departments and agencies of the United States

government. Nothing is said about a representative to the United States

Congress.

On the nature of the political relationship, however, agreement

came relatively easily and nearly all the principle aspects were adopted

at the second round. Only minor issues required further discussion or

clarification. The Marianas were of the opinion that specific provision

should be made in the Compact regarding periodic review of all aspects

Of the status at five year intervals, if either party so requested. The

U.S. response maintained that in the "close, sympathetic'relationship"
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being discussed there should be no explicit need for a review clause

because communication would be such that either side could raise _natters

of nutual interest or concern at any time. Particularly regarding

economic questions, the needs of the people of the Marianas would be kept

under constant and continuing review "through normal workings Of the

annual U.S. budget cycle."

But the Marianas did not alter their original stance, and in the end,

in the draft covenant of December 19, 1974, the United States agreed to the

review clause, on the condition that the five year intervals be extended to

not less frequently ten years, or at the request of either government.

On recommendations regarding the multi:year financial assistance, the Marianas

received the approval for representative meetings with the U.S. to discuss

the subject prior to the expiration of each seven-year period of assistence.

Perhaps the area of most difficulty regarded citizenship. The

Marianas Commission was of the opinion that each individual should be able

to choose UoS. citizenship or U.S. national status. The Commission felt

that no governmental entity has the _egal authority to make this election

onbehalf of the citizens of the Marianas and that the people should be

able to choose citizen or national status at the time thereferendum is

placed before them.

Responding, the U.S. maintained "the acceptance of a citizen-

national option would prove to be a serious administrative inconvenience"

so it would prefer to omit this option. The U.S. assumption had been that

everyone would have the opportunity to accept or reject U.S. citizenship,

but those who rejected it would become resident aliens in the new common-

wealth. However, at the third round of talks six months later, after

_his matter had been studied by legal advisors, the U.S. consented to the
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3"

Marianas wish that any person not wishing to becme a U_S. citizen could become

a U.S.national. As written in the draft covenant, •Northern Mari_nas citizens

would have six months following the effective date of the Covenant or six

months after reaching their eighteenth birthday to decline U.S. citizenship,

in which case they would become U.S. nationals.

At the third round also, local self-government, applicability of

federal laws, U.S. Federal income, estate and gift taxation, and custom

duties werediscussed.

Land

During the second round of negotiations in Saipan (May 15-June 4,

1973) Ambassador Williams gave the most detailed description to date of

U.S_ military land requirements in the Marianas. Although the U.S. and

the Marianas had agreed in principle that the U.S. would have use over

o" -certain land, there had still been no discussion of the specifics of

land requirements. Chairman Pangelinan noted in his opening statement

that "Land - its use, sale, and development" was probably the most
#

ilmportant and difficult problem proved correct.

On May 29, 1973, the U.S. Delegation presented its position paper

on future land requirements to the Marianas Delegation and on June 3

gave a detailed oral presentation. ON May 30 Ambassador Williams described

. the U.S. °military requirements to the public through a radio broadcast

over Saipan radio which was also translated into Chamorro. Minimum U.S.

military requirements included:

-- indefinite continued use of Farallon de Medinilla, an unin-
habitable and unaccessible island of 229 acres used by the U.S.
military since 1970 for target practice under a "use and occupancy"
agreement from the Trust Territory Government.
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-- retention of 320 acres in TanaPag Harbor (Saipan) for future
contingency purposes. The U.S. already held 640 acres, 320
of which would be returned for civilian use and development.
The U.S. did not have an immediate need for the area to be re-
tained and was willing to lease tracts within the retained
area for civilian development, as long as it would not inter-
fere with any future military use.

-- joint use of Isley Airfield in Saipan. Currently located on
so-called military retention land, the U.S. plans to release
it. It is being developed as a civilian airfield.

-- retention of 500 acres south of Isley Field for the possible
development of a maintenance and logistics area. The U.S.
was willing to lease this area until it might be required.

-- the entire island of Tinian, the northern 2/3's to be used as
a joint services military bases, and the southern 1/3 to be
set aside for civilian use.

Although the Joint Communique of the second round stated that "Both

sides agreed that it has been possible todevelop meaningful understand-

ing as to the significant principles involved," the Marianas had responded
negatively to the U.S. requests. The Joint Communique was worded: "The

Mari anas Political Status Commission agreed in principle that a small;

uninhabited and inaccessible island could be made available as a United

States target area, as Farallon de Medinilla is now being used." But

use of Farallon de Medinilla itself was not apprQved. Instead, the

Marianas stated its definite preference that the U.S. choose a more distant

northern island for target practice.- However, in the third round, the

Marianas agreed to continued U.S. use of Farallon de Medinilla as a target

area and the agreement is incorporated in Section 802(a)(3) of the

Covenant.

The Marianas Political Status Commission expressed the view that

U.S. needs on Saipan were "unreasonable", that the contingency nature of

,_ the United States plans reflected an apparent lack of confidence that the
!
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future Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas would honor its responsibilities

,I

as a member of the American political family" should the need arise. The

Marianas position papers from the second round also stated that before the

Commission agreed to requests for land on Saipan, it would have to be

persuaded the contingency needs could not possibly be met'through use

of land and facilities to be developed on Tinian. The Commission

"strongly" objected to the U.S. request in Tanapag Harbor, Saipan. Likewise,

the Commission took "a very stron_ negative view" to the request for 500

acres south of Isley Field, argui_ that "this land is much too important

for Saipan's future economic development to be burdened by restrictions

arisi'ng from hypothetical needs of the United States in the future."

But the greatest reaction came over the, U.S. request for the entire

island of Tinian. Viewed from the United States, Tinian is a small

island in the Pacific, one of thousands of islands. But to the Marianas

0" District it is the second largest isJand, with a land area of about 40

square miles_ According to initial plans, the United States hoped to

build a joint service.(Air Force, Navy, Marine) airfield and logistics

facility on Tinian and to eventually station 2,600 military and civilian

personnel (not including dependents). An articl_appearing in the

January 29, 1973 issue of U.S. News and World Report maintains that

"according to tentative plans, the Marianas -- along with Guam -- would

become American's main outpost in the Western Pacific." As early as the

third round of Micronesian negotiations in October 1971 it was announced

that the U.S. wished to concentrate any military facilities it might establish

in the Marianas on Tinian. This island was the military choice for a new

base because it would disrupt few people (its population is less than 900),

O'
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the island was of sufficient size, and in addition, there were runways,

roads, and harbors left over from WWII.

U.S. hopes for acquiring Tinian included taking over the port for

military supply purposes. Williams advanced several reasons why San Jose

Harbor was necessary: it is located at the only site on the island

suitable for harbor development; the property is p_otected from prevailing

easterly winds; the piers are withinthe only protected reef area on the

west coast large enough for deep draft ships; and the area is extensive

enough to provide adequate anchorage. According to U.S. information,

no0ther location on the island possesses these characteristics, and a

• suitable alternative site to construct a harbor is not available.

But acquiring the po_t wo_Id require the relocation of Tinian's

only village of San Jose. In Ambassador Williams' words, "we have no

alternative but to propose that the village of San Jose be moved to some

0"
other suitable location in the southern third of the island." But Tinian

residents depend on San Jose's location and harbor for their livelihood',

and relocation would mean moving to the worst section of the island,

Marpo Valley. This area, although good for farming, is largelY swampy and

bordered by rocky hills. There is no harbor and the beach is small and

rocky. According to the Pacific Daily News the area could not support

Tinian's entire population, for only 120 acres were available for government

leasing --.the remainder of the 500 acres is government farm area of

private property. Approximately 170 houses from San Jose Would have to

be built in a new location and essential community operations such as

public utilities, roads, schools, and churches would have to be built.

What Tinian islanders would receive in return would be U.S. citizenship
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status, and according to Wilifams, "a potentia71y, dramatic increase in

revenues."

According to the U.S. position paper, the U.S. desired to p_rchase

but not use the remaining:southerni/3 of Tinian "in order to prevent

undesirableconditionsand consequenceswhich could possibly result from

the presenceof a major-militarybase and which would not be in the

interestsof either the local residentsor of the U.S. military." Williams

assuredthe Marianas Commissionthat the Tinian people would participatein

theplanning for the southern one-thirdof the island.

The Marianas PoliticalStatus Commissionwas clearly taken aback by

- the magnitudeof the U.S. proposals. The requestsmade by the United States

tfor land on Tinian were so overwhelmingsaid the Marianas representative

that they are "difficultto comprehendin only three days." Earlierthey

had stated in theft"positionpaper "the Commissionstrongly believes that

the use of land for these (military)purposesshould be kept at the

absoluteminimum possible,"so the Commissionwas not inclinedto agree

toselling the entire island with a subleaseback of I/3 for the

civiliancommunity. The Commissionnoted it is "especiallyconcerned"by

the dislocationand loss of land which would result from the inclusion

of San Jose Harbor in the U.S. request,and understoodthat other harbor

locationswere studied but rejectedoh cost grounds. It asked for infor-

mation from the U.S. regardingcost differencesbetweeBrehabilitationof the

presentharbor facilitiesand constructionat other locations.

A significantnumber of peopleon Tinian opposedthe

amount of land requestedby the United States, its purchase,and the need

to move San Jose village. Although some were impressedby the new homes

!
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and facilities to be made available, they repeatedly pressed their own

minimum demands: lease as opposed to sale of 1/3 as Opposed to 2/3 of

the island without relocation of San Jose village. At a number of public

meetings the issue of Tinian was hotly debated, and during one mass meeting

on Tinian where the negotiations were sharply criticized, placards read

"Land for Ranchers., not for Bombers." As if to reassure the Tiqian

population that they will have a voice in the determination of their future,

the two delegates from Tinian to the Marianas Status Commission have issued

statements such as "Ambassador Williams has said himself that he will go

along with what the people decide" (Hocog), and "The commission members

will not approve any military project unless the Tinian people give their

alpproval... No decision of any kind will be made without the people's

approval" (Manglona). To ensure that this would be the case, the Tinian

Municipal Council considered a draft bill calling for a referendum to be

0_ held September 14, 1973, so that the people of Tinian could vote on the

following 3 questions:

i. "Shall the people of Tinian Municipality allow the United States

Armed Forces to make use of Tinian Island for military

purposes?"

2. "Shall the people of Tinian Municipality allow the United States

Armed Forces to use certain parts of Tinain Island for military

purposes?"

3. "Shall the United States Armed Forces be allowed to relocate the

present village site and the people so that the present village

may be used for military installations and facilities?"

This bill was not passed. However, on February 14, 1974, the Council

0_ did pass an ordinance calling for a referendum which was scheduled for
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April'7. The proposed ballot contained 2 questions"

-- "Do you agree to the relocation (moving) of the Village of San

Jose from its present site to another area of the Island of Tinian?"

-- "In your opinion, how much of the Island of Tinian in terms of

land area should the U.S. military be permitted to occupy? None?

One-third? Two-thirds? Other (specify)."

However, on March 8 the Marianas District Administrator Francisco C. Ada

vetoed the proposed referendum and advanced the following reasons for

his action:

-_ the timing is inappropriate because no concrete proposals for

m_litary use have been presented yet. "... Such requirements are

extremely general in nature serving _s a point of departure for

purpose of negotiation.'!

-- it would be an "attempt to undermine" future negotiations.

o"
Ironically in light of the independent action of the Marianas, Ada

argued: "To permit one municipality to even attempt to influence the

negotiations will, in my opinion, be the beginning of fragmentation

that will lead to no appreciable conclusion in our collective efforts to

achieve a political status."

According to a high level official in the Trust Territory Government

and an official from the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations, the

decision was entirely Ada's own. The U.S. Status Office did not become in-

volved, he said, until after the decision was made. On second thouqht, the

U.S. felt that inavbe a referendum should have been held.

Felipe Q. Atalig, Tinian's representative to the Congress of

Micronesia, believed the Congress should give priority to the referendum

O"
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in a special session of the Congress in 1974. Earlier, Atalig stated

that a referendum was "the only way to officially determine what the

people want."

The Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations admits that there will

be no referendum on Tinian. The reasons advanced are several -- the

Tinian population is not indigenous and really comes from the Carolines;

the land belongs to people who do not live on Tinian; and a small group

of less that 900 should not be able to affect the destiny of all the

Marianas. This attitude is certainlymuch different from the statement

from both Delegations that they were "committed to undertake full

Consultation with the people of Tinian before any final decisions or

agreements are made regarding the use of land on Tinian for military

purposes." When asked if denying the right of a referendum was not

inconsistent with the United States' position on self-determination,

0_ the same official said with a smil'_ %hat the United States was being

consistent in following its own best interests. Another U.S. official

sPeculated that the reason the first draft bill was not passed was

because Tinian residents were overwhelmingly in favor of the military.

Navy officials visiting Tinian in the spring of 1973 were also con-

vinced this was the case. So, the U.S. official reasoned, to draw attention

to this fact even further in a public referendum would only be putting the

Marianas in a bad negotiating position. Besides, consultation could be

achieved by public meetings. These were less rigid than a referendum.

Tinian residents were quick to respond to the radio broadcast by

,Haydn Williams in which he described plans for acquiring the entire

island. The reaction was not positive. On June 5, 1973, just 5 days
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following the broadcast, a petition was drawn up by the Office of the Speaker
,°,

of the Tinian Municipal Government stating that their "expressed willingness

to accomodate the needs of the administering authority military has been

misinterpreted by representatives of the administering authority as our

being willing to unrestricted and uncontrolled use of Tinian." The peti-

tion was sent to all those involved in the decision-making process, from

the Marianas District Legislature to the President of the United States. It

noted that the U.S. "has a moral obligation to give due consideration to

the wishes of the people concerned." U.S. military forces, the petition

continued, would be welcome only under the following terms and conditions:

I Existing military retention lands of approximately 9,000 acres
on Tinian should be adequate to develop the proposed combined
military complex. If justified, perhaps an additional 2,000 to
3,000 acres adjacent to the existing area could be made available,
but no more.

2. The existing San Jose Village would not be moved under any

0_ circumstances.

3. The existing harbor would remain under civilian control,
but could be used jointly.

4. If an ammunition dock was needed or desired, then a new dock
should be constructed in the Unai Babui or Chulu (Marine
beach) area on the Northwestern shore of Tinian.

5. Government would remain in the hands of the people without any
restrictions on the growth and development activities within the
civiliancommunity.

6. That the civiliancommunitybe accordedfree use of and access
to west field (the presentairfield)to board scheduledapproved
commericalaircraft.

7. That the currentongoing homesteadprogram be continuedwithout
interruption.

In additionto this, the Guam law firm of Arriola, Cushnie and Stevens

prepared a position paper at the requestof several Tinian legislators

criticizingU.S. military plans for Tinian,and demandingthe U.S. be limited

_ to 1/3 of their island. This paper was not anticipateduntil during or
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after the fourth round of negotiation_ in May 1974 however.

At the second round also the question of how the U.S. would obtain
and other land
Tinian_was raised. The U.S. presented its argument for purchasin_ Tinian

in its position paper: "The U.S. Government historically purchases, not

leases, land whenit requires land for the public good and for uses involving

substantial investment over a long period of years... The U.S. Congress is

reluctant to commit large sums to projects with only the protection of

a lease." But the Marianas Commission replied that it would not agree to

the sale of land on Tinian for military purposes -- land would only be

avaiiable on a lease basis. "Prevailing practice in the United States_' they

argued, "has little relevance to the Mariana Islands, where land is scarce and

has a special cultural significance to the pepple." The Commission could

not possibly justify to the people of the Marianas the permanent sale of

so much of the Marianas limited land to the U.S. for military purposes.The means for determining value of land on Tinian was another

matter which would have to be resolved. The Marianas suggested that standard

procedures for determining land values in Micronesia, particularly those

previ'ously used by the U.S. military would not •apply. Land value should

_ake into consideration the future growth potential of the Marianas and

_he relationship between the amount of developed and undeveloped land.

The Commission, therefore, suggested use of land values equivalent to those

on Guamof Hawaii. But the United States referred to this as "rather un-

conventional criteria" and stated that "By law and regulation the U.S.

cannot employ any other standard than current 'fair market value' to pay for

land."

But while advocating use of "fair market value," the U.S. was also con-

sideringsteps to freeze the value of land on Tinian. There were stronq in-

dicationsof rapidly rising land values on Tinian in light of anticipated
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military acquisition. In 1973 the High Commissioner, at the direction

of the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations, announced that no new

applications for homesteads on Tinian would be processed. This action

wasimmediately labeled as "moratorium" by the people of the Marianas,

many of whom vigoFously and Vocally opposed the action as high-handed

•and unilateral. Ambassador Williams in a play on words denied that a

"moratorium" was imposed, pointing out that applications continued to

be processed. Only whenpressed did he acknowledge that no new applications

would be accepted or processed. Other U.S.officials are more candid.
acknowledged that at least three

U.S.officialsAof the most prominent members from the Marianas Political

•Status Commission including Pangelinan are said to be involved in speculative v

land dealings on Tinian.•(In_ne case the land was purchased through an

uncle.) A high trust territory official told of how a member of the

Marianas commission from Tinian bought property for $850, had it notarized

by a fellow Commission member, and within i0 minutes sold the same parcel
of the Washington Post

for $10,000 to the notarizer. Dan Oberdorfer wrote in February 1975, that

xeroxed copies of a handwritten message, purPortedlY passed by two Marianas

negotiators during an official session_are in circulation on Saipan.

Oberdorfer continued: •

The note concerns the price which might be asked for land which
the note passers obtained on Tinian ... The authenticity of the hand-
written paper could not be established but informed sources confirmed
that at least three members of the Marianas Commission purchased
Tinian lands in recent months.

• Clearly both the amount of land and its value were sharp points

at issue from the beginning. Yet communiquesconstantly underplayed

the differences. ?

The only mention of Tinian in the Joint Communiqueof the second

_A-w, round was: "It was the understandingOf both delegationsthat theMarianas
V

.°
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-, Political Status Commission would be prepared to negotiate with respect

to thab portion nf T ini_n required by the United states for military purposes.

Inthis connection, means would have to be found to assure that social and

economic condition evolve in a manner compatible with the mutual interests

of both the civilian and military communities."

The Joint Communiqueof the third round mentioned that regarding

lease versus purchase, the Marianas proposed a combination of long term

leases for 50 years renewable at the end of that period. The U.S. con-

tinued to favor purchasing.

At the 3rd Round the Marianas Political Status Commission proposed

the following:

-- Farallon de Medinilla could be used by the U.S. as a target
area, provided the U.S. military forces filed an environmental
impact statement.

0"_ -- Tanapag: the U.S. would be able to use the harbor jointlyunder civilian control, but all 640 acres should be returned
to the public domain. The 320 acres requested by the U.S.
could be available later if needed. (The U.S. continued to
want 320 acres immediately, and for the first time indicated
that it wanted to use most of this portion of Micronesia's
scarcest commodity, to develop as an American memorial park
for WWII dead.)

-- Isley Field: this could be available to the U.S. on a joint
use basis. 250 acres could be leased to the U.S., but the
remaining 250 acres the U.S. desires would be made subject
to restrictive covenants. (The U.S. said it continued to
to need 500 acres.)

-- Tinian: Negotiations will continue for a lease. (The U.S.
indicated it still needed approximately 2/3 of the land area
including the harbor and adjacent safety zone.)

In the Joint Communique the U.S. no longer demanded control and

oWenership of the entire island of Tinian, but agreed that the people

of Tinian would control and own 1/3 of the island. In the U.S. view, the

,_ issue remaining was which third of the island would be locally owned and
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controlled; in other words, whether _an Jose village would have to be

,_ relocated. On the other hand the statement of the Marianas posibion

continued to speak only of their willingness to lease land needed by the

U.S. military. Carefully omitted from the communique was the full

extent of U.S.-Marianas disagreement. The people of Tinian insisted

through their representatives that at least 2/3 of the island be locally

owned and controlled. The issue of 1/3 or 2/3 was sufficiently contested

that 1/3 - 2/3 became a standing, but substantively serious, joke among

the two delegations.

No further progress was possible without major U.S. concessions

regarding U.S. land requirements, particularly on Tinian. Someof these

concessions came at the fourth round of negotiations held from May 15-31,

1974 in Saipan. This session consisted of several working meetings on

Saipan •as well as public meetings on Tinian and Rota.

-- The U.S. _backed down from its desire for 320 acres in Tanapag

Harbor and agreed to 197 acres for future contingency use. Most of this

land was for the development of an American Memorial Park and recreation

area for the people of the Marianas. Since none of the 197 acres was for

immediate use, the U.S. agreed to allow the Marianas to sub-lease the

remaining land for civilian harbor-related activities.

-- Isley Field: The U.S. agreed to approximately 482 acres,

a_Ithough°it had requested 500 acres, and this land would also be made

available for use or lease for industrial or agricultural purposes

"compatible with possible future military use."

-- Tinian: The U.S. backed away from its proposal of acquiring

the entire island to obtaining 2/3's of it (approximately 17,475 acres).

<_'_ The desired acreagewas further reducedby approximatelyi,200 acres.

The US. conceded that San Jose Villageneed not be moved, and a new

° •
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dock would be built on Tinian, although in the past the•U.S, position was

that no suitable site was available. In addition the U.S. agreed,to

again re-evaluate its military needs in order to make as much land as

possible available "for agricultural and other purposes compatible with

planned military activities." The U.S. also agreed that land within

the base itself would be made available for agricultural, fishing, recrea-

tion, and other purposes.

In the draft covenant, agreement was reached on a land package

markedly different from the original U.S. request_ In his opening state-

ment, Williams continued to speak of U.S. need for land south of Isley Field
the

on Saipan, However,AU.S.finallywithdrew its Isley request. Only a

portionof Tinian (17,799acres, excludinga portion of land at San Jose

Harbor), approximately177 acres on Saipan at Tanapag Harbor (much of it

for a memorial park), and Farallon de Medinilla Island were made available.

_ Most of the request for land at Tanapag Harbor and all of the land at

Is_ey Fieldwere dropped.

Remaining Land Issues

The Joint Communiquemerely mentioned that the delegations discussed
1

whether land should be leased or purchased, and what methods would determine

fair market value. Although these topics had been discussed at the second

and third "rounds, agreement could still not be reached at the fourth round.

A Joint Land Committee would further consider these questions.

The question of lease versus purchase of land was settled at the

fifth round. At the opening of the round, Pangelinan repeated the Marianas

opposition to the "permanent alienation" of so much of the islands' scarce land.-

_D The Marianas proposed, and the U.S. ultimately accepted, a 50 year lease

with a 50 year renewal option. Such a lease, said Pangeljnan, fully pro-

tected U.S. security interests.
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By the opening of the fifth round, no a_reement had been reached

on the price to be paid for the lease or purchase of land. Conflicting

appraisals of land values had been made by experts hired by each side

and these had been discussed informally. Once agreement was reached on the

lease of land, agreement was then re_ched on price. The final agreement

called for the following. A total payment for up to lOOyears was as

follows:

I) Tinian $17,500,000;

2) Tanapag $2,000,000; and

3) Farallon de Medinilla $20,600:

In addition, the U.S. would place $2 million in perpetual trust to be

used for development and maintenance of the memorial park at Tanapag Harbor.

Additionally, agreement had been reached in the second round of

negotiations regarding the limitation of land ownership to people of

Marianas ancestry. The U.S. had agreed to land alienation provisions:

-- Article IV, section 2, clause I of the U.S. Constitution
relatingto "privilegesand immunities"will apply to
the Marianasso that "the abilityof the future Marianas
Governmentto preservecontrolof the land..,in the
lands of Marianas citizenswill not be compromised."

Yet by the fourth round, no progresshad been made toward the imple-

mentationof this policy. It was then agreed that a Joint Drafting Committee

Would consider questionsregardingalienationof land as well as the develop-

ment of appropriatesafeguardsin the area of eminentdomain.

The draft covenant tentativelyapprovedat the fifthround

provided for protectionof ownershipof land for the peoples of the Marianas.

The covenant gave the N_thern Marianas the right to "regulatethe aliena-

tion of permanentand long term interestsin real property so as to restrict

I'_ the acquisitionof such intereststo personsof NorthernMariana Islands
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descent," and to "regulate the extent'to which a person may own or hold

land which is now public land_" The provision • extends to "twenty-five

years after termination of the Trusteeship Agreement" and could continue

thereafter. Reduced to English, the Marianas are given a permanent right

to control alienation of land.

The covenant also outlines the procedures the United States must

follow to acquire land. The U.S. would seek only the minimum area necessary.

The U.S. would seek to rent or lease land, would look at public property

before acquiring private property, and purchase land only if no other

means was satisfactory. Prior written notice must be given to the Govern-

ment of the Marianas before acquisition of land and the United States agreed

to acquireno interest in land "unless duly authorized bY the Congress of

the United States and appropriations are available therefor." Immediately

0,_ following a statement of its military requirements, the U.S. affirmed
that it had "no present need for or present intention to acquire any

additional property, or any greater interest in the property leased by

the United States in accord with the Covenant than that which is granted to

it thereby, in order to carry out its defense responsibilities."
however,

In the final analysis,Athe United States reserved for itself the

right to "exercise within the Commonwealth the power of eminent domain

to the same extent and in the. same manner as it has and can exercise the

power of eminent domain in a State of the Union."

Economics and Finance

The area of economics and finance was to prove as difficult, if

not more so, than land negotiations. In the land negotiations, the

',,_ solution lay in scaling down the size of inflated U.S. land requirements

t
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and allowing interim civilian use of l_nd which would be set aside indefinitely

for contingent military use. In the area of economics, the question was how

much more money than the U.S. was then spending was it willing to spend and

towhat extent was it willing to relinquish controls on finances. Unlike

the Micronesian negotiators the Marianas group had devoted considerable

attention to economic questions from the beginning. They had also hired

aneconomic planning consultant to work along side their principal attorney.

As early as the second round the Marianas group had indicated their

immediate and long term economic goals as well as specific dollar figures

which might be needed. They would need sufficient economic resources to

enable them to

a) facilitate an orderly transition to the new political status;
b) build toward an adequate social and economic infrastructure;
c) provide necessary public services and programs; and
d) encourage and to promote the future economic development ofthe

Marianas

The Marianas presentedthe U.S. with very specific proposals--

completewith charts of capital investmentrequirements,budget pro-

j_ectionsfor the fiscal years•1973-79,and projectionsof the Marianas

Islandsgovernmentexpendituresand revenue requirementsfrom 1975 to

1981. In great detail, their paper pictured their developmentin 3

phases of transition:

-- phase I to last 1 year requiring$4.5 million
--.phase 2 to last 7 years (1975-81)and requiring$47.7 million,

broken down into the followingamounts per year:

1975 19.2
1976 22.4
1977 23.9
1978 28.3
1979 27.5
1980 21.6
1981 19.9

--•phase 3 "extendingto the year 2000 and perhaps beyond,"for

._ which no projectionswere made
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The U.S. response totally ignored the Marianas estimates and pro-

_-_ vided no budgetary figures of its own. James Wilson, Deputy to Ambas-

sador Williams, replied: "We will need to explore with you further the

nature of these requirements," and "We are by no means clear about the

basis on which your total figure of $47.7 million was reached." Instead,

the U.S. sought to explore "general principles leading to general understandings

rather than concelltrating on budgetary details and precise figures and

•estimates..."

Looking at the examples of Guam, the Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico

as prototypes, the U.S. suggested two forms of annual financial assistance

for a period until the Marianas were able to meet their own financial

needs" I) direct financial grants in support of thecosts of government

operation and capital improvement programs, and 2) the extension and

provision of federal programs and services to the Marianas. Williams
_._

was careful to add, "I must always caveat my remarks when talking about

money by adding the familiar 'subject to the approval of Congress' clause."

In obvious effort to scale down Marianas estimates, the U.S. pointed out

that the impact of military facilities and exPenditures in the Marianas must

be considered -- probably $10-12million for the years of construction, and

approximately $15 million per year after that. Summarizing, the U.S. position

paper states:

Statements regarding the mechanics of a financial relationship
are not enough nor is an impersonal rundown of current
and potential sources of revenue and support. Weshould add
that _uite aside from forms and figures (my emphasis) we do agree
with your goals and aspirations and with you understandable desire

to raise the standards of living of your people.
A description of initial discussions of economic issues in the

Joint Com!nuniquewas replete with phrases such as "agreed in principle,"
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"prepared to agree," "have agreed to exlore," "special attention will be

paid," and "will require...planning.% The U_S. did agree to provide start-

up costs and planning assistance. Most important, although clearly indicating

the U.S. desire to maintain control of the purse strings, the U.S. represen-

tative agreed to a provisionwhereby, subject to the approval of the U.S.

Congress, the U.S. would "provide financial support over an initial period

Of years at guaranteed fixed levels."

That the Marianas were disappointed is clear. For it was in the

area of economics that Pangelinan made his most pointed criticism of

the U.S. Commenting on a joint press release, Pangelinan said:

The Commission wants the United States delegation to know
that the Commission is of the unanimous view that the commit-
ments made by the United States in the area of economic• and
financial support in this release are not as specific, definite
or 9enerous as the Commission believes appropriate: The Commission
intends to press its views•on this _atter vigorously in the future
at every possible occasion until the United States is prepared
tomake the_ financial commitments necessary for the future growth

O and developmentof the Marianas.

At the third round the U.S. came with figures, but they fell far

Short of the Marianas'expectations. The U.S. proposed approximately

$14.5 million of direct assistanceannuallyfor the first five years,to

be broken into the following:

a) $7.5 million for budgetarysupportfor governmentoperations;
b) $3 "million for Capital Improvement Projects;
c) $i million to a Marianas Development Loan Fund; and
d) an estimated $3 million in Federal Government programs and

services

This did not include payment for the use of land for public

purposes, including military uses or an amount estimated after 5 years to

reach $4.5 million annually from customs duties, excise taxes, and

federal income taxes which would be generated from within the Marianas. In

'_ addition,the U.S. continuedto cite the indirectbenefitsaccruing from
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the establishment of a U.S. military base. However, the Joint Communique

of the third round stated:

"... no attempt was made to reach definitive agreements on United
States financialassistance to the future commonwealth government.
The Marianas Political Status Commission noted that its own detailed
studi, es to date indicate that a higher hevel of external assistance
than that provided by the U.S. proposals would be required during
the first 5 years under the commonwealth arrangement."

The fourth round saw U.S. land requirements significantly scaled

down and a corresponding willingness by the Marianas to agree to new

U,S. proposals of economic assistance. The agreed amount differed from

the initial U.S. c)ffer in three respects:

-- the guaranteed assistance level would cover 7 years instead of
5 years.

-- the package would total $16.5 million instead of $14.5 million
(operational up $0.5 million to $8 million; capital improvement
increased by Sl million to $4 million; loan fund increased by
$0.5 million to $1.5 million; and approximately $3 million in
federal services.)

-- Up to $1.5 million would be provided to cover the costs of
transition.

Other indirect benefits such as taxes would remain the same.

One aspect of the agreement on economic and financial issues is

indicative of internal Marianas politics. The people of Rota have never

been overly enthusiastic about their fate at the hands of Saipan. And

Someon Tinian have felt that their island provides the major commodity

for which the U.S. is paying. It is thus not surprising that the agreement

specifically designates money for each area: $500,006 annually each in

development funds for Rota and Tinian "because of the urgent development

needs on those islands." *
in December 1974,

At the fifth roundAfinal agreement was reached on the economic

package and for the first time agreement was reached on the amount of

money the U.S. would pay for use of land in the Marianas. Agreement was not

*For similar reasons, Rota and Tinian insisted at the last round that a bi-
cameral legislature, where in one house their representation would be equal
to Saipan's, be made a part of the Covenant.
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reached, however, before the United States offically confirmed what had

been whispered around Guamsince the earlier visit of Deputy Secretary of
priyately

Defense Clements. Clements had stated_that the United states would not

proceed immediately with construction of the base on Tinian His statements

were consistent with an earlier warning by House Appropriations Committee!

that a new base on Tinian could not be justified so long as the United

States continued to maintain bases elsewhere in the Far East. Finall_
U.S.

an anticipated budget deficit in excess of $40 billion dollars exerted

extensive pressure on the funds available to Defense and thus forced the

Pentagon to choose itspriorities even more carefully. The result

was a decision not to proceed with the immediate construction of a base
1 alone

which Clements himself had saidAwas not needed until the "outback" years,

meaning 15 to 20 years hence.

The Marianas were not the only ones surprised by the decision not to

0_ proceed immediately with the building of the Tinian facility. Williams

is said to have been uninformed about the decisiQn even though he had
bythen

heard rumors. Though he surely knewAof the base change, Williams made no

hint of the change at the opening of the fifth round. The cancellation of

the base undercut the U.S. position in the financial negotiations_for one

of the reasons advanced by the U.S. for a smaller financial package was the

economic advantages the Marianas would receive as a direct by-product of

immediate m_litary base construction and operation over a period of seven

years. Though they could and probably did ask for more money as a result
had

of the base cancellation, Marianas Anever fully accepted the U.S. con-

tention that part of their compensation should be a by-product of the base.

Even before the base cancellation, Pangelinan told an interviewer that

the Marianas had to protect themselves against the distinct possibility
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that the base either would not be buiit or would be delayed.

The Joint Communique of the fifth round stated that in view of

reduced revenues and employment levels as a result of the decision not

to proceed with construction of the Tinian base, the U.S. would increase

its compensation by $500,000 for each of the seven years of the initial

financial agreement. (Two hundred-fifty thousand would be provided yearly

for low income homeconstruction loans; and $250,000 would be provided

for such thingsas retraining workers, school curriculum development, and

training of civil servants). This would bring the total direct U.S.

payment (excluding land) in each of thefirst seven years to $14,000,000.

NOt stated is a previous agreement under which the U.S. would provide

$1.5 million in "transition" expenses. Also nQt mentioned is the estimated

_:50 million cost of moving the Micronesian capital from Saipan to somewhere in
the other five districts. Thus, the total financial package is as follows:

LandLeaseTinian $17,500,000
Farallon de Medinilla 20,600
Tanapag 2,000,000

Total $19,520,600
Move of Capital 50,000,000

Transition Expenses 1,500,000
Government Support 57,750,000
Capital Improvements 28,.000,000
Economic Development

Loan Fund 12,250,000
Federal Programs and

Services 21,000,000

Total Cost of Marianas $190,020,600 *
Package

As indicated earlier the U.S. agreed to guarantee annual payments.

Section 702 of the Covenant states that approval of the Covenant constitutes

"a commitment and a pledge of the full faith and credit of the United States

D#_._, * In constantU.S. dollars. The Marianaswould also benefit from the five-
year developmentprogramannouncedin late 1974. Tilesecosts undoubtedly
figured in the willingnessof the Marianas to accept a smaller financial
package.
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for the payment, as well as an authorization for Lhe appropriation" for guaran-

teed annual levels of expenditures. Thus, the legislative process for appropri-

ations is shortened. Congress would go through the formality of appropriation,

bit the amount (subjecL dollar fluctuation) is already fixed.

Tension in the Narianas

One issue which lay in the background in the Marianas negotiations and

which may cause problems later was disagreement among the Mariana islands, i.e.,

disagreement•between Rota, Tinian and Saipan. The people of Tinian objected to

the apparent ease with which Saipan was willing to negotiate land on Tinian;

• Rota, which had continued to be administered by Interior while Saipan was admin-

istered by Navy, objected to the dominant role of Saipan. In addition, a group

of Carolineans on Saipan objected to the dominant role of the Chamorro majority.

Someof these differences manifested themselves in election returns. In 1974,

0_ the people of Tinian elected a new mayor who opposed military base plans; and in

November 1974, the people of the Marianas defeated the dominant Territorial Party

and elected representatives of the Popular Party. The status negotiations, par-

ticUlarly objections to their secrecy and haste, were a major issue. • Included

among those defeated was Edward Pangelinan, head of the Marianas negotiating

•team. Included among the newly elected was Oscar Rasa, an outspoken American-

educated Marxist critic of the negotiations.

Someof the differences within the Marianas are smoothed over in the Cove-

nant. Specific money is set aside for use on Tinian and Rota. There also seems

to be an informal agreement that a percentage of money paid for lease of Tinian
i

land will be controlled by Tinian. By far the major protection for Tinian and

Rota is a Covenant provision that the Marianas legislature be bi-cameral with

one house of equal representation. There is no doubt, however, that Rota and
Tinian will be locked into the new Northern Marianas political entity. For, ac-

cording to the rlegotiating History, the provision which ensures that union with
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Guamis not foisted on the Marianas also serves to ensure that there will be no

separation from the Marianas.

Not until the eve of the signing of the Marianas Covenant did pressure build

up to stop the Covenant. The issue was not the status of association with the

United States but the terms of the association. Two members of the Marianas

Political Status Commission, among them Oscar Rasa, spoke out strongly against

the "haste" with which the Covenant was being signed. Rasa's newspaper accused

the U.S. of buying off Marianas' representatives by promising $24,000 for work

on transition matters. In the end, two members (Rasa and Felix Rabauliman, a

Carolinean) of the 15-member Marianas Commission refused to sign the Covenant.

i
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Transition

With agreementbehind on severalmajor issues, the last round of Marianas

negotiationsbegan to look ahead to transitionalmeasures and actual implemen-

tation of a new government. At the fourth round, a joint committeewas appointed

to draft a Marianas status agreementfor considerationat the next round of ne-

gotiations. TheMarianas repeated their request for early transitionalself-

governmentand separateadministration. In what must have been a burst of pa-

triotism,the negotiatorsset July 1976 as a possibleearly date for installation

of the new Governmentof the NorthernMarianas. At the fifth round, the Marianas

0"_ again reiterated their desire for separate administration from the remainder of

Micronesia as promptly as possible after approval _f the Covenant. Tile U.S.

Representative responded that he would "strongly recommend" that the Secretary

of the Interior "take all necessary action" to meet the Marianas' request. In

the agreed document on negotiating history and in a press conference held after

the signing of the Covenant, the U.S. went further. It stated its intention to

administer the Marianas separately as soon as the Covenant had been approved in

a plebiscite and before approval of the Covenant by the U.S. Congress. In fact,

the Covenant allows for implementation of some of its provisions prior to term-

ination of the Trusteeship Agreement. Separate administration is consistent

With the Trusteeship Agreement, and, as already noted, had once been in effect

for the Northern Marianas except Rota. All.that is needed is an order from the

Secretary of the Interior, an order which he would presumably issue in spite of
the opposition of the Congress of Micronesia.
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If the projected198_ date for free associationof the rest of Micro-

nesia holds, the American centennialwould see no change in the international

status of the NorthernMarianas,only their separate administrationunder

the TrusteeshipAgreement.The significanceof transitionprior to termina-

tion of the TrusteeshipAgreementis substantialand might have been

suggestedby the U.S. side even if the Micronesianshad not done so. The

amount of oppositioAwhich fraqmentation would face in the United

Nations or in the U.S. Congresswould be substantiallyless if separate

units were already functioning.

What the [IarianasGot

It is prematurefor a definitiveassessmentof what the _larianasgot.

Among other things,many uncertainitieslie ahead before,the Covenanttakes

complete effectl These include:

O_ a) approval by 55% of the people of the I.larianas voting ina plebiscite;

b) approval of the covenant without major change by the
United States Congress and by the President;

c) failure of the Congress of Micronesia to find legal and/
or political means to effectively block tile Marianas sep-
aration;

d) United Nations Security Council approval of termination
of the Trusteeship Agreement.

What did the Marianas get, assuming no changes are made in the Covenant

in the approval process? First and foremost, they got an identity separate

from both Guamand the rest of Micronesia. Secondly, they got substantially

greater autonomy than Guamand the Virgin Islands, and, of course, more than

American Samoa. Specifically, the Marianas have"

--protection against changes in their status without their prior

consent;

--negotiatedmilitary land requirementsand proceduresgoverning
clvilian/militaryrelations;
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. --protection ofland from purchase by non-Micronesian citizens;

--the right to write, adopt and amend their own constitution, and
the right to write, adopt and amend their own legislation;*

--guaranteed financial payments;*

--internal autonomy except in agreed areas;

--the right to select or reject U.S. citizenship; and

--exemption from the obligation to submit annual reports to the
• Secretary of the Interlor for submission to the Congress;*

On the other hand, the Marianas did no___t_tget:

--exemption from eminent domain;

--exemption from the U.S. appropriations process and the implicit
authority of the U.S. Congress to decide on how U.S. funds are to
be spent; o

--exemption from financial oversight by a federal comptroller;
--a voting or non-voting representative in the Congress;

--the right to vote in U.S. national elections; or

--any significant voice in international affairs.

Of these, the non-voting representative, guaranteed appropriations, and some

level of participation in international affairs were the Marianas' objectives.

There ar_ other factors which might derail the I.}arianas Commonwealth

even after it comes into being. American tradition is that once a part of

the United States, always a part of the United States--unless, of course, the

United States decides otherwise, as in the case of the Philippines. But the

Civil War which established t_at principle ended more than a hundred years

ago. The United States might react differently in the very different politi-

D cal climate of the seventies, especially where geographical separation and

*In these areas, the Marianas got more than the District of Columbia, whose
budget and finances are still subject to Congressional whims and whose leg-
islation is still subject todisapproval by the Congress.
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cultural distinction might bolster secession. Certainly, the United States

would be faced with problems not dissimilar to those of France in Algeria

should significant nationalist sentiment in the Marianas and its people con-

clude that the commonwealth is not sufficient to fulfill their aspirations.

There may be a tendency to dismiss the possibility of ser<ous dissidence

in the Marianas--and surely time and the fulfillment of mutual needs will

lessen that possibility. On the other hand, it should not be forgotten that

the language of the Covenant is still subject to dispute as to meaning. Some

ambiguities seem to have been deliberately built in, in the give-and-take of

negotiations. Moreover, even in the Marianas, knowledge of worldly political

developments remains limited and will remain limited even if the United States

suCceeds in the preparation and implementatio_ of a political education pro-

gram prior to a plebiscite. Rhetoric to the contrary, the people and their

0_ leaders are now largely motivated by pressing economic objectives which they
believe cannot be resolved except by bartering their strategic location. The

time may come when economic objectives l oomless large--although no one now

sees such a time. The people of the Marianas may then wish to re-evaluate

their relationship with the United States, perhaps to seek improvements in

that relationship within the terms of an association with the United States,

or to seek a new relationship with Guamor the other islands of Micronesia,

or something totally different. Thus, American military officials who look

upon the Marianas relationship as a permanent solution may find themselves

faced with the problem in new and more difficult dimensions.
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MICRONESIA, GUAM, AND OTHER U.S. TERRITORIES

Just as Micronesians closely examined the status o.f other

United States territories (Guam, the Virgin Islands, and American

Samoa) in determining their status preferences, so the other terri-

tories closely followed the U.S.-Micronesian and the separate U.S.-

Marianas negotiations. The U.S. territories looked particularly

for precedents which they might use to improve their own status.

Guam, particularly, follow_d the tactic of encouraging

the Marianas to hold out for more extensive U.S. concessions; at

the same time, Guamanians criticized the United States for offering

the Marianas a better status than that enjoyed by Guam. In 1973,

Jose Cabranes, then a Professor of La_ at Rutgers University, and

now Administrator of the Office of the Commonwealth of Puerto

Rico and Counsel to Puerto Rico's Governor, saw by analogy new
i

alternatives open to Puerto Rico as a result of the Micrones.ian

negotiations, for free association.

Both Congress and the Executive branch had always been

aware of the implications of Micronesia's future status for other

territories of the United States. In the Kennedy and Johnson

years, those implications, repeatedly put forth by the Department

of•the Interior with the strong backing of Congoressman Aspinall,

had effectively blocked policy decisions which might have led

earlier to a resolution of Micronesia's status. Yet Guamanians

especially would argue in the 70's that initial United States

positions in the negotiations with the Marianas were taken with

little regard for the implications for other U.S territories.

I

Hawaii and Alaska may have been the last territories of

the United States to follow the traditional pattern of progress
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toward statehood. Compared with the forty-ninth and fiftieth

•states, the remaining territories are even more geographically,
i"

demographically, culturally and historically distinct. These

factors seem to limit their expectations, if not aspirations.

If their people cannot hope to achieve equality within the Ameri-

can system., they seek to determine how close they can come or

how much autonomy they can exercise. Guamanian Delegate Won Pat

told a Congressional committee, '!All aspire to be fully American.

In other words, in all .ways Americans." But, some Guamanians

have begun to discuss independence, just as _any Puerto Ricans

halve done for decades. The Virgin Islands also seek some changes

intheir status. On the other hand, the people of American

Samoa recently again voted down a proposal to elect their own

governor.

e The amount of political restlessness varies from one terri-.

tory to another, but the pursuit of a satisfying status remains

the major preoccupation of all territorial politics. Pressures

for changes in status, in fact, are sometimes welcomed as indicators

of social and economic advancement. Congressmen returning from

a trip to Micronesia and American Samoa in 1974 complained that

Samoans had not, in their longer association with the United

States, developed thepolitical maturity and assertiveness which

the Micronesians had.

Territories are the responsibility of Congress, as set

down in Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2 of the United States Con-

stitution. All activity in territorial areas is subject to the

scrutiny and approval of Congress,.and all territorial political
efforts mustbe conducted, at some point, in Washington. Congress

has delegated some responsibility to the Department of Interior

for administration of American Samoa, Guam, the Virgin Islands.



Only with Puerto Rico has Congress not designated a responsible

_., federal agency.

All status changes must be brought to Congress. Congress

retains the right to pass legislation regardino territories at
at least some in Congress thought so.

any time. This is true even with regard to Puerto Rico--A"No

one need have any apprehensions," said Representative Barlett in

1950 as Congress approved Puerto Rico's commonwealth status,

"about a grant of undue powers under this act to the people of

, Puerto Rico. Congress • retains all essential powers set forth

under our consitutional system, and it will be Congress and

Congress alone which ultimately will determine the changes, if

any, in the political status of the island."

Simila}-ly, in 1960, Senator Henry Jackson, Chairman of the

Senate Committee on the Interior, is quoted as saying that for

.Puerto Rico to govern its own a.ffairs "does not change the fact

that Congress, under our constitutional system retains the right

.to pass legislation" from time to time in the best interests of

all citizens which could, in effect, alter aspects of the re-

lationship. "

Thus, territorial politicians must in many instances appeal

to Congress for benefits for territorial citizens, and often it

is difficult, if not impossible,"to get Congress to devote ade-

quate and objective attention to the territories. Guam Senator

Richard F. Taitano, reflecting on three years as Director of

Territorial Affairs in the Department of the Interior, emphatically

stated the problem:

m
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_ "Too often during my _hree-year assignment in
Washington I heard remarks to the effect that
local politican•s had axes to grind whenever
proposals were submitted to the Federal estab-
lishment. That these proposals in the main
are the sincere aspirations of a growing terri-
tory was of secondary importance."

Despite•the fact that a clear pattern emerged in the political

evolution of territories which eventually became states, no such

pattern exists for current territories of the United States. The

difference seems to be in the extent to which Congress allows

the territories to govern themselves. In its analysis of legal

constitutional factors regarding the status of Guam, the Guam

Status Commission cited three general roles given the Department

of the Interior by Congress in governing United States territories:

(I) a representative role before the Congress and elsewhere
in the Executive Branch;

(2) a review function over expenditures in the territory;
and

(3) a direct administrative and supervisory role in specific
areas.

The extent to which the Interior Department fulfills these

roles •varies. On one end of the spectrum is the "commonwealth"

of Puerto Rico where neither the Interior Department nor any

other United States government agency exercises a representative,

review, administrative, of supervisory role. On the other end

of the spe'ctrum is the "unincorporated" and "unorganized" territory

of American Samoa, which is governed under a constitution approued

by the Secretary of the Interior and by a Governor appointed by

the President. In the middle are Guam and the Virgin Islands,

which are "unincorporated" and "organized" territories and are
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governed under laws passed by Congress. Since 1971, Guam and

the Virgin Islands have elected their Own governor. According

to Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Interior Stanley Carpenter,

Interior's current role in Guam and the Virgin Islands is limited

to five statuto•ry areas: the audit function of the Federal

Comptrollers of each territory; responsibility for submerged

lands; the Virgin Islands Conservation Fund; the Virgin Islands

Matching Fund; and the Guam Rehabilitation Act.

The Guam Status Commission Report argues that the extent

of federal control, i.e., including the role of Congress and

other agencies such as Defense, is more pervasive in Guam and

the Virgin Islands than Deputy Assistant Secretary Carpenter

implies. The analysis concludes:

I) The basic instrument of government, the Organic Act,

O stems from Congressional action and does not even intheory take its powers from the people • of Guam. "The
extent of the pb_er granted depends entirely
upon the Organic Act of Congress in each case, and is
at all times subject to such alterations as Congress
maY see fit to adopt."

2) The Organic Act contains "a number of legal reser-
vations on the exercise of local governmental
authority and institutionalizes a review of Federal
bureaucratic intrusions within the local structure."

Among others, Guam and the Virgin Islands are limited
as follows:

a. The Governor _s given authority to appoint and
remove all officers and employees of the Executive
Branch of the Government of Guam except as otherwise
provided in this or in any other act of Congress.

b. The Governor is to make a report to the Secretary of
the Interior for the submission by the Secretary to
the Congress and he is to make other reports at
such other times which may be required by the
Congress.
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a. There is appointed by the Secretary of the Interior
in the Department of the Interior a Government
Comptroller who is to review the operations of the
government and bring them to the attention of the
Secretary of the Interior and the Governor. He
may communicate directly with any person or with
any departmental officer and he may even summon
witnesses and administer oaths.

b. The laws of the Guam Legislature may be annulled
by the Congress of the United States.

c. Judges in the • District Court of Guam are appointed
for a term of years rather than life as in other
District Courts throughout the States and Puerto
Ri co. "

3) Finally, in Guam, particularly, the Organic Act
established "a special sanction for the military
presence on the island which may permit an expansion
of military authority more readily than elsewhere
in the United States."

Thus, the present limitations onterritories can be used

as a yardstick in measuring the status which results from the

B Micronesian and Marianas negotiations. All U.S. territories

may have some basis for complaint if fewer limitations are placed

on new U.S. territories as the result of negotiations with the

United States. Technically, the only new U.S. territory currently

under consideration is the Northern Mariana Islands and a comparison

of that territory's perrogatives is most relevant. On the other

hand, despite the fact that Micronesia would not become U.S.

territory but a "freely associated state", there is already a

comparison between Micronesia's perrogatives and those of Puerto

Rico. The comparison results from Puerto Rico's belief that it

too is a "free associated state", notwithstanding legislation that

it is a "teritory" of the United States. A comparative measurement

of the status being negotiated by Micronesia and the Northern

Marianas and the status of other U.S. territories can be found

in Chapter However, due to the •particular importance of Guam to the Micro-

nesian islands, a discussion of its relationship to the status negotiations follow_



Guam

Guam would be included in an analysis of Microne.sIa's status

even if it were not directly affected by precedents which might

be established. Guam is geographically but not politically

part of Micronesia or "the area of little islands." However,

Guam is, and is likely to remain, an integral part of Micronesia.,

especially of the Mariana Islands chain, of which Guam is the

southern-most island The question of Guam's future status would

have been important even if the Marianas had not decided to break

away from the rest of Micronesia and seek a separate relationship

with the United States; however, the separate negotiations and

the substance of agreements reached_ spurred Guam's interest in

Micronesian developments and caused Guam to question anew its

own relationship with theUnited States.

0
In five significant areas, Guam and Micronesia are inter-

rel ated :

--Geographically, economically, and strategically, Guam
is part of Micronesia. In addition, Guam has historical
and cultural links to the Marianas.

--Guam is a territory of the United States and its people
are U.S. citizens. Guam aspires to a more advanced
pol.itical status and is cri'tical of any political status
which gives Micronesia or any of its parts a better
political status than Guam.

--Dif.fering political statuses for Guam, the Marianas,
and the rest of Micronesia would bring to five the
total number of types of status in the American
territorial system. Congress may wish to look more
closely at the territorial system and try to rationalize
the U.Sn territorial structure, or to combine some part
of Micronesia with Guam. Proposals by the Marshall
Islands,and perhaps by Palau For their own separate
negotiations with the United States, might exascerbate
this problem.

O
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--Guam.'s experience with the military provides some
insight for Micronesians as to what they could expect

- from further military development in Micronesia.

--A judgment of the strategic importanceof Micronesia
and the need for additional facilities to meet defense
requirements cannot be made without analyzinq the mili-
tary role of Guam and the capacity of the island to
meet foreseeable defense needs.

Guam and the Marianas Have Common Roots

Guam has similar cultural, ethnic, and linguistic roots

with the rest of the Mariana Islands. However, Guam developed

separately after it was severed from the other Mariana Islands

andcededto the United States by Spain following the Spanish-

American War. The Mariana Islands had been quite densely popu-

lated until the Spanish converted the population to Christianity.

Continual native resistance, however, culminated in uprisings

which the Spanish quelled by moving the entire Chamorro popu-

lation to Guam and killing off a large percentage of them. In

one sense there are no Chamorros. Those who survived intermarried

with Filipinos, Spanish, Chinese and others to form the basis

Of the present population of Guam and of the Northern Marianas.

When Guam was ceded to the United States, the United States

d_id not bother i:o "purchase" all of the Marianas and even at

the time of Pearl Harbor, little was known about the rest of

Micronesia. The Navy administered Guam but with little credence

giiven to any strategic value. Before the Japanese invasion,

Guam was determined "temporarily dispensable" and all American

_ersonnel and dependents were evacuated. It is a sore point

wi:th some older and younger Guamanians that the United States

B left Guam to the mercy of the Japanese. On the other hand, probably
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a larger number of Guamanians are grateful to the United States

for recapturing the island.

When Guam was liberated on July 21, 1944, a Guamanian spokes-

man revealed Guamanians' patriotism" "We have never subscribed

to any foreign ideologies or influences; we pledge allegiance to

no flag except that of the Stars and Stripes; we have proven our

loyalty, have demonstrated our valor, and have sacrificed for

a common cause...

Guamanians are still quite proud of their association with

the United States -- "Where America's Day Begins" reads a news-

paper banner. "The people of Guam are without a doubt among the

most loyal Americans on the face of the earth," said the President

of the Guam Junior Chamber of Commerce before a congressional

subcommittee. "Everyone knows," said another observer, "that

o" Guamanians will sing 'God Bless America' at the drop of a hat."

lhe war changed Guam in highly visible ways. The island

is approximately 200 square miles and over.33% of the land, much

of it agricultural, is controlled by the military. Guam remained

a military base after the war. The island was placed under

strict naval security clearance regulations, which had a severely

adverse effect on economic development. Tourism,for example,

could not be developed because of restrictions on entry.

Guam changed again in 1950 with the passage of an. Organic

Act. A civilian, Carlton Skinner, was appointed Governor and

administration of the island was placed under a civilian agency,

the Department of the Interior . .Guam first elected its-governor

._-_ in 1971 ,and in April 1972 a bill was approved under which Guam

would elect a non-voting delegate to the U.S. Congress. It was
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not until nature, in the form of. Typhoon Karen, devastated the
.°

island in 1962 that Guam came alive economically. Congress

passed the Guam Rehabilitation Act and new facilities were built.

The island is still largely dependent on the contribution of the

military to itseconomy. However, since 1962, Guam has developed

a booming tourist industry which attracts large numbers of

Japanese, especially young couples who go to Guam for their

honeymoons.

Micronesia is heavily dependent on Guam. Virtually all

Trust Territory commerce goes through Guam. Even goods

shipped from the U.S. west coast and destined for the Marshalls,

go first to Guam; in other words, cargo travels approximately

6800 miles in order to reach a destination only 4800 miles away.

(This is true except for goods destined for the U.S. military

0_ facility on Kwajalein; these goods are handled under a separate

shipping arrangement and go directly to Kwajalein.) Guam once

served as the seat of Government for Micronesia. And the Uni-

versity of Guam serves as the institution of higher education

for Micronesia. ..

On the other hand, Guam depends on Micronesia for a sub-t

stantial amount, of agricultural products, a support function -

which is"likely to grow if plans materialize for improved agri-

cultural development on Tinian and Rota. A Guamanian entrepreneur,

from Texas, already has a meat and dairy ranch and a slaughter

house on Tinian. Most of these products are shipped to Guam.

Similarly, some Guamanians have quietly expressed concern about

the adverse impact on the University of Guam if Micronesian students
Were not present, in large numbers.
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Thus, in every aspect.except political, the relationship be-

tween Guam and Micronesia seems to point to unification. This

isparticularly true of the relationship Between Guam and the

Northern Marianas.

_ut the political barriers are substantial, perhaps impene-

trable. As early as 1961, the people of the northern Marianas

proposed their "reintegration" with Guam on grounds of ethnic,

cultural, and linguistic similarities. And to the extent that

Guam is American in its ways, the Northern Marianas are more

similar to Guam than they are to any other area of Micronesia.

There is undoubtedly an element of truth to the suggestion, prev-

alent in the early 60's, •that the Marianas reintegration movement

was initially promoted by the American Havy on Guam; but American

0_ citizenship and the higher wages paid by the military on Guam

played a major' role in "reintegration" efforts also. In any

event, repeated overtures by the Marianas were met with solid

Opposition from the United Nations, and from the United States

under pressure from the United Nations. In 1969, Guam itself

joined the anti-integration side when a poorly publicized, low

voter turn-out referendum on Guam resulted in the rejection, by

a narrow margin, of "reintegration" with the Northern Marianas.

•Guamanians are said to harbor bitter feelings against the Sai-

panese because many Saipanese were used by the Japanese to guard

Guamanians during tileJapanese occupation of Guam. Guamanians

speak condescendingly of their poor northern neighbors.

0_ Guamanians may, however, be changing their attitudes about
political integration with the Northern Marianas. In a recent but
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unscientific poll conducted by Guam's Delegate to the U.S.

Congress, Antonio Borja Won Pat, the results were strongly

supportive of reunification with the Northern Marianas, with

86.2% voting in favor of it. Guam Governlor Carlos Camacho feels

strongly about an eventual union: "The link between Guam and

the Northern Marianas...was broken only by a quirk of history.

We all have so much in common and we should be working in a

mutual partnership for the benefit of all the people in the

isl,ands. '' But Won Pat projects that the union of the Marianas

and Guam is unrealistic for quite awhile -- at least 15-20

years, because resources, both human and material, do not warrant

•it.

Faced with rejection by Guam, the object of growing anti-

pathy from the rest of Micronesia and the realization that the

_ United States military was interested primarily in their islands --

not in the rest of Micronesia -- for military facilities, the

Marianas formed a status group to begin their own negotiations

with the United States. Guam wasto play no part in their

position; in fact, now the Marianas oppose reintegration. The

United Nations Visiting Mission of 1973 reported that although

thiere exists a feeling of.kinship between Guam and the Northern

Marianas, it is less talked about now than it used to be. James

Leonard, a U.S.-based economic consultant to the Marianas, thinks

that at this point the Marianas do not feel any great desire for

"reintegration." With a population of only 13,381, the Marianas

now see themselves over-powered by a Guam population of 84,996

(census of 1970) -- and experienced politicians. Moreover, Guam's
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_. political status is considered inferior'by the Marianas group,

which feels that its negotiating position is Sufficiently strong

that it can drive a hard bargain with the United States. Guamanians

agree. Delegate Won Pat states, "Micronesians are better off

than Guam because they didn't have to go through the period of

military control which Guam did." Governor Camacho agrees that

the Marianas are in a better position than Guam was in 1950 (the

year the Organic Act was passed), because Guam was not giventhe

opportunity to negotiate with the United States abo.ut its politi-

cal status.

One issue of particular concern to Guamanians in the last

few years is the extent of the militarY presence In Guam.

The life and economy of Guam have been dominated by the omni-

presence of the American Naval and Air Force personnel and their

dependents,who constitute about 30,000 temporary residents, more

than I/3 of the population. In addition, there are more than

5,..000 semi-permanent Philippine residents who were brought in

by the military to work on the military bases.

The American way of life has had a profound and far-reaching

impact on Gu'am. Agana, the capital of Guam, has American tele-

vision; it receives news from American sources; and it has adopted

the American educational system. Chamorro cus'toms are rapidly

going the way of the Chamorro language - they are dying out, with

the result that a growing group of Chamorro "nationalists" has

started a campaign to reintroduce Chamorro into the schools•

The needs of the armed services have transformed the Guamanian

0, .economyand virtually eliminated agriculture. Guam has what is
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_ essentially a service and wage _conomy. Until the recent growth

of tourism, Guam's prosperity was to _ large extent a by-product

• '
of heavy military expenditure on the island. The economy is still

affected to a large extent by the build-up or cut-back in military

expenditures.

Before World War II, most of the people of Guam.earned

their living from agriculture. The total value of imports was

several times greater than exports,but the balance-of-payments

was met by expenditures of the Naval Station. AS a result of

post-war developments, land previously used for agriculture was

pre-empted in favor of military purposes.

Since 1898 (and continuing until about ten years ago),the

island had been virtually isolated from social and commercial

intercourse with the rest of the world because of the security

restrictions imposed by the military, and consequently, it had

a stagnating economy that resulted in an almost total dependence

upon military activities. It was not until the summer of 1962

tha_ the Naval security clearance was abolished by President

Kennedy, over the objections of the Navy. When those restrictions

were lifted,Guam experienced a massive economic boom--_ith the

assistance of Typhoon Karen.

However, more than I0,000 Guamanians now do

0-_ government or government-related work.
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Military and Land

A serious problem for Guam as well as the rest of the

Ma_rianas is land. Foreign land speculators are rapidly acquiring

land,, and because of the acutely limited availability of land,

prices have skyrocketed. Young couples cannot afford house lots,

and consequently are forced to live with parents or relatives.

They drive to work on a military base every day and travel across

vast acres of federally held land lying completely idle. Over

48',000 acres or 33% of the island, including some of the best

agricultural and recreational land on Guam,is under military

jurisdiction. The miliary actually use only 25% of its land

holdings.

No one is really against the military presence on Guam,

0"_ says Delegate Won Pat, but they question present use of the island

and are opposed to further military acquisition. The Naval Air

Station is utilized more by civilians (75% of the Naval Air

Station area is civilian used) than by the military, yet the

Department of Defense will not part with any of the land. The

Naval Air Station is directly in the middle of a growing community.

and Governor Camacho pointed out, "It has become something of a

sore point - to get from Barrigada to Tamuning you have to go all

the way around the base instead of going right, through I'm not, °

too happy at the way the military is utilizing the property it

is holding. They always say they have future plans,hut I have

heard that comment for ten and twenty years." Guamanians,said

Camacho, were starting to feel uncomfortable about the military,
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mostly because of the land issue. "The.re is a growing resent-

ment because the people have to look through the fences at all

of those enclosed areas of the islandwhich the military has,"

says Camacho. Senator Frank Lujan, Chairman of the Guam Political

Status Commission, commented, "...We know that the military re-

tention of I/3 of our limited land area is hampering normal

development of the economy. The very presence of the military

constitutes a drain upon our human and natural resources."

The Navy has plans for a $I00 million ammunition complex

and dock to be constructed at Sella Bay, the last "unspoiled"

area of Guam and one of the most beautiful -- perfect for tourism

development. The Federal Government took advantage of the

Guamanians'desperate need for a new airport and used the airport

0_ as "hostage" or "bait" to soften Guamanian opposition to giving
up Sella Bay. The Guamanians had almost no choice but to comply

and trade Sella Bay because the international airport is absolutely

essential for the growing tourism. In 1974, members of the Guam

Legislature and members of the Sierra Club and Friends of the

E!arth filed a suit in San Francisco's Federal District Court to

stop construction of the complex. They charge that the Navy and

t!he Guamanian Government engaged in an illegal land transfer

and held no public hearings as required by the National Environ-

mental Protection Act.

Land, in fact, is a major reason for new questioning of

Guam's political Status. As Senator Lujan put it: "We are keenly

aware of the fact that the United States military wants to expand

and their activities Guam,which Guamanianintensify on means a

move toward self-determination is becoming an extremely sensitive



issue." In testimony before the House Subcommittee on Territories

1972 heari'ngs, Bordallo noted that the United States was negotiating

-- land questions with the Marianas and apparently was willing to

I enter into long-term leases. Bordallo questioned why the United

States ceuld not also be a tenant on Guam instead of an ow_.er.

One Guamanian teacher summed up what is perhaps a widespread and

growing feeling among islanders: "Many of us want to become

American (i.e. statehood) not because we want to be absorbed into

American culture, but so that we can protect ourselves better

against the military. This is more important than ever now

that the Navy has its eyes set on Sella Bay, the last part of the

island we can call our own."

The Guam Status Commission" "We Do Not Intend to Sit Idly By...""

Even prior to the separate negotiations with the Northern

Mariana Islands, Guamanians had kept a wary eye on the Micronesian

status negotiations. Delegate Won Pat expressed dismay that the

United States was not encouraging "long overdue reunification."

After the Mariana breakaway, Guam's Governor, on April 19, 1973,

signed legislation which established a "special commission to

review the political status of Guam." Specifically, the commission

was instructed to study the following alternatives: statehood;

independence; affiliation with another nation; commonwealth or

associated free state*; and unincorporated territory.

The U.S.-Marianas communique of May, 1973, in which United

States negotiators agreed to a "commonwealth" status for the

Marianas, was a particularly hard pill for Guamanians to swallow.

*Unlike the Micronesian Status Commission, the Guamanians apparently

I, looked upon "commonwealth" as the same as "free associated state."
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Governor Camacho, a supporter of political reunification, challenged

the United States tentative agreement with the Marianas: "We

do not intend to sit idly by while Micronesia (sic) negotiates

itself a political status better than ours. Our status review

is underway and when they present theirs, we will move to ensure

thaL Guam is treated equally. Our long loyalty to the United

States entitles us to nothing less." A steady stream of state-

ments has come from Guam Status Commission members, mostly

expressing dismay at the Marianas negotiations and Guam's

"inferior" status as an unincorporated territory. Among other

things, the Chairman of the Commission wrote a series of harshly

critical articles in the Pacific Daily News, describing Guam's

territorial status as a "nothing status" and a "political no-man's

1 and. "

Finally, on February 4, 1974, Guam Delegate Won Pat expressed

Guam's outrage on the f.loor of the_House of Representatives:

"To accord these individuals a political status higher than that

now accorded Americans in the U.S. Virgin Islands or Guam...is

a grave trespass on the boundaries of the union which exists

between territorial Americans and their counterparts in the 50

states. ''• Won Pat went on to say that by promising the residents

of the Northern Marianas "a deg_'ee of political autonomy far

g!reater than that presently enjoyed by the American citizens of

Guam, the United States may well have created an effective impedi-

ment to reunification for the foreseeable future."

Won Pat didn't see the Northern Marianas as wanting to even

discuss reunification with Guam, since its level of political

autonomy is far below that being offered the Marianas. He then
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cited some shortcomings of the organic Act of Guam: Guam's

constitution was not drafted by Guamanians; Guamanians cannot

determine or controiFederal land use. On the other hand,

the United States had agreed that in the Marianas all lands not

needed for defense would be returned; a constitution would be

drafted by the people of the Marianas' and extensive financial

assistance for the first seven years of the commonwealth

agreement was promised.

"It comes as no small shock to our people, " said Won

Pat, "to see the United States readily, even eagerly, offer

Our neighbors to the north a host of privileges which we on

Guam do not enjoy." He concluded that, "Whatever the needs --

whether real or imagined -- of the Pentagon in the western

Pacific, th_ willingness of Washington to deal so generously

with non-citizens while denying their fellow Americans equal

treatment can only be viewed with suspicion and resentment by the

people of Guam."

Guam is particularly disturbed because there was no official

response to Guam's status initiatives. Won Pat asked President

Nixon to set up a Status Commission for Guam, pointing out

the Puerto Rican and Micronesian precedents, and stating that

"as citizens of a free democracy, the people of Guam are only

asking that their positions within the framework of this great

country be reviewed and improved." But the White House took

no acticn. Instead, Department of the Interior officials

offered to meet with Guam representatives. Guamanians are apt
to remark, bitterly: "The Micronesians got to negotiate with

a Personal Representative of the President; all we got was
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Stan Carpenter IDirector of Interior's Office of Territories).

0
The concern felt by Guamanians on the treatment of their

status was expressed in the report released by the Political

Status Commission of the Twelfth Guam Legislature in September,

1974. The report is couched in more restrained language

than the Lujan articles in the Pacific Daily News; however,

the desire to change Guam's political relationship with the

United States is unmistakable, particularly when conclusions

are read in the context of the entire report. The report

concludes:

I, The relationship between the U.S. and Guam should be
based on self-determination and it is essential that
decisions are undertaken with the wishes of the Guam

people in mind.

2. The Organic Act does not permit the people of Guam

to effectively their own affairs and is inade-manage
quate for Guam's needs. The Act does not delimit
federal power, so local governing institutions remain
weak. Federal law extends more broadly to Guam than to
anyState or Commonwealth because the presumption of
the validity of the local statutory acts does not
operate.

3. Various status alternatives from commonwealth to inde-
pendence are within the power of the people of Guam
and the Congress to establish under the Constitution.

4. The military has played an unduly large role in Guam
in areas not affecting the national security but of
critical importance to Guam, particularly in control
of land.

5. Participation in such regional Pacific institutions as
ECAFE and the Asian Development Bank would be desirable
economically and politically to Guam, but the U.S.
government has resisted this participation.. The report
complains that "instead of the U.S. government appearing
...to seek out and generously promoLe opportunities so
that its ... citizens can benefit from participation
in the world community, the people of Guam have seen

almost the contrary to be the case...Although thepeople of Micronesia, who are not U.S. citizens, have
gained the full endorsement by the State Department for
their participation in these institutions, no such

endorsement has as yetbeen forthcoming for Guam.
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The report recommends the development by the people of

Guam of a Constitution for the governing of Guam and a re-

ferendum in which the people of Guam could choose between a

new Constitution or continuation of the Organic Act. This

would be an interim position similar to the Commonwealth

status granted Puerto Rico and being discussed for the Northern

Marianas. The report noted that "the interim position is not

necessarily the longer term status goal. It maybe that the

Commonwealth would continue to develop and grow, but it could

also be the people of Guam would wish closer association with

the United States through statehood or a more distant one similar

to that being discussed with Micronesia at the preseht."

The report also recommends the return of land holdings

not necessary to the national security interest. It further
0

recommends that, as in the ca_es of Micronesia and the Marianas,

administratively secured documents be made available to the

planners of present and future military needs so as to aid

them in a more effective planning for future developments on

the island. Finally, the Commission recommended the creation of

an ad hoc committee to review fully U.S. military presence on

Guam.

The Guam Commission report, however, had little impact

upon being released, even in Guam itself. Only 50 copies were

distributed. Moreover, coming prior to the 1974 elections, the

report was greeted cautiously by politicians. Future action

on the report is uncertain, especially given the defeat of

the Chairman of the Status Commission in the 1974 elections.
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However, it appearsunlikely that Guamwill let the status question rest for

very long. Within a month after his inauguration, the newly elected Governor

of Guam(a brother of the defeated GuamStatus Commission Chairman) raised

Guam's status with Interior officials in Washington.

Other Territories

American negotiatorsdo not believethe provisionsof the Draft Compact
for Puerto Rico.

set precedents/ The argument is that the Compactdoes not apply to a territory

over which tileU.S. has sovereignty,while Puerto Rico is U.S. territory.

Using this logic, only the MarianasCovenantcould have precedentialimplica-

.tionsfor Puerto Rico. On the other hand, Puerto Ricans,who already resent

the provisionof U.S. law that Puerto Rico is "a territoryof the United States,"

see their "free association"status as the same as Ilicronesia's"free associa-

tion status*, and have cited the draft llicronesianCompact in their effort to

achieve improvementsin Puerto Rico's status. Such improvements, they argue,

are necessary if Puerto Rico's choice of neither statehood nor independence is

to remain viable. If one takes the Puerto Rican point of view, at least three

changes for Puerto Rico would result from the Micronesia Compact. They are"

I. Wider latitude in foreign affairs. This includes assoc-
iate membershipand, in some cases, full membership in
U.N. agencies and other internationalorganizations.
It a_so includesspecificconsultationand approval of
internationalagreementswith major impact on Puerto Rico.

2. The right to unilaterallyalter its relationshipwith
the United States,even though there is no serious con-
siderationcurrentlybeing given such an action.

*See W. Michael Riesman's book, Puerto Rico and the International Process:
N:ewRoles in Association. Washington: American Society of International Law, 1975.

: ,See also statements by Jose Cabranes before the I_77 annual meeting of the American
Society of International Law and before the University of. Texas Law School,
December 4, 1974; and the presentation of Puerto Rican Governor Hernandez-Colon
on April 27, 1974, before the Ad lloc Advisory Group on Puerto Rico.
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3. Complete control over internal aff.airs, leaking only

foreign affairs, defense, and other areas explicitlyagreed on to the United States. This is not presently
the case. Under Section 9 of the Federal Relations
Act, "statutory laws of the United States not locally
inapplicable...shall have the same force and effect in
Puerto Rico as in the United States."

If, on the other hand, one takes the view of U.S. officials and looks

upon Puerto Rico as a territory of the United States whose free association

differs from the free association found in the Micronesian Compact, then only

those precedents found in the Marianas Covenant are possible precedents for

Puerto Rico. Of these, the most important is the clear necessity to amend

Sec!tion 9 of the Puerto Rico Federal Relations Act so that laws passed by the

UnSted States Congress will be applicable to Puerto Rico only if Puerto Rico is

specifically mentioned. Similarly, a commission with a Puerto Rican majority

would review, current U.S. laws and recommend those which should be applicable

to Puerto Rico. Although Puerto Rico already has foreign ownership of land,

they may wish to control future alienation of land.. Other possible precedents

of the Covenant are control over immigration, customs, excise taxes, and the oppor-

. tun ity to negotiate with the Federal Government, particularly the military, over

the amount and cost of land used by the government.

The specific precedents for Guam, the Virgin Islands, and American Samoa

are similar to those for Puerto Rico when Puerto Rico is looked upon as a terri-

tory of the United States. However, the precedents for these three territories

are more far-reaching simply because they do not already have the relatively

advanced status held by Puerto Rico. Someof the precedents for Guam, the Vir-

gin Islands, and American Samoaare:

I. Protection against land alienation;

2. The ability to negotiate the nature of their relationship, ifany, with the United States;

3. The right to write, adopt, and amend their own constitution;
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4. The right to write, adopt, and amend their own laws, subject
only to the provision govern!ng the relationship;

5. The ability to negotiate land usage. This is particularly im-
portant to Guam. Guamwill also wish to cut back the ease with
which the milStary exercises eminent domain on the island.

6. Restrictions on the applicability of U.S. laws and a revievl of
current U.S. laws to determine those which should or should not
apply.

7. Control Over such areas as customs, excise taxes, and immigration.

8. The right to establish a supreme court;

9. Deletion of the requirement to submit a report to the Secretary
of the Interior or to the Congress;

I0. Deletion of the right of Congress to annul legislation;

II. Long-term authorizations of a specific commitment of funds.

The suggestion is simply that the above are among the list of items which

governments of U.S. territories migilt cite as being provided the Marianas and

currently unavailable to already established territories. [lot all of the above

will be equally important in each territory. For example, Guamanians are

clearly exercised about the amount of land controlled by the military and about

the ease with which tile military can assert authority. Nor does the listing

suggest that each territory will wish to have changes in each of the areas listed.

On the whole, the necessity to entertain changes for U.S. territories as a

result of the Marianas Covenantand the MicronesianCompact is an indicationthat

theiU.S,has yet to developa long-termrelationshipWith its offshore possessions

It seems strange that this would be so thirtyyears after the U.S. had championed

"se_If-determination"in the United I,lationsCharter. The simple truth is that

the United States has always been reluctantto admit that it has colonies,just

as did Britain, France and Portugal. Those countrieshave largelysucceededin

adjustingtheir relationswith countriesover which they ruled. In the long term

O they may have been fortunate that they recognized a colony as a colony and that

the people put up resistance to continued foreign rule.



CONGRESSAND MICRONES!A:

International Trusteesi_ip in the National Interest

Approval of the Trusteeship Agreement

Congress, on July 18, 1947, approved the agreement between the United

States and the U_ited Nations which obligated the United States to the

trusteeship experiment in the Pacific. President Truman thought the Trust-

eeship Agreement between the United States and the United Nations Security

Council was sufficiently important that approval should be Sought in both

the House and Senate, instead of by the Senate only, as required by the

Constitution in the case of treaties. Yet, even in passing the legislation

establishing the international arrangement, Congress proved itself incapable

of viewing the trusteeship as an international experiment, and viewed it in-

0_ stead as territorial acquisition in the national interest. Throughout

twenty-fiveyears of involvement with Micronesia, Congress would assert its

territorial imperative to Micronesia, would deal with the area as if it had

no international significance except strategic, and would assign legislation

regarding an international obligation to committees which dealt solely with

domestic issues. For the most part, however, Congress as a whole would ig-

nore Micronesia.

The Trusteeship Agreement had its roots in firmly-held anti-colonialist

sentiments in the executive branch, particularly within the White House and

the Department of State and of the Interior. But in Congress, as in the

American military establishment, the American draft plan for trusteeship"

was viewed as a legitimization for territorial expansion rather than as a new

approach to the development of dependent areas. Congressman F. Edward Hebert,
who in 1974 would hold the powerful position of Chairman of the House Armed
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Services Committee, told the Amer.ican Forum_of the Air in 1945: "We fought

for tI_em, we've got them, we should keep them. They are necessary to our

safety. I see no other course." A short time later Hebert introduced a

resolution declaring it the sense of the Congress that the UnitedStates

retain "permanent possession" of all islands captured from Japan. In an

August 1945 report, tile House subcommittee on Pacific bases of the Committee

on Naval Affairs stated that tae United States "should take outright the

Japanese mandated islands."

While Hebert, the Naval Affairs committee, and the military seemed to

be primarily concerned about retention for strategic reasons, others in Con-

gress had more grandiose ideas. Congressman James J. Delaney proposed an

"American commonwealth of nations" consisting of the Britisil Caribbean is-

lands, the Galapagos, Baja California (which he felt could be taken frown

0_ Mexico), and Micronesia. The delegatefrom the Territoryof Hawaii,Joseph
Farrington,whose elderlywidow would become Directorof Interior'sOffice

of Territoriesin 1969, suggestedthat "the territorialformulawhich has

proved so successfulin the developmentof our country throughmore than

150 years can ... be readily adapted to the vast new areas of the Pacific."

The views of Congress were consistent with public expressions at the time.

If asked, most Americans today could not locate Micronesia on the map.

In 1944, however,with the island-to-islandbattlesfresh in their minds,

60% of Americans surveyedtold the Gallup organizationthat the U.S. should

retain possessionof Micronesia.

Whenthe TrusteeshipAgreementwas presentedto Congress for approval,

littlewas said about tileUnited States'capabilityto assist Micronesian

social, economic,and politicaldevelopment. Littlewas said which would

_'_ allow any Congressmanto think that the agreementgave the United States

less than unquestionedcontrol of the islands. Such wasCongressional
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obligations was non-existentL Senator Byrd of Virginia, for ex_11ple,said

that it would be absurd to consider placing the Pacific bases under trustee-

ship when the USSR was extending its sovereignty over the Kurile is]ands.

Thus, in trying to win approval _f the Trusteeship Agreement, even Congress-

men sympathetic to the developmental goals of trusteeship went out of their

way to assert that the plan guaranteed unquestioned American control of

Micronesia. Congressman Fulton, floor chairman of the bill, stated that the

Trusteeship Agreement would"establish United states' control On a regular

basis." Congressman Mike Mansfield, who had visited the area in 1946, en-

couraged approval of the Agreement on the grounds that it would "give us

the kind of title to the new Territory of the Pacific that we should have

and which we have earned." The American veto power over any change in.

0-_ Micronesia's status, along with provisions allowing military use of the is-
lands and the right to restrict access, were seen as guarantors of American

ownership.

The United Nations was believed to have had little choice but to approve

any U.S. decision on disposition of the islands. An investigative report

submitted by Mike Mansfield to the Congressional Record quoted John Foster Dulles

as informing the United Nations Trusteeship Council that even if the American

draft Trusteeship Agreement was rejected by the United Nations, the islands
.

would remain under U.S. control. In less polite terms, it was a "take it or

leave it" sftuation. It was amidst these circumstances that the Trusteeship

Agreement was approved by the Congress--and then only after Admiral Nimitz

testified that the agreement fully protected American defense interests.
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Even prior to approval of the Trusteeship Agreement, some in tile execu-

• 'tire branch questioned the emphasis on U.S. security, interests. This took

the form of a bureaucratic struggle between State and Defense over whether

Micronesia should be annexed or placed under the proposed Trusteeship system;

and between the Interior Department and the Navy over which agency should

administer the islands. On September 28, 1945, Acting Secretary of the In--.

terior Abe Fortas wrote to President Truman outlining Interior's argument

for civilian administration of all United States territories, including

Micronesia:

By maintaining naval administration of Samoa and Guam, the United
States has had the dubious distinction of being the only Pacific

. power which governs an inhabited colonial area as a mere appurten-
.ance of a military base. This is not, I believe, a distinction
which the American people will justify dt a time when enlightened

opinion, at home and abroad, demands expert attention to the pro-
gress of dependent people.

In May of 1947, Secretarylof Interior J.A. Krug returned from a trip to
Micronesia and recommended to President Truman that at the conclusion of

the Trusteeship Agreement then under consideration, the U.S. should ask

Congress to "define the civil rights and political status of the islanders

in their new relationship to the United States...It is vital that by act

of Congress we guarantee these people the maximumdegree practical of the

civil liberties and basic freedoms enjoyed by U.S. citizens." In response

to Krug's recommendation, Truman asked the Department of State to draw up

an organic • act for the Trust Territory.

Legislation to "define...the political status of Micronesia" reached

Congress on May 21, 1948 (S.J. Res. 221) and was referred to the Senate

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs Committee and the House Sub-com-

mittee on Territorial and Insular Affairs, then a part of the House Public

Lands Committee. On the same day, a special joint committee to study organic
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legislation for U.S. territories was proposed. But while that special joint

committee was established and proceeded to consider organic legislation for

Guamand American Samoa, the organic legislation for Micronesia was left in

the Interior committees, which gave it no consideration. This was a fore-

" taste of the course which Congress would pursue on all legislation regarding

Micronesia'status for the followingtwenty-fiveyears.

"Congress,"in the Micronesiansituation,would come to mean the Interior

committees. The House and Senate Interiorcommitteesare domestically-oriented,

and since they deal with issues such as natural resources,parks, grazing lands

and recreationalareas, traditionallyattracta predominantlywestern member-

ship. Energy and environmentalproblemsof the seventieshave resulted in some

membership changes. However, earlier Interiorcommitteemembers tended to rep-

resent areas which obtained statehoodin the western expansionof tileUnited

0_ States, and were inclined toward annexation as a solution to territorial prob-

lems. Increasingly, Micronesia became the special interest of westerners.
western

(Micronesiais an opportunityforapatronage. The last two High Commissioners,

Norwood and Johnston,are Hawaiians.)These Westernrepresentativesoften have

at least a minimal amount of economic concernfor Micronesiasince companies

in their districtshave some chance of winning governmentcontractsin Micro-

nesia and since Pacific peoples immigrate,in substantialnumbers, to their

districts. Finally,many members of the Interior committeesshare a general

distrust for, perhaps distasteof, the United Nations.

Exit ForeignAffairs

The direct involvementof tileSenate Committeeon ForeignRelation'sand

the House Committeeon ForeignAffairs terminatedwith the approvalof the

,_ Trusteeship Agreement, and was further removed by the subsequent decision to
assign civilian responsibility for Micronesia to the Department of the Interior.

'The Senate Committee on Foreign Relations exercised responsibility only for

the approval of American representatives to the United Nations Trusteeship Council
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In fact, the involyement of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations has been

0 so minimal that during the confirmation hearing for Mrs. Eugenie Anderson as

Ambassador to the United Nations Trusteeship Council in 1964, Senator Fulbright,

long-time chairman of the committee, asked whether the U.S. had a full-time ad-

ministrator in one of those trust territories. Still later, the Senate Committee

on Foreign Relations passed up the opportunity to consider the Micronesian War

Claims Agreement between the United States and Japan, leaving that task to the

Selnate Interior Committee. On the House side, the Committee on Foreign Affairs

has shown similar lack of interest, although that committee did consider the

war claims measure. The Foreign Affairs Committee action, however, is probably

more attributable to the active interest of Congressman Donald Fraser, Chairman

of' the Subcommittee on International Organizations, than to a conscious effort

to consider Micronesia as a foreign affairs rather than a domestic question.

"_ It is an irony of history that in its policy toward dependent territories,0
tlie United States was one of the foremost advocates of decolonization and inter-

national oversight, except for areas of its own responsibility. The selection

of the Interior Department to administer Micronesia emphasized the broad human-

itarian, as opposed to the military aspects, of American presence. Yet, the

conclusion of the Trusteeship Agreement and the change from military to civil-

ian administration resulted in decreased concern for international oversight

and decreased •involvement by those responsible for international affairs: the

Department of State and the legislative committees on foreign affairs.

Devotion to the ideas of civilian qovernment was not apparent in Interior's

early administration of the islands.
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Among other things, naval administrators, many of whom were specially trained

O for the task, remained in civilian capacities and tended to grow stale on the

job. Undoubtedly, many of them were also frustrated when the large resources,

especially for transportation, medical care and Seabee-type construction,

weYe no longer available.

There was little evidence of Congressional concern over the poor devel-

opment in Micronesia. During the 50's, Congress appropriated less than six

million dollars annually for administration and capital improvement in the

far-flung territory. In Micronesia's schools, pencils had to be chopped in
\

half to increase the supply, and during the entire decade there was only

one qualified American teacher. Yet one former Congressman, even now, is

inclined to think that the 50's were a golde_ age of American administration

in Micronesia. "Del Nucker," said Congressman Wayne Aspinall, "was the best

High COmmissioner we ever had...he ran a better ship with four or five mil-
lion dollars than we've done since."

In the absence of pressure from the Executive branch, from the American

public, or from the international community, Congress took no initiative for

action in Micronesia. However, territories over which the U.S. had sovereignty

did receive attention, particularly in regards to their political status.

Hawaii and Alaska approached and attained statehood; Puerto Rico made a pact

with Congress establishing the first U.S. "commonwealth"; and Guam and the

Virgin Islands were organized into laraely autonomou_ political units; For

most of these areas, economic development accompanied political development.

Micronesia in the 50's rested in a state of economic and social stagnation.

"Considerable dissatisfaction and discontent" among the Micronesians,

reported by a highly critical U.N. Visiti6g Mission in 1961, along with the

i _ acceleration of decolonization shook the executive branch and the Congress
!

I
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from self-assured apathy. President Kennedy responded by requesting an ap-

_- propriation of 17.5 milliondollars in 1963 for the Trust Territory. In

1963, Wayne Aspinall, Representative from Colorado, who had become House

Interior Committee chairman in 1959, introduced a bill calling for in-

creased appropriations for tile "economic and social development of the

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands." Michigan Congressman

Gerald Ford responded to Aspinall's presentation, saying that: "The ini-

tiation of such a program at a relatively small amount per year is only

the kick-off for anever-expanding, never-ending program." But the bill

passed since, as with most Micronesia bills referred by the committee, no

significant floor opposition was encountered. Congress soon authorized

First $15 million, increasing eventually to $'60 million •in 1972. With

the impetus of an adverse U.N. report and pressure from a President respons-

ive to international concerns, Congress was capable and willing to take an

interest in the international territory, at least to the point of routinely

approving larger appropriations.

The next U.N. Visiting Mission, in 1964, was to mention improvements

in tile Trust Territory made during tile previous three years, and was to prod

the United States government, and Congress in particular, toward further ac-

tion. Senator Bartlett of the Senate Territorial and Insular Affairs sub-

committee submitted the report of the chairman of the Visiting Mission to

the Senate. "Tile Territory is now moving and the hum of activity can be

heard throughout Micronesia," Visiting Mission chairman Frank Corner of

NewZealand had said. "The territory is reaching the point of political

breakthrough; and this makes it possible to face up to the question of the

self-determination Qf Micronesia as a real rather than a hypothetical issue."

The U.H. team had observed political restlessness among the Micronesians and

perhaps realized that the United States had no internal #nechanism for the
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e" 'apply pressure directly to the Congress which, it said, "has immense power

for good or ill over the evolution of Micronesia in the period immediately

ahead." Congress had treated the question of the self-determination of Mi-

cronesia as a hypothetical rather" than a real issue; now it was being

warned to consider the issue in real terms.

But the Congress did not respond to the U.N. Visiting Mission sugges-

tion, just as in 1963 it did not respond to the second major initiative of

the Kennedy administration, the appointment of the Solomon Committee. More

.specifically, Interior Committee Chairman Aspinall looked upon the U.N. re-

ports as meddling. Similarly, Aspinall saw the Solomon group as the first

.of a series of efforts to bypass--and critic{ze if it could not bypass--the

Interior Department and his committee. The Solomon Report showed little

O concern for Congressional sensitivities; it did not deal with the practical
problems likely to confront Congress. Aspinall, for example, had his own

ideas about the evolutionary advancement of American territories, and the

self-governing political status thought to have been recoi_nended by Solomnn

did not set well with Aspinall. To Aspinall, status, was determin_rl hy a l.nng

evolutionary process; Micronesia might be "ready" in 50 years. Accordina tn a

State Department official, in a hearing on Micronesia held in executive session,

Wayne Aspinall told State: "As far as status goes, the Trust Territory is

on the bottom, American Samoa is next, Guamand the Virgin Islands are above

it, and Puerto Rico is on top. What you guys at State want to do is take

the bottan one on the list and put it on top." Solomon, said Aspinall,

"messed up things because he set up certain unapproachable goals and this

has caused some difficulty." Interior's cautious reaction to Solomon's rec-

_x ommendations was in part a reflection of Congressional views, particularly

those of Aspinall "and other senior members of the Committee. Aspinall

°
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believed that neither the Committeenor Interiorneeded to be told how to

Q run Micronesia. Aspinall was to voice his views over the yeacs at hearings

of the House sub-committee chaired by others but dominated by Aspinall.

Unfortunately, the full story maynever be told; subcommittee hearings at

which Micronesia's future was discussed were closed to the public, and rec-

ords are unavailable.

CongressionalProposals

The movement of Congress from a period in which Micronesiawas left

unattendedto a period in which questionsabout Micronesiawere to be con-

frontedwas not an easy process. The processtook from 1963 to 1970, seven

very importantyears in the politicaldevelopmentof Micronesia.

Wayne Aspinall presidedover these years, with virtuallycomplete control

over his Congress,but very little controlover the forces at work in

Micronesia.

Some in Congressnoticed uneasinessin Micronesia,particularlythose

members from the new Pacificstate, Hawaii. In 1965, SenatorHiram Fong of

Hawaii proposedthat Micronesiabe incorporatedinto the state of Hawaii.

He mentioneda dream held by Kalakaua,a Hawaiianmonarchwho ruled from

_874-1891,of a confederationincludingmost of the islands in the Pacific.

It was time, said Fong, for the United States to considerMicronesia'sStatus

since there had been significantprogresstoward "politicalmaturity and de-

velopmenttoward the goal of self-government."Fong warned: "If the U.S.

fails to take the initiativein helpingto determinethe permanentpolitical

status of the Trust Territoryof the Pacific Islands,the increasinglyrapid

liquidation of colonialism will heighten the mood of intolerance in the

United Nations toward the remnants of anything even faintly resembling thatpractice." "It would be ironic," the Senator ventured, "in view of our self-

proclaimed anti-colonial tradition, that as this final chapter is written
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on the era of colonialism, our own policies should come under the harsh

criticism of world opinion."

Statehood for such a scattered and small population was untenable, Fong

thought, but in union with the state of Hawaii, the interests of the Micro-

nesians, he said, "would be fully protected. They would be first-class Am-

erican citizens, with all the rigilts, privileges, and immunities conferred

upon them by the Constitution and the laws of the United States." Hawaii,

Senator Fong added, "shares many of the cultural, ethnic, and historical

traditions of the Micronesia territory." The bill failed in committee, but

Fong is said tO believe that his bill was successful in calling the attention

of Congress to the issue of Micronesian status at a time when no one was

sufficiently concerned.

Senator Fong soon came to realize that one of the major factors prevent-

ing Congressional action on Micronesia's future political status were the

Subcommittees which handled territories,particularly the House subcommittee.

So, on April 27, 1967, the Hawaii Senator presented a resolution to establish

a bipartisan Joint Committee of the Congress on Overseas Insular Areas to

"make a full and complete study and investigation of the relationship, pres-

ent and future, of island areas with the United States, and to report to

Congress its findings and recommendations." The proposed committee, composed

of six members of each house, was to consider political status questions in

the American territories of Guam, American Samoa, the'Virgin Islands, the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Trust Territory of tile Pacific Islands.

But Fong's proposal died a predictable death; it was referred to the Interior

and Insular Affairs Committees.
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After a 1968 visit to 14icronesia, Congresswoman Patsy Mink of Hawaii

introduced legislatlon providing an Organic Act for Micronesia. Convinced

of the islands' strategic importance,Mink t_oug_t a plebiscite as early as

1972, as proposed by President Johnson, was too soon and would be a "serious

error." Tile enactment of an Organic Act, she felt, would "assure that the

determination of political status will be viewed with favor and will result

overwhelmingly for a permanent association with the United States." No action

was taken on Congresswoman Mink's legislation in 1968 nor in 1969, when she

re-introduced it.
i

In 1969, a number of Congressmen expressed concern over the political

status of Micronesia by supporting a bill drafted by the Johnson administra-

tion. On March 25, Clement J. Zablocki of W'isconsin told Congress that the

Congress of Micronesia had passed and sent to the United Nations one resolution

condenming U.S. stewardship of the islands and another asking tile U.S.S.R. to

"present" its form of government to the people of [,1icronesia. These resolu-

tions, Zablocki asserted, "were intended to shock the U.S. into taking def-

inite action on the status of the Pacific Islands." Introducing President

Johnson's bill to establish a study commission, Zablocki said: "The people

of that area are demanding to be heard. They wish to be released from the

.political Ifmbo in which they now find themselves. If given a choice, I have

no doubt that the great majority ofMicronesians will choose close associa-

tion with the United States."

In 1969, also, Jonathan Bingham of New York, whose interest in Micronesia

stemmed from his term as United States Ambassador to tile United Nations

Trusteeship Council from 1960-1962 reintroduced the Administration bill he

had first proposed in 1967, to set up a commission of Americans and Micrones-

ians to give the Micronesians a chance to express their preferences on the

status question. The bill was supported by a companion bill in the Senate
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intr'oduced by Senator Quentin Durdick, Chairman of tile. Senate Interior and

Insular Affairs Subcommittee on Territories. In 1967 Bingham had said that

there could be no guarantee that the islanders would reject separate inde-

pendence in a plebiscite, but the urgency required taking such a risk. Now,

Bingham looked back on two years of inaction on the status question and as-

serted that passage of his 1967 legislation "might have precluded the build-up

of pressures." Still, Bingham thought there was a chance of establishing a

close and permanent relationship between Micronesia and the United States and

that the risks of a full range of choice on a plebiscite were worth taking.

"Complete independence," said Bingham, "is not likely to be an appealing

prospect for the .Micronesians." An organic act, as proposed by Congress-

woman Patsy Mink, would help Micronesia, Bin°ghamacknowledged, but it was not

enough by itself. The United states had to investigate the question of

Micronesia's permanent political status.

On September 30, the House received a bill which offered

both a Federal Relations (Organic) Act and a method for the self-determina-

tion of Micronesia's political status. Congressman Lloyd Needs' legislation

would have established a constitutional convention whose members were elected

by Micronesians. Until the proposed convention produced a constit_tion ac-

ceptable to .the Micronesian people, Nicronesia would be an unincorporated

territory of the U.S., with a bill .of rights, an elected bi-cameral legisla-

ture, and a chief executive appointed by the President. In introducing the

bill, Congressman Meeds stated, Micr_onesians do not want to be studied-for

another 25 years. They want and need action now."

Wenave already traced elsewhere tile bureaucratic struggle which pre-

ceded President Johnson's 1967 request that a conm_ission, including Congres-

_'x sional, Executive, and Micronesian representatives, be established to consider
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f Micronesia'.; future status so that a'plebiscite could.be held no later than

June 30, 1972. Interior had attached particular .iml)c)rta,ce to ,involving Con-

gress in any status recommendations. According to a former Interior official,

the Johnson commission proposal had been discussed with Congressman Aspinall

prior to its submission and, although he had no love for commissions, Aspinall

had agreed that a joint legislative-executive commission would be an appropri

ate way to approach the status question. But, when the bill finally reached

Capitol Hill,_Aspinall acted as if he had never heard of the commission •pro-

posal.

In the House, Lyndon Johnson's commission proposal never received a c({m-

mittee hearing. Wayne Aspinall, who chaired the full Interior and Insular

Affairs committee, felt that no changes could be made in Micronesia's status

and to promise the Micronesians that it could • be changed to anything other

than a status similar to that of Guam, or more probably to the lower level of

American Samoa, was foolhardy. He had blocked all previous legislation on

Micronesia's future political status and was not about to let this one pass,

even though, endorsed by President Johnson. Johnson's endorsement, Aspinall

told an interviewer four years later, did not amount to much. "Ile didn't

know anything about the Micronesian situation. He was just advised by some

of his advisors that this would be a way to sweep it under the rug for awhile."

No action was taken on the l.egislation in 1967, and when Johnson sent 1:he same

legislation to Congress in 1968, the wiley old Colorado representative argued

that Lyndon Johnson was a lameduck and a new President should be given the

opportunity to decide his own policy. In fact, however, Aspinall was unalter-

ably opposed to the legislation.

Thus, the Interior Deparbllent's efforts to involve the Congress was itself

g_ frustrated. Although a former Director of• Interior's Office of Territories
believes the bill-would have passed on the floor of theHouse, the House
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structure and its beneficiary, Chairman Aspinall, blocked the House from con-

sidering the bill, and any bill like it. Throughout his chairmanship,

Aspinall firmly held that the status question should never be considered, and

he still feels that neither the Johnson administration nor the Nixon adminis-

tration ever really intended tha-t the status of the Micronesia should be

worked out. Johnson, Aspinall said in late 1973, "understood that tile decis-

ion couldn't be made. Therefore, the way to postpone it was...to study it.

Nobody has ever done anything except study and survey. That's all Ambassador

Haydn Williams has been doing for-the last threeyears."

Exactly what Patsy Mink in 1968 and Lloyd Meeds in 1969 feared might

happen was that the question of status would be merely studied. They hoped,

in presenting proposals for Organic Acts and" constitutional conventions that

positive action would be taken and decisions would be made. Aspinall feels

_ that Lloyd Meeds' "Federal Relations ACt" was justifiably ignored, since

Meeds was '-'a new Congressman...he'd only been in there two years, maybe."

Actually, Meeds and Mink had been in Congress for about five years; it is a

dramatic statement of the perils of the seniority system that one man could

determine that so many proposals were forfeited.

Exemplary of the barriers to Congressional consideration of Micronesia's

international significance was Aspinall's attitude toward foreign affairs.

Aspinall was always unimpressed with the State Department and their concern

for the United Nations. "I don't care about the State Department," he told
, \

an interviewer, "if I know the State Department, they don't give a damn either

about Micronesia]...There's more double talk that goes on in the State De-

partment than anywhere else in government." On one occasion just prior to a

hearing, he went up to the U.S. Representative to the Trusteeship Council and

warned against alleged State Department efforts to "interfere" with Interior's

administration ofMicronesia. U.N. Visiting Missions did not move him either.
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"I've seen the way the opposition gangs up on us...they take a team through

there to look and see what we're doing. Then it always ends up that we do

whatever we think is best. Wealways listen to their advice. But we always

do whatever we think is best for those islands."

What Wayne Aspina]l Thought Best

Actually, what was done was what Wayne Aspinall thought best. Other

attempts by Congressmen interested in Micronesia were continually, frus-

trated. And Aspinall himself made no attempt to satisfy pressures for the

consideration of status. For thirteen years Aspinall exercised virtual dic-

tatorial control over subcommittees of the Interior committee, including the

territorial subcommittee. He had arrived in' Congress immediately after the

Trusteeship Agreement was passed and had watched Micronesia longer (1948-1.972)

than any inember of the subcommittee, always insisting that the United States

had to retain control over the islands. "I came to the conclusion," he told

an interviewer, "that what is left open to them is• the same status that we

have had throughout ill our history as far as areas such as that are concerned,

and that's a territory--an unincorporated territory." Aspinall refused to

consider factors which made F1icronesia special. Until Aspinall's leadership

was thwarted--in the committee in 1970 and in his district in 1972--Aspinall

determined a foreign policy that was no less than colonial.

Since Aspinall espoused territorial annexation, he opposed any policy

which tended toward self-determiriation for Micronesia. Self-determination,

he argues, can only come "within the limits of practical politics." And in

Micronesia, "practical politics" was limited by money and security. ("There

is no such thing as independence unless you can support it," and "We've got

0_ to llave those islands.")
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. He felt that United States educational, programs in Micronesia failed be-

cause they produced political thinking which did not adhere to his plan:

"There was too much emphasis placed on politics," he said. "People grew up

with the idea that they must participate in politics." His attitude toward

the Congress of Micronesia follewed this reasoning: "I offered no objection

at all, but I didn't expect it to go into the operations it's going into.

Since it wasestablished it has produced the political ambitions of leaders

who are playing with another nation's money." Aspinall never saw the trustee-

ship as an experiment in funding a backward area while allowing it free ex-

pression of its political desires. Rather, he saw Micronesia as a territory

won by the United States and never to be accorded sovereignty because it was

economically backward. Aspinall felt that Uhited Nations obligations should

not even be considered; when others in government made commitments to such

obligations, he felt that they were opening themselves to hypocrisy. "I

don't object to spending money over there, but what I object to is the hypoc-

risy which this country has given in its relationship to Micronesia, making

these people expect something which they can't have--independence."

When the executive branch began negotiations with Micronesia, Congress

was still unable to make the distinctinn_ tha_ unH_r_tmnH_nn M_mmmnoc_a' s

unique status required. To Wayne Aspinall, who felt that everyone "strong"

recognized Micronesia's inability for self-government, various status pro-

posals were merely efforts to pacify the Micronesians. Whenasked by an in-

terviewer whether he favored a free association proposal, Aspinall replSed:

"I don't know. This is what we've been doing under different nomenclature--

and why? Why are we doing it? Wehaven't got the guts to come to a decision

as to what we want to do, and why we can't let go." If the United States had

._ guts, in Aspinall's view, it would realize the inevitability and necessity of

a territoria]statuS for Micronesia. .
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The Interior Department had taken over administration of the islands

because it was felt a civilian agency would look out for the rights of the

Micronesian people and civil improvements in a way unhampered by mili-

tary intentions for the use of the islands. In the Interior Committee, it

might have been thought that the rights and advantages of the Micronesian

people would be the prime objective also, but observation reveals that at

least on political status, primary concern for the islands in the Committee

was based not on responsibility toward its people but rather on an interest

in protecting the strategic value of the area. We cannot lead the Micrones-

ians to believe that they can be self-governing, according to Aspinall, be-

cause "We've got to have these islands--for military purposes." During

Aspinall's chairmanship, the Interior committee adhered, as did the Depart-

ment of the Interior, to the advice of t_;e Defense Department, at least on

the status question. Aspinall himself echoed the fall-back theory from thee"
Defense Department. When asked if South Korea, Thailand, Taiwan, and the

Philippines could not support United States defense commitments, Aspinall re-

plied, "If we're honest, we'll leave those other places." Asked why Micro-

nesia should carry the weight of United States and other defense needs, he

replied, "Because it's ou_-s (his emphasis).;' Micronesia, in his view, is

ours because.of our strategic interest, and strategic because it's ours.

Aspinall feit that it was practical that Micronesia could not have self-

government if it did not have the economy to support -it. But on another level

he felt that Micronesia could not have s-elf-government because it was strategic.

"We're just not about to give them up," he said. So, in his view, there were

two reasons why our United Nations obligations were impracticable. Rhetoric

which ignored these reasons was, he felt, nHsleading to the _,licronesian people.

"You don't continue to keep on fooling them--give one excuse or another when,

in the background--and they're smart enough to figure it:_if there's a war on
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or otherwise, they're the buffer zone." In Do other governmental figure did

the conflict between our strategic interests and the stated goal of self-de-

termination for the Micronesians manifest _tself as clearly as in the Chair-

man of the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee.

Ironically, though Wayne Aspinall wanted a territorial relationship be-

tween the Trust Territory and the United States, his actions made such a re-

lationship impossible. He ignored the small but growing independence move-

ment in Micronesia, the increasingly hostile, anti-colonial attitudes in the

United Nations, the growing political sophistication of Micronesian leaders,

the development of concern in the State Department, and the pressing desire

for responsiveness among members of his committee. He positioned himself in

such a way as to bring ai•l these forces to an impasse, never understanding

the importance of their momentum, and ne'.er really understanding that the

only way the United States could protect its strategic interests was to deal

with these forces rather than discount them. Growing discontent in Micronesia

demanded action, and even Congressmen who often shared Aspinall's intentions

on territorial status for the Micronesians were blocked by Aspinall in their

efforts to take action.

Patsy Mink had a!ways ....... _A ....._wwv, _=_ hopes that the Micronesians wuu,d request

a close rela.tionship with the United States. If the U.S. had acted sooner, she

still feels, the Marianas could have-carried all of Micronesia closer• to the

United States in a plebescite. We could have had "the entire package." Since

!971, Congresswoman Mink has given up hopes of a Micronesian territory and

has supported independence instead, thinking that in giving the islands inde-

pendence the United States can preserve what good relations still remain be_

tweeen the United States and Micronesia.
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-- Lloyd Meeds regrets that the United States took it for granted when the

islanders wanted to be Americans. His bill would have come in time to guar-

antee that Micronesia would have stayed in the American political family. In

the present situation, however, Meeds advoCates free association, whereby the

Micronesians would have an independent option at the end of ab_9ut 20 yeams.

"We have everything to gain and nothing to lose if we make them strong, inde-

pendent nations. There is nothing to be gained if we are less than altruistic,"

Meeds asserts.

Jonathan Bingham acknowledged in 1967 that there was a risk inherent in

determining the Micronesians' choices, but felt it was a worthwhile risk.

His plan realized the urgency of the situation and recognized the increasing

dissolution of the islanders' respect for Am'ericans.

These three views were all lost in a committee directed by Wayne Aspinall.

Aspinall belittled his colleagues' ideas as "premature." Aspinall remained

in Congress long enough to see them proved correct, although he continues to

think all present proposals are also "premature." Nevertheless, by the time

the United States got around to offering Micronesia a status similar to Guam

(mislabeled, however, a "commonwealth"), the Micronesians had already moved

' on to seek "free association." By 1972, the Congress of Micronesia passed a

resolution to pursue independence. Barring an unforeseen change, ti_e chance

for a legitimate plebiscite, satisfactory to the United Nations, which might

have resulted in a close relationship with Micronesia, had been lost.

Despi_e the very sewere mistakes and setbacks caused by Chairman Aspinall's

power, something must be said for the interest and commitment which he gave

Micronesia. He devoted more of his #ersonal concern to the area than any

other committee chairman, most than most subcommittee chairmen.

_ Even after he lost his grip on £he committee, he received, read and made

lengthy notes on the negotiations within a day after the. negotiators returned
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_-- to Washington. This type of intense interest is badly needed on Capitol Hill

where few subcommittee members even find the time to attend their hearings on

Micronesia. Few dispute or condemn his interest, even though they regret his

power and complete control over Micronesia in that period. Congressman

Lloyd Meeds put it most succinctly: "Wayne Aspinall is a man who is delightful

in many respects--tough, honest, and hard; but I blame him as much as any per-

son for the problems we've encountered in Micronesia."

The Downfall of Wayne Aspinall

Aspinall maintained control of his subcommittee in three ways. First,

subcommittee chairmen could not schedule meetings which Chairman Aspinall

could not attend. If the subcommittee chairman wanted to hold a meeting to

discuss something which Aspinall opposed, Aspinall'would say that he could not

attend, and the meeting would be postponed or cancelled. Aspinall sat next

to the subcommittee chairman when he attended the meetings and was dominant.

One subcommittee chairman was recently asked if he enjoyed his position, and

he replied, "At least now there isn't a full committee chairman sitting right

next to you." Secondly, Aspinall picked the committee and subcommittee staffs

himself and maintained control over staff work. Finally, Aspinall selected

conferees for meetings to iron out differences in House and Senate legislation.

Once, Lloyd Meeds fought for a "North Cascades bill" which he considered the

biggest thing in his career at that point. It passed the House, and when it

returned from the Senate, Aspinall did not choose Meeds as a conferee; people

with little or no concern for the bill decided its final text. On another

occasion, Philip Burton excused himself from a hearing to go to the rest room.
Burton's

While he was gone, Aspina|l deleted _ amendments from a bill. Such punches

made bruises, and members of the House Subcomlnittee on Territories began to

consider rules changes which would reduce the powers of the Committee Chairman.
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The revolt was led by Meeds, Burton, Mink, and O'Hara in 1970. Meeds,

Mink, and O'Hara were veterans of another successful rules revolt, the one
House Committee

against/Education and Labor/Chairman Adam Clayton Powell over travel funds.

They were also successful in the Interior Committee revolt. By the narrow

margin of one vote, subcommittees were released from having to satisfy the

Chairman's scheduleas long as subcommittee chairmen agreed to try to prevent

conflicts with the schedule of other subcommittee meetings; subcommittee chair-

men were permitted to finance and choose their own staffs (the full committee

budget is now an amalgam of the subcommittee budgets); and conferees were to

be chosen by party caucus.

The rules changes marked a turning point in the history of United States

relations with Micronesia. With Aspinall's decline, a groupof Congressmen

who had been attracted to the subcommittee in the 1960's, who had developed

"_ an interest in and understanding of tile special significance of the Pacific

trust, and who had spoken out on legislation responsive to Micronesians, as-

sumed a larger role in Micronesian affairs. Someremnants of Aspinall's

ideas would remain, but the subcommittee's involvement in Micronesia was

significantly changed under the leadership of Philip Burton (D., California),

a leader of the liberal Democratic Study Group.

Wayne A_pinall was no more successful in working with the urban voters

suddenly included in his previouslyrural legislative region and went down

to defeat at the polls in 1972. The new Chairman of "the ilouse Committee on

Interior and Insular Affairs, James Haley (D., Florida),was less autocratic.

He kept informed on the progress of United States-Micronesia negotiations,

but left most matters to subcommittee chairman Philip Burton, who in turn ex-

ercises litLle control over the members of his subcommittee.
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" In the Senate, Henry Jackson of Washington is Chairman of the Interior

and Insular Affairs Committee. Jackson has been a major figure on Puerto Rican

status questions, and, given his interests in defense matters, can be expected

to have a decisive voice on Micronesian status. There is no evidence that

Jackson has been deeply involved in Micronesian status questions. The Chief

U.S. negotiator, Hadyn Williams, is known to have repeatedly sought consulta-

tion meetings with Jackson. Most of these efforts were unsuccessful and, when

successful, received but a few moments of the Senator's divided attention.

It is to the staff of tile full Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Committee

which subchairman J. Bennett Johnston turns to for information regarding Micro-

nesia. Generally Senators, like J. Bennett Johnston himself, put Micronesia low

on their list of priorities and spend only the first years of their Senate careers

on Micronesia anyway. House predominance on the Micronesia scene is possibly a

0"_ result of numbers. With 435 members and subcommittees, committee assignments and

chairmanships are scarce and therefore more desired than in the Senate where there

are only I00 members and freshmen Senators may instantly become chairmen of sub-

committees.

The Subcommittee on Territories

Some of tile members of the House Subcommittee on Territories have maintained

an interest in Micronesia for tile greater part of their careers. In fact, no

other group of individuals in government has sustained such a long-term interest

in the Trust Territory. State, Interior and Defense officials advance or move

out, the concern of the United Nations fluctuates, and Senate Subcommittee members

switch to other committees, but the House Subcommittee maintains a relatively

permanent watch. It is an advantage that there is one institution which has the

potential for long-range involvement. It takes time and experience to understand

the complexities of the I.licronesia situation. Long-range involvement, of course,

can have disadvantages, but, especially now when the negotiations require expert

Congressional scrutiny, the interest and experience of the House Subcommittee

members is greatly needed.
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Tilepresent interestdevelopedunder Wayne Aspinall,often out of frus-

trationwith Aspinall'spolicy. It developedamong representativesof states

f which have a potentialinterest in good relationswith the Pacific Islands:

Washington,California,and I1awaii,namely among CongressmenLloyd Needs,

Thomas Foley and Philip Burton,and CongresswomanPatsy Mink. In numerous

interviewswith Congressmen,these four were mentionedmost often as being

"Micronesiaexperts." They have a keen interest in the area, which
proposalsfor

manifestsitself in their/legislation,their willingnessto travel to Micro-

nesia, and to meet with Micronesiansin Washington.

The House also has the benefitof the advice of two territorialdele-

gates. House membersmention Antonio B. Won Pat of Guam as a "Micronesia

.expert"because of Guam's "proximity"to Micronesia. Indeed,Won Pat often

refers to his "fellowMicronesians." Both Won Pat and Ron de Lugo of the

Virgin Islandshave expressedconcernabout the effect of the negotiationson

political destiniesof their older, more populousterritories. The United

States-territorialrelationshipis discussedfully elsewhere,but it

is importantto note here that the territorialdelegateswho vote on matters

before the committeeare not without influencein the House subcommittee.

Their impact in the Senate is at best minimal.

Interestin Micronesiaon CapitolHill

Interestin Micronesia is not widespreadin Congress. In most cases,

interesthas developedonlythrough ratherunique personal circumstances.

Hawaiiansare expected to have an interest in Nicronesiabecauseof the popu-

lar Congressionalconceptionthat Hawaiiansare the same "racialand cultural

type" as the Nicronesians. Another common Congressionalco_iceptionis that

Micronesiansand Hawaiiansare next-doorneighbors. A southernCongressman
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_- once asked Hawaii Representative Spark Matsunaga about Micronesia: "It is

out around near you, isn't it?" Matsunaga reportedly replied, "It's only

4,000 miles away." (Actually, the Marshall Islands are only 2,070 miles from
i

Honolulu.)

SomeCongressmen developed an interest during the war. Senator Henry

Bellmon served on Saipan and Tinian; Congressman William Ketchum served on

Guam; and Congressman Don Fraser, Chairman of the International Organizations

Subcommittee of the House Foreign Affairs, served in the Marshalls. Congress-

men Sid Yates and Jonathan Bingham became interested during their experience

as United States Representatives on the United Nations Trusteeship Council.
i

Additionally, Jonathan Bingham grandparents were among the first American

missionaries to the Pacific. With an issue like Micronesia, which does not

attract widespread concern, obscure coincidences can make a Congressman an

expert on Micronesia.

Such coincidences do not occur often and Micronesia attracts little at-

tention. Even on the House Subcommittee on Territories, there are members

who consider Micronesian questions unimportant. Subcommittee member

Joseph P. Vigorito of Pennsylvania is the most dramatic example of this lack

of concern. "How important is Micronesia to you?" he was asked. "It's at

the very bottom of my list," he replied. During the interview, he asserted

the islands "are merely specks in the Pacific." His involvement with the

subcommittee is soperipheral that he does not even know his colleagues:

"Patsy Mink isn't on that subconmdttee, is she?" he asked.
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-, In an interview, Democratic Senator J. Bennett Johnston, Chairman of the

Senate's Territorial Subcommittee, expressed faith that the neg6tiations would

result in agreements protective of United States interests. "If the Democrats

were the minority and held the Presidency, this might not be the case," he said,

"but Republicans are not likely to negotiate away our rights." The Republicans

on the territories subcommittees seem to show the same faith in the administra-

tion and wait tO see the proposals before they express opinions on the negotia-

tions. Few Republicans would agree to be interviewed, explaining that they did

not wish to comment on ongoing negotiations. The Republicans avoid confronta-

tions with the Republican administration, •quite naturally, but they also avoid

advocacy of administration proposals. The ranking minority member of the House

subcommittee on territories, Representative Do_ Claussen, in fact, reportedly
have

says nothing ill consultation sessions, which administration officialsAdubbed

"_ "head-nodding sessions." The Republicans are probably not so much cautious as

they are uninformed. Their lack of interest has meant that Ambassador Williams

has had to deal with a liberal Congressional voice, and Williams has been en-

couraged to negotiate liberal benefits for the rlicronesians. The danger is

that the whole process will backfire if conservatives conclude that the admin-

istration has gone beyond what they assumed the administration's limitations

would be.

Congressional Attitudes Toward Micronesia

In this context of general lack of interest and coincidental awareness,

Micronesia's future status will be discussed by Congress. Those few who have
expect

devoted time to MicronesiaA to be listened to when the time comes to approve

the final agreements. In fact, one of the most prominent U.S. Congressmen on

Micronesia openly relies on Congress' general apathy to facilitate approval of

the agreements and the large sums of money needed for the agreements. The
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- clear implication was that an open and detailed debate in Congress might very

well result in rejection of current proposals.

Assuming no large scale and detailed debate, the views of those who are

concerned about Micronesia are thus acutely important.

The Trust Territory as United States "Territory"

The last strong spokesman for makingMicronesia into a "garden variety

territory" was Wayne Aspinall. Yet, even now, the genuine inclination of

Congress seems to be for a close and lasting relationship with Micronesia.

Thequestion is, what is the nature of the "close and lasting" relationship.

Such a relationship is thought to be in the interest of Micronesia as well as in

the interest of the United States. Some in _ongress would like to hear Mi-

cronesians say that the United States has succeeded in an effort few other

civilizations have accomplished: in the fair administration and incorporation,

on an equal basis, of a foreign territory still inhabited by people possess-

ing a distinctly different cultural tradition. This seems to be a guiding

light of the committee which deals with Indian affairs as well as territor-

ialaffairs. Congressmen simply do not want to see the relationship with

Micronesia, which developed somewhat accidentally, end qtJite purposefully in

a demand for its termination.

So far, they see no overwhelming anti-American sentiment in Micronesia.

Congressional visitors to Micronesia are treated with awe and respect. Many

Micronesians genuinely aspired to be Americans. Former Congressman Nieman Crailey

is quoted as saying in 1965 that all Micronesians wanted was for the United States

to say, "We want you, we need you." Lloyd Meeds thinks that in the past the

Micronesians would have welcomed the chance to become Americans.
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But the Micronesian mood has changed, and some Congressmen knowledgeable

on the area began to hope for a good relati.onship in the absence of a terri-

torial one. Patsy Mink quickly became outspoken in her support of giving

the Micronesians an independence option, on the grounds that "such a meritor-

ious step would be the single thing most likely to inspire tile Micronesians

to choose partnership with our country."

Thus, tile hope for a close relationship is expressed even by those who would

allow the Micronesians to sever the relationship. On Capitol Hill, the orig-

inal hope of a Micronesia closely associated with the United States remains,

but Congress has changed its attitudes in significant ways.

'k

Military Needs

Congress may no longer assert that Micronesia must become a United States

territory because of United States strategic interests. Primary among the

changes that have occurred since Aspinall is the. change in attitude toward

overseas military operations in general and toward the balance between

United States and Micronesian interests, particularly. In part, the change

is due 'to the Defense Departmentls first serious look at its need for Micro-

nesia in the early rounds of negotiations. The Defense Department concluded

that once its needs in the Mariana Islands were met, it did not need the re-

maining area so much as it needed options and denial of the area to other

nations. Now many Congressmen express what Thomas S. Foley referred to as

Defense's "negative" interest, and feel that a Monroe Doctrine or a neutral-

ization pact, as Senator Lee Metcalf suggests has a precedent in Antarctica,

could satisfy United States strategic objectives.
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-- Congress clearly has had an interest in-protecting United States secur-

ity interests in the Pacific. Although this interest was most obvious in

original legislation creating trusteeship, behind Congress' Micronesia policy

• there has always been a belief that United States presence in Micronesia was

st_ategically essential. Under Aspinall, strategic interests were felt to be

so crucial that Micronesians could not govern themselves. Micronesia was a

colony in the name of international peace. Now there are many on the commit-

tee who openly challenge that traditionally accepted view. Congressman

Robert Kastenmeier, for example, has said: "The United States shouldn't have

an empire, especially a military empire. It's an accident of history that

the United Nations gave us• the right to militarize those islands, and in 1974

we should be able to recognize it as an accident of history." Congress will

not try to preserve our strategic interest by limiting the Micronesians' op-

"_ tions, yet it will continue to handle Micronesian affairs in ways conducive

to our strategic interest.

Patsy Mink feels that •maintaining good relations is basic to Uni'ted States

security interests in Micronesia- "It is to our advantage and theirs to make

sure that they can get what they want from the current negotiations," she told

an interviewer. ;'Our military needs,:: Mrs. Mink asserts, "can be worked out

after status-is determined." She is concerned that the Defense Department has

presented an "ugly American" profile in the negotiations. House Foreign Af-

fairs Committee member Lester Wolff also criticizes Defense's role: "I am

against the military intrusion in-to the political elements of world-wide

diplomacy, generally."
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In the Senate, there is not so much! faith in continued Micronesian

friendship. Senators Johnston, Buckley, Bartlett, and McClure have all

go;le on record opposing the administration's method of insuring U.S.

strategic interests after possible Micronesian independence. The Draft

Compact calls for a mutual security pact to be negotiated when the Micro-

nesians move toward independence. The Senators objected to leavinq that pact

undefined; they want it negotiated before the administration seeks approval

of the negotiations on Capitol Hill.

Congress is left guessing about specific Defense needs. In the

subcommittees on territories, general base _lans are well-known and are

accepted "if the Micronesians want the bases." In the Senate subcommittee,

at least among the present, largely conservative membership, it is assumed

that base construction is justified strategically. The Defense Department

is supposed to have consulted the armed services con_nittees about new

Micronesian bases. However, in late 1974 Congressman F. Edward Hebert,

then Chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, said that neither

he nor any member of his committee had been consulted regarding plans for

the multi-mi'11ion dollar base on Tinian, a major part of the negotiations

with the Mariana Islands. _ Tile Defense Subcommittee of the House Appropriations

Committee in 1974 made an attempt to uncover military plans for Tinian, and,

even though it llad not been asked for funds, reported:

The Committee wishes to advise the Department of Defense
that its actions in this connection are being closely
watched and that the Committee doubts that construction
of a new base complex can be justified so long as the
United States retains access to Japanese and Korean
bases.
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- In the two territorial subcommittees, the base on Tinian was discussed

as a fair accompli. Members assumed that base development would bring

badly needed economic advantages; there was a general feeling that the

Marianas want the base on Tinian so they can develop "like Guam." However,

there •are significant misgivings. Senator Daniel K. Inouye has watched

Micronesian attitudes toward the military very closely. In 1969, he

noticed that Micronesians were beginning to feel that if they were an

independent nation, the U.S. would have to pay larger sulds for the lease of

military bases. "That the Micronesians seem to feel it is easier to get

money from Congress for defense needs than for Department of the Interior

projects," Senator Inouye concluded, "is a very sad commentary on our

administration of the islands." "Military development,!' said Senator

Lee Metcalf, former chairman of the Senate subcommittee on territories,

0_ "is an artificial thing that is forced on people. A Chamber of Commerce
can make a choice between a fishing cannery, or watch factories, or things

like that, but with military installationsthere is no choice whatsoever."

Even with some objections to military development and skepticism

regarding defense needs in the Pacific, most Congressmen in the Interior

committees think the base will be approved. The chairman of the Senate

subcommittee on territories put it this way: "I don't know the figures

for the Tinian base but getting Congressional approval for it is not

going to be that big a problem. The Tinian base is important." Aides

to Senator Henrjl Jackson, chairnlan Of t_-le full Interior Committee i-n i:he

Senate, say that "military is his primary concern in Micronesia." The

picture that develops is one in which the Senate Interior Committee places

a high value on the strategic importance of Micronesia and feels that it
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could approve or win approval of bases there while the llouse Committee empha-

sizes the Hicronesians' economic interest in bases but leaves strategic ques-

tions to the defense committee which, in turn, have not been consulted about

Micronesian bases and are highly skeptical of their worth. In a Congress

cautious of expenditures, particularly military expenditures, approval of a

massivebase plan close to Guamwould have great difficulty--unless the pro-

posals are presented piecemeal or unless they are handled by the committees

responsible for territories rather than by the committees responsible for

foreign affairs and for Defense authorizations and appropriations.

L
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. Status Proposals

Some Congressmen were quicker to discuss status options th_n admini-

strative or policy problems. Given the wide range of feelings on Micronesian

status, it would appear that Congressional debate could be lengthy and

thorough when the proposals reach Capitol Hill. The administration

may avoid such debate, but the depth of opinion regarding Micronesian

status warrants public expression.

- .Independence

The idea of independencefor Micronesiahas been tossed around in

Congresswith varyingdegrees of seriousnessand confusion,from the time

that independencefor the former C-mandatewas considered laughableto

the time that it was consideredan important'option to be recognized

but not actualized. As a status proposalto be advocated,independence

was taboo on Capitol Hill for a long time. But the first spokesman to

break the taboo did so with eloquence: "What greater demonstration of our

worth could there be," questioned Congreeman Patsy Mink in the January 1971

issue of the Texas International Law Form, "than an unconditional release

ofthese people to pursue their own destiny?" The question was whether

to give the Micronesians the option. Senator Lee Metcalf advocated it

"to get the question out of the way." Patsy Mink advocated it hoping for

close U.S.-Micronesian relations.

Congress does not want to find itself in the position of limiting the

free expression of Micronesian aspirations. In a June, i969, speech,

Senator Inouye put it thus: "It is imperative that all discussion begin

with the principal question: What do the Micronesians want? Do they want

to be completely independent? If so, we should exert all efforts to ensure
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, that they achieve independence with all spee.d." Chairman Burton of the

House territories subconlmitte emphasizes that tile final status m_st

be "whatever they want, whether wise or stupid." °

While it is doubtful that Congress would now oppose, as it did when

Aspinall was Interior Committee c_airman, the offer of an independence

option to Micronesia, there are many Congressmen who oppose the thought

of independence as an actuality. "I think there are a number of liberals

who automatically assume that independence is a good thing," Congressman

Thomas S. Foley told an interviewer, "but independence is always sought

.with enthusiasm and high expectations which are lost in normal, practical,

governmental functioning. The U.S. has a responsibilityto the people

of Micronesia: we must not forget that." '

Congressman Foley's concern goes beyond economic considerations, but

there are many on Capitol Hill who argue against independence on economic

grounds alone. "I can't see how they could be self-governing," Congressman

Joseph Vigorito expressed in an interview. "If we withdrew our money,

they would have to go back to subsistence, to living off the beaches." In
o

a hearing before the H6use Appropriations Subcommittee on the Interior,

Chairman Julia Butler Hansen and Congressman H. Gunn McKay warned

Interior officials of the importance of finances in establishing a new

type of government in the Trust Territory. "I don't care which way

they go," said Mrs. Hansen, "as long as they don't get disillusioned by

tile fiscal problems." And Congressman McKay added something which is

often heard on Capitol Hill: "It would be pretty hard to be politically

independent if you're not fiscally independent." Interestingly enough,

there is an inversion of the economic argument which is used by one

• Republican on the subcommittee who opposes a close relationship with theI
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islands: "There is no particular advantage to a closer relationship

with the islands," he says. "Puerto Rico has failed to accomplSsh much

except put more people on welfare in New York City; and I don't see much

indication of Puerto Rican love for the relationship."

If the Micronesians pressed Congress, they might find some support

for independence with strong misgivings. However, Congress will not

encourage independence.

- Free Association

Congress would rather see an arrangement whereby Micronesians exercise

self-government with some U.S. involvement. Congress would probably

have proposed something akin to "free association" even if the U.S.

had not developed the concept in negotiation S with the Micronesians.

In looking back at his 1969 Micronesian-Federal Relations Act, Congressman

LloydMeeds told an interviewer, "Theywere to have total self-government.

The U.S. would handle foreign affairs and defense; otherwise, they were

like a state."

"I have suggested some kind of independence," Senator Inouye told

interviewers. "A fair arrangement would be to give them control of

all internal affairs, let them use American currency, assist them in

providing security and diplomatic relations. All of these things would

.be done, realizing it would be too costly for the Micronesians to do

them."
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This arrangement satisfies most hesitanci#s about independence.

Lloyd Meeds is probably the foremost advocate of free association.

He has always concentrated on the deveiopment of economic infrastructure

and political maturity in Micronesia and, in an early interview, char_ed

that the Interior Department had "done a very poor job of educating middle

,level management, doctors, and mechanics." Later, after

a trip to Micronesia in 1974, he noticed that some success had been

achieved in these areas. He had talked to many Micronesians who held

positions which were once filled only by Americans and who were justifiably

proud of their effectiveness. Meeds also saw "vast improvements u in

public works: airfields, colleges, hospitals, electricity, sewers, water

catchments, ports, and highways. He feels we must encourage Micronesian

participation of all aspects of life as we maintain a committed presence

in Micronesia. In the period of free association, he says that we

"should help the hell out of them." That help could come in the form

of direct financial support, research into methods of developing capital

and c!arification of Micronesia's ocean boundaries.

While there are a significant number of Congressmen who believe that

through the dev_1opment of "ocean agriculture" Micronesia could become"

"the biggest-pastureland in the world", many are not optimistic about

Micronesia's potential for economic-development. In a late 1974 hearing

Congresswoman Mink reminded the Interior Department that proposed capital

improvement projects were the same suggestions that she had heard ten

years ago with little practical results. Others think that American money

has been an unfortuante intrusion in Micronesia, and that Micronesians'
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aspirations have increased in a way that makes close association with

" the U.S. mandatory. Senator James A. McClure nb_erved that when he visited

the Inter-lslands HiQh School in Truk in 1969, "every student had a trans-

istor radio attached to his ear. These kids lonq fgr the outside

world and are very dissatisfied with life in the Trust Territory. They

volunteer for the U.S. military service just to get away." McClure

concludes: "Until there is a dollar economy the Micronesians will not

be able to absorb dollars."

And there are other problems with "free association." Congressman

Thomas S. Foley's primary concern is that the U.S. might be• establishing

a permanent hierarchy of Micronesians who are presently in power.

Traditional chiefs have retained a great deal of power in modern Micronesia.

Senator James A. McClure, traveling with Foley in 1969, tells of asking a

Senator to the Congress of Micronesia whether he would run for re-election.

The Micronesian replied that he did not know; he had not yet asked the

, "violates almost every principleChief. "Traditional culture " says Foley,

the _nerican people have ever known. There is a small, able elite which

Would find themselves in control. Maybe they are not well-motivated to

serve the interests of their people." Many Congressmen are hesitant

to try to enforce democratic government in Micronesia, but there is the

•problem of the proper use of American money. "As long as the U.S.

maintains responsibility for the islands," Foley says, "we must guarantee

civil rights and the administration of justice, the protection of American

citizens, and tile proper conduct of their foreign affairs."

Tile third Congressional objection to free association is that it

p_oposed . '
does not protect U.S. strategic interests, tne_agreement allows the

Micronesians to declare independence after signing a "mutual security pact"
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with the United States. The Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Terri-

tories, J. Bennett Johnston, was startled when interviewers pointed out that

the negotiations included an independence option. In his view, the area was

too strategically important to allow Micronesian independence..Though there

had been no objections at poorly attended Senate hearings, senators later ex-

pressedstrong concern. Actually, as now proposed, the agreements protect

U.S. interests, since independence could take place only after the conclusion

of a mutual defense treaty.

A Marianas "Commonwea.lth"

The U.S. is willing to negotiate with the Marianas for a close and

lasting association and the Marianas are in a good bargaining position. But

some of the bargains the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations is willing

to offer the Marianas may be unsaleable on Capitol Hill.

A type of commonwealth status might be approved for the Marianas, if

only because, in Pats_ Mink's words, "a group of people wanting to be Ameri-

cans is an exciting phenomenonnowadays." However, there is a strong belief

that the Marianas and Guamshould form a single political entity and a hope

that unification will eventually take place. Chairman Burton is said to have

repeatedly emphasized union with Guamin his discussions with chief Marianas

negotiator Edward Pangelinan. Patsy Mink told an interviewer that Guam's

interest in statehood would be aided by union with other islands. At the same

time, there is realization that the Marianas do not presently want union with

Guam. "That would make them the tail of the dog," Congressman Hanual Lujan

Pictured, "and they are going to have a hard time wagging that dog."
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One item which Congress would definitely not give the Marianas is

" a non-voting delegate to Congress. Several sources have said that in

talks with Marianas negotiators, House Subcommittee Chairman Burton came

down against a non-voting delegate "like a ton of bricks" and such senti-

ment undoubtedly led to elimination of a non-voting delegate as an issue

in the negotiations. It is a simple matter of demography. On the Committee,

a delegate representing 50,000 people votes with the same power as a

Congressman representing 450,000. "Perhaps a representative should be

sent to Washington to appear before the agencies," a member of the House

subcommittee told an interviewer, "but already there are on the sub-

committee one delegate from the Virgin Islands and one from Guam--both of

whom are very nice people--but I couldn't afford to have these people

narrowing the significance of my vote."

The Marianas can expect sympathy for their desire to restrict

land 6wnership to people of Mariana ancestry. Most subcommittee members

share the views of Congressman Philip Ruppe of Michigan. "Some kind of

land alienation measure is essential. People with little knowledge of

business affairs will sell too quickly out of need. These are the people

who scream later. Wecould do two things: prevent the sale of land to

non-Americans or prevent the sale of land to anyone, but the people should

not be unprotected from speCulation." At the same time, Congressmen unfamiliar

with the special role of land in territorial areas may object to giving

American citizens (if indeed the people of the Marianas become citizens)

privileges not shared by the people on the mainland. A precedent for such

Congressional objections exists: At the time of passage of an Organic

Act for Guam, Congress deleted a provision which would have limited

land ownership to Guamanians. On the other hand, protection of land has
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precedents in American Indian, Hawaiian, and Alaskan law. Thus, the

question is political and not legal.

The proposed Marianas' tax system was initially under heavy fire, but

the two Congressmen who objected most now feel that a fair tax system is

being instituted. The Marianas had planned to create their own tax system with

no application of federal laws. Congressman Burton and Foley advised that

they use the American tax •system at first and later amend it to fit their

needs..Burton was irked that their plan included exemptions for Series E

and H bonds, something which Would benefit only millionaires and would •be a

red flag to Congress that something was wrong in the Marianas. He commented v/

that he didn't see why the Narianas government should start out corrupt. The

plans also called for #931 exemptions for income, allowing Marianas generated

income to be treated as foreign earned income. This "tax-haven" idea met

with strong opposition.

. - Fragmentation

The divisive aspirations of the people of the Trust Territory have resulted

in United States plans to assist in the separate development of the Marianas

"commonwealth" and "free associated" Micronesia. The division of the Trust

Territory when it is discussed evokes, with amazing repetitiveness, tile word

"regrettable." Every Congressman interviewed•regrets the fragmentation, using

the word "regret" in numerous ways. Fragment_ation is regretted because it

seems economically disadvantageous for all Micronesians, because a different

policy could possibly have brought all of Micronesia into a relationship more

conducive to United States strategic interests, and because as a policy it

may encourage the separatist tendencies of other island groups in Micronesia.

Congressional support of a separate status will put theUnited States Congress

in direct conflict with the territory-wide Congress of Micronesia which has
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opposed the separate negotiations and likened them to a U.S policy of "divide

and rule." Tilus, at this point, Congress looks back oil, looks at, and looks

ahead to the implementation of a policy which it is uncomfortable with, but

which it does not feel it has any power to change.

The strategy of U.S. and Micronesian negotiators is to make Congress (and

the Micronesians and the U.[I.) even more impotent. Even before the Marianas

proposal wassubmitted for Congressional approval, Congress was asked for transition

funds to bring the Marianas Commonwealth into being. In addition, the Adminis-

tration has agreed to administratively separate the Marianas from the rest of

Micronesia as soon as the Covenant is approved in a Marianas plebiscite, but

before approval by the U.S. Congress.
t

- Other territories

If they succeed, the Marianas will have had a unique development in the
o_

history of the American territories. Guamis particularly watchful of the

Marianas, and through its delegate to Congress has kept Congress mindful of its

obligations to the older territories. In a speech to the IIouse on February 4,

1974, Delegate Won Pat listed his objections to the Marianas negotiations and

concluded: "To accord these individuals a political status higher than that

now accorded Americans in the U.S. Virgin Islands or Guam...is a grave trespass

on the boundaries of the union which exists between territorial Americans and

their counterparts in the 50 States." Congressional reaction to objections

from other territories ranges from the feeling that five different and unequal

statuses demonstrate "correct flexibility" to the feeling that the new status

will be an incentive to the older territories to press Congress for a better

status for themselves.
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- Attitudes toward the role of Congress an<] other agencies

Congressmen generally see their role as protective of the interests of

the people of Micronesia, and think that they alone occupy the position which
some

affords an overview of the situation. To/Congressmen, it appears that the

State Department asserts its concern as if "diplomacy were the sport of princes."

Interior is viewed as being bureaucratically inept and as having sent its "un-

fireables" to the Trust Territory. The Defense Department, it is felt, is

concerned only with protecting its "negative" interests. The United Nations,

most members think, is.of no real concern and its expressions are seen as

,gamesmanship." t iembers of the subcommittees on territorial affairs are confi-

dent that they will be able to assert their perception of what status the Micro-

nesians silould have. Unfortunately, Congress "itself is not in the position to

view Micronesia without prejudice. Congress is trapped by former commitments,

by a predisposition toward a formula used in the past to annex territories, and

by structural inadequacies to handle the Micronesian situation.

Congress and tile Conduct of the Negotiations

" Congress, though largely ignorant about Micronesia, has a significant mem-

bership which is deeply concerned about Micronesia and which is uncomfortable

and frustrated by U.S. policy toward Micronesia. In the past, Congressional

discomfort was taken out on the Department of the Interior. One Congressman

returned from a trip to Micronesia and told an interviewer of his recommenda-

tions to an official in the Trust Territory Government. Asked how the official

responded, tile Congresslnan said, "Bureaucrats nod in agreement, but then you

leave and they go back to their offices and nothing gets done." The feeling is

widespread that American money produces insi.gnificant results in Micrones.ia,

_.._ largely because transportation and administration costs are phenomenally high.
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"_" In recent years, the negotiations as well as administrative problems have

frustrated Congressmen concerned with Micronesia. Orders for the Office of

•14icronesian Status Hegotiations supposedly come from the White House; they def-

initely do not come from Congress. Most Congressmen are in the dark about the

substance of the negotiations; when there are subcommittee meet'.ngs with the

negotiators present, discussion of the negotiations is avoided because Congress

does not want to "meddle" in the business of the executive branch and because

comments on ongoing negotiations are felt to be inappropriate. But when•Con-

gressmen finally learn the specifics of the negotiations, as in the closed hear-

ing before the Senate Interior Committee on September 12, 1974, they react with,

"The United States should have limited the options in the very beginning so that

we wouldn't liave to take an agreement which goes beyond what we want to do."

In administration, Congress makes policy but cannot carry out its policies; in

the negotiations, Congress cannot make policy but must approve it.

Initially, Aspinall tried • to outline the limits of United States "flexibil-

ity." As he modestly put it, "They (U.S. negotiators Harrison Loesch, a Colorado

neighbor and friend of.Aspinall, and Haydn Williams, Loesch's successor in the

negotiations) reported in: we talked it over; I told them what I thought would

have to be acknowledged and recognized before they could get anything out of it."

However, early in the negotiations, Aspinall's ability to influence the course

of negotiations was diminished. In his own •words:

Well, of course, next thing I knew Philip Burton became chairman
of the subcommittee, i|ext thing after that happened was that
Phil Burton then decided that everytiling had .to be cleared through
him, and he still feels t-h-at-_ay about it. And this is tl_e reason
why, as I understand it, these operations by Ambassador Williams
have been pre'tty well under cover at the present time and nothing's
been done, frankly, at the present time. (November 1973)*

*The negotiations withthe Micronesians bad just broken down in disagreementover finances.

I
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One of the complications is the relationship between the principal actors.

The Senate, once again, leaves the House in charge of overseeing the negotia-

tions. Senate subcommittee chairman J. Bennett Johnston never saw chief United

States negotiator Ambassador Haydn Williams for a one-to-one briefing. The

Office of Micronesian Status l_egotiations tried to set up such meetings, but

Johnston was never able to fit them into his schedule. One indication of the

problems faced by united States negotiators was Johnston's startlinglynegative

reaction to information that the draft agreement contained an opportunity for

the Micronesians to unilaterally declare their independence. The independence

option had been so crucial to the Micronesian_ that it had caused the breakaway

of the Marianas, and it had been mentioned in every hearing before the Senate

subcommittee. But Johnston first focused onthe issue in an interview later in

the negotiations.
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The situation with House subcommittee chairman Burton is reverse" some

_:: believe Williams avoided meetings with the Congressman.

I- House territories subcommittee chairma:n Burton and Ambassador Haydn Wil-

liams had their differences, and these differences had an indirect effect on

the negotiations with the Micronesians. Ambassador Williams is a quiet, ret-

icent individual who was once described as having "one major fault--a complete

inability to relate to human beings." l,licronesians find it difficult to re-
. I

late to him and particularly resent his use of his title as "the President s

representative." On the other hand, "burly, beefy Philip Burton," to use a

Ralph Nader Congressional profile description, "has a voice like a sonic boom,

the charge of a bull in a Congressional committee room," and an "emphasis on

the one-to-one relationship." The two Californians come from very different

backgrounds: Philip Burton considers himself a spokesman for San Francisco's

poor; Ambassador Williams is a resident of the rich San Francisco suburb of

Hillsborough. Burton hopes that the Micronesians see him as a friend and

"_ thinks that the subcommittee is comprised of people "sensitive to social

justice."

The contrasting personalities and ideologies of burton

and the head of the United States negotiating team for many months appeared

to be a major obstacle in the negotiations. The contrast came into sharp

focus at a State Department reception for Micronesian negotiators, November 12,

1973. Burton is quoted by several sources as having called Williams a "fascist"

and "colonialist." He told "Lazarus Salii, Chairman of the Micronesian negotia-

tors, that Williams "would lead him down the garden path," but that "Congress
!!

will take care of you. Williams was shocked by the Congressman's actions, and

relations between the two were strained for the following two months.

During those months, Conqressmen often expressed resentment that the Office

of Micronesian Status Negotiations was not keeping them fully informed; it

was as if communcations between Congress and the Office of Micronesian Status
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Negotiations had broken down completely, in late December, 1973, however,
"f

Ambassador Williams made a special effort to meet with Congressman Burton--

Williams had just flown in from talks in Hawaii and Burton was going to leave

that night for a trip to Micronesia--and relations between the two improved

markedly. Two weeks later, in Micronesia, Congressman Foley expressed the

often-heard view that Williams w_s not keeping Congress informed. Burton

came to Williams' defense and said that he may have been to blame himself

because he had done a poor job of passing information on to the subcommittee.

Burton was even quoted as saying, "I have deep respect for the Ambassador."

Senator McClure complained that he and Congressman Foley had tried for

3½ years to get someone from the Executive branch to come up and talk to them

about Micronesia; no one did. State Department officials repeatedly expressed

concern that Congressional consultations were infrequent, limited to Interior
and excluded the foreign affairs committees.

and perhaps the armed services committees,A Among the committee members, con-

sultation has largely been limited to committee and sub-committee chairmen and

ranking members, although the then head of the House Armed Services Committee
told interviewers he knew nothing of Tinian base plans.

Congress is not without blame for inadequate consultations. Communiques

from the negotiations are regularly sent to Congress, and the Office of Micro-

nesian Status Negotiations offered tosend its public affairs officers to

Capitol Hill to provide briefings and to set up interviews with principal

officials of the Office in a genuine attempt to open information channels.

But the results of efforts to keep Congress informed were, unfortunately,

predictable. Staff members did not attend or forgot briefings and thus con-

tinued to complain that the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations had

made no attempts to talk with them Others complained that briefings were

inadequate and did not go beyond information which was not already public.

A former director of the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations noted

that Congressmen would often talk only to the chief United States negotiator.

Such rank consciousness complicated consultations with Congress since the

chief United States negotiator, San Francisco-based Haydn Williams, had a full-time
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position as-head of the Asia Foundation and thus was in Washington infrequently.

Moreover, jurisdictional jealousies and seniority within Congress itself are

partially responsible for limiting briefings to senior nlembers of committees

concerned with Interior and Defense. Thus, it may be that observance of Con-

gressional sensitivities resulted in the injunction that the State Department

not consult with foreign affairs committees, that defense committees be left

to the Defense Department.

An uninformed Congress presents numerous problems in negotiations. The

subcommittees have travelled officially to Micronesia on inspection tours,

and Congressional assertions there sometimes undermine or embarrass the

United States negotiating position. Meetings with Micronesians in Washington

present the same possibilities. But most importantly, concerned Congressmen

have not shown great faith in the negotiators, and assume that negotiated

agreements would be changed. The Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations

chose to tolerate Congress' uninformed lethargy until the final stages

of the negotiations. With increased Congressional briefings in 1974, the

folly of this approach became clear, and Senators who were years behfnd in

their understanding of the negotiations balked at the status proposals.

The Constitution leaves the conduct of foreign affairs and the nego-

tiations of treaties to the executive branch subject to the advice and con-

sent of the Senate in the case of treaties. Over and over, Congressmen

stated that they had no views but would wait for executive proposals. In

some instances, this position covered ignorance; in others (Republican House

members) it was a way of postponing discussion or taking a position on

known issues.

The important point, of course, is that a wait-and-see attitude is

impractical and may be a continuation of tile refusal by Congress to fulfill

its responsibilities. In the first place, it is late in the day for Congress

to suddenlydiscover.that it is in disagreement with agreements tortuously
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negotiated in good faith by both the Micron.esians and by the Executive.

Secondly, the very content of the U.S. negotiating position d_pends uron

the extent to which Congress is willing to follow-up with funds, legislative

restraints, etc.

Yet it has been impossible _or Congress not to have an effect on the

negotiations.

In at least three instances, this overlap between Congressional and

Executive interest has become important to the Micronesians.

One example regards the Mariana Islands which are negotiating for a

close territorial status under U.S. sovereignty. The U.S. wants to build

a major base on the Mariana's second largest island, Tinian. In conceding

to this U.S. demand, the Marianas wished to attain and retain control of

their internal affairs and their tax system. U.S. negotiators had no

reason to discourage the Marianas from thinking that they might win these

concessions. But during a visit to Micronesia, subcommittee chairman

Burton made it clear that tax questions and some status matters might have

difficulty in Congress, whether or not the Marianas permitted the development

of the base at Tinian. Congress will make its judgement on its view of the

workable merit of elements of the final proposals; it has no concern for

winning concessions from the Micronesians.

Another example occurred in the 7th round of negotiations (November 13-21,

1973). The Micronesians had requested $I00 million annually for the duration

of a "free association" status. The U.S. epresentative rejected this pro-

posal on the ground that it would be unreasonable to give more money to the

area after trusteeship than was given during trusteeship. The Micronesians

are apparently willing to decrease the amount requested in return for a
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looser association agreement. But a number of Congressmen, including

Subcommittee Chairman Burton, were apparently willing to meet the $100

million request.

On one occasion the.U.S, negotiating position was completely under-

mined by significant Congressional sentiment. In the second round of

negotiations with the Marianas, the U.S. representative presented plans

for the purchase of Tinian on the grounds that "the U.S. Congress is reluctant

to commit large sums to projectswith only the protection of a lease."

In 1974, in a three hour meeting on Saipan, several members of the House

Subcommittee on Territories suggested to Marianas negotiators that they

lease rather than sell land to the Federal Government. Defense, they said,

•would require a long-term lease, perhaps as }ong as 99 years, but leasing

itself was not objectionable to •Congress.

Congressional Approval of Final Status Arrangements

Congress is given responsibility over "Territory of the United States"

by the Constitution (Article IV, Section 2). Foreign relations, of course,

are largely the responsibility of the Senate and the Executive branch; but

President Tr.umanspecifically requested action on Micronesia to be handled by

both Houses of the Congress. Someeighteen months after the talks at Hana,

chief negotiator Haydn Williams gave Congress a "Prog.ress Report on Trust

Terri_toryStatus.Negotiations." He said:

At Hana the United States also put forward its positionon
the progressiveproceduralsteps to be taken in
reaching an agreementand terminationof the trustee-
ship. First an agreementwould have to be worked out
between the two delegations. Second this agreementwould
have to be referredto both the Congressof Micronesia _ ,,
and the U.S. Congress,and third the agreementin the
end would have to be submittedto the people of Micronesia
for their approvalas an open and free act of self-determination.
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_. Committee. At that briefing, Senate misgivi.ngs about the status proposals

became clear. In the words of staff members of the Office of Mi'cronesian

Status Negotiations, "Senator McClure wanted to rewrite the whole Draft

Compact." McClure, Buckley, and Johnston reportedly objected to the entire

direction of the negotiations. _nterviewed soon after the briefing,

Senator McClure said that Congress should have stated guidelines prior to

the negotiations.

At the September 25, 1974, open hearing of the Senate Subcommittee on

Territories, Chairman J. Bennett Johnston began by warning: "I think that

there is a substantial chance that at least some provisions of the tenta-

tive agreements will be recommended against by the committee." He added,

"I thought I would mention that because I think as much time as you can get -

as the Ambassador can get - in his negotiations, as much notice of that

"_• fact, the better off we are."

Mr. Fred Radewagen, speaking for Interior's Office of Territories,

stated:

Since 1969, the United States and Micronesia have been
•negotiating the future political status of the territory's
six districts and termination of the trusteeship.

Public Law 93-111 currently authorizes the appropriation
of $60 miiiien for fiscal year i965, a level which has been
maintained since 1971.

The Administration's proposal would authorize a total
annual appropriation of $75 million for fiscal year 1975
and tile 1975 constant dollar equivalent of $80 million
for 1976.

Additionally, in section two, we are asking for a separate
authorization of $I.5 million for a special program to aid
t-r-a_-sit-i-o_i _f the-M_iana r Tsi_nds Dis-tr-idt to a new
commonwealth status as a territory of the United States.

These proposals are a direct result of the future political
status negotiations.
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The money for the Marianas was particularly connected to the fuLure poli-

tical status, the merits and drawbacks of vihich Congress had neither for-

mally considered nor debated up to that poi•nt. But even the badly needed

capital improvement funds called for in the other sections of the bill

we?e connected to future political status, by administration officials:

"tentative agreement as to levels of accelerated capital improvement

program funding was reached in the Carmel talks in March of this year

between Ambassador Franklin Haydn Williams, the President's Personal

Representative for Micronesian Status Negotiations, and SenatorLazarus

Salii, Chairman of the Joint Committee.on Future Status of the Congress of

Micronesia. Deputy chief negotiator Wilson, however, pointed out that the

provisions for Micronesia's future political'status "are subject to the

approval of the United States Congress it, the process of approving the

compact."

But such was not the case with the Marianas.

They would, the Administrationcandidly admitted,go into effect as _oon

as the Marianasand United States negotiatorssigned the final agreement.

The Executivebranch did not propose to return for Congressionalapproval

before beginningtransitionto the Marianas Commonwealth.

Yet the'MarianasCommonwealthproposalsare hardly uncontroversial.

They containedperplexingproblems such as the constructionof new major

multi-millfondollar military base so close to Guam,"theintegrityand

equalityof the United States' treatmentof all its territories,and the

fragmentationof a U.N.trust.Approval of the Marianas transitionfunds

would also have put the United States Congress in direct conflictwith the
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Congress of Micronesia which had opposed separate negotiations with the

Marianas and likened them to a U.S. policy of divide and rule. To make

matters more complicated, before Congressmen acted on the bills, the people

of the Marianas voted their negotiators out of office, replacing them with

representatives who advocated a slower pace in the negotiatioF_ and, in

one instance, opposed the negotiations completely. Thus Congressional

approval might also go against the implied wishes of the Marianas people

themselves.

Inclusion of aspects of the status negotiations in a bill which needed

onlyto deal with acknowledged fiscal needs in Micronesia, was perplexing

to many people on Capitol Hill. Senator Johnston commented, "This funding

seems a little inconsistent to me. Here yo_ have the Micronesians nego-

tiating for the whole of Micronesia and getting a budget for the whole of

0_ Micronesia and the Marianas wanting amillion and a half to make the transition
to a separate status. Is that incohsistency not rather plain and why do

we have to have that?" Senator Johnston, who was undereducated on the

negotiations to begin with, received this response from deputy chief

negotiator Wilson: "I think there may be some confusion here due to the

fact, Mr. Chairman, that we are faced with the proposition, almost, of

trying to point a moving train. We do have the problem of having to fund

current administration, the current administration of all six districts

at once under the present system while we are, at the same time, trying to

devise a new system." Unfortunately, no Congressman asked the adnlinistration

spokesman why a new system had to be funded before it was Congressionally

approved.
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_- In the Senate, there were problems with .the proposals based on the

Micronesian arrangements. Chairman Johnston stated the problem .th'is way:

our one real gut interest in Micronesia is a strategic
interest. •Here we are going to enter into a compact that
would say, unilaterally, you can rescind that agreement.
• I think that is just insane.

It seems to me that w_ had better get some more senti-
ment from the committee and I will try to do that for
you. In the meantime, I just doubt the wisdom of in-
creasing the budget, really, as more or less of a quid
pro quo to enter those negotiations -- I mean, to enter
that compact before we have an acceptable compact.

Senator Bartlett followed up on the chairman's comments and expressed the

views of many Senate subcommittee members (Senator Abourezk is a notable

excepti on ) :

Mr. Wilson, I share the concern that has been• expressed
by Senator Buckley and Senator Johnston and perhaps others
on the termination by mutual consent of the compact in •the
first 15 years.

I attended the last hearing _the closed briefing held
September 12, 1974] but I was unable to stay long enough
to express myself.

In addition, I have concern about the provision that,
thereafter, it would be terminated by unilateral action on
two years' notice but only after a satisfactory security
agreement has been concluded embodying the United States'
base rights and denying the area to third parties.

It would seem to me that, rather than leaving that final
condition up in the air for negotiation at that time, the
satisfactory security agreements embodying the United
States'base rights and the denial of the area to third
partiesshould be clearlyunderstoodprior to the nego-
tiationof thecontract.

Having that up in the air, which would be the most impor-
tant thing, should be clearlyworked out in advanceso that
there are no doubts.

Faced with problems in both Houses, the Adlninistrationdevelopedstrategies

which would lessen their plight. To a House subcommitteeconcernedwith

the Marianascommonwealth,but largelycontentwith Micronesianplans, the

Administrationpresentedthe Micronesianplans first. To the Senate Sub-

committeeeager for closer military ties, the Administrationbegan with
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the Narianas proposals. The official explanation was that it was done for

"variety," but one staffman agreed that the "variety" was not without

political intention.

More importantly, however, officials at the Department of Interior

began to discuss alternative processes for Congressional approval of the

agreements. The Director of the Office of Territories as well as the

Director of the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations openly di'scussed

whether the Interior committees, as opposed to committees responsible for

foreign affairs, should deal with the "international agreement" which
Under this _," oaa_pr cn,

would be madewith the Micronesians. A the Draft Comoact, which the Senate

Interior Committee seemed to want to block, would go to the more

liberal Senate Foreign Relations Committee..The Interior Committees,

according to the Administration officials, really only had jurisdiction

over a Marianas commonwealth. Whether intentional or not,according to

this plan Congress would never have been able to deal with the question

of the fragmentation of the Trust Territory, one of the most controversial

political issues.

One of the problems in the development of Congress' relationship with

Micronesia is that Micronesia has no lobbyist. Micronesia sends no official

representative to Washington. No Representatives or Senators have a

Micronesian constituency. Hawaiian Congressmen,and lately the territorial

delegates, have championed Micronesian problems, but they must be guided

by the same conscience which motSvates other Congressmenon the Interior

Committees to go out of their way to investigate the Micronesian situation.

Working for Micronesia as a member of Congress offers few rewards.

Membership on the full Interior Committee .is often sought in hopes that it

i_, will provide the opportunity for Congressmen to influence legislation
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important to constituents (the Interior Com_!iittee authorizes water con-

servation programs, dams, parks, and recreational areas.) Butn_) bills

referred to the Subcommittee on Territories offer any benefits for Congress-

men's home districts. The singular and minor exception, of course, is in

the potential for benefits for slates in the Pacific area.

Moreover, since territorial affairs do not often raise issues which

catch the public's eye, an assignment on a subcommittee responsible for

territories is not very popular. Assignments generally go to freshmen

Congressmen. This has had an adverse effect on the conduct of territorial

affairs, not so much because freshmen Congressmen are incapable, but rather

because of the lack of political advantage the subcommittee assignment

gives them. An assignment on a subcommittee, responsible for territories

does not help at election time. Thus, Micronesia's interests suffer from

high turnover rate, since new members constantly need to be educated

Concerning Micronesian affairs.

In the Senate, the situation is particularly bad. Former Staff Con-

sultant to the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, James Gamble,

• put it this way: "With each new Congress there is a turnover of Chairmen,

and if a new committee is reduced in size and senior members are promoted

elsewhere, a newly elected Senator without any experience becomes chairman.

And it is this inexperiencedperson who is looked to for guidance." The

Senate Territorial Subcommittee gets a new chairman every few years.

Freshman Senator J. Bennett Johnston became Chairman in January', 1973, and

in the first hearing held on territorial matters revealed that he had no

idea what the Trust Territory was. "Do I understand that American Samoa is

not included as a trust territory?" Johnston asked Interior Director of the

"_ Office of Territories, Stanley Carpenter. The Senator's ignorance is under-

standable, but it is indicative of a structural flaw in the government of
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the country responsible for Micronesia.

Freshmen who are genuinely interested in territorial issues often must

be careful about carrying out their subcommittee duties. A trip to Micro-

nesia is a worthwhile journey, essential for an understanding of the Trust

Territory. Congressman William Ketchum, in a hearing on submerged lands,

urged that members of the committee visit Micronesia in order to fully

understand the issue, but freshmen Congressmen must particularly consider

the impression a Pacific trip leaves back home. During the 1968 trip, a

cartoon in Lloyd Meeds' district portrayed him lying in a hammockwatching

a hula dancer. In 1974, editorials denounced "junkets" to Micronesia.

But trips to Micronesia are not luxurious or unnecessary. Conditions in

the Trust Territory are often arduous and more exotic than luxurious. One

Congressman complained that he had to diplomatically partake in a feast

which featured rancid lobster and roast pig which had been sitting in the

"" weather; this is an unusual view, and perhaps is itself a comment on the

ethnocentrism of the Congressman, since Micronesians are famous for _heir

roast pig banquets. But more objectively, the local political situation is

always ready to present a few surprises: in 1968, the Congressmen were

attacked because of their business suit appearance on one island and when

they decided-to change, they were chided for their sloppy attire on the

next island. The trips are exhaustive and often Unpleasant, but freshmen

Congressman Ralph Regula told an interviewer, "I doub.t that argument would

•be convincingin my distr_ictin Ohio."

A very dramatic case of a freshman Congressman'sdilemma is that of

former PennsylvaniaCongressmanNeiman Craley. Elected in the Johnson

landslide of 1964, Craley found the HouseSubcommitteeon Territoriesin-

tel.lectuallystimulating,if not politicallystrengthening,and devoted a
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great deal of time to the issue. Craley lost.his bid for re-electionin

Pennsylvania. Afterwards,he followedhis interestsand nlovedto Micronesia

where he has served as legislativeliaisonOfficer for the Trust Territory

Administration. Many members of the presentsubcommitteehold him in high

re_ard.

Perhapsmore importantthan the positionof the people chargedwith

Micronesia,however, is the method by which Congress deals with multi-

facetedissues. Micronesiashould probablyhave been dealt with by a

specialcommitteeorganizedto investigatethe peculiaritiesof this special

situation. Micronesia involvessubstantialforeignaffairs issues and

internationalagreements,multi-milliondollar defense investments,and

annual appropriationsfor developmentof an Impoverished area, as well

as the civil administrationof an InteriorDepartmentward. The issue could

have been handled by the ForeignRelations,Armed Services,Appropriations,

or Interiorcommitteesequally ineffectively. But it should have been dealt

with by all of them. It is a flaw of Congress that issues and jurisdiction

are particular.izedrather than co-ordinated. In the final phases and reso-

lutionsof Micronesia'spoliticalstatus,all of the areas of concernwill

rear their heads for a glimpseat the past's unfortunatepolicies.

The assignmentof jurisdictionto the Interiorcommitteesmay not have

been worse than assignmentto any other particularcommittee. But it had

its faults. Outside of the Armed Servicescommittee,no other committee

welcomed trusteeshipinsteadof annexationless than the Interior committees.

The Interiorcommitteeshad a predispositiontoward territorialannexation.

Throughoutthe 19th century,western expansionand populationgrowth made

the annexationof territorieseasy, if not"just. The patternof acquisition

and development,territory-to-stateseemed natural. InteriorCommittee
!

members thought that the same patterncould be repeated in the Pacific.
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But Congress has had difficulty producing satisfactory relationships

with any of the U.S. possessions since the statehood of Hawaii and Alaska.

Revisions of the pattern have brought Guamand the Virgin Islands to some

degree of satisfaction, but these areas, the Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands, Puerto Rico, and American Samoaare caught in a nethe.'land of

status between independence and statehood. Tile problems raised by terri-

tories are perplexing in an anti-colonialist world. Congressman Thomas

Foley expressed the sentiments of many members of congress when he said,"It's

too bad the U.S. ever got involved in the colonial/territorial business in

the late 19th century; it is a constant source of problems."

But if the problem was not complex enough, a new element was intro-

duced into this system: the Trusteeship Agreement with its commitment to

economic and social and political development toward the goal of self-

determination. From the beginning, the U.S. had committed itself to a more

aitruistic involvement in Micronesia than it had in the other territories.

From the beginning, the Trust Territory had a better status because its

sovereignty was reserved. Assuming that somehow Micronesia's status could

be handled in the traditional pattern by the traditional subcommittees

was unrealisitc.



_-- SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

This s.tUdy concludes with the signing of the Covenant for a Commonwealth

of the Northern Marianas. The Marianas Covenant must still pass a complicated

series of hurdles, including a plebiscite and if that is successful the approval

of the U.S. Congress. Legally the Marianas may be administered separately

prior to the termination of the trusteeship agreement. Most of the provisions

in the Covenant, particularly the provision for self-government, will take

effect as soon as the Covenant and Constitution are approved in the Marianas

and by the U.S. Congress.

Legally also, however, the Marianas will remain a part of the Trust

Territory of the Paci'fic Islands until negotiations are concluded with tile rest

of Micronesia. Negotiations on a U.S.-Micronesian Compact are at an impasse

over, among other things, U.S. land policies. Even if the impasse is broken and an

agreement is concluded at an early date, the United States does not plan to

seek United Nations Security Council approval of termination of the Trusteeship

Agreement until 1980 or 1981.

The delay for the Marianas is political rather than legal. The United

States could seek U.N. Security Council approval of an amendment to the Trustee-

Ship Agreement whereby trusteeship would np longer apply to the Mar!anas but

would continue to apply to the remainder of Micronesia. However, to do so would

raise in its most acute form some of the major criticisms of American policy,

and the proposal might therefore failto achieve Security Council approval.

I_ The delay for the remainder of Micronesia is also primarily political, but the

political problem is domestic rather than international. The-United States
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does not believe it can get the U.S. Congress to approve a larger financial

package for Micronesia and thus has decided to complete needed capital improve-

ment programs under its own aegis rather than provide funds for the Micronesians

•to spend themselves for the same capital improvements. The irony is that U.S.

administration of capital improvement programs in Micronesia has come under

sharp criticism from the U.S. Congress.

The delay and the uncertainty of future developments make it difficult

to reach conclusions on the advantages and disadvantages of either the Covenant

or the Compact. Even after termination of the Trusteeship Agreement_ it will be

some time before hard conclusions can be drawn. •Perspective, particularly

the perspective of time, will allow differentiation between those i'ssues in

the negotiations which were truly important and have enduring implications

and those issues which, while profoundly influencing immediate decisions and

0"_ especially the negotiating atmosphere, have no long term effect on actual

developments. More important, perspective and experience will tell whether the

unique relationships which the United States seeks to build with both the

Marianas and Micronesians are sufficiently strong and flexible to accommodate

changing needs and aspirations. Such changes are likely in developed areas:

they are inevitab!e in a developing area such as Micronesia. Just as Micronesia

outgrew the rigidities of a status as a non-self-governing U.S. territory (even

before it was offered), /th_y- be expected to outgrow some of the provisions

of its new status, if n_t the statuses themselves. _hus, despite the effort of

the U.S. to develop a permanent relationship with Micronesia and Micronesian

efforts to be able to freely change the relationship, the length as well as the

warmth of the new relationships can only be determined by the extent to which

they are and remain mutually beneficial.



Despite the uncertainties ahead, it is important to draw conclusions

regarding the development and implementation of U.S. policy at this turning

point in the continuing relationship between the United States and the

Pacific Islands. In order to judge the merits of the present status

proposals, it may be impossible to guess how they will survive, the future,

we can make some judgement on the attitudes and assumptions upon which

they were founded.



The basic assumption of U.S. policy--that Micronesia is "e_sential

to the United States for security reasons"--is highly questionable. Such

a judgement can not be made outside political, economic, technical, and

above all, human considerations. Considered against these factors,

initial U.S. military plans for land acquisition and military base

construction in Micronesia were clearly extravagant. The plans affected

Micronesian lifeand aspirations. The military should never have been

permitted to proceed so far with base preparations without a firm decision

that the area was of such strategic importance that the Pentagon's budget

would include the necessary financial support.

There is no doubt that Micronesia is useful. Nor is there any

doubt that it is to the advantage of the United States, blicronesia and

the international community to ensure that the area is never again used

0_ for aggressive purposes. But a judgement that Micronesia is useful and

must be denied potential to enemies raises verydifferent policy questions

than a conclusion that the area is "essential." A more realistic assessment

of Micronesia's strategic importance might have resulted in more rapid

and less contentious negotiations, if not more serious consideration of

such options as international neutralization, a bilateral treaty, and/or

long-term base agreements..The last two options, • particularly, could

have accommodated U.S. military interests without unnecessarily restricting

Micronesian options.



Resolution of Micronesia's status was needlessly delaye d _y the

failure of the Executive Branch to reconcil conflicts between Interior,

State, and Defense. In the Johnson Administration, continued bureau-

cratic infighting made it possible for a single Congressman to exercise

almost complete control over U.S. policy objectives. Even when a

coordinated approach was initiated by the Nixon Administration, attain-

ment of policy objectives was jeopardized by the Administration's

dismissal of the experiences of its predecessor, by its initial refusal

to restrain military demands and by its insensitivity to F_cronesian

rights and aspirations.



The Micronesians have not been presented with a free choice on their

future status. Rather they have a free choice within the limited range of

options made available to them. The choice was limited by two factors: The

primary factor was U.S. military strategic policy which precluded independence

and allowed internal autonomy only if the United States continued to control

defenseand foreign affairs. A second limiting factor was economic. U.S. economic

development of Micronesia was a dismal failure. Political, social and educational

programs bore no relationship to economic realities and potential. The result •

is a Micronesia which is considerably beyond a subsistence economy but which

is unable to advance further or even to maintain current standards without

considerable outside assistance. No pledge of continued U.S. assistance at

sufficient levels would be forthcoming for an independent Micronesia. On the

contrary, the U.S. made it clear Chat the closeness of the relationship and

not Micronesian needs would determine the level of U.S. economic assistance.

The military and economic factors which limited Micronesian choice were not

unconnected. Theoretically Micronesia could have auctioned off its strategic

location, but because of firmly established U.S. military interests, it in

actuality was not in a position to do so. A more economically indewen_e,,_

Micronesia, particularly a Micronesia not dependent solely on military attractiveness,

would have been able to attract domestic'and international political support

for a wider range of status options.
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Although it professed to be followin_ a pblicy of territorial unitz, other

U.S. policies, particularly economic and military policies, reinforced

cultural, geographic and other causes for disunity in Micronesia. Separation

of the Marianas from the rest of Micronesia in 1951, location of the capital

In Saipan far away from the geographic center Of the territory, and clear

economic and educational advantages for the Marianas reinforced and

encouraged separatist tendencies in the Marianas. The movement was also en-

couraged by frequent expressions by the military of their desire for bases in

the Marianas. The final decision to negotiate with the Marianas appears to

have been made primarily for military reasons.



Separate negotiations with the Marianas provide a precedei_t for

other Micronesian districts and for other individual islands. The U.S.

explanation that it could not deny the people of the Marianas their

right of self-determination prorides the philosophical justification for

further separatism. A similar argument can be advanced on behalf,of

Palau or the Marshalls. If it is too late to prevent Marianas separation

but the U.S. and the remaining Micronesian group would do well to plan

and implement a p_ogram to promote the unification of the remainder of

_cronesia.



Congress is poorly organized to handle questions relating to issues

like Micronesia. The rigidity of the committee system, excesses of the

seniority system, dictatorial powers of committee chairmen, and general

Congressional disinterest has resulted in inadequate attention given tothe

interrelationship of the international, political, economic and military factors

involved in fulfillment of U.S. trusteeship obligations. Some of these short-

Comings, particularly the antiquated committee structure, will continue to

adversely affect U.S. policy in Micronesia and the Marianas after they gain

their new status.



The Nixon and Ford Administrations took advantage of Congressional

shortcomings. Congress was not encouraged to address in a coherent manner

the policy questions involved in termination of Micronesia's Trusteeship

status. Instead, the Administration took steps which at best would have

resulted in piecemeal consideration and at worst narrowed the scope of

Congressional action. Authorization of funds for transition of the

Marianas to Commonwealth status was requested long before the _rianas

Covenent was completed or submitted for Congressional approval, before

Congress had a chance to look at the implications for or hear the views of

the rest of Micronesia, and before Congress was able to consider the

implication of military plans. In addition, the Administration announced

plans to hold a plebiscite and, if approved, to begin Separate administra-

tion of the Marianas prior to Congressional approval of a separate status

for the Marianas. The Administration can rightly argue that it took these

steps openly, after consultation with a few key members of Congress, and

that Congress could have halted all Micronesian activities until Congress

was satisfied with the entire status question. But Congress doesn't work

that way and the Executive knows it. Besides risking more distrust of

the Executive by Congress, the Administration's procedure jeopardizes the

agreements themselves. For it will be unfortunate for the Micronesians if

Congress later discovers that it can not live with agreements whose partial

implementation it has already approved.



With the exception of the Marianas breakaway, the Microncsians probably

ended up with the best agreement they could expect given political and

economic realities. It is also an agreement which serves their current economic

and political interests. They will have maximum internal autonomy, _ssured

economic assistance, and protection against third country encroachment. They

Will also have an option to unilaterally declare their complete independence

at some future date when the political and economic realities Which

dictated the present arrangement may have changed significantly. What is un-

fortunate was the necessity to bring the United St_t_s "screaming and kicking"

to an arrangement which the United States could have and should have offered

graciously years earlier.

The Marianas separation and suggestions of similar actions by other

islands suggests a major task for Micronesia: How to design a government which

provideslthe strength through unity and yet is sufficiently flexible to meet

diverse needs among the islands. A Free Associated State of Micronesia cannot

escape the shortcomings of previous American mistakes, but it will have the

opportunity and responsibility for corrective actions.



Congress, the Micronesians and the U.N. should consider both th_ Marianas

question and Micronesia aL the same time. This would undoubtedly result in a

delay for the Marianas. However, as a practical matter, the Marianas question

cannot be decided without also deciding major aspects of the incomplete U.S.-

Micronesian negotiations. Given the impasse in the latter, it may be that the

only way of forcing a resolution of those negotiations would be through detailed

consideration of the Marianas question.
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The Marianas Commonwealth and the Free Associated State of Micronesia

will brinq to five the kinds of territories associatedwith theUnited States,

i.e. in addition to Guam and the Virgin Islands; American Samoa; and the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. The United States should immediately move to ensure

that the statuses of the other territories, particularly Guam and the Virgin

Islands, are similarly improved. The objective is not to create a rigid formula

for all territories or to withhold Micronesia's privileges until Other terri-

tories achieve a similar status. There is virtue in a flexible approach which

tailors political status to the particular requirements of each area. Rather,

it is to recognize that other territories have legitimate concerns which were

present even before the Micronesia negotiations. They should not be handicapped

because, unlike Micronesia, they came under American sovereignty in another

0_ and thus unable to their into the American
era were negotiate entry polical

family.



Judged against U.N. criteria, the Marianas are neither integrated into

the U.S. (as a state) nor a free associated state (as will be Micronesia). '

That does not negate the fact that the Marianas have virtually complete control

over their internal affairs and that they knowingly and voluntarily entered

into the arrangement. It does, however, mean that the United States can expect

the Marianas in the future to seek greater participation in national affairs

through representation in the Congress and participation in Presidential elections.

If the United States fails to meet these wishes or if the U.S. uses its

authority in the Marianas insensitively, the U.S. can exPect future citizens of

the Marianas to seek a change in the relationship.



If they are to avoid continued dependence on American economic

support, particularly support based on uncertain military justifications,

Micronesians will have te move swiftly to develop their own economy. It is

a political necessity if conflicts with Congress over expenditures are to be

avoided.

The United States must be cautious to avoid charges of interference,

but the United States cannot avoid a responsibility to assist in the develop-

ment of a firmer economic base, especially in light of the failure of the

U.S. to fulfill that obligation under trusteeship.



Up to the signing of the Marianas Covenent, the U.S. demonstrated

little or no concern for the role of the United Nations. This is seen

in the initial U.S. proposal for Commonwealth, the movement of Micro-

nesian matters from the Bureau of Intemnational Organization Affairs,

the discontinuation of State Department participation in the Marianas

negotiations and the failure to consult the foreign affairs committees

of Congress. Reference to the role of the U.N. is not included in either

the Covenant, or the Compact or any communique or in the U.S. itemized

list of the i0 steps remaining before finalization of the Covenant. Only

at annual sessions of the U.N. was that organization involved in Micro-

nesian status questions. Even the U.N.'s participation as observers of

the plebiscite was requested rather late.
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As a participant in the staLus negotiations and as a party, whose interests

are directly and indirectly affected by the,results, the U.S. may have brouqht

into question its ability to objectively conduct either a political education

program or needed plebiscites. At a minimum, the conduct of plebiscites should

not be the responsibility of U.S. negotiators but the responsibility of

a neutral and impartial body or individual. Similarly and perhaps alternatively,

United Nations participation should be expanded beyond mere observation,


